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Abstract

This book enumerates and analyses the Arabic plant names gathered by Peter 
Forsskål during the Royal Danish expedition to Egypt, the Red Sea and Yemen 
in 1761-1767. This expedition, named the Arabian Journey 1761-1767, is con
sidered an important scientific undertaking of the 18th century. The aim of the 
expedition was i. a. to make observations in Natural History, including the gath
ering, description, preservation or illustration of all kinds of zoological and 
botanical species, and also to note the local vernacular names of these species 
both in Arabic script and in Eatin transcription.

Forsskål gathered more than 2000 botanical specimens, of which 1846 are 
still kept in the Herbarium Forskalii at the Botanical Garden and Museum of the 
Natural History Museum of Denmark in Copenhagen. In 1994 Professor lb 
Friis and F. Nigel Hepper published The Plants of Pehr Forsskål’s Flora Aegyptiaco- 
Arabica, a book containing a survey of the Herbarium Forskalii and a revision of 
Forsskål’s posthumous work, Flora AegyptiacoArabica. This present book aims at 
supplementing Friis’ and Hepper’s work with a philological study of the Arabic 
plant names gathered during the expedition. Forsskål had scrupulously ful
filled his task of noting the local names, and his notes represent a unique mate
rial regarding Arabic botanical linguistics, as it can be closely connected to 
herbarium specimens.
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Prefatory Notes about the Expedition to Egypt and Yemen 
and the Background of this Work

by Ib Friis

In the 18th century Danish authorities encour
aged scholarly interest in the Middle East. In 
1737-1738 the Danish government sent the na
val officer Frederik Ludvig Norden to Egypt and 
the Sudan with the task of reaching Ethiopia by 
sailing up the river Nile, but he only reached 
the small town of al-Dirr south of Aswan near 
the Second Cataract, now covered by Lake Nass
er. There the ship had to reverse because of lo
cal hostilities. Norden kept careful records of 
his observations, made drawings of the monu
ments and mapped the course of the Nile. After 
his premature deat in 1742, only 33 years old, 
his work Voyage d’Égypte et de Nubie (1750-1755) 
was published by the Royal Danish Academy of 
Sciences and Letters. This work encouraged 
great interest in the history, monuments and 
culture of Egypt, both in Denmark and else
where in Europe. It was therefore not surpris
ing that scholars planned a large-scale expedi
tion to the same general region, but this time to 
include Arabia felix, the present day Yemen.

From a modest proposal in 1756, to send one 
person to Yemen, the project soon developed 
into an expedition with five academically trained 
participants. By the end of 1760 all five scholars 
had been appointed. The naturalist Peter Fors
skål, a student of Carl von Linné, should study 
plants, animals and minerals, naturalia, and 
their names in Arabic. The philologist Frederik 
Christian von Haven should acquire oriental 
manuscripts for the King’s Library in Copenha
gen and make general observations on the Ara
bic language. The surveyor and cartographer 
Carsten Niebuhr should produce maps and ex

plore geographically unknown places. The phy
sician Christian Carl Kramer should study medi
cal problems and look after the health of the 
expedition members. The artist Georg Wilhelm 
Baurenfeind should make drawings of places 
and people, as well as of plants and animals that 
might be difficult to preserve. The planning in
volved many European scholars, who sent ques
tions to Copenhagen to be studied and possibly 
answered by the expedition. From this input, a 
detailed Royal Instruction about the research 
program of the expedition was drafted.

The members of the expedition, except von 
Haven, sailed from Copenhagen on 4 January 
1761. At Marseille, which the ship reached on 
14 May, von Haven, who had travelled over land, 
joined the party. The ship continued via Malta 
to Smyrna [Izmir] and onwards to the North 
Aegean island of Tenedos [Bozcaada], where 
the party, on 20 July, left the Danish ship, and 
on board a Turkish vessel they reached Con
stantinople on 30 July. After having botanized 
around the Dardanelles, the Sea of Marmara 
and in a few places along the coast of the Black 
Sea, Forsskål and the rest of the party left Con
stantinople on 8 September on board another 
Turkish ship bound for Egypt. Alexandria was 
reached on 26 September. By a small vessel the 
party continued 31 October to Rosette [Rashid] 
in the Nile Delta, where they stayed until 6 No
vember. On 10 November 1761 they reached 
Cairo.

The party used Cairo as their base for exten
sive studies in Lower Egypt, but this long stay in 
Cairo was also partly induced by conflicts be
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tween von Haven and the other members of the 
party. The excursions from Cairo included a 
long trip to Sinai. On 8 October 1762, at Suez, 
the party embarked on a small ship crowded 
with goods and pilgrims bound for Mecca via 
the port of Jeddah. The ship arrived at Jeddah 
on 29 October. Here the party transferred to a 
small coffee-boat to Tohaja [Luhayya], the 
northernmost port in Yemen. On 29 December, 
1762, almost two years after the party had left 
Copenhagen, they finally arrived at Tohaja and 
were finally at their destination, Arabia felix. In 
Yemen they first studied the Tehama (the coast
al plain of Yemen), with the valley of Surdud 
and various small towns. The largest of these, 
Beit el Fakih, was base for trips into the moun
tains, where Forsskål and Niebuhr saw coffee 
being cultivated. After this successful time the 
party left Beit el Fakih on 20 April 1763 for the 
port of Mocha, where their heavy collections 
had been sent from Tohaja by boat. During the 
stay at Mocha they tried with great difficulty to 
secure that the collections, especially specimens 
of animals preserved in alcohol, were preserved 
and sent to Europe. Here von Haven died on 25 
May, while Forsskål made further trips into the 
Tihama desert.

On 9 June the party left for the town of Tads 
[Ta'izz] in the mountains, where they arrived 
on 13 June. Permissions to travel in the country
side around Tads were difficult to obtain, and 
the party soon left for the town of Abb [Ibb], 
where they arrived on 1 July. Now Forsskål was 
seriously ill and had to be tied to his camel when 
travelling. On 5 July they arrived at Yerim, where 
Forsskål died on 11 July. The four remaining 
members of the party, Niebuhr, Kramer, Bau- 
renfeind and the servant continued to Sana, 
where they arrived on 17 July. They soon contin
ued, at the height of the rainy season, down to 
Mocha, arriving on 5 August.

The purpose of this hasty departure was to 
reach the British merchant ships, which at that 
time of the year left for Bombay in India. This 

was their best chance of saving both the collec
tions and the lives of the surviving members of 
the expedition. However, two more of the party 
died during the sea voyage (Baurenfeind died 
on 29 August and the servant two days later). In 
Bombay the fifth fatality (Kramer) occurred 
shortly after arrival, leaving Niebuhr as the only 
survivor. He continued, via Oman to Persia and 
then through Iraq and Syria to Palestine, with 
an excursion to Cyprus. From Jerusalem, he 
travelled to Constantinople and then through 
Eastern Europe to Copenhagen. Finally, on 20 
November 1767, almost six years after the party 
had set out on the expedition, he was back in 
Copenhagen.

In spite of the terrible fate of the expedition, 
it succeeded in acquiring significant collections. 
The plant collections at the Natural History Mu
seum of Denmark (Botanical Garden and Mu
seum) number ca. 1800 specimens. The most 
important collection of animals at the Natural 
History Museum of Denmark (Zoological Mu
seum) includes 99 specimens of fish in the so- 
called “Forsskål’s Fish Herbarium"; the speci
mens were pressed and dried between paper, 
preserving one side only. Only very little of the 
collections of animals in alcohol has been pre
served. Niebuhr’s observations and maps from 
all parts of the journey were and are still of great 
importance. The collection of oriental manu
scripts from the expedition is an important part 
of the Department of Orientalia and Judaica in 
the Royal Library, and the Danish National Mu
seum (for cultural history) keeps objects col
lected by the expedition in the Departments of 
Antiquities, the Ethnographic Department and 
in the Department of Coins and Medallions.

After his return from the expedition, Nie
buhr worked for ten years in Copenhagen pub
lishing its results. Initially a surveyor, he now 
had to cover the Helds of Forsskål and von Ha
ven. First, in 1772, he published a general work 
with the title Beschreibung von Arabien. It focused 
on answers that the expedition had provided to 
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questions by the European scholars. Later, in 
1774 Niebuhr published the first volume of his 
more detailed Reisebeschreibung nach Arabien und 
anderen umliegenden Ländern. This volume cov
ered the journey from Copenhagen to Bombay. 
In 1778 the second volume of that work ap
peared, covering his journey from Bombay to 
Aleppo. A third volume, entitled Reisen durch 
Syrien und Palästina and covering the journey 
from Aleppo to Copenhagen, was published 
posthumously in 1837. In 1775, Niebuhr edited 
and published Forsskål’s works on natural his
tory, first Desciptiones Animalium., and later in the 
same year Flora Aegyptiaco-Arabica. These works 
were compiled from Forsskål’s notes with the 
help of an unknown assistant editor, who was 
more familiar with the works of Carl von Linné 
than was Niebuhr. In 1776 followed leones rerum 
naturalium, a work with engravings based draw
ings of animals and plants by Baurenfeind.

Here it is also appropriate to give a brief 
sketch of Forsskål’s life before the expedition. 
He was born 1732 in Helsinki, the son of a Lu
theran vicar. In 1742 the family moved to a place 
near Uppsala in Sweden. The young Forsskål 
registered as a student of theology and philoso
phy at the University of Uppsala. Later, he also 
attended teaching in botany and zoology by 
Carl von Linné. In 1751 he was granted a schol
arship that allowed him to move to the Univer
sity of Göttingen in order to study philosophy, 
theology and Oriental languages. At that time 
the teaching of the rational German philoso
pher Christian Wolff had a wide following. After 
some time at Göttingen, Forsskål submitted a 
thesis for the degree of Doctor of Philosophy 
with the title Dubia de principiis philosophiae recen- 
tioris [Doubt about the principles of modern 
philosophy], containing criticism of the Wolffi
an philosophy. Soon after, Forsskål returned to 
Uppsala, where he took interest in the new “eco
nomic" disciplines, the study of biology and ge
ology for better agriculture and utilization of 
natural resources. In 1758 Forsskål applied for a 

university post at Uppsala in this new field, but 
did not get it. He then submitted a thesis in 
Swedish with the title Tankar om borgerligafriheten 
[Reflections on civil liberty]. This was rejected 
by the university, formally because it was written 
in Swedish, not Latin. He then submitted a new 
thesis with the politically correct title De pratis 
conserendi [On sowing of meadows]. This thesis 
was accepted, but was not published nor de
fended. In 1759 Forsskål nevertheless was given 
the title Reader of Economy, but never lectured. 
Instead he submitted a new version of his politi
cal thesis, now with a Latin translation De liber
tate civili [On civil fredom], advocating the total 
freedom of the press. It was again rejected. In 
1759 he published the Swedish text as a private 
publication, but the book was confiscated by the 
authorities and officially condemned from all 
pulpits of Sweden. After this blow, Forsskål de
cided to leave Sweden and joined the Danish 
expedition to Egypt and Yemen. It appears from 
this short sketch that Forsskål was strong-willed 
and independent, not shying away from con
flicts, even under very antagonistic conditions. 
Linné hinted at these features of his character 
when he named a plant from the desert of Egypt 
Forsskaolea. It belongs to the nettle family (Ur- 
ticaceae), thrives in very adverse habitats and is 
amply provided with clinging hooked hairs.

It would be too great a task to describe here 
all the subsequent taxonomic treatments of 
Forsskål’s plant collections by J. Zoéga, M. Vahl, 
C.F. Rottböll, G. Bentham, G.E. Kaulfuss, P. As- 
cherson, G. Schweinfurth, O. Schwartz, C. 
Christensen, E. Chiovenda, J.R.I. Wood and oth
ers. These studies, spanning from 1775 to the 
end of the 20th century, are described in the 
general introduction to the book by F.N. Hep- 
per and I. Friis, The Plants of Pehr Forsskål’s Flora 
Aegyptiaco Arabica (1994) that summarises all the 
studies of the collections up to its publication.

However, when the book by Hepper & Friis 
was presented in 1994 at a lecture in the Meet
ing Room of the Linnean Society of London 
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there was one comment that came almost in 
unison from the scholars of Arabic in the audi
ence. They pointed out that systematic biolo
gists might be satisfied with the new treatment, 
but scholars of Arabic missed a modern survey 
of the linguistic observations on plant and ani
mal names recorded by Forsskål. Therefore, 
they pointed out - with a smile - it was not cor
rect when it had been jokingly said in the pres
entation of the book that it finalised 233 years 
of study of Forsskål’s plant material. Subse
quently, we - Hepper and Friis - were much 
aware of this gap, and we have tried to find 
someone with both an interest in the plants and 
animals of the region, and a suitable linguistic 
knowledge of Arabic.

Now, with this work by Philippe Provencal, we 
have the requested supplement to Hepper & 
Friis’ The Plants of Pehr Forsskål’s Flora Aegyptiaco 
Arabica. Philippe Provencal seems well suited 
for the task. He was born in 1954 in Cairo, 
Egypt, and obtained his General Certificate of 
Education from the Cathedral School in Arhus 
in 1974. He began studying biology at the Uni
versity of Arhus, but before obtaining a Master’s 
degree in biology he changed to the study of 
Semitic philology and obtained an MA in that 
subject in 1989. In 1996 he obtained a Ph.D. at 
the University of Copenhagen for the thesis A 
lexicograph ic survey of Arabic a n imal names. Since 
1992 he has alternatively been teaching Semitic 
languages and working at the Natural History 
Museum in Arhus. A welcomed interruption 
caused by a scholarship in 2000-2001 at the tem

porary Danish Centre for Research in the Hu
manities, allow Provencal to concentrate for 
some time on the plant and animal names col
lected by Forsskål. He has contributed lectures 
and papers on Arabian pharmacology and lexi
cographic studies of plant and animal names to 
various congresses and congress proceedings. 
With great enthusiasm he has travelled in the 
Middle East and dived in the Red Sea, taking 
excellent photographs of marine animal life. 
With Philippe Provencal, we have found a per
son who combines interests in biology and lin
guistics and who, before embarking on the work 
with Forsskål’s plant names, had not only stud
ied Arabic names of plants and animals accord
ing to written sources, but also himself collected 
animal names from tribesmen in Sinai, as 
Forsskål had done.

It is therefore with great satisfaction that now, 
15 years later after the meeting in the Linnaean 
Society of London, I am able to write a foreword 
to the present review of the Arabic plant names 
collected by Pehr Forsskål, published nearly 250 
years after the names were first recorded.

Ib Friis
Professor

Botanical Garden and Museum
Natural History Museum of Denmark 

Gothersgade 130 
1123 Copenhagen K

Denmark



Introduction

Historical Background
One of the important results in natural history 
and linguistics from the Arabianjourney in 1761- 
1767 was the extensive recording and documen
tation of local Arabic plant and animal names. 
The first treatment of the material was provided 
by Forsskål himself in his notes on the journey. 
This treatment was edited and published post 
mortem auctoris in 1775 {Flora Ægyptiaco-Arabica 
and Descriptiones animalium) and 1776 {Icones re
rum naturalium) by Carsten Niebuhr and an un
known assistant editor (see introduction to Hep- 
per & Friis 1994). The linguistic aspects of For- 
sskål’s studies of natural history were stipulated 
in the Royal Instruction of 15 December 1760, § 
18, where Forsskål was explicitly instructed to 
note the local Arabic names of naturalia, which 
he was going to describe. It was also demanded 
of him that these local names should be record
ed both in Arabic and Fatin characters, and, if 
the same item had different names in different 
places, the variants of these names should also be 
written down (Rasmussen 1990 p. 70).

The collections of naturalia were also studied 
and described by Forsskål on the expedition, 
and Forsskål’s papers were later published by 
Carsten Niebuhr and an unknown helper in the 
same three works from 1775 and 1776. To some 
extent naturalia from the expedition were stud
ied by Carl von Linné, mainly plants germinated 
from seeds sent to him in Uppsala. Subsequent
ly, the collections of naturalia have been studied 
by many other botanists and zoologists, whereas 
the important linguistic material gathered by 
Forsskål has only rarely been subject to studies 
and analyse.

The importance of the scientific Held work 
made by Forsskål regarding botanical and zoo
logical taxonomy and his floristic and faunistic 
records was recognised almost instantly, and 

Forsskål’s collections and descriptions remain 
one of the great contributions to botany and 
zoology from the 18th century. His collections 
and publications are of crucial importance to 
taxonomic work to this day. It is sufficient here 
to remember the very large number of type
specimens found in his collections and kept at 
the Zoological and Botanical Museums in Co
penhagen and that there are provisions in the 
International Code of Botanical Nomenclature 
drafted specially in order to allow the continued 
use of the important scientific plant names pro
posed by Forsskål.1 Although many species de
scribed by Forsskål are now transferred to other 
genera, his scientific names for genera and his 
scientific species epithets are still very much in 
use,2 and the author-abbreviation “Forssk." is 
seen associated with many scientific names for 
plants and animals around the Red Sea.

1. The following two publications refer to the formal valid
ity of Forsskäf scientific names for plants: Friis et al. 
(1984); Friis and Jeffrey, 1986). The studies of how sci
entific plant names were formed in Flora Aegyptiaco-Ar- 
abica resulted in a complete revision of Art. 23 (dealing 
with scientific names for species) in the International 
Code of Botanical Nomenclature and the introduction 
in the Code of a new list of early taxonomic works, whith 
nomenclature sligthtly at varriance with that of Lin
naeus, Opem utique oppressa, which, contrary to the Flora 
Aegpptiaco-Arabica, were not to be taken into considera
tion as source of scientific plant names.

2. Forsskål described 656 species and 54 new genera of 
plants. However, Forsskål’s scientific names for species 
may act as basionyms for new species names, incorpo
rating Forsskål’s original epithet in combination with 
other generic names than those that Forsskål originally 
proposed. His generic names may also be used as names 
for subdivisions of genera. In all such cases Forsskål, ab
breviated “Forssk.”, is maintained as authority in paren
thesis. There are nearly 1300 such secondary uses of For- 
sskål’s new names for genera and species in the scientific 
literature, and more will certainly come.
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Regarding the studies of Forsskål’s linguistic 
contributions, G.W. Freytag used them in his 
Lexicon Arabico - Latinum (1837), and these were 
again used by A. de Biberstein Kazimirski in his 
dictionary Dictionnaire Arabe - FiainaL (1860). 
Freytag meticulously mentioned Forsskål as 
source each time he used his linguistic material, 
but unfortunately he used the same scientific 
plant names as those that were published in the 
Flora Aegyptiaco - Arabica (Forsskål 1775b), which 
for many, not to say most species are no longer 
strictly the correct names, as Forsskål’s species 
may have been transferred to other genera than 
those in which he placed them, the rank may 
have been changed or the species may have 
been demonstrated to be identical with others 
that have older names. The outdated scientific 
names used by Freytag were subsequently taken 
over by A.B. Kazimirski, but Kazimirski did not 
provide any reference to his bibliographic 
sources. Kazimirski’s dictionary is still largely 
used and has recently been reprinted photome- 
chanically by Librairie du Liban. This means 
that many scientific names for species are diffi
cult to trace in modern botanical literature, 
and, moreover, some of the lexemes used in Ka
zimirski’s dictionary are dialectical without any 
mentioning of this.

In 1912 G. Schweinfurth published his Arabis
che Pflanzennamen aus Aegypten, Algerien und Je
men, in which he devotes a large section to a bo
tanical and linguistic treatment of all of 
Forsskål’s plant names collected from Yemen. 
To a wide degree he also used Forsskål’s botani
cal notes from Egypt in his treatment of the 
plant names in contemporary Egyptian vernac
ular Arabic. Schweinfurth’s work has the form 
of extensive botanical and lexical name lists. In 
these lists the Arabic plant names are identified 
with the scientific names that were in use in 
1912, and the Arabic names are transliterated 
to Latin characters. However, Schweinfurth 
used his own system of transliteration, which is 
often somewhat ambiguous. On the other hand, 

all Forsskål’s records of plant names, both those 
written with Latin and those written with Arabic 
characters, are included in Schweinfurth’s list 
of plant names from that country. Schweinfurth 
has made many philological remarks in the in
troduction to his book, but there are no philo
logical comments at all regarding the individual 
names.

The names recorded by Forsskål have been 
studied in the Arabic world too. In 1932 A. 
Malouf published his Arabic Zoological Dictionary, 
in which he widely made use of Forsskål’s re
cords of Arabic animal names. Also the Leba
nese lexicographer Butrus al-Bustani has used 
Forsskål notes in his dictionary Mulüt al-Mulut 
(1869-1870).

Since Schweinfurth’s treatment in 1912 of 
Forsskål’s linguistic botanical material, nothing 
new regarding this subject has been published. 
While botanical taxonomy and other branches 
of this science still extensively use Forsskål’s her
barium specimens and botanical descriptions, 
no updated treatment of Forsskål’s linguistic 
contributions has been produced. This present 
work is thus an attempt to complete the mod
ern treatment of the scientific and scholarly re
sults of the Arabian Journey 1761-1767.

Forsskål’s Importance to the Study of Classical 
Arabic Botanical Texts
The Classical Arabic language has a wealth of 
names or terms used to denote both animals 
and plants, but for the vast majority of these 
names or terms the precise meaning, and very 
often even the general meaning, are unknown. 
This means that the study of the history of zool
ogy and botany in the Classical Islamic civilisa
tion is rendered very difficult and in many cases 
impossible by the uncertainties regarding the 
identity of most animal and plant species, which 
are not either domestic or referring to very well 
known wild species. In this context Forsskål’s 
botanical notes are of crucial importance, as 
they provide us with the Arabic names for plants, 
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where the species identity is ascertained by both 
botanical descriptions, and, in the vast majority 
of cases, also by herbarium materials. As knowl
edge about plants was very important in Classi
cal Arabic pharmacology, Forsskål’s notes are 
also of very great importance to the study of 
Arabic medicine and pharmacology, even 
though botany became an independent science 
and was not merely an ancillary discipline to 
pharmacology and medicine in the Classical 
Arabic culture.

How to use this Book
This work refers basically to the scientific names 
for the plants collected and investigated in 
Egypt and Yemen by Peter Forsskål as these 
names are found in Hepper & Friis (1994).

This book about the Arabic plant names is 
meant to be used i. a. as a supplement to and in 
close conjunction with Hepper & Friis (1994). 
The sequence of the plant species, their scien
tific names and taxonomical classification as 
well as the vernacular names written with italics 
are the same as the ones found in Hepper & 
Friis (1994), but only the linguistic material is 
treated here in this book. If information about 
classification, scientific synonyms or type speci
mens is needed, it will have to be found in Hep
per & Friis (1994). It has also to be emphasized 
that plant species gathered and/or described by 
Forsskål in Egypt or Yemen, but which are not 
provided with any Arabic name in his publica
tions or his Held notes, are not treated in this 
book. Arabic names for these species may be 
found in other works, especially in Schwein
furth (1912), but as a rule these species are 
omitted here. A full species list and a full cata
logue of Forsskål’s botanical collections are 
found in Hepper & Friis (1994).

The reader is also referred to the General In
troduction of Hepper & Friis (1994) for a de
scription of The Arabian Journey as a multidis
ciplinary expedition, for biographical notes on 
Forsskål and for information about the course 

of the expedition, Forsskål’s botanical manu
scripts and their publications, as well as a later 
scientific work on Forsskål’s botanical publica
tions and plant collections.

The treatment of the Arabic name material 
in Forsskål’s works and collections has always in
cluded a comparison with the information in G. 
Schweinfurth, Arabische. Pflanzennamen aus Ae
gypten, Algerien und Jemen, Dietrich Reimer 
(Ernst Vohsen), Berlin (1912). Schweinfurth 
has met with the same difficulties as the current 
author with regard to the transliteration and 
understanding of the right pronunciation of 
those plant names that Forsskål did not write in 
both Latin and Arabic characters (Schweinfurth 
1912 p. XIX). It is unfortunate that Forsskål has 
not always recorded the names with the use of 
both alphabets, since he explicitly was instruct
ed to do so according the Royal Instruction of 
15 December 1760, Article 18 (Rasmussen 1990 
p. 70). This would have allowed us to recon
struct the pronunciation of the plant names as 
Forsskål heard it in a better way than we can 
now.

The reason for the omission of records of 
plant names in both alphabets was perhaps that 
Forsskål was not always certain of the right spell
ing of a plant name. He only heard them in a 
dialectical pronunciation, which often does not 
mark the pronunciation of both vowels and 
consonants distinctively3. In general Forsskål 
only noted the local plant names, i.e. the names 
in the local Arabic dialect, and it does him cred
it that he did not try to render his notation 
more Classical but seems to have written down 
the names as closely as possible to the way he 
had heard them. Even though Forsskål was an 
excellent philologist and easily could discern 
which endings and other grammatical features

3. Especially the difference between plain and emphatic 
consonants may be blurred in many (but not all) words 
in e.g. the dialects of Egypt. For the dialect of Yemen cf. 
also Behnsteclt (1985). 
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that corresponded to each other in both the di
alects and in Classical Arabic, his notation is of
ten ambiguous when he only used Latin charac
ters. There are two main reasons for this:
1) The modern standard ways of making scien

tific transliterations were not yet invented.
2) Forsskål obviously made his Held notes for 

his own use, as he would naturally have 
counted on being able to edit his notes him
self on his return from the Arabian Journey.

In spite of the ambiguity, some features may be 
recognized that may help in the philological in
terpretation of the transliterations:
1) Forsskål often used an acute accent in order 

to indicate a lengthening of a vowel. This is 
due to the fact that in Arabic the stress is put 
on the last long vowel in the word, if it is not 
the last vowel in the word (Blachére & Gaud- 
efroy-Demombynes 1978 § 13 bis).

2) He often uses a double consonant in order 
to indicate a short vowel in the preceding 
syllable4, but very often he uses the same fea
tures to indicate a gemination of a conso
nant. At times, these ambiguities may make 
the linguistic treatment of Forsskål’s notes 
rather difficult.

3) The Arabic consonant cayn £, is often writ
ten as two similar vowels put together.

4. This spelling feature is found in the spelling of Scandi
navian languages.

For this survey all sheets of Forsskål’s herbarium 
at the Botanical Museum of Copenhagen have 
been surveyed by professor Ib Friis and me in 
order to find the Arabic plant names that had 
been written on Forsskål’s original field labels. 
It turned out that 81 plant names were written 
down on field labels. When these are referred 
to in the text, they are indicated with the letter 
C, the standard abreviation for the Botanical 
Museum in Copenhagen. These plant names 
were often underlined, presumably as a help to 

distinguish plant names from place names of 
the collecting locality, which have been written 
plainly. In all probability, Forsskål thus systema
tized his field notes in order to aid himself with 
his own planned work with the editing of his 
notes after his return from the expedition. At 
least 11 of these Arabic plant names from For- 
sskål’s field labels have not been published in 
earlier works.

All the Arabic plant names from Forsskål’s 
books and herbarium material has been exam
ined by Prof. Loutfy Boulos, emeritus professor 
of botany in Cairo. All his comments and pro
posals have been taken into account. Especially 
regarding the Egyptian name material his many 
suggestions and corrections have been very im
portant for this book.

Apart from the linguistic morphologic devel
opments in the Arabic plant names, the etymol
ogy and other cultural traits of the names are 
usually provided when:
1. The name has a clear meaning in Arabic.
2. The name has similar correspondents in oth

er Semitic languages.
3. The plant species in question is well known 

in the Arabic culture or has a specific use.

The book is provided with two indices:
1) An index to the scientific plant names as 

given in Hepper & Friis (1994).
2) An index to Arabic plant names transliterat

ed to Latin characters.

Standard Captions, Abbreviations, etc, in the 
List of Names
Forsskål [Latin]: This is typically the plant name 
(or the plant names) given under the entry 
VERNACULAR NAME in Hepper & Friis 
(1994). This name is typically identical with the 
plant name (or the plant names) given in Latin 
script by P. Forsskål5. This plant name (or plant

5. Usually spelt Forsskål, his name is nevertheless spelt 
Forskäl in his Flora Aegyptiae-o-Arabica. The spelling Fors- 
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names) have been rendered in this entry as they 
are written in Hepper & Friis (1994) in order to 
facilitate the recognition for the reader, when 
the book of Hepper & Friis (1994) is used as 
starting point, even if the names thus written 
are based on a misreading or a misinterpreta
tion of Forsskål’s work. Differences between 
Hepper & Friis (1994) and the names as they 
are understood and written in this work are 
commented upon.

Forsskål [Arabic]: The plant name (or the plant 
names) as written by P. Forsskål in the Arabic 
alphabet. This is usually derived from the Flora 
Ægyptiaco Arabica.

Standard transliteration [Latin]: The Arabic 
plant name transcribed in modern standard 
transliteration of the Arabic alphabet used by 
philologists of Semitic Languages. Unless other
wise stated, the standard transliterations give 
the Classical pronunciation, i.e. the rules of 
Classical Arabic are followed. If the plant name 
in question may be written in two or three dif
ferent ways, but does not offer much difficulty 
(for instance in case of a vowel being floating in 
the dialectical pronunciation) these different 
options are written down in the standard trans
literations. Regarding the ambiguity of the pro
nunciation of the vowels and especially their 
non-phonemic variants in the Arabic dialects, 
see Moscati et al. (1980) § 8.68.

In this survey, for convenience and practical 
reasons, Classical Arabic has been taken as the 
ancestor of the dialects (cf. Moscati etal. 1980 § 
4.7), even if this assumption must sometimes be 
treated with caution. This is particularly the 
case with regard to the Yemeni dialects, where 
South-Arabian and perhaps even Proto-Semitic 
may be at the origin of many features (cf. Mo
scati et al. 1980 § 4.7). Many species names in

skål has been followed here, as is has in Hepper & Friis 
(1994).

Egyptian Arabic may have a non-Arabic origin 
and in these cases a “Classical" pronunciation is 
more of an ideal than corresponding to some
thing that was ever actually spoken.

Standard writing [Arabic]: The Arabic spelling 
of the word according to the standards of the 
written language. As the plant names in the vast 
majority of cases are in dialect the last character 
will neither bear tanwln nor sukün. The patterns 
of the dialects regarding the length of vowels 
and syllables nevertheless have been preserved, 
but if deemed necessary the corresponding pat
terns of the Classical language has been given 
in the notes together with the author of the pat
tern given, if the author is different from the 
author of this book.

Comments: Any comments on linguistic or cul
tural matters pertaining to the Arabic plant 
name(s) or plant species in question. As the 
main objective of this work was to analyze and 
systematize Forsskål’s Arabic notes of plant 
names, the comments will focus on this task and 
will not treat all pertaining matters. The consul
tation and the choice of the dictionaries used 
have therefore mainly been for this purpose. If 
Forsskål’s notes are self-explanatory no com
ments may be given.

To indicate the line of evolution with regard 
to etymology the symbols > and < are to be un
derstood as arrows indicating the direction of 
evolution; thus hrayzl > hrezl means that the sec
ond word evolved from the first one.

Transliterations: The transliterations of the Ara-
bic letters to Latin letters are the following
ones:

p — , <_> = b ; dj — t; cLi — t;
c=j; C = h'’ C=b; a = d;
j =d; j =r; j =z; (jjj = s;
(jL = s ; = ?• = 4 • -L = t;
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-h = z; t = C- £ = gh; U> = f

3 = q; d = k; J = i; = m
6 = n; s = h; j = w; L5 = y:
- = a; 7 = i; _ = u; L= ä;

? —

J-=u; i = h or t/h.

Hanzah in the beginning of a Word is often not 
marked.
Gemination, i.e. the use of shaddah in Arabic, is 
rendered by a redoubling of the consonant, 
thus xT,?. = saddah. In certain dialects from Ye
men the letter t is used for a local emphatic pro
nunciation of the letter = t.

The occurence of a very short vowel, well 
known from the Hebrew grammar, and called 
“Murmelvokal" or “sewä mobile" is designated by 
these two names.
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Dicotyledons

ACANTHACEAE
Acanthus arboreus Forssk.
Forsskål [Latin]: Senaf (name from Yemen) 
Forsskål [Arabic]: . ...
Standard transliteration: [Latin] sanaf, sinaf 
Standard writing [Arabic]: s-iLx
Comments: According to the list of Schwein
furth (1912, p. 159), the vowel of the first sylla
ble is a kasrah, so the name seems to be sinaf

Anisotes trisulcus (Forssk.) Nees
Forsskål [Latin]: Maddh (name from Yemen) 
Forsskål [Arabic]: Lx vel jjAx
Standard transliterations: [Latin] mad / maz 
Standard writing [Arabic]: Lx < o^x 
Comments: As the letter däd is often pro
nounced as za'L in many parts of Yemen (cf. 
Behnstedt 1987, § 1. 2. 3.) the two ways of spell
ing are possible. However the fact that the spell
ing maddh is noted could indicate that the orig
inal form was mad (jAx 6.

6. Prof. Loutfy Boulos proposed also
7. Prof. Loutfy Boulos proposed also ..

Asystasia gangetica (L.)T. Anders.
Forsskål: [Latin]: Soudvud, Svudvud (names 
from Yemen)
Forsskål: [Arabic]: jjjjj-u

Standard transliterations [Latin]: südüd, suwud- 
wud.

9 0 9 9 9 9

Standard writing [Arabic]: JjJjxu < JjJjxu 
Comments: Both the forms südüd (paradigm 
fuclül) and suwudwud (paradigm fuculcul) are 
found in Classical Arabic (Fischer 1987, p. 63 § 
62 and §63; Fleisch, 1961, pp. 402-403 § 87). 
However Schweinfurth writes both ssouduud and 
ssuuduud (cf. Schweinfurth 1912, p. 129)7. See 
also infra comments to Dicliptera verticillata.

Asystasia guttata (Forssk.) Brummitt
Forsskål [Latin]: Kasr, Ghobeire, Ghobtre (names 
from Yemen)
Forsskål [Arabic]: ‘‘
Standard transliterations [Latin]: kasr, ghubay- 
rah, ghublrah
Standard writing [Arabic]: Sjjjc < Sjxx < 
Comments: Forsskål wrote the dialectical name,
i.e.  in Classical Arabic: Ghubayrat/h SjlL. The 
other name Ghobtre seems to be another pro
nunciation of this noun form, which in all prob
ability is formed as a diminutive (Wright 1988a, 
p. 166B) of the Yemen Arabic names of Rueilia 
patula (se infra) and of Wissadula amplissima 
(SOLANACEAEp. 93).

Barleria bispinosa (Forssk.) Vahl
Forsskål [Latin]: Schechadd, Schechadh, Kulibe 
(names from Yemen)
Forsskål [Arabic]: .*■
Standard transliteration [Latin]: sihad, sahad, 
kulibah
Standard writing [Arabic]8: <i_L (,f. < jå; ,f. 
Comments: Regarding the first name the vowel 
of the first syllable should be either a kasrah or 
afathah, but in Schweinfurth (1912, p. 161) Bar
leria diacantha is called schochädd and Barleria 
trispinosa is called schochädd. This indicates a 
dammah in the first vowel. The accent above the 
a may indicate a long vowel thus sahhäd or sihhäd 
— I —x. . T. . L-A The latter having been pro
posed by Prof. Loutfy Boulos. This Arabic name 
(i.e. Schechadd) is also written on an original 
Held label on the herbarium sheet in Forsskål’s 
herbarium.

Forsskål noted down the dialectical name, i.e. 
the feminine ending in kulibah is pronounced 
with an “e" presumably on account of imälah.

8. Prof. Loutfy Boulos proposed
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(For the occurence of imälah in Yemeni dialects 
cf. Behnstedt (1987, pp. 54 - 58 and p. 210) and 
Behnstedt (1985, map 21, 22 pp. 61-62). The 
form fucilah is not found in Classical Arabic 
(Prof. Christopher Toll pers, information). The 
classical correspondent would in all probability 
be kulbah = LK which means whiskers on a cat 
or a dog, wich agrees well with the long and thin 
spines on the plant.

Barleria lanceata (Forssk.) C. Christensen
Forsskål [Latin]: Sokaejt (name from Yemen) 
Forsskål [Arabic]: LLuj

Standard transliteration [Latin]: suqayt 
Standard writing [Arabic]9: 3 ..

9. Prof. Loutfy Boulos proposed also .

Comments: In Classical Arabic it should be xx>
suqayah = ?<ä,„ In (some) Yemen dialects the 
old Semitic ending “at" of the feminine singular 
is still pronounced in definite nomina i.e. in 
nomina having the definite article or being in 
status constructus. This linguistic feature is 
found in the dialects of Sacdah (Behnstedt 1987, 
pp. 54-55), which is located at a certain distance 
to the north from the Wädl Surdüd in which 
Forsskål collected his specimen (Forsskål 1775b, 
p. 6 No. 18).

Barleria prioritis ssp. apressa (Forssk.) Brummitt 
& JR. I. Wood
Forsskål [Latin]: Schechadh (name from Yemen) 
Forsskål [Arabic]:
Standard transliteration [Latin]: sahad, sihad, 
sihhäd
Standard writing [Arabic]:
Comments: See what was written above under 
the entry: Barleria bispinosa. The Arabic name 
is also written on an original Held label on the 
herbarium sheet in Forsskål’s herbarium at C. 
The name sihhäd is proposed by Prof. Loutfy 
Boulos.

Barleria trispinosa (Forssk.) Vahl
Forsskål [Latin]: Schechar, UuzaF0, Kullibae, 
Vusar (names from Yemen)
Forsskål [Arabic]: jAxh
Standard transliterations [Latin]: sahar, sihar11, 
kulibah, wuzal, wuzar,

X > ~ > X ' '

Standard writing [Arabic]: Jjj < yJS ,
X '

JJJ
Comments: For Kullibae (<?K \ ) see com
ments of Barleria bispinosa above. For the 
names Uuzal (Forsskål 1775b, CII No. 13, b) 
and Vusar a name spelled as wuzar/wuzal

X f ' 2
Jjj \ jjj may be inferred.

Blepharis ciliaris (L.)B.L. Burtt
Forsskål [Latin]: Zogaf Sogt//(name from 
Yemen)
Standard transliteration [Latin]: suqaf12. 
Standard writing [Arabic]: , ää..,

Blepharis maderaspatensis (L.) Hayne ex Roth 
Forsskål [Latin]: Saebak (name from Yemen) 
Forsskål [Arabic]: cly-u
Standard transliteration [Latin]: sabak13 
Standard writing [Arabic]: eLuj

Dicliptera foetidae (Forssk.) Blatter
Forsskål [Latin]: Tuna(name from Yemen) 
Forsskål [Arabic]: <üjl=
Standard transliteration [Latin]: tünah
Standard writing [Arabic]:

Dicliptera verticillata (Forssk.) C. Christensen 
Forsskål [Latin]: Sövudvud (name from Yemen) 
Standard transliteration [Latin]: suwudwud 
Standard writing [Arabic]: jjj
Comments: As the form fuculcul is found in Clas
sical Arabic (Fischer 1987, §62), and as this

10. In Hepper & Friis (1994, p. 64) the spelling is LTzal, but 
this must be due to a mistake.

11. Prof. Loutfy Boulos proposed sihar .
12. Schweinfurth (1912, p.119). Prof. Loutfy Boulos pro

posed suqäf . sis,...
13. sebak according to Schweinfurth (1912, p. 116). 
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plant name has already been used for Asystasia 
gangetica (see supra), the name was in all prob
ability as indicated. However Schweinfurth 
(1912, p. 119 and p. 120) writes ssouduud, ssouud- 
uud and ssuuduud for the names reported by 
Forsskål of these two plant species treated here.

Ecbolium gymnostachyum (Nees) Milne-Redhead 
Forsskål [Latin]: Tana(name from Yemen) 
Standard transliteration [Latin]: tünahJt *
Standard writing [Arabic]:
Comments: Forsskål gathered two different 
plant species, namely Ecbolium gymnostachyum 
and Ecbolium viride under the name Justichia 
viridis (Hepper & Friis 1994, pp. 65-66). The 
name Tana, which obviously is the same name 
as that of Dicliptera foetidae (see supra), is writ
ten on a Held label on a herbarium sheet with a 
specimen of Ecbolium gymnostachyum. Di
cliptera foetidae is called Justicia fcetida by 
Forsskål. The reason why the long ü is writen 
with an å is that this long vowel is pronounced 
as ö in the local dialect when it is placed around 
an emphatic consonant. This linguistic feature 
is occurring in recent time in the area around 
Bayt al-Faqth and somewhat eastwards (Behnst- 
edt 1985, map 10). This plant was found in Bol- 
ghose (Hepper & Friis 1984, p. 66) in the foot
hills of the mountains east of Bayt al Faqih.

Ecbolium viride (Forssk.) Alston
Forsskål [Latin]: Kossaejf Chasser (names from 
Yemen)
Forsskål [Arabic]: j,.
Standard transliterations [Latin]: qusayf, hastr 
Standard writing [Arabic]: ‘;
Comments: For the pronunciation of qusayf cf. 
Forsskål (1775b, p. 114 nr. 49) Rueilia patula 
(Rueilia strepens in Forsskål’s naming), where 
this Arabic spelling has been transcribed by 
Forsskål in the same way. This pronunciation 
for Ecbolium viride remains conjectural, how
ever. The dialectical pronunciation is qusef(cf. 
Schweinfurth 1912, p. 111).

Hypoestes forskalei (Vahl) R. Br.
Forsskål [Latin]: Vusar (name from Yemen) 
Forsskål [Arabic]: jjj
Standard transliteration [Latin]: wuzar 
Standard writing [Arabic]:
Comments: According to Schweinfurt (1912, p. 
123), three plants of the genus Justicia arc given 
the names Uusar, Vusar and Uusar by Forsskål.

z *They all seem to be transcriptions of wuzar , 
the differences in transriptions being due per
haps to reading difficulties. Forsskål writes: 
“Arab. Vusar. nomen familiæ Justiciarum" 
(Forsskål 1775b, p. 4).

Hypoestes triflora (Forssk.) Roem. & Schult. 
Forsskål [Latin]: Chodie (name from Yemen) 
Forsskål [Arabic]:
Standard transliteration [Latin]: hüdiyyah 
Standard writing [Arabic]:
Comments: The dialectical pronunciation is 
perhaps rather hüdtyah.

Justicia caerulea Forssk.
Forsskål [Latin]: Vusar (name from Yemen) 
Forsskål [Arabic]: jjj
Standard transliteration [Latin]: wuzar 
Standard writing [Arabic]:
Comments: See remarks on Hypoestes forskalei 
above and Forsskål (1775b, p. CII No. 20 and 21).

Justicia odora (Forssk.) Lam.
Forsskål [Latin]: Kejsemdn (also Kaejsamän 
Forsskål 1775b, p. CIII, name from Yemen) 
Forsskål [Arabic]: jl
Standard transliterations [Latin]: qaysamän, 
qaysimän
Standard writing [Arabic]: öl < jl 
Comments: The pronunciation qaysimän is pro
posed by Prof. Loutfy Boulos. Nevertheless, as 
the second “e" in Forsskål’s transcription may 
be understood as well as a “sewä mobile" as refer
ring to a kasrah, the pronunciation qaysamän 
cannot be dismissed, especially when referring 
to Forsskål (1775b, p. CIII).
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Justi cia resupinata Forssk.
Forsskål [Latin]: Uufar (name from Yemen) 
Standard transliteration [Latin]: wuzar 
Standard writing [Arabic]: .
Comments: See remarks on Hypoestes forskalei 
above and Forsskål (1775b, p. CII No. 20, 21 
and 22). This plant name was written as Uusar 
and not Uufar (cf. Forsskål 1775b, p.CII No. 
22).

Peristrophe paniculata (Forssk.) Brummitt
Forsskål [Latin]: Medhaefaa, Toaejm (names 
from Yemen)
Forsskål [Arabic]: fjjj
Standard transliteration [Latin]: tuwaym14, 
madäfacah,

14. Prof. Loutfy Boulos proposed tuwwaym and madäPah

s s s o x- 9-
Standard writing [Arabic]: .Aa <
Comments: For the name madäfacah, ?tÅl. Aa , cf. 
Schweinfurth (1912, p. 149). As the last name 
indicates that the plant in question has a laxa
tive effect the name is probably an active parti-_ X
ciple i.e. mudaficah in Classical Arabic.

Phaulopsis imbricata (Forssk.) Sweet
Forsskål [Latin]: Khadjaret el chösam (name 
from Yemen)
Standard transliteration [Latin]: hajarat al- 
husam' . . . z z zStandard writing [Arabic]: A I <, ■a 1 I
Comments: This plant name is only found on 
an original Held label on a herbarium sheet as 
C. It is not published in Forsskål (1775b). As 
Forsskål did not write this plant name with Ara
bic letters the right pronunciation and spelling 
remain conjectural.

Rueilia hispida Forssk.
Forsskål [Latin]: Chommab (name from Yemen) 
Forsskål [Arabic]:
Standard transliteration [Latin]: hummäh 
Standard writing [Arabic]: fA

Comments: In Forsskål (1775b, p. CXV No. 
387) Chommah and not Chommäb is written.

Rueilia patula Jacq.
Forsskål [Latin] :Koseif Kossejf Mtaktka, Ghobbar 
(names from Yemen)
Forsskål [Arabic]: dÜU < > L,A<i
Standard transliterations [Latin]: qusayf, mu- 
taqtaqah15, ghubbär.

'o '9 O'' 9
Standard writing [Arabic]: jL£ < <jüäla < < 
Comments: Dialectical pronunciations: quséf, 
quseyf, mtaqtqa, ghobbär (cf. Schweinfurth 1912, 
p. 98, p. 107 and p. 111).

AIZOACEAE
Aizoon canariense L.
Forsskål [Latin]: Kusjet elBellad (name from 
Egypt)
Forsskål [Arabic]: jyUI
Standard transliteration [Latin]: kusat al-biläd 
Standard writing [Arabic]: jyCll
Comments: This plant name should perhaps be 
read as kussat al-biläd = jY-JI «UiS which means: 
“The forelock of the country". For the appela- 
tion “forelock" cf. the illustration in Rasmussen 
(1990, table XIV) from leones Rerum Naturalium 
(Forsskål 1776).

Geruma alba Forssk.
Forsskål [Latin]: Djerrum (name from Yemen) 
Forsskål [Arabic]:
Standard transliteration [Latin]: jurrum 
Standard writing [Arabic]:
Comments: There are two posibilities for un
derstanding the etymology of this plant name:
1. The root Vjrm, which in this case is with a 
geminated second radical, cf. Fischer (1987, § 
62 e).
2. The root Vjrr, i.e. we have perhaps here an 
example of the forms augmented with m treat
ed in Fischer (1965, p. 203) and Fleisch (1961, 
pp. 465-467 §100).

15. Prof. Loutfy Boulos proposed also mataqtaqah = a
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As the forms faccul, ficcul and fuccul are not 
known in Classical Arabic (professor Christo
pher Toll personal communication) the only 
interpretation of the transcription of P. Forsskål 
regarding the vocalisation is jurrum using op
tion 2, unless the name in reality is of the form 
faccül or fuccül (jurrüm?). The Genus name 
Gemma seems to be derived from the Arabic 
name.

Glinus lotoides L.
Forsskål [Fatin]: Ghobbaejre (Egyptian Arabic), 
Haschfe (Yemen Arabic).
Standard transliterations [Latin]: ghubbayrah, 
hasfah
Standard writing [Arabic]: 25.7.^ < Sjjji. 
Comments: For the Standard transliterations cf. 
Schweinfurth (1912, p. 147). Dialectical pro
nunciation: ghobbérah (cf. Schweinfurth 1912, 
p. 22). The name Haschfe. is also found on an 
original Held label on the herbarium sheet in 
Forsskål’s herbarium.

Mesembryanthemum forsskålii Höchst, ex Boiss. 
Forsskål [Latin]: Ghasül (name from Egypt) 
Standard transliterations [Latin]: ghasül, ghäsül 
Standard writing [Arabic]: • Jj,,,|A < JJ,,,c 
Comments: see next name: Mesembryanthe
mum nodiflorum.

Mesembryanthemum nodiflorum L.
Forsskål [Latin]: Ghasül, Schaechacha (names 
from Egypt)
Forsskål [Arabic]: ,,,|A
Standard transliterations [Latin]: ghasül, 
ghäsül, sahähah16

16. probably cf. Schweinfurth (1912) p. 79.

Standard writing [Arabic]: < Jj. .A
Comments: The first plant name means “soap" 
(Kazimirski 1860; Reig 1983 ). According to 
Llöw (1881, p. 43) it is used by Maimonides to 
explain an Aramean word TP "i'll meaning a 
plant material used for washing. The name 

Ghasül was also indicated on an original field 
label on the herbarium sheet at C.

As the second plant name (sahähah) seems to 
indicate that the plant has a urinating effect (cf. 
Kazimirski 1860), the name may well go back to 
Classical Arabic suhhhähah, sahhhähah = : 
as these forms may indicate an iterative (e.g. 
names of professions) and are furthermore 
used for plant names (Fischer 1987, § 77, p. 
45).

Rocama prostrata Forssk.
Forsskål [Latin]: Rökama (name from Yemen) 
Forsskål [Arabic]:
Standard transliteration [Latin]: ruqamah 
Standard writing [Arabic]:
Comments: Dialectical pronunciation: ruqama/ 
roqama. According to Behnstedt (1996, p. 460) 
the name ruqmah is the name of Boerhavia dif
fusa in North Yemen. The name ruqam with the 
pronunciation rugam is the name of different 
Commicarpus spp. (Behnstedt 1996, p. 459).

AMARANTHACEAE
Achyranthes aspera L. var. sicula L.
Forsskål [Latin]: Uokkes, Uoke.s, Höllern, Mahot, 
Hamsched (names from Yemen).
Forsskål [Arabic]: L 
Standard transliterations [Latin]: wuqls, hulllm, 
mahüt, hamsid, hamsad.

Ox Vf H

Standard writing [Arabic]:
Comments: For the pronunciations cf. Schwein
furth (1912, p. 126). The forms hulllm (JL. and 
wuqls which are of the paradigm fuccll and 
fucll are not found in Classical Arabic (cf. Fis
cher 1987, § 62). Perhaps they are to be under
stood as dialectical forms that may have derived 
from the diminutive morpheme fucayl > fucel > 
fucll (Chr. Toll personal communication).

On a field label on the herbarium sheet the 
name Mahåt is written in connection with the 
place name Mokhaja, which corresponds per
haps to Mukhajah, Jabal Barrad near Bolghose, 
(Hepper & Friis 1994, p. 60). On the map drawn 
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by Niebuhr of the itinary of Forsskål in Yemen 
Mokajah is located a little south of Kusma 
(Forsskål 1775b). That mahüt should be pro- 
nouced like mahöt in this area is not improba
ble. Even though the region lies outside the 
present day region where ü becomes ö in the 
vincinity of emphatic consonants, the location 
is still not very far away from this region (Behn- 
stedt 1985, map 10).

On the same Held label Hamsched is written 
as the name in connection with al-Hädiyah 
(Hadie). This plant name is also shared by 
Droguetia iners of the URTICACEAE (p. 98) 
and for Priva adhaerens of the VERBENACEAE 
(p.100). As Forsskål writes this name as jduaa. 
both for Droguetia iners (Forsskål 1775b, p. 
CXXI No. 540) and for Priva adhaerens 
(Forsskål 1775b, p. CXVNo. 388 and p. 114 No. 
51), the Standard transliteration of the conso
nants of this name is thus confirmed.

Achyranthes capitata Forssk.
Forsskål [Latin]: Suaed (name from Yemen)
Forsskål [Arabic]: jjxu
Standard transliteration [Latin]: suwad

st

Standard writing [Arabic]: jjj-u

Comments: This Arabic plant name is the same 
as the one for, Celosia trigyna L. var. fasciculi- 
flora and Suaeda vera below.

Aerva javanica (Burm. f ) Juss.
Forsskål [Latin]: Aerua, Rd (names from
Yemen), Sadjaret ennaghi, Sadjaret ennadje 
(names from Egypt).
Forsskål [Arabic]: <sAll S... < lj < Ijjl

<4 ■y * il I S j'y i it
Standard transliterations [Latin]: anvil, rä (Ye
men), sajarat an-najih, sajarat an-nacjah (Egypt). 
Standard writing [Arabic]: lj < Ijj)

I i 11 C I /s i i i 4 I *"> i 11

Comments: According to Forsskål the two first 
names i.e. Aerua, Rd, are the ones used for this 
plant in Yemen. In Classical Arabic the names 
would be expected to end with a hamzah in or

der to support the case ending i.e. °arwä°, rä' = 
dj < however, as the case endings have a 
strong tendency to disappear in spoken dialects, 
this hamzah is in all probability not found in 
the dialectical names. This termination in alif- 
hamzah is the mark of the feminine in Classical 
Arabic (Fischer 1987, § 64). On the other hand, 
some Yemen dialects i.e. those around the 
northern town of Sa 'da often let this ending un
dergo a diftongation so that it should have been 
pronounced: ■’arwäy, and räy (Behnstedt 1987, 
pp. 59-61 point 2.2.3. and point 2.2.3.5.). This 
plant is also called ruwä' im Yemen (Schopen 
1983, p. 60), which seems to be another pro
nunciation of the name 'arwa '.

The two last names i.e. Sadjaret ennaghi, Sad
jaret ennadje are the ones used in Egypt. The 
first of these is probably a dialectical pronunci
ation of the name Sadjaret en nadji or Sadjaret 
ennadje as this spelling is found in two places in 
Forsskål (1775b), namely p. LXXVII (no. 538), 
and page 171 (No. 66) and as the letter jlm £ is 
pronounced glm in Egypt in and around Cairo. 
Anyway whether the sending is spelled with an 
“e" or an “i", it shows that the Classical feminine 
ending “at/h" has undergone an imälah. Forsskål 
writes down two Arabic spellings for this name 
sajarat an-najih and sajarat an-nacjah. Prof. Loutfy 
Boulos proposed the name sajarat an-näjah = 
infill Xjl . As Prof. Loutfy Boulos is himself 
an Egyptian, this understanding of this plant 
name seems very probable, as it furthermore is 
in accordance with the Arabic consonantic root 
system. We have thus two variants representing 
two different roots for this plant name in Egypt: 
sajarat an-nacjah and sajarat an-näjah.

Another problem is that Forsskål writes the 
name for this plant with a sin while the ex
pected letter here would be a sin . Schwein- 
fiirth (1912) writes schegeret en-ncageh (ar. W. 
Forssk.) (Schweinfurth 1912, p. 79) and togeth
er with the fact that the word sajarah/t is the 
common Arabic word for tree, this gives the rea
sons for the standard transliteration given 
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above. Even if the form sajarat is a nomen unita
tis this form is often used to designate a tree 
species in a binomial designation, cf. Kazimirski 
(1860, entry: S>=>Ji))

Aerva lanata (L.) Juss.
Forsskål [Latin]: Schadjaret el-athleb (name 
from Yemen)
Forsskål [Arabic]:
Standard transliteration [Latin]: sajarat al-atlab
Standard writing [Arabic]:
Comments: As just commented, even if the form 
sajarat is a nomen unitatis this form is often used 
to designate a tree species in a binomial desig
nation, cf. Kazimirski (1860, entry: Sja-A) •

Alternanthera sessilis (L.) DC.
Forsskål [Latin]: Hdmel (name from Egypt)
Standard transliteration [Latin]: hämil 
Standard writing [Arabic]: La-
Comments: For the spelling hämil cf. Schwein- 
furth (1912, p. 64).

Celosia polystachia (Forssk.) C.C.Townsend 
Forsskål [Latin]: Suaed (name from Yemen) 
Forsskål [Arabic]: jjj-u

Standard transliteration [Latin]: suwad
Standard writing [Arabic]: jjxu
Comments: This Arabic plant name is the same 
as the one for Achyranthes capitata above, and 
Suaeda vera below.

Celosia trigyna L.
Forsskål [Latin]: Mehat abjad, Mehut abjat.
(name from Yemen)
Forsskål [Arabic]: J *
Standard transliterations [Latin]: mahüt abyad
Standard writing [Arabic]: Ljkx
Comments: The name mahüt is the same used 
for Achyranthes aspera and the word abyad is an 
adjective meaning white, i.e. this plant has the 
name “the white mahüt". This name is confirmed 
on an original Held label on the herbarium 
sheet at C.

On a field label glued on the herbarium sheet 
the name Hæd (with a circumflex above the 
letter æ) was written. If it refers to an Arabic 0 '
name this could be hayd = Ay* in Classical pro
nunciation.

Celosia trigyna L. var. fasciculiflora Fend 
Forsskål [Latin]: Suaed (name from Yemen) 
Forsskål [Arabic]:
Standard transliteration [Latin]: suwad 
Standard writing [Arabic]: a
Comments: This Arabic plant name is the same 
as the one for Achyranthes capitata above and 
Celosia trigyna L. var. fasciculiflora and Suaeda 
vera below.

Digera muricata (L.) Mart.
Forsskål [Latin]: Didjar, Dyddjer, Budjer, Buddjer 
(names from Yemen).
Forsskål [Arabic]: -
Standard transliterations [Latin]: dijar, bujlr 
Standard writing [Arabic]: ‘ >?-J
Comments: For the transcription of Didjar, Dyd- 
djercf. Schweinfurth (1912, p. 93) and infra Sen
na obtusifolia (LFCUMINOSAF p. 63). For the 
form bujlr regarding the paradigm fucll, see com
ments to Achyranthes aspera above. The name 
dijar is from Wadi Mawr, while the name bujlr is 
from (Wädl) Surdüd (Forsskål 1775b, p. CVI).

Saltia papposa (Forssk.) Moq.
Forsskål [Latin]: Saendam, Saelaam (names 
from Yemen)
Forsskål [Arabic]: »
Standard transliterations [Latin]: sancam, 
salcam.
Standard writing [Arabic]: yjcLcu < y <,. >.
Comments: The transliteration salcam is conjec
tural as no source has been found to corrobo
rate it, but as the doubling of a vowel in a tran
scription to Latin script is often used by Forsskål 
as a way of transcribing the letter cayn and it 
is indeed used here in the spelling saendam, this 
doubling is accepted here as representing the 
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letter cayn. The metathesis between the letters 
ntin J and läm J is attested in Arabic (Fleisch 
1961, pp. 75-76 1). The letters “n" and “1" in 
these two names may have arisen as a result of a 
dissimilation of a geminated cayn (Chr. Toll per
sonal communication), or the prefix sa is per
haps an old demonstrative with a possessive 
meaning like dü in Arabic (Fleisch 1961, p. 
503).

ANACARDIACEAE
Mangifera indica L.
Forsskål [Fatin]: Amb (name from Yemen) 
Forsskål [Arabic]: .
Standard transliteration [Latin]: canb.O'-
Standard writing [Arabic]: ^_ür.

ANNONACEAE
Annona squamosa L.
Forsskål [Latin]: Keschta (name from Egypt), 
s’ferdjel hindi (name from Yemen).
Forsskål [Arabic]: Ja.jL-u
Standard transliterations [Latin]: qistah, sfarjal 
hindi
Standard writing [Arabic]: J=.jLlu <
Comments:

For the spelling of qistah (i.e. with instead 
of Jo) cf. Schweinfurth (1912) p. 6. For the 
spelling with emphatic pronunciation cf. Wehr 
(1976). The dialectical name sfarjal hindi would 
correspond to the Classical Arabic: safarjal hindi 
= jk_Alu and means “Indian quince’’17. The

17. Forsskål writes about s’ferdjel hindi: (Annanas Indis.)
(Forskål 1775b p. CXIV No. 347.

name qista is the one used in Egypt and the 
name sfarjal hindi is the one used in Yemen 
(Forsskål 1775b, p. LXVIII No. 286 and p. CXIV 
No. 347; Schweinfurth 1912).

APOCYNACEAE
Adenium obesum (Forssk.) Roem. & Schult. 
Forsskål [Latin]: Oddaejn, Odde.in, Aden (names 
from Yemen).

Forsskål [Arabic]: Jar. <
Standard transliterations [Latin]: cudayn, cadan 
(possibly cadn).
Standard writing [Arabic]: jjc. <
Comments: The genus name Adenium is derived 
from the name cadn which is the name of the 
city and landscape of Aden in southern Yemen. 
cAdn means permanent dwelling as opposite to 
nomadic lifestile in Arabic. cUdayn is a diminu
tive of cadn. The standard transliterations and 
writing give the Classical pronunciation. The 
name Oddéjn was written on an original Held la
bel on a herbarium sheet at C. This spelling is 
only another way of transcribing cudayn. Never
theless, it was in all probability written down as 
the first written version by Forsskål immediately 
or shortly after he had heard the name pro
nounced by an informant18.

Carissa edulis (Forssk.) Vahl
Forsskål [Latin]: EmirJasir, Anthur, Antur, Arm 
(names from Yemen).
Forsskål [Arabic]: jj-uL jt
Standard transliterations [Latin]: amir yäsir, 
(cimlr yäsir), carm
Standard writing [Arabic]: (_>“L jxac)

Comments: The pronunciation of Anthur, Antur 
remains doubtful as in fact some Yemeni dia
lects generaly use the whole range of the Proto
Semitic system of emphatic and non emphatic 
voiced or unvoiced consonants (cf. Behnstedt 
1987, p.6). We may thus have antur, antur 
(cantur, cantur ?) = < jil or antur, antur i.e.
with emphatic pronunciation of the letters 
and .The spelling cimlr yäsir was
proposed by Prof. Loutfy Boulos.

18. Prof. Loutfy Boulos proposed the pronunciation 
cuddayn (i.e. with a geminated second radical). This 
would perhaps be a dialectical pronunciation, but the 
morph lu“ ayl is also found in the Classical language 
(Fischer 2002 § 62).
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Nerium foliis integris Forssk.
Forsskål [Latin]: Dharaf (name from Yemen). 
Standard transliterations [Latin]: daraf, daraf 
Standard writing [Arabic]: <-sjj * <-s
Comments: For the transliteration cf. Schwein- 
furth (1912, p. 94).

ARISTOLOCHIACEAE
Aristolochia bracteolata Lam.
Forsskål [Latin]: Ghaga, Löeaeja (names from 
Yemen).
Forsskal [Arabic]: luJ <
Standard transliterations [Latin]: ghäqah, 
luc ayah
Standard writing [Arabic]: LjJ , iäll
Comments: Forsskål writes: “Laudantur folia 
contrita, velut optimum medicamen vulneribus 
tendinosis. Sed contra morsus serpent.um heroica 
sunt folia rescentia, si contrita vulneri imponun
tur & simul maducantur, vel decoctum eorum 
in lacte bibitur. Gustus ingratus & nauseosus est. 
(,.)”19

19. The ripped leaves are praised, almost as the best medi
cine for treated wounds, but against the bites of snakes 
the fresh leaves are heroic; if they are ripped and laid 
on the wound and at the same time chewed, or they are 
cooked and drunk in milk. The taste is clisagreable and 
nauseatic.(...).

20. Cf. Wright (1988a, § 277).
21. Wright (1988a, § 283).

This plant is stilled used in the Wadi Rimac in 
the Tihämah valley as an antidote to snakebites 
(Schopen 1983, p. 161). This plant is also called 
läciyah (Schopen ibid.). According to Schwein- 
furth (1912) it is also called läc (läc gp!). The 
form lucayah is a diminutive of läciyah (perhaps 
on the pattern luwayciyah20 > lucayah or simply 
on the root21).

ASCLEPIADACEAE
Asclepias contorta Forssk.
Forsskål [Latin]: Hommed, Ockas, Dagabis, Rodaa 
(names from Yemen).
Forsskål [Arabic]: j < p-WR <

Standard transliterations [Latin]: humid, cuqes, 
daqäbis, rudac.
Standard writing [Arabic]:

Comments: The transliteration of humid is 
somewhat doubtful. In the Flora Ægyptiaco-Arabi- 
ca p. CVIII No. 188 the transcription is written 
hömmed and not hommed as written in Hepper & 
Friis (1994) albeit the “umlaut" is very weakly 
printed. As for the last consonant in this plant 
name there are some doubts. In the Flora this 
letter is transcribed with “d" but in the Arabic 
text this letter is a säd Thus there are two 
possibilities, either the transcription is right and 
the Arabic letter is then a däd ^22. or the Arabic 
letter is the correct one and the right pronun
ciation should then be humls. This last pronun
ciation is the one found in Schweinfurth (1912, 
p. 102 and p. 152). The finding of the right pro
nunciation is furthermore complicated by the 
fact that in Classical Arabic the word hamd 
means salt plants or rather plants growing on 
earth containing salt (for a good explanation of 
the words hamd and hullah see ad-Dlnawari ed. 
1974, p. 4). For the form of humid see comments 
of Achyranthes aspera above. Nevertheless, as 
the Flora Ægyptiaco-Arabica was based on Fors- 
skål’s own notes, we may be certain that the 
transcription with a “d" is stemming from 
Forsskål’s own hand and that the lack of a dia
critic mark above the Arabic letter is due to a 
printing error. Otherwise Carsten Niebuhr who 
published the Flora and who knew Arabic well 
would not have permitted such a mistake in the 
Latin transcription.

The transcription cuqes is here understood as 
a dialectic pronunciation of a diminutive cuqays, 
where the diftongation has become a long vow
el cf. Behnstedt (1987, §1.1.2).

The word dagabis is here understood as stand-

22. The only graphic difference between a sad and a dad is 
that the latter carries a diacritic dot above. 
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ing for daqäbis æjLaj 23 as the letter qäf J is pro
nounced as “g" in the eastern parts of Yemen 
(Behnstedt 1985, map 1). There is another in
stance where this form, i.e. on the pattern facalii, 
has been used as a species name, namely the 
blue triggerfish in the Red Sea which is called 
sacärim i^jLsui in the Sinai (Provencal 1997)24. 
The name humid is from Wädl Surdüd and the 
names cuqes, daqäbis and rudac are from al- 
Hädiyah (Forsskål 1775b, p. CVIII No. 188).

23. Schweinfurth (1912, p. 152) understands it as dajäbis
Prof. Loutfy Boulos proposed the following 

spellings: ?■>. Aj , j-.' -- • To these must be said, 
that the double “m” in Forsskäl’s trascription may very 
well just indicate a short preceding vowel as i customary 
in Scandinavian spellings, and that the second syllable 
in cuqes would probably not have been written with an 
“e” if it was spelled with an alif in Arabic. Finally the 
double “a” in Roclaa may only indicate, as is habitual 
for Forsskål, the presence of a cayn y and not necesser- 
ily indicate a feminine ending. Finally as author of the 
notes, the Arabic spelling given by Forsskål must always 
have the first priority unless clear indications are given 
for misspellings.

24. As the morphemtypes facalil and facalil are plurals, the 
form in question goes perhaps back to the morphem 
types fucalil and fucälil, see Fischer (1987, § 63).

Blyttia spiralis (Forssk.) D.V. Field & J.R.E. Wood 
Forsskål [Fatin]: Schantob, Schuntob (names 
from Yemen).
Standard transliterations [Latin]: santub, suntub 
Standard writing [Arabic]: t ,_,V, A,
Comments: The standard transliteration and 
writing follow Schweinfurth (1912, p. 149).

Caralluma dentata (Forssk.) Blatter
Forsskål [Latin]: Djadmel, Draat el Kelb (names 
from Yemen).
Forsskål [Arabic]:
Standard transliterations [Latin]: jadmil, dräcat 
al-kalb.
Standard writing [Arabic]: JSJ I icjj < JoJä 
Comments: The transliteration dräcat al-kalb is 
according to Schweinfurth (1912, p. 94 and p. 
166). See infra Ceropegia variegata. The name 

jadmil is from al-Hadiyah and dracat al-kalb from 
Wädl Surdüd (Forsskål 1775b, p. CVIII No. 
191).

Caralluma quadrangula (Forssk.) N.E. Br.
Forsskål [Latin]: Gholef Gholaes, Gholak (names 
from Yemen).
Forsskål [Arabic]: . åle
Standard transliterations [Latin]: ghulaf, ghulas, 
ghulak.
Standard writing [Arabic]: .»II; < ^±12. < . ål; 
Comments: The spellings of ghulas and ghulak 
in the standard transliterations and writing re
main conjectural.

Ceropegia variegata Deane.
Forsskål [Latin]: Drdet el Kelbe (name from 
Yemen).
Forsskål [Arabic]: a J<11 ?<- t
Standard transliteration [Latin]: dräcat al-kalbah 
Standard writing [Arabic]: ?.I<l I 4cIjj 
Comments: This name seems to be a feminine 
version of the name of Caralluma dentata, as the 
name of this plant means the “dräcah of the dog" 
and the name of Ceropegia variegata means the 
“dräcah of the bitch or she-dog". The Arabic 
name of these two plants Caralluma dentata and 
Ceropegia variegata seems to be derivated from 
Classical Arabic where the word durracah <cljj 
means a kind of shirt or cloth (Kazimirski 1860) 
agreeing with the variecated pattern on the flow
ers. The standard transliterations give to some 
extent a dialectical pronunciation as no Arabic 
word in Classical Arabic can begin with a cluster 
of two consonants (Fischer 2002, § 51).

Echidnopsis multangula (Forssk.) Chiov.
Forsskål [Latin]: Såkel Ghorab (name from Ye
men) .
Forsskål [Arabic]: jLu
Standard transliteration [Latin]: säq al-ghuräb 
Standard writing [Arabic]: _Jjill jLu 
Comments: This name means the “tarsus or leg 
of the raven".
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Gomphocarpus fruticosus (L. ) Ait. f var. seto
sus (Forssk.) Schwartz
Forsskål [Latin]: Sabia, Dhraeba (names from 
Yemen).
Forsskål [Arabic]: ...
Standard transliteration [Latin]: sablc, draybah, 
duraybah
Standard writing [Arabic]: * jjxlu

Comments: The transcriptions provided by 
Forsskål give some problems as they do not fol
low the Arabic spelling. This incompability is 
probably due to the fact that this edition is post 
mortem auctoris 25. The pronunciation of Dhraeba 
indicates an earlier diphthongation as the “ay" 
diphthong of Classical Arabic has a tendency to 
become an "æ" in many dialects26. In the dialects 
around Sacdah in northern Yemen, this trend is 
rather common (Behnstedt 1987, § 1.12). The 
standard transliteration provides a dialectical 
pronunciation of what in all probability was an 
earlier diminutive: duraybah > draybah > dræbah.

25. A most prominent mistake due to the edition post mor
tem auctoris is found in Historia Animalium where the 
Electric Catfish is called an Electric Ray Raja torpedo (cf. 
Forsskål 1775a, pp. 15-16 No. 14). This mistake was al
ready mentioned by I. Silvestre de Sacy in 1810 (Silves
tre de Sacy 1810, p. 167).

26. Cf. also Wright (1988a, pp.10-11).

Kanahia laniflora (Forssk.) R.Br.
Forsskål [Latin]: Kemah, Kanahh (name from 
Yemen).
Forsskål [Arabic:
Standard transliteration [Latin]: kanah
Standard writing [Arabic]:
Comments: This plant is also called jurr 
(Schweinfurth 1912, p. 167) and sibbica (prob
ably) Gu.n in Yemen (Schopen 1983, p.78). It 
has a pharmacologic utilisation which is attested 
by Forsskål and described further by Schopen 
(1983, p. 78). Prof. Loutfy Boulos proposed alsoO'-
the spelling kanh , which is possible as vow- 
elesness may easily be converted to a “Murmel
vokal" in the dialects.

Leptadenia arborea (Forssk.) Schwei nf.
Forsskål [Latin]: Keranna, Kerenna, Kesch, Torah 
(names from Yemen).
Standard transliteration [Latin]: qarinnah, kas, 
turah
Standard writing [Arabic]:
Comments: For the translitertation of Keranna, 
Kerenna to qarinnah see Schweinfurth (1912, p. 
167 and p. 184). Schweinfurth’s note is further
more important as it was provided to him dur
ing his own investigations in Yemen (Schwein
furth 1912, pp. XX-XXI)27. For the translitera
tion of Torah to torah r_)l= and Kesch to kas see 
Schweinfurth (1912, p. 146).

Leptadenia pyrotechnica (Forssk.) Decne. 
Forsskål [Latin]: Marsch (name from Yemen). 
Standard transliteration [Latin]: marh

0 zStandard writing [Arabic]: £jx
Comments: For the standard transliteration and 
writing see Schweinfurth (1912, p. 105 and p. 
146). If we follow Forsskål’s transcription to Latin 
letters, the name should be spelled mars

Odontanthera radians (Forssk.) D.V. Field 
Forsskål [Latin]: AbuFara (name from Yemen). 
Standard transliteration [Latin]: abü färah 
Standard writing [Arabic]: SjLs
Comments: The name Abu Fara was written on 
a Held label on the herbarium sheet at C, and is 
not found in Forsskål (1775b). The letters on 
the field label are not very easy to read. Never
theless names of animals and plants beginning 
with abü being indeed very widespread in Ara
bic, this reading seems probable. In this case 
the name could be translated as "father of 
mouse" i.e. this plant is connected one way or 
another with mice.

27. Prof. Loutfy Boulos proposed the writing: qirinnah, A)2 
but as Schweinfurth (1912, p. 167) writes an “a” after 
both versions of the name, which he was given, the 
fathah of the first syllable is maitainecl here.
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Pentatropis nivalis (JE Gmel.)D.V. Field cF J.R.I. 
Wood
Forsskål [Latin]: Ghaschve (name from Yemen). 
Standard transliteration [Latin]: ghaswah0 zStandard writing [Arabic]: Sjdic.
Comments: For the standard transliteration and 
writing see Schweinfurth (1912, p. 98 and p. 
129). As two different plant species, namely 
Pentatropis nivalis and Ipomoea triflora obvi
ously bear the same Arabic name (Schweinfurth 
1912, p. 98; Hepper & Friis 1994, p. 82 and 139), 
and as one of them is transcribed by Forsskål 
with an “u" instead of a “v", the standard trans
literation and writing are thus made probable 
(Schweinfurth 1912, p. 98). The two species are 
both climbers.

Pergularia daemia (Forssk.) Chiov.
Forsskål [Latin]: Dhraeba (name from Yemen). 
Standard transliteration [Latin]: draybahz O'-
Standard writing [Arabic]:
Comments: For the standard transliteration and 
writing see Schweinfurth (1912, p. 94). The ac
tual pronunciation is here seen as proceeding 
from an original diphthongation (cf. Behnstedt 
1987, §1.1.2). The standard transliteration pro
vides a dialectical pronunciation28, see the com
ments under Gomphocarpus fruticosus.

28. Prof. Loutfy Boulos proposed cliraybah LjjJ. In this 
case the original Classical pronunciation should have
been cluraybah LjjJ i.e. a common Classical Arabic 
diminutive on thr root Vclrb provided with a feminine 
ending (Fischer 2002, § 81).

Pergularia tomentosa L.
Forsskål [Latin]: Daemia (name from Egypt 
and Yemen).
Forsskål [Arabic]:
Standard transliteration: daymiyyah
Standard writing [Arabic]:
Comments: This plant was found near Cairo in 
Egypt and near Tacizz in Yemen (Forsskål 1775b, 
p. 49 and p. CVIII No. 178). The pronunciation 

given by Forsskål is derived from an original 
diphthongation29. This plant species apparently 
carries the same name both in Egypt and Yemen 
(Forsskål 1775b, p. 49 and p. CVIII No. 178).

Sarcostemma viminale (L.)
Forsskål [Latin]: Rideh (name from Yemen).
Forsskål [Arabic]:
Standard transliteration [Latin]: ridah 
Standard writing [Arabic]: Q-ijj

Sarcostemma sp. indet.
Forsskål [Latin]: Milaeb (name from Yemen). 
Standard transliteration [Latin]: milab (milayb ?).
Standard writing [Arabic]: (^4°)

AVICENNIACEAE
Avicennia marina (Forssk.) Vierh.
Forsskål [Latin]: Schura, Germ (names from 
Yemen and Oman).
Forsskål [Arabic]: < sjjA
Standard transliteration [Latin]: sürah, qarm, 
qirm
Standard writing [Arabic]: fo2 ‘ fo2 ‘ 
Comments: The name sürah Sjjli is said to be 
Arabic, i.e. from Yemen. The name qirm is 
from Masqat i.e. in cUmän (Forsskål 1775b, p. 37 
and p. CV).

BERBEBIDACEAE
Berberis forskaliana Schneider
Forsskål [Latin]: Tarah, Mösuk (names from 
Yemen).
Forsskål [Arabic]: dl^uw <
Standard transliteration [Latin]: tarah, masük 
Standard writing [Arabic]: elj.,.* , jL 
Comments: For the vocalisation of Mösuk as 
masük cf. Schweinfurth (1912, p. 130). The long 
second vowel is marked on a Held label (the la
bel writes Mösuk) on a herbarium sheet at C.

29. Prof. Loutfy Boulos proposed demyah <A>j, This word 
could thus be pronounced as dimyah by some native 
speakers.
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BORAGINACEAE
Anchusa aegyptiaca (L.)DC.
Forsskål [Latin]: Sjubbaejta, Dabbu.na (names 
from Egypt).
Standard transliteration [Latin]: subbaytah, 
subbaytah, dabbünah
Standard writing [Arabic]: c A
Comments: For the standard transliteration and 
writing of subbaytah cf. Schweinfurth
(1912. p. 80). The pronunciation subbaytah 
« 035 •* .1 141-m<» is proposed by Prof. Loutfy Boulos.

Arnebia tinctoria Forssk.
Forsskål [Latin]: Saggaret el arneb (name from 
Egypt).
Forsskål [Arabic]: 1 5
Standard transliteration [Latin]: sajarat al-amab 
Standard writing [Arabic]: I Sj-, i~>
Comments: This is another case where Forsskål 
writes the word for tree sajarah/t as Saggaret with
out a sin fL (cf. supra comments on Aerva java- 
nica). For this standard transliteration cf. ibid, 
and Schweinfurth (1912,p. 79). The Arabic name 
means “rabbit tree", undoubtedly referring to the 
small habit of this somewhat woody plant.

Borago officinalis L.
Forsskål [Latin]: Lissdn ett.br (name from 
Egypt).
Forsskål [Arabic]: jL-J
Standard transliteration [Latin]: lisän at-tawr

0 J

Standard writing [Arabic]:
Comments: This plant, the Borage, was collect
ed by Forsskål in gardens in or around Cairo 
(Forsskål 1775b, p. LXII No. 116). The Arabic 
name means “bull tongue". This is used in Ye
men now for Echium angustifolium (see this 
species infra).

Cordia myxa30 L.

30. This species is not mentioned in Hepper & Friis (1994).
In Forsskål it is found in Forsskål (1775b, p. LXIII No.
136) and in Forsskål (1775a, p. 150 No. 13).

Forsskål [Latin]: Mochajet (name from Egypt).

Forsskål [Arabic]: kA a

Standard transliteration [Latin]: muhayyatJt
Standard writing [Arabic]: U A A
Comments: Forsskål writes in his Materia medica 
ex officina pharmaceutica Kahiræ (Forsskål 1775a, 
p. 150 No. 13) that the fruit is called Sebestan = 
sabastän (jLkbun.) and nabq mochajit = nabq 
muhayyat31 = iff . For the designation of 
the fruit as nabq or nabaq see infra Ziziphus 
spina-christi.

Cordia sinensis Lam.
Forsskål [Latin]: Gharaf, Onneb, Eschell, Sehaeli 
(names from Yemen).
Forsskål [Arabic]: (_sji.
Standard transliterations [Latin]: gharaf, 
cunnäb, asal, suhäll, suhayll X if
Standard writings [Arabic]: < uJjcO- J x f

I 11> i ^1A11>
Comments: For these standard trancriptions cf. 
Schweinfurth (1912, p. 136). Schweinfurth 
(1912, p. 163) writes that he was given the 
names ssehhél, ssuhhél and ssuhhäle for Cordia 
sinensis during his botanical investigations in 
Yemen32. This names correspond to sehél, suhél 
and suhäle in modern transliterations, which 
could correspond to sahäl, suhal and suhäll in 
Classical Arabic. Nevertheless, they would more 
probably refer to the forms suhayl and suhäll in 
Classical Arabic as the diphthong "ay" often be
comes é in the dialects (cf. Behnstedt 1987, 
§1.1.2). On the other hand 1 may become é in 
the vincinity of emphatic consonants in the 
western parts of Yemen (Behnstedt 1985, map 
10) but as the paradigm fucll is not found in 
Classical Arabic (cf. Fischer 1987, § 62) this 
leaves us with the understanding of this plant 
name as a dialectical pronunciation probably of 
a diminutive (i.e. suhayl) as indicated above.

Regarding the name Onneb it was written as

31. The word muhayyat is still seen as being a passive par
ticiple. In dialects both the vowels “a” and “i” tend to 
become “e” in unstressed syllables.

32. Cordia gharaf  in Schweinfurth (1912, p. 163).
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Onnäb on an original field label on the herbar
ium sheet. This thus confirms the alif (ä) of the 
second syllable.

Cynoglossum lanceolatum Forssk.
Forsskål [Latin]: Schenaf (name from Yemen). 
Forsskål [Arabic]: (_åxJu
Standard transliteration [Latin]33: sanaf 
Standard writing [Arabic]: uAhi

33. Prof. Loutfy Boulos proposed the vocalisation sinaf

34. Prof. ^Loutfy Boulos proposed the vocalisation hüsab
. but Forsskäl’s own transcription indicates a
diphthong.

Cynoglossum linifolium sensu Forssk.
Forsskål [Latin]: Hauscheb (name from Yemen). 
Forsskål [Arabic]:
Standard transliteration [Latin]: hawsab. 
Standard writing [Arabic]34: . A.jk

Echium angustifolium Miller subsp. sericeum 
(Vahl) Klotz
Forsskål [Latin]: Sakhamam, Lesan el asal 
(names from Egypt).
Standard transliteration [Latin]: sahamam, lisän 
al-casal
Standard writing [Arabic]: JxJJI jLJ * <>
Comments: For the transliteration sahamam 
containing only short vowels cf. Schweinfurth 
(1912, p. 81) where three plants are called ssa- 
cham according to his manner of transcription. 
The form sahamam is perhaps a dialect form to 
saham (Chr. Toll in littera) with an augmenta
tive suffix “m". Forms with “m" as suffix on the 
pattern faclam are known in Classical Arabic 
(Fischer 1965, p. 203; Fleisch 1961, § 100 pp. 
465-467). The root V shm means black or dark 
and is related to the root Vshm (Fischer 1965, 
pp. 280-281).

This plant is Egyptian ( Forsskål 1775b, p. 
LXII; Hepper & Friis 1994, p. 86). The second 
name means “honeytongue", as the second 

word in the construct phrase is understood as 
being casal. This may refer to the soft tongue
shaped leaves. The word asal J-cJ according to 
Kazimirski (1860) means a shaft or a stem of a 
large plant and is therefore less likely in this 
construct phrase. This species is used as medi
cine in Yemen where it is called lisän at-tawr, 
i.e.“bull tongue" (Schopen 1983, p. 164, where 
it is called Echium sericeum).

PEchium creticum L.
Forsskål [Latin]: Kibedetel ard? (name from 
Yemen).
Standard transliteration [Latin]: kibdat al-ard 
Standard writing [Arabic]:
Comments: According to Forsskål (1775b, p. 42 
No. 37) he transcribed itkibdetand notkibedet 
as indicated in Hepper & Friis (1994). The 
names seems to mean “the liver of the earth".

Echium rubrum Forssk.
Forsskål [Vatin]: El kahaeli (name from Egypt). 
Forsskål [Arabic]: dj-Xtl
Standard transliteration [Latin]: al-kuhaylah 
Standard writing [Arabic]: ?l.^<ll
Comments: This name is probably written by 
Forsskål as a dialectical pronunciation of a word o z 9 , , ... _
kuhaylah ?l , which is a diminutive of kahla' 

this word being the name of Echium ceri- 
ceum Vahl (Wehr 1976). On the other hand 
Schweinfurth (1912, p. 19) calls Echium cericeum 
V. el-kahheli and gives Forsskål as source.

Ehretia cymosa Thoririing
Forsskål [Latin]: Uaraf (name from Yemen). 
Standard transliteration [Latin]: waraf 
Standard writing [Arabic]: u-Sjj
Comments: This pronunciation is corroborated 
by Schweinfurth (1912, p. 122). Spelled as uåraf 
this plant name is also found on an original 
field laben on a herbarium sheet at C. The ac
cent over the first a is only a consequence of the 
fact that when Arabic words only have short 
vowels the stress usualy lies on the first syllable 
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(wårafun > wåraf in pausa and in colloquial 
speech, cf. Fischer 1987, § 32).

Heliotropium bacciferum Forssk.
Forsskål [Latin]: Habbfa, Haschfa (names from 
Yemen).
Standard transliterations [Latin]: hahfah, hasfah 
Standard writing [Arabic]: a

Comments:
The standard transliterations and writing fol

low Schweinfurth (1912) p. 143. According to 
Forsskål (1775b, p. CV No. 106) the transcrip
tion is Hahhfa and not Habbfa although the “b" 
and the “h" in the types used in the 1775 edi
tion are very similar. It is nevertheless probable, 
that what was ment in Forsskål (ibid.) was hasfah 

as the close combination of two rather 
similar laryngals in Arabic, that is h and h in 
this case, is very uncommon35. Forsskål’s tran
scriptions are often defective when it comes to 
the marking of Arabic laryngals and emphatic 
consonants.

35. Cf, infra comments to Heliotropium sp. indet. A.
36. Prof. Loutfy Boulos proposed the vocalisation righlah

illj

Heliotropium digynum (Forssk.) Asch. ex C. 
Christensen
Forsskål [Latin]: Roghlae, Naetaesj (names from 
Egypt).
Forsskål [Arabic]: < di.j
Standard transliteration [Latin]: rughlah, natas, zz 0
Standard writing [Arabic]36: < <l£j

Heliotropium europaeum L.
Forsskål [Latin]: Sackrän (Arabic Egypt), Kertr, 
Akrir (ArabicYemen).
Standard transliterations [Latin]: sakrän, karir, 
akrir
Standard writing [Arabic]: je_£l < < ül£-L»
Comments: Forsskål writes regarding the first 
name: “In Ægyptio vocatur Sackrän ; id est: 

ebrius-,"3’1 (Forsskål 1775b, p. 38 No. 19). The 
standard transliteration is based on this note38. 
For the two other transliterations cf. Schwein
furth (1912, p. 143).

Heliotropium longiflorum (A. 1)C.) Steud. & 
Höchst.
Forsskål [Latin]: Kertr, Akrir (names from 
Yemen).
Standard transliterations [Latin]: karir, akrir
Standard writing [Arabic]: < _>j_£
Comments: Forsskål writes that this plant has 
the same name as Heliotropium europaeum has 
in Yemen (Forsskål 1775b, p. CVNo. 109 and p. 
38 No. 19 and No. 21).

Heliotropium sp. indet. A.
Forsskål [Latin]: Haschfae, Haschfae (name 
from Yemen).
Standard transliteration: hasfah
Standard writing [Arabic]: 25.
Comments: As this plant obviously has the same 
name as Heliotropium bacciferum it has been 
transcribed in the same way.

Moltkiopsis ciliata (Forssk.) I.M. Johnston 
Forsskål [Latin]: Halamae (name from Egypt). 
Forsskål [Arabic]: <1L=>.
Standard transliteration [Latin]: hälamah 
Standard writing [Arabic]: ilLa.

Trichodesma africana (L.) R.Br.
Forsskål [Latin]: Lusseq, Hörreig, Horrajg 
(names from Egypt).
Forsskål [Arabic]: Jj< Jj-lJ
Standard transliteration [Latin]: lusayq, hurrayq 
Standard writing [Arabic]: < jl. J
Comments: These names are here understood

37. “In Egypt it is called Sackrän, i.e. drunken;”
38. According to Hobbs (1990, p. 40) the Macaza Bedouins 

and the people of the Nile Valley call the Henbane (Hy
oscyamus bovean us) saykarän because of its intoxicating 
effect.
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as being diminutives of names based on the 
roots Vlsq and Vhrq. For the name lusayq the 
transliteration luslq is also possible. According 
to Schweinfurth (1912, p. 66) the plants named 
Urtica urens and Urtica piluUfera have the same 
Arabic names in Egypt. Prof. Loutfy Boulos 
commented that the name Lusseq is to be writ
ten lusayq

BURCERACEAE
Amyris kafal Forssk.
Forsskål [Latin]: Kafal (name from Yemen). 
Forsskål [Arabic]: Jiä
Standard transliteration [Latin]: qafal.
Standard writing [Arabic]:
Comments: Forsskål writes: “Duæ aliæ arbores 
nomine mihi cognitae, ut Schadjaret el murr 
jllSjÄ-ti. i.e. Arbor myrrhae; altera Chadasch 
□ijA his descriptis similes, ex referentium 
fide"39 * (Forsskål 1775b p 80). The Standard 
transliterations of these names are: sajarat al- 
murr, hadas < jll Sjadu. These names cover 
with all probability the species Commiphora abys- 
sinica (Hepper & Friis 1994, p. 90). For the 
name sajarat al-murr the dialectical pronuncia
tion is sajarat al-mirr (Schopen 1983, p. 171).

39. Two other trees are known to me by name: Schadjaret 
el murr jll Sj-y d. i.e. Myrrh tree; the other being Cha
dasch (jijÄ. These are with similar descriptions accord
ing to the trust (given) to referents.

Commiphora gileadensis (L.) Christensen 
Forsskål [Latin]: Abn scham (name from 
Yemen).
Forsskål [Arabic]:
Standard transliteration [latin]: abü säm.

x >x

Standard writing [Arabic]: yLi jj]
Comments: Forsskål writes Abuschdm (Forsskål 
1775b, p. 80) and Abu schäm (Forsskål 1775b, p. 
CX No. 254) and not Abn scham as indicated by 
Hepper & Friis (1994, p. 90).

Commiphora kataf (Forssk.) Engl.
Forsskål [Latin]: Kataf (name from Yemen). 
Forsskål [Arabic]: u-ikä
Standard transliteration [Latin]: qataf. 
Standard writing [Arabic]: . äkä

CAMPANULACEAE
Campanula edulis Forssk.
Forsskål [Latin]: Chobs el okab, Riam (names 
from Yemen).
Forsskål [Arabic]: xAsdl Myo
Standard transliteration [Latin]: hubz al-cuqab, 
riyäm

X X f O*

Standard writing [Arabic]: ylyj < .ill yA 
Comments: According to Forsskål the first name 
should come from the district of Kusma and the 
second from al-Hädiya. The standard transliter
ation and writing of the second name follow 
Schweinfurth (1912, p. 132). The first name

_ x f of

should perhaps be read hubz al-cuqab I yA 
in Classical Arabic i.e. “eagle bread".

On an original Held label on the herbarium 
sheet at C, the name Darak was written, which 
could correspond to darak or daraq Jjj < djj.. 
This name stands unique, as it has not been 
found elsewhere. Schweinfurth (1912, p. 162) 
writes that he, during his own botanical investi
gations in Yemen, was given the name casnab for 
Campanula edulis. This name is written c aznab 
Aijc in modern translitteration and in Arabic.

CAPPARIDACEAE
Cadaba farinosa Forssk.
Forsskål [Latin]: Asa/, El bejad, Korraeb, Saerah, 
Toraeb (names from Yemen).
Forsskål [Arabic]: 
Standard transliteration [Latin]: casal, al-bayäd, 
qurrah, sarah, turayh
Standard writing [Arabic]: cALdl < J^x

Ox f x x 5

< Qjxu ‘
Comments: For the standard transliterations 
see Schweinfurth (1912, p. 131). According to 
Forsskål sarah is from Surdüd, the other ones are 
from Wadi Mawr (Forsskål 1775b, p. CVI No.
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140; Hepper & Friis 1994, p. 60). Regarding the 
third name Forsskål writes Korræh and not Kor- 
rae.b as written in Hepper & Friis (1994).

The name El bejad is also found on a Held la
bel on a herbarium sheet at C. This name evi
dently alludes to the fact that this plant is cov
ered by a white hair growth (cf. the term farino
sa} .

Cadaba glandulosa Forssk.
Forsskål [Latin]: Taenaim (name from Yemen). 
Standard transliteration [Latin]: tanaym, tu- 
naym ° t
Standard writing [Arabic]:
Comments: The transcription is difficult. 
Schweinfurth writes teneim (Schweinfurth 1912, 
p. 131). Accordingly it could be a diminutive of 
the root Vtnm with a dialectical pronunciation 
(cf. Wright 1988a, § 283)«.

Cadaba rotundifolia Forssk.
Forsskål [Latin]: Kadhab (name from Yemen). 
Forsskål [Arabic]:
Standard transliteration [Latin]: qazab. 
Standard writing [Arabic]: ,_,kä
Comments: In Forsskål (1775b, p. 68), the Ara
bic spelling is qatab But as the Forsskål’s 
transcription is Kadhab the spelling with z = Ji is 
thereby attested. It is furthermore spelled qazab 
< . h Q in Forsskål (1775b, p. CVI No. 138). It 
seems that Forsskål’s new generic name Cadaba 
is derived from qazab. The form qazab seems to 
be related to the Classical Arabic qadab41 which 
means any tree whose branches are long and 
straight or branches that are cut and stripped of 
bark. It may also mean a kind of plant (luzerne 
according to Kazimirski 1860).

41. For the merging of zfi and d in the Yemeni dialects 
see Behnsteclt (1987, pp. 5-6 §1.2.3), cf. also Behnsteclt 
(1996, pp. 732-762).

40. Prof. Loutfy Boulos proposed the pronunciations: tunim 
and tanim ,ü t .

Capparis cartilaginea Decne.
Forsskål [Latin]: Lasaf (name from Yemen). 
Forsskål [Arabic]: >
Standard transliteration [Latin]: lasaf
Standard writing [Arabic]: < s.^1

Capparis dahi Forssk.
Forsskål [Latin]: Dahi (name from Yemen). 
Forsskål [Arabic]: <^4!=
Standard transliteration [Latin]: zahl.
Standard writing [Arabic]:
Comments: As the letters d and z Ji are in
terchanging in the dialects of Yemen (cf. Behn- 
stedt 1987), the first radical of this plant name 
in Classical Arabic may well be a “d". This is per
haps also indicated by Forsskål’s trtanscription 
Dahi.

Capparis decidua (Forssk.) Edgew.
Forsskål [Latin]: Soddd (name from Yemen).
Standard transliteration [Latin]: sudäd 
Standard writing [Arabic]: jIjj-u

Comments: For the standard transliteration and 
writing see Schweinfurth (1912, p. 162).

Cleome digitata Forssk.
Forsskål [Latin]: Biss (name from Yemen).
Forsskål [Arabic]: (_>uj

Standard transliteration [Latin]: Biss
Standard writing [Arabic]:

Maerua crassifolia Forssk.
Forsskål [Latin]: Maeru, Meru (name from Ye
men) .
Forsskål [Arabic]: jj-o
Standard transliteration [Latin]: marü
Standard writing [Arabic]:

Maerua oblongifolia (Forssk.) A.Rich.
Forsskål [Latin]: Re.dif Asal, Schaegar, Oud es- 
symm (names from Yemen).
Forsskål [Arabic]: jÄyi,
Standard transliteration [Latin]: radlf, casal, 
sayqar, cüd as-simm
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Standard writing [Arabic]: J, a,./.

Comments: Forsskål described this species in 
the modern sense as two different species, 
namely Capparis oblongifolia and Capparis mithri- 
datica (Hepper & Friis 1994, p. 93). The two 
first venacular names belong to Capparis oblongi
folia and the two next ones belong to Capparis 
mithridatica. For the standard transliteration of 
the first name of the first species cf. Schwein
furth (1912, p. 112). The pronunciation of the 
second name remains obscure as Forsskål does 
not write the name in Arabic letters. The spell
ing of this name in the standard transliteration 
and writing remains conjectural.

Regarding the second species, Forsskål writes 
that this plant is praised as an effective antidote 
against snakebites42. The last name is not writ
ten with Arabic letters either but as the tran
scribed name may be read as “poison-wood" in 
Arabic, the pronunciation is documented in 
this way.

42. Contra venenum et morsus serpentum hæc planta 
laudatur, tanquam heroica... = Against the venom of 
snakes this plant is praised up to a heroic degree... For- 
sskål (1775b, p. 99).

43. The letter qäf J may be pronounced as “g” in Cairo.

CARIOPHYLLACEAE
Dianthus cariophyllus L.
Forsskål [Fatin]: Gurumfil (name from Egypt). 
Forsskål [Arabic]: jFo
Standard transliteration [Latin]: qurunfil, gu
rumfil

o!>!> Of!

Standard writing [Arabic]: cUaÄ < Jijji 
Comments: According to Wehr (1976) the Clas
sical pronunciation of the Carnation Flower is 
qaranful. However, the dialectical pronuncia
tion in Cairo is as written by Forsskål (pers. obs. 
on Egyptian dialect43). According to Forsskål 
this plant was found in gardens in Cairo 
(Forsskål 1775b, p. LXVI No. 237). In Hepper 
& Friis (1994) D. cariophyllus is mentioned re

garding plant material gathered from Forsskål 
on the island of Malta, but no vernacular name 
is given. In Forsskål’s Florula Melitensis no Dian
thus species is mentioned (Forsskål 1775b, pp. 
XIII-XIV). Schweinfurth (1912, p. 18) writes the 
pronunciation qurümful for Dianthus cariophyl
lus.

Dianthus uniflorus Forssk.
Forsskål [Latin]: Zabr es-zirr (name from Ye
men) .
Forsskål [Arabic]: jjh
Standard transliteration [Latin]: zahr -az-zirr 
Standard writing [Arabic]: jjh -A 3
Comments: Forsskål wrote Zahr es-zirr and not 
Zabr es-zirr as written in Hepper & Friis (1994, 
p. 94). But the printed letter “h" in Forsskål 
(1775b, p. CXI No. 284) is very reminiscent of 
the letter “b". The Arabic name means “button 
flower".

Gymnocarpos decandrum Forssk.
Forsskål [Latin]: Syrr, Djarad (names from 
Egypt).
Forsskål [Arabic]: j
Standard transliteration [Latin]: sirr, jarad
Standard writing [Arabic]:
Comments: These plant names are spelled as 
Strrand Djcerad in Forsskål (1775b, p. LXIII No. 
144) under Gymnocarpos deserti. The standard 
transliterations of the name sirr are based on 
this spelling. The name jarad may be pro
nounced with a long second vowel and some
times too with a geminated second radical jaräd 
or jarräd (jlj^) (cf. Schweinfurth 1912, p. 23).

Gysophila capillaris (Forssk.) Christensen 
Forsskål [Latin]: Syrr, Rokejeka (names from 
Egypt).
Forsskål [Arabic]: <Lia£j < j
Standard transliterations [Latin]: sirr, 
ruqayaqah, rughayaghah
Standard writing [Arabic]: J ‘ ‘
Comments: Forsskål spells the second rokcejeka
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and he furthermore spells it in two different 
ways in Arabic, namely (Forsskål
1775b, p. LXVI No. 236 and p. 91). The stan
dard transliterations of this name follows his 
spellings. However, Prof. Loutfy Boulos who 
knows the Egyptian Flora well proposed the 
writings: s= ruqayqah, raghlrah. The 
vocalisation of the name sirr is based on an anal
ogy with the plant names mentioned in the pre- 
ceeding species.

Minuartia geniculata (Poir.) Thell.
Forsskål [Latin]: Sesau (name from Egypt). 
Standard transliterations [Latin]: sasaw, sisäu 
Standard writing [Arabic]: jhun. < ju.,,, 
Comments: As Forsskål did not write the name 
in Arabic, and as it is not found in other sources 
the right pronunciation remains doubtful, espe
cially as no indication is given on whether the 
letters for “s" are emphatic or not44.

44. Prof. Loutfy Boulos, who knows the Egyptian flora well, 
proposed the spelling sisäw jL w u

Paronychia arabica (L.)DC.
Forsskål [Latin]: Libbaejt (name from Egypt). 
Standard transliteration [Latin]: libbäyat 
Standard writing [Arabic]: LLJ
Comments: As Forsskål did not write the name 
in Arabic and as it is not found in other sources 
the right pronunciation remains doubtful. This 
plant was gathered by Forsskål outside Cairo in 
desert places (siglum Cd. = Cairi vel Kahiræ loca 
deserta - Forsskål 1775b, p. L and p. LXIII No. 
146) According to Schweinfuhrth (1912, p. 34) 
this plant is also called in Egypt nuhäla, nehäla in 
Northern Sinai (Burullus and al-Aris) and 
lorémbe in Mariüt in the Delta.

Prof. Loutfy Boulos has approved the Stan
dard transliteration and writing.

Paronychia desertorum Boiss.
Forsskål [Latin]: Makr (name from Egypt). 
Forsskål [Arabic]:

Standard transliteration [Latin]: Makr 
Standard writing [Arabic]:

Polycarpon prostratum (Forssk.) Aschers. & 
Schweinf
Forsskål [Latin]: Robbaire, robbcejre (name from 
Egypt).
Standard transliteration [Latin]: rubbayrah 
Standard writing [Arabic]: Sjjjj

Comments: As Forsskål did not write this Arabic 
plant name with Arabic letters, the standard 
transliteration and writing remain conjectural.

Silene villosa Forssk.
Forsskål [Latin]: Kabbli (name from Egypt). 
Standard transliteration [Latin]: kahlt 
Standard writing [Arabic]:
Comments: Forsskål (1775b, p. LXVI No. 239) 
writes Kahhli instead of Kabbli, albeit the differ
ences between the printed h and the printed b 
in the edition of the Flora of 1775 are minute. 
The standard transliteration and writing used 
here follow Schweinfurth (1912, p. 43).

Spergularia marina (L.) Griseb.
Forsskål [Latin]: Girghair (name from Egypt). 
Standard transliterations [Latin]: jirghayr, qir- 
ghayr
Standard writing [Arabic]:
Comments: Forsskål does not write this plant 
name with Arabic letters but as this plant was 
gathered in Cairo and as the Cairo dialect pro
nounces the letter jtm £ as “g" in the English 
word “girl" (Fischer 1987, § 30 anm. 4) the right 
pronunciation of this plant name remains ob
scure, especially as the letter qäf J is pro
nounced as “g" too in some Egyptian dialects.

CELASTRACEAE
Catha edulis (Vahl) Forssk. ex Endl.
Forsskål [Latin]: Gat, Kat, Kath (name from 
Yemen)
Forsskål [Arabic]: oLä
Standard transliteration [Latin]: qät
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Standard writing [Arabic]:
Comments: This plant name is also found in 
Reig (1983).

CHENOPODIACEAE
Anabasis articulata (Forssk.) Moq.
Forsskål [Latin]: Tartir (name from Egypt).
Forsskål [Arabic]: jä
Standard transliteration [Latin]: tartir
Standard writing [Arabic]:

Arthrocnemum macrostachyum (Moric.)K. Koch 
Forsskål [Latin]: Chraesi (name from Egypt) 
Standard transliterations [Latin]: hrayst, hrayzt 
Standard writing [Arabic]: csAA* ‘
Comments: This plant has also been called 
Arthrocnemum glaucum (Del.) Ung.-Sternb. 
(Hepper & Friis 1994, p. 101). Schweinfurth 
(1912, p. 7) writes that the plant, which he calls 
Arthrocnemum glaucum Ung. St., is called in 
Egypt45 in different places by the names: hamd, 
ischnän, schinän and hhatab-schachäch according 
to his transcriptions which corresponds to: 
hamd, isnän, sinän, hatab46 sahäh = jli.r.l,

< jjliA (Schweinfurth 1912, p. 1 and p. 
7). On the other hand the plants which he calls 
Salicornia fruticosa is called chress and chresi ac
cording to his transcription which corresponds 
to: hrés and hrézi and the plant, which he calls 
Zygophyllum album, is called chréssl = hrest (Sch
weinfurth 1912, p. 57).

As the long é is understood here as referring 
to an original diphthong, the standard translit
erations and writing mentioned above are here
by suggested47. The standard transliterations 
and writing provide a dialectical pronunciation 
of what in all probability is a Classical Arabic di
minutive, e.g. huraysl > hrayst.

45. This plant was collected in Alexandria in Egypt (Hep
per & Friis 1994, p. 101).

46. Prof. Loutfy Boulos corrected the name hatab to hatab

47. Prof. Loutfy Boulos only accepted the name: hrayzi =
ypeA

The name hamd is perhaps to be understood 
as hamd ((jAaa.), which means plants growing in 
briny soil (cf. comments to Asclepias contorta 
above). This would be in accordance to the fam
ily Chenopodiaceae being halophytic plants (Hey
wood 1996, p. 72).

Atriplex coriacea Forssk.
Forsskål [Latin]: Raetaem (name from Egypt). 
Standard transliteration [Latin]: ratam 
Standard writing [Arabic]: j
Comments: As Forsskål did not write the name 
with Arabic letters, and as I have not found it in 
another text the standard transliteration and 
writing remain conjectural.

Atriplex farinosa Forssk.
Forsskål [Latin]: Osfai (name from Saudi Ara
bia, Jiddah).
Forsskål [Arabic]:
Standard transliteration [Latin]: cusfäy48 
Standard writing [Arabic]: ^1 å°.

Atriplex halimus L. var. schweinfurthii Boiss.
Forsskål [Latin]: Gataf Ragbar (names from 
Egypt)
Forsskål [Arabic]: oc-j
Standard transliteration [Latin]: qataf, raghat 
Standard writing [Arabic]: cAj <
Comments: For the standard transliteration and 
writing of the first name see Schweinfurth 
(1912, p. 9). Regarding the second name, 
Forsskål wrote Raghat and not Ragbar as indicat
ed in Hepper & Friis (1994, p. 105), but the dis
tinction between the letters “h" and “b" is, as 
noted before, very subtle and is easily missed in 
the original printed text.

48. Prof. Loutfy Boulos proposed the pronunciation cusafi 
. The Arabic spelling given by Forsskål should 

have the first priority unless clear indications are given 
for the contrary.
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Atriplex leucolada Boiss.
Forsskål [Latin]: Gataf Ragbat (names from 
Egypt)
Forsskål [Arabic]: oi-j
Standard transliteration [Latin]: qataf, raghat 
Standard writing [Arabic]: oc-j < < ähä 
Comments: For the standard transliterations 
see above: Atriplex halimus var. schweinfurthii. 
On a field label the word gark was written, which 
could be a name for this plant: jark = writ
ten in the Cairo dialect (cf. Fischer 1987, § 30 
anm. 4), or perhaps qarq = Jjä. This root is ac
tually found in Arabic and the word qaraq 
means a flat and featureless ground (Kazimirski 
1860).

Bassia muricata (L.) Aschers.
Forsskål [Latin]: Aerejam (name from Egypt). 
Forsskål [Arabic]:
Standard transliteration [Latin]: carayam, 
cariyam
Standard writing [Arabic]:
Comments: This is perhaps another instance of 
a dialectical pronunciation of an “m" augment
ed form, see Echium angustifoHum above. The 
second pronunciation is proposed by Prof. 
Loutfy Boulos, who nevertheless only wrote 

= carim.

Beta vulgaris L.
Forsskål [Latin]: Sadie or saelg (name from 
Egypt).
Forsskål [Arabic]: jl-u
Standard transliteration [Latin]: salq
Standard writing [Arabic]:
Comments: In Forsskål (1775b, p. LXIII No. 
154), the vernacular name is transcribed sælli 
vel sælg. In Egypt this name is used for a form of 
this chard, whose leaves are used in salads.

Chenopodium schraderianum Schultes
Forsskål [Latin]: Schokr el-bomar (name from Ye
men) .
Forsskål [Arabic]: jLjJI jÄxi

Standard transliteration [Latin]: suqr al-humarx f of
Standard writing [Arabic]: jL=JI _>ÅA 
Comments: In Forsskål (1775b, p. CVIII No. 
195), the vernacular name is transcribed Schokr 
el-homdr. According to Kazimirski (1860) the 
plant name saqir with the form suqär as one of 
the plural formes means Anemone. The form 
suqär is in the modern Arabic the name for Ane
mone and Buttercup (Reig 1983). This name 
thus means something like “donkey anemone", 
perhaps in a mocking way. This name is also 
found on an original field label on the herbari
um sheet.

Chenopodium viride sensu Forssk.
Forsskål [Latin]: Rokeb ed djemmel, Rockeb el 
djämmel (name from Yemen).
Standard transliteration [Latin]: rukib al-jamal

' ' *Standard writing [Arabic]: j
Comments: According to Behnstedt (1996, p. 
460) the plant name rukbah pl. rukab in Yemen 
is used for the species Boerhavia diffusa. This spe
cies is also called by the name ruqmah (Behnst
edt 1996, p. 460). The letters “b" and “m" may 
alternate in Arabic, a well-known example being 
the name of the holy city Makkah which is some 
times called Bakkah (Fleisch 1961, p. 74). The 
letters “k" and “q" may also alternate (Fleisch 
1961, p. 76). The name of Chenopodium viride 
thus means “the Boeharvia of the camel".

Halimione portulacoides (L.) Aellen
Forsskål [Latin]: Gwos (name from Egypt).
Standard transliteration [Latin]: qawwüs 
Standard writing [Arabic]:
Comments: This name was found on a field la
bel. No vernacular name for this species is found 
in the Flora Ægyptiaco-Arabica (Forsskål 1775b, 
p. LXXVII No. 550 and p. 175 No. 80). The pro
nunciation with the geminated second radical 
follows Prof. Loutfy Boulos. As the name quway- 
sah L-ujjj means sage (Kazimirski 1860; Stein- 
gass 1884) and as Halimione portulacoides has 
some ressemblance with Salvia officinalis in 
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growth habit if not in infloressence i.e. both 
species are low shrubs with opposite elliptic or 
lanceolate leaves, which are grey and mealy 
(Halimione portulacoides) or grey and hair cov
ered {Salvia officinalis}, the standard translitera
tion has been based on these common fea
tures.

Halocnemum strobilaceum (Pallas) M. Bieb. 
Forsskål [Latin]: Sabta (name from Egypt). 
Standard transliteration [Latin]: sabtah, sabta3 
Standard writing [Arabic]: f l~/,.. < 4“.,,, 
Comments: As the vernacular pronunciation 
may correspond to the two spellings mentioned 
under the standard transliteration the right 
pronunciation may be difficult to ascertain. In 
analogy with the Arabic name for the Sand 
Grouse (Plerocl'es spp.) which may be written 
both as qatä (qatan) Lki and qatah where the 
second is a nomen unitatis of the first, but where 
in dialects the distinction is blurred even if the 
dialect uses nomina unitatis (cf. the animal 
names of the Muzin tribe in southern Sinai Pro
vencal 1997, p. 37 No. 8) the vernacular name 
of Halocnemum strobilaceum may be pro
nounced in one way but cover different spell
ings.

49. hamd and hhattab hhaddädi according to the way of tran
scription of Schweinfurth (1912).

50. ssabta according to the way of transcription of Schwein
furth (1912).

According to Schweinfurth (1912, p. 23) Hal
ocnemum strobilaceum is called hamd (jaa) 
and hatab haddädl in Egypt49. On
the other hand the species Carlina involucrata 
and Suae.da pruinosa, S. vera and S. vermiculata 
are all called sabta50 (Schweinfurth 1912, p. 81). 
The standard transliteration follows this spell
ing.

Noaea mucronota (Forssk.) Aschers. & Schweinf 
Forsskål [Latin]: Sjök ihannasch (name from 
Egypt).

Standard transliteration [Latin]: sok al-hanas
zz *

Standard writing [Arabic]: ,»tj A
Comments: Forsskål (1775 Flora) p. 57 writes 
Arab. Sjök iliannasch i.e. Carduus serpens .51 The 
standard transliteration is following this infor
mation. The standard transliteration and writ
ing follow the dialectical pronunciation. In 
Classical Arabic it should be sawk al-hanas = 

zz 0 z
I J*lj 1

Salicornia europaea L.
Forsskål [Latin]: Chraesi, Hattab baddda (names 
from Egypt).
Standard transliteration: hrayzl, hatab badädah 
Standard writing [Arabic]: csAA*
Comments: For the transcription of Chraesi cf. 
Schweinfurth (1912, p. 41), where he writes that 
Salicornia fructicosa has the names chress and 
chresi, the latter corresponding to hrezl < hrayzl 
= isA-A in the system of transcriptions used by 
Schweinfurth (1912, p. 1). Prof. Loutfy Boulos 
proposed the vocalisation harizl = csAA“- • Never
theless the pronunciation hrezl < hrayzl is con
sistent with an original form based om the di
minutive pattern fucayl, thus: hurayzl > hrayzl > 
hrezl.

The second name is understood as stemming 
from the Arabic hatab, wich means firewood, 
and badädah52, which means separated i.e. per
haps an allusion to the growth habit of this spe
cies with fleshy, but leafless and clearly separat
ed stems of the plant (see illustration in Hey
wood 1996, p. 73).

As the other specimen of Salicornia europaea 
in Forsskål’s Herbarium has been re-identified 
as Salicornia fructicosa (Hepper & Friis 1994, 
p. 105), the naming is thus confirmed.

Salicornia fructicosa (L.) L.
Forsskål [Latin]: Chraesi, Hattab baddde (names 
from Egypt).

51. I.e. snake thithle.
52. The pronunciation is dialectical.
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Standard transliteration: hrayzl, hatab badädah 
Standard writing [Arabic]: SjIjj

Comments: See Salicornia europaea above and 
Hepper & Friis (1994, pp. 105-107).

Salsola imbricata Forssk.
Forsskål [Latin]: Harm (name from Yemen) 
Forsskål [Arabic]:
Standard transliteration [Latin]: harm.o --
Standard writing [Arabic]:
Comments: Prof. Loutfy Boulos read this name 
as harim and wrote that it means old cam
els53. Neverheless Schweinfurth’s informants 
provided the name harm during his own 
field investigations in Yemen (Schweinfurth 
1912, p. 179).

53. Hepper & Friis (1994, p. 107) write that this is an ob
scure species and despite the attempts of several bota
nists to identify it the species identification remains ob
scure without a type. Schweinfurth (1912, p. 179) notes 
the name harm for Salsola forskalii which was provided 
during his field investigations in Yemen in 1881 and 
1889.

Salsola inermis Forssk.
Forsskål [Latin]: GummaeH, Naedeva, Naedeuva 
(names from Egypt).
Standard transliteration [Latin]: jummaylt, 
nadäwah, nidwah
Standard writing [Arabic]: • Sjlaj < L
Comments: As Schweinfurth transcribes the 
names to gummelt, nedéwa (Schweinfurth 1912, 
p. 41), and as the letter jtm £ is pronounced as 
an occlussive g in Northern Egypt (Fischer 1987, 
§ 30 anm. 4; O’Leary 1984, pp. 17-18) the stan
dard transliteration and writing of jumayli and 
nadäwah are based both on theese facts, and on 
the fact that the evolution of the diphthong 
ay>æ/e is common in this dialect. However the 
standard transliterations and writing remain 
conjectural. On the other hand Prof. Loutfy 
Boulos corrected the spelling of the second 
name to nidwah Sj-u .

Suaeda aegyptiaca (Hasselq.) Zohary
Forsskål [Latin]: Mullaeah (name from Egypt 
and Saudi Arabia, Qunfudhah54).
Forsskål [Arabic]: jöL«
Standard transliteration [Latin]: mullah 
Standard writing [Arabic]:
Comments:

Forsskål writes that it is a salty plant (salsugi- 
nosa planta) (Forsskål 1775b, p. 69). The Ara
bic name is derived form the Arabic word for 
salt = malh jyL.

Suaeda fructicosa Forssk. exJ.F. Gmel.
Forsskål [Latin]: Döluk, Döluk (name fromjid- 
dah and Qunfudhah, Saudi Arabia)
Standard transliteration [Latin]: duluq

Jtjt

Standard writing [Arabic]: jjj
Comments: As Forsskål did not write this name 
with Arabic letters the standard transliteration 
and writing remain conjectural. The right Latin 
spelling according to Forsskål must be Döluk as 
it is used in the note to Suaeda monoica 
(Forsskål 1775b, p. 70-7155). They follow 
Schweinfurth (1912, p. 155) regarding the let
ter qäf J. This name is not mentioned in Hep
per & Friis (1994).

Suaeda hortensis Forssk. exJ.F. Gmel.
Forsskål [Latin]: Mullah (name from Egypt and 
Yemen).
Forsskål [Arabic]: ^-yla
Standard transliteration [Latin]: mullah£ *
Standard writing [Arabic]:
Comments: As the two species Suaeda aegyptia
ca and Suaeda hortensis in all propability share 
the same vernacular name in Egyptian, Saudi 
and Yemen Arabic the standard transliteration

54. The Saudi Arabian locality is not provided in the Centu
riae but in the conspectus (Forsskål 1775b, p. CIX).

55. Forsskål writes in the note to Suaeda monoica: Haec est 
planta e qua Arabes Yemenses Hötam vel Döluk; id 
est sal alkali extrahunt (...) = Those are the plants from 
which the Yemen Arabs extract Hötam or Döluk, i.e. Al
kali salt (...) (Forsskål 1775b, pp. 70-71). 
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and writing are based on this (see Suaeda ae- 
gyptiaca above).

Suaeda monoica Forssk. ex J.F. Gmel.
Forsskål [Latin]: Asal (name from Egypt and 
Yemen56)

56. Both localities (Alexandriae ancl Lohajte) according to
Forsskål but Alexandria is outside the range of this spe
cies (Hepper & Friis 1994, p. Ill)

Forsskål [Arabic]: J-luc

Standard transliteration [Latin]: casal.
Standard writing [Arabic]: J.
Comments: The Arabic names means honey.

Suaeda vera Forssk. ex J.F. Gmel.
Forsskål [Latin]: Suaed, Hömmäm (names from 
Egypt and Yemen).
Forsskål [Arabic]: 
Standard transliterations [Latin]: suwad, 
hammäm.

55 z z >

Standard writing [Arabic]:
Comments: As this plant in all probability has 
the same venacular name as Achyranthes capi
tata, Celosia polystachia and Celosia trigyna var. 
fasciculiflora of the AMARANTHACEAE P. 19be- 
cause Forsskål’s Latin transcriptions of the Ara
bic name are the same (see above), the standard 
transliteration has been based on this assump
tion. Cf. Schweinfurth (1912, p. 83 and p. 119) 
where he nevertheless gives two pronunciation 
namely sued and sued, the latter being used for 
the Suaeda species. It must also be remembered 
that the venacular names of Achyranthes capi
tata and Celosia trigyna are from Yemen while 
the name of Suaeda vera is from Egypt. Forsskål 
notes the same names for Suaeda vera in both 
Egypt and Yemen (Forsskål 1775b, p. LXIV No. 
185 andp. CIX No. 219).

For the second name the Forsskål’s translit
eration with ö may indicate a dammah as vowel 
sign in this place, thus hummäm .

Prof. Loutfy Boulos has not accepted the 
z >

spelling suad jbut proposed the pronuncia-

tions: suwwäd and suwwld = ( ,1^.... This
corresponds to the dialectical spelling sued pro
vided by Schweinfurth.

CISTACEAE
Helianthemum stipulatum (Forssk.) Christensen 
Forsskål [Latin]: Chosjaejn (name from Egypt). 
Forsskål [Arabic]:
Standard transliteration: husayn.

oz 9-

Standard writing [Arabic]: j
Comments: This name has the form of a dimin
utive57. The root is: Vhsn.

COMPOSITAE
Achillea fragrantissima (Forssk.) Sch. Bip. 
Forsskål [Latin]: Kajsum, Keisüm gé.beli (name 
from Egypt).
Standard transliteration : qaysüm, qaysüm jaball

1 Oz f Oz

Standard writing [Arabic]:
Comments: Schweinfurth (1912, p. 4) writes 
qessüm gébeli with a reference to Forsskål and 
qessüm and qaissün with a reference to both 
Forsskål and to the “Drogen Bazar nach Figari". 
Nevertheless Forsskål notes a diphthong in the 
first syllable of the word. The standard translit
eration and writing are based on the data given 
both in Forsskål and Schweinfurth and on the 
fact that the letter jlm £ is pronounced as an 
oclussive “g" in Northern Egypt (Fischer 1987, § 
30 anm. 4; O’Leary 1984, pp. 17-18). The sec
ond word in qaysüm jaball means “from the 
mountain" i.e. “the moutaineous qaysüm”.

Achillea santolina L.
Forsskål [Latin]: Bastran, Kaejsün (names from 
Egypt).
Forsskål [Arabic]: ‘
Standard transliteration [Latin]: bucayt(a)ran, 
qaysün.

1 O' z zoz >

Standard writing [Arabic]: j
Comments: Forsskål writes in his transliteration

57. Prof. Loutfy Boulos proposed the spelling husin = 
(2/
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Bæætran and not Bastran as noted by Hepper & 
Friis (1994, p. 113). As the "ay" diphthong of 
Classical Arabic has a tendency to become an 
“æ " or an “e" in many dialects the standard trans
literation bucayträn is based on this. The plant is 
from Alexandria (Hepper & Friis 1994, p. 113), 
and in Egypt this linguistic trend is well known.

Prof. Loutfy Boulos corrected the spelling to 
bucayträn J I.

Ambrosia maritima L.
Forsskål [Latin]: Demsise (name from Egypt). 
Forsskål [Arabic]:
Standard transliteration [Latin]: damstsah 
Standard writing [Arabic]: b.o.unj
Comments: This plant was found by Forsskål 
around Cairo (Hepper & Friis 1994, p. 113). 
The final “h" is understood here as being the 
pausal form of the feminine ending, which is al
ways pronounced as an “h" or an “a" (eventually 
as an “e") in the Egyptian dialect, except when 
the word is in status constructus where it is pro
nounced as “t".

Artemisia judaica L.
Forsskål [Latin]: Schiach, Schrock. (?) (names 
from Egypt).
Standard transliteration [Latin]: sicah, s(a)räq 
Standard writing [Arabic]:
Comments: This plant is not mentioned in the 
Flora ÆgyptiacoArabica, but the names are found 
on Held labels on herbarium sheets at C (Hep
per & Friis 1994, p. 114). The names mentioned 
are written with Latin characters. Schweinfurth, 
in his conspectus of plant names gathered in 
Egypt, writes under the entry Artemisia judaica 
the Arabic name bacetherän which corresponds 
to jljuu in Arabic characters. But under the 
entry Artemisia santonica he writes schicahh- 
koressani. The first word, written in his special 
way of transcribing, corresponds to - = sicah
according to modern transliteration standards 
(Schweinfurth 1912, p. 7). The standard trans
literation of the name Schiach on the field label 

has thus been formed here using this pattern. 
The standard transliteration and the Arabic 
spelling of the second name, i.e. Schrock. (?) re
main conjectural.

Prof. Loutfy Boulos on the other hand cor
rected Arabic spelling of the name Schiach 
to siyah = He vocalised the name Schrock, as 
siräq = Jl

Artemisia semsek Forssk.
Forsskål [Latin]: Semsek, Msaeka, Semsaek (names 
from Egypt).
Standard transliteration [Latin]: simsäk, 
misäkah
Standard writing [Arabic]: < ell<<,«<<<
Comments: Schweinfurth, in his conspectus of 
plant names gathered in Egypt, writes under 
the entry Artemisia camphorato'. misseka, ssemssek, 
rnsseka, (Schweinfurth 1912, p. 7), which in all 
probability is the Egyptian dialectical pronunci
ation of the names indicated by Forsskål. As 
Schweinfurth writes a long vowel in the second 
syllable in all the names which he transcribed, 
the standard transliteration has been based on 
this feature, on the other hand Prof. Loutfy 
Boulos corrected the spelling to a short vowel in 
the second syllable, i.e. simsik = dLukw .

Atractylis carduus (Forssk.) Christensen 
Forsskål [Latin]: Akaesj, Akesch (name from 
Egypt).
Standard transliterations [Latin]: cakts, cakäs 
Standard writing [Arabic]: ‘
Comments: Schweinfurth, in his conspectus of 
plant names gathered in Egypt, writes under 
the entry Centaurea pumila the name cakes, and 
he indicates it as pertaining to the district of 
Abü Qtr with P. Ascherson as his source (Sch
weinfurth 1912, p. 1 and p. 12). Under the en
try Atractylis flava, he mentions Forsskål’s note 
of the Arabic name of this plant58.

58. Atractylis carduus is often known as Atractylis flava 
(Hepper & Friis 1994, p. 115).
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As both the genus Astractylis and the genus 
Centaurea stands for thistle like plants which 
may have conspicuous purple flowers ( cf. Pol
unin & Huxley 1994, p. 189 and p. 191-192). 
The standard transliterations and writing have 
been based on the name Schweinfurth gave un
der the entry Centaurea pumila. As Schweinfurth 
wrote that the vowel of the second syllable is 
long, the name may have had a long ä or a long 
I as vowel of this syllable, or perhaps it may even 
be derived from a diminutive: cukays Jt. <<<- . As 
the infinitive cakas denotes hair or leaves and 
twigs which are all mixed up or mixed together 
(Kazimirzki 1860) the name of this thithle is 
probably derived from that root.

Bidens apiifolia Forssk.
Forsskål [Latin]: Sb (name from Yemen). 
Standard transliteration [Latin]: sis 
Standard writing [Arabic]:
Comments: Schweinfurth gives the pronuncia
tion indicated in the standard transliteration 
for Bidens apiifolia, but he identifies it as a Chry- 
santhellum sp. (Schweinfurth 1912, p. 118). He 
writes that in Yemen and Southern Arabia the 
name sis is also the name of Jasminum of
ficinale (Schweinfurth 1912, p. 188), while 
Forsskål gave the pronunciation ses for Jasmi
num officinale (Schweinfurth 1912, p. 118). The 
standard transliteration has been based on the 
pronunciation provided by Schweinfurth.

Calendula arvensis L.
Forsskål [Latin]: Tubbaejni, Kaebbli (name from 
Cairo, Egypt), Zobejde (name from Yemen). 
Forsskål [Arabic]: &_u.c <.
Standard transliteration [Latin]: tubb caynl, 
kahlah, zubaydah

O'f - O' }
Standard writing [Arabic]: S_u.c < < five.

Comments: Regarding the name written Kaebbli 
in Hepper & Friis (1994, p. 116) it is in fact writ
ten Kcelilili in Forsskål (1775b, p. LXX1V No. 
470. This is proved by Forsskål’s Arabic writing 
of this name. The typographic ressemblance be

tween “h" and “b" in the Flora Ægyptiaco-Arabica 
is the source of this misreading. The rendering 
of the feminine ending la ' marbütah as “i" is 
known as imälah” in Arabic (Fleisch 1961, § 67 g 
). The name tubb caynl is in two words and it was 
written in this way by Forsskål (Forsskål 1775b, 
p. LXXIV nr. 470). It means “ eye treatment" 
(tibb caynl in Classical Arabic) and is a kind of 
synonym to kahlah which seems to pertain to 
kuhl = antimony which has long been used to 
eye treatments and eye make-up in Arabic medi
cine.

The name from Yemen, zubaydah, seems to 
be a diminutive of zubd = butter. This seems to 
be in accordance with the colour and appear
ance of the flower (Burnie 1995, ill. p. 239).

As the herbarium material is in a folder 
named Calendula officinalis, these names belong 
perhaps to the latter species (cf. Hepper & Friis 
1994, p. 116).

Centaurea aegyptiaca L.
Forsskål [Latin]: Jarnrur (names from Egypt). 
Forsskål [Arabic]: < sjljzu
Standard transliteration [Latin]: yamrärah, 
yamrür.

> o z O X

Standard writing [Arabic]: < L
Comments: The two names represent two dif
ferent vocalisations of the same consonatic 
root.

Centaurea calcitrapa L.
Forsskål [Latin]: Schok, Morrejr (names from 
Egypt).
Standard transliteration [Latin]: sawk, murrayr 
Standard writing [Arabic]: < <4j.h

Comments: The spelling of the diallectical 
name Schok as sawk djxi i.e. following the Clas
sical Arabic voacalisation, stems from Forsskål’s 
own remark: “Schok i.e. Spina" (Forsskål 1775b, 
p. 152 nr. 95). The bracts surrounding the invo
lucre of the flowers of this species “have a single, 
woody, straw coloured spine up to 18 mm (5/7 
in.) long" (Burnie 1995, p. 247 and ill.).
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Prof. Loutfy Boulos proposed the Arabic 
_ _ _ fspellings suk/sok and murnr = yjx < dyi,, Re

garding the latter spelling it is certain from 
Forsskål’s transcription that he intended a diph
thong as he usually uses the letter “j" in its Scan
dinavian pronunciation i.e. as the letter “y" in 
the English word “yes". On the other hand Sch
weinfurth (1912, p. 12) does not indicate a clear 
diphthong in his noting of this Arabic name for 
this species which he gathered in Egypt (murrer, 
murrär, Schweinfurth 1912, p. 12).

Centaurea glomerata Vahl
Forsskål [Latin]: Serrat emagiri, Somit, en naghi 
(name from Egypt).
Standard transliteration [Latin]: surrat an-näqah 
Standard writing [Arabic]:
Comments: The spellings in the standard trans
literation and writing follow the proposal of 
Prof. Loutfy Boulos59.

59. Schweinfurth writes (in his transcription) ssurret-en- 
nacqe and he uses Forsskål as reference (Schweinfurth 
1912, p. 12) which would give in standard transcription x O S S >
and writing: surrat an-nacqah = 41x111 S_^-

Centaurothamnus maximus (Forssk.) Wagenitz & 
Dittrich
Forsskål [Latin]: Mokdr, Bogad, Baejud, Baeruad 
(names from Yemen).
Forsskål [Arabic]: jjjj < jjjj <
Standard transliteration [Latin]: mukär, büjäd, 
bayüd, barwad.
Standard writing [Arabic]: jjjj,
Comments: For the standard transliteration and 
writing of Bogad as bujad jLyja see Schwein
furth (1912, p. 90). In Forsskål (1775b, p. 152) 
it is actually transcribed as Bogåd, which perhaps

_ _ '2may actually come from buqad = jLSjj,.

Ceruana pratensis Forssk.
Forsskål [Latin]: Kaeruan (name from Egypt). 
Standard transliteration [Latin]: kayrawän 
Standard writing [Arabic]:

Comments: As this name has not been found by 
the author in any other source, and as the area 
where Forsskål found this plant was around Cai
ro (Forsskål 1775b, p. 154) and as the letter qäf 
3 is pronounced as either hamzah = a glottal 
stop (especially in Cairo) or as g in Egypt, the 
standard transliteration is based on these facts, 
but it remains conjectural. Prof. Loutfy Boulos' ' O'- 
proposed that the spelling qayrawän J IjjA is a 
real possibility.

This Arabic plant name is the same as the Ar
abic name for the birds named Curlews and 
Stone Curlews (Provencal 1996, p. 155).

Conyza pyrrhopappa Sch. Bip. ex A. Rich. 
Forsskål [Latin]: Schadj’asch, elma (name from 
Yemen)
Standard transliteration [Latin]: sajarat al-må ' 
Standard writing [Arabic]: PUJ £jy 
Comments: Forsskål wrote on his original label 
on the herbarium sheet at C Schadjaret. elma 
(Provencal personal observation on the original 
label at the Botanical Museum, in Hepper & 
Friis (1994, p. 119) this name is transcribed as 
Schadj'asch, elma with reference to the same 
Held label). As this name obviously means water 
tree = sajarat al-må ' = r.l t.l Äjy the standard 
transliteration is based on this. Grammaticaly 
sajarat Sjy is a nomen unitatis, but these may 
be used to denote kinds and species in dialects 
(cf. Schopen 1983, p. 238).

Echinops spinosissimus Turra
Forsskål [Latin]: Chasjir, Sjok edsjemmel (names 
from Egypt).
Forsskål [Arabic]:
Standard transliteration [Latin]: haslr, sök al-ja- 
mal XX f
Standard writing [Arabic]: J-^ylI
Comments: Regarding the name Sjok edsjemmel. 
Forsskål writes that it means Carduus Cameli = 
Camel’s Thistle60. The name as transcribed by

60. The name sawk d j-i means thistle in modern 
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Forsskål represents a dialectical pronunciation 
and the standard transliteration and writing fol
low this pronunciation. In Classical Arabic it

x x 0 x

would be sawk al-jamal = Ja-.II As the let
ter jlm £ is pronounced as a “g" in the Cairo 
Dialect, this name has in all probability been 
provided by people from the desert61, especially 
as Forsskål gives the locality abreviation “Cd" = 
Cairi vel Kåhiræ loca deserta (Forsskål 1775b, 
p. L and p. LXXIII No. 423). This plant has in 
all probability been found and collected in des
ert areas around Cairo.

Eclipta prostrata (L.) L.
Forsskål [Latin]: Tolak(name from Yemen). 
Forsskål [Arabic]: jljL
Standard transliteration [Latin]: tülaq

X Jt ‘

Standard writing [Arabic]: jljL

Gnaphalium orientale sensu Forrsk.
Forsskål [Latin]: Adhaun el kelb (name from Ye
men) .
Forsskål [Arabic]:
Standard transliteration: adawn al-kalb
Standard writing [Arabic]: ._.!<!I jjA)

Helichrysum forskahlii (J.F. Gmel.) Hillia rd & 
Burtt
Forsskål [Latin]: Scheratat, Sinde, Synde (names 
from Yemen).
Forsskål [Arabic]: sjLlu < Lkcjd,
Standard transliteration: sircatat62 or sarcatat, 
sindah or sundah

o.* o x x o

Standard writing [Arabic]: Solw < S jiw < 
Comments: Regarding the last name the last let
ter “e" is viewed here as standing for a la' 
marbütah. The Hrst name may mean “a bad rag"

Classical Arabic (Reig 1983) ancl more generally thorny 
plants in Classical Arabic (Kazimirski 1860).
61. By people from the desert is here ment bedouins from 

tribes living in the desert, as these have other dialects 
than the urban Arabs.

62. Prof. Loutfy Boulos proposed the spelling: sir'alah 

and may allude to the appearance of the plant: 
“One of the so called ‘everlasting flowers’, this 
is a weak or wiry, straggling plant..." (Blundell 
1992, p. 170 entry: Helichrysum cymosum ssp. fruc- 
ticosum).

Hieracium uniflorum Forssk.
Forsskål [Latin]: Morrejr (name from Yemen). 
Forsskål [Arabic]: jjjx

Standard transliteration [Latin]: murrayr, mu- 
rayr
Standard writing [Arabic]:
Comments: This Arabic plant name is in its 
form a diminutive on the root Vmrr (cf. Wright 
1988a, § 275). According to Schopen (1983, pp. 
171-172) two species of Compositae namely: Cre
pis rueppellii and Lactuca capensis are called mirär 
or mirrär in Yemen and are used traditionally to 
treat illnesses of the liver (icterus and liver
pains)

Iphiona mucronata (Forrsk.) Aschers. & Schweinf 
Forsskål [Latin]: Dafra, Dasri (name from 
Egypt).
Forsskål [Arabic]:
Standard transliteration [Latin]: dafri
Standard writing [Arabic]:
Comments: This plant name is transcribed as 
Dafra and Dafri in Forsskål (1775b, p. LXXIII 
No. 432 and p. 147). Furthermore it is written 

(ibid., p. 147). All these variations within 
the prints are viewed here as typographic er
rors. Prof. Loutfy Boulos proposed the spelling:

0 '

dafrah Sjåj .

Kleinia odora (Forssk.) DC.
Forsskål [Latin]: Edcher (name from Yemen). 
Forsskål [Arabic]: jjAjI
Standard transliteration [Latin]: adhayr 
Standard writing [Arabic]: jaAj]
Comments: As Forsskål writes that the dialecti
cal pronunciation is Edcher, the second syllable 
is understood here as expressing an earlier “ay" 
diphthong as the “ay" diphthong of Classical 
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Arabie has a tendency to become an æ or an é 
in many dialects. In the dialects around Sacdah 
in northern Yemen, this trend is rather com
mon (Behnstedt 1987, § 1.1.2), but it is also 
found many other places in Yemen (cf. Behnst
edt 1985, p. 52).

Kleinia pendula (Forssk.) DC.
Forsskål [Latin]: Kaad (name from Yemen) 
Forsskål [Arabic]:
Standard transliteration [Latin]: kacd, kacad 
Standard writing [Arabic] 63:

Kleinia semperviva (Forssk.) DC.
Forsskål [Latin]: Tyflok (name from Yemen) 
Standard transliteration [Latin]: tiflük, tiflük

>0 >0

Standard writing [Arabic]: djliU < el^lij 
Comments: Schweinfurth (1912, p. 122) writes 
that this plant name should be written tiflük = 
JjliL (ttiflok according to his way of transcrip
tion) but this root is not found in Arabic (cf. 
Lane 1956). On the other hand Schweinfurth 
(1912) writes that the plant Sempervivum chry- 
santhum is called in his mode of transcription: 
tiflük = in standard transliteration: tifluk, which 
may be a dialectical pronunciation of Classical■?0Arabic tiflük, djläü. In this case this plant name 
could be viewed as having the root Vflk and hav
ing a “t" prefixed to it, which is often the case in 
Arabic and other Semitic languages. As the root 
Vflk stands for something round in Arabic, this 
could perhaps apply to the shape of the flower. 
For this reason the transliteration tiflük, djlÅj is 
to be preferred.

Lactuca inermis Forssk.
Forsskål [Latin]: Kat. er rafl an (name from 
Yemen).
Forsskål [Arabic]: jUcJloLä
Standard transliteration [Latin]: qät ar-racyän. 
Standard writing [Arabic]: jükjloüi 
Comments: This plant name means the “qät of

63. Prof. Loutfy Boulos proposed the spelling: qäd jLs . 

the shepherd". Forsskål writes that this plant is 
edible in raw state (Forsskål 1775b, p. 144).

Launaea mucronata (Forssk.) Muschl. 
Forsskål [Latin]: Jamrur (name from Egypt). 
Standard transliteration [Latin]: yamrür

9 0 '
Standard writing [Arabic]: 
Comments: Schweinfurth (1912) writes that this 
plant, which he calls Zollikoferia mucronata, is 
called murrere-entlje and haudän (Schweinfurth 
1912, p. 48).

Launaea nudi caulis (L.) Hook
Forsskål [Latin]: Hendibe, Hindibe (names from 
Yemen: Surdud).
Nuar, Sjadafld, Schadaeid, Hauve, Aliis Hauve 
(Names from Egypt: Alexandria).
Forsskål [Arabic]: *>=>■ <
Standard transliteration [Latin] (Yemen): 
hindibah,
Standard writing [Arabic] (Yemen): 
Standard transliteration [Latin] (Egypt): hawah 
(hawäh), sadayd, nuwär
Standard writing [Arabic] (Egypt):

Comments: The name Aliis Hauve is not an in
dependent name; it is just the Latin sentence: 
“according to others Hauve" (Forsskål 1775b, p. 
143 No. 55).

According to Schweinfurth (1912) this spe
cies, for which he uses the scientific name Zol- 
Ukoferia n udic'aulis, has the Arabic name hhaue 
according to his transcription = hawah in stan
dard transliteration. But he writes that this plant 
has the name hüuä in Central Arabia. His infor
mation comes from professor J.J. Hess, who ob
tained it from a Bedouin from the local tribe of 
cOtebi bedouins (Schweinfurth 1912, pp. XII- 
XIII). This could indicate that this plant name 
is on the root Vhww or Vhwy.

The name sadayd derives in al probability 
from the diminutive of sadtd = sudayd .

The spellings of the name nuwär follows the 
spelling provided by Prof. Loutfy Boulos.
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Launaea spinosa (Forssk.) Sch. Bip. ex O. Kuntze 
Forsskål [Latin]: Ke.bbdd, Kaeddad (name from 
Egypt).
Standard transliteration [Latin]: kabbäd 
Standard writing [Arabic]: jLS 
Comments: For the standard transliteration cf. 
Schweinfurth (1912, p. 48) under ZoUikoferia 
spinosa. This standard transliteration was ap
proved by. Prof. Loutfy Boulos.

Macowania ericifolia (Forssk.) Burtt & Grau 
Forsskål [Latin]: A??vz/'(name from Yemen). 
Forsskål [Arabic]: < L.z-bc
Standard transliteration [Latin]: canslf 
Standard writing [Arabic]: >

Nauplius graveolens (Forssk.) A. Wicklund 
Forsskål [Latin]: Rabd (name from Egypt). 
Forsskål [Arabic]: jjj
Standard transliteration [Latin]: rabdO'-
Standard writing [Arabic]: jjj

Phagnalon rupestre (L.)DC.
Forsskål [Latin]: Tom erné.b, Mottaej (names 
from Egypt ).
Forsskål [Arabic]:
Standard transliteration [Latin]: turn amab, 
mutay
Standard writing [Arabic]: I
Comments: The first name is understood as 
menaning “rabbit garlic" = turn amab ,
where the transcription noted by Forsskål indi
cates a dialectical pronunciation. Forsskål does 
not mention any Arabic name for this species64 
in his conspectus of the Yemen flora (Forskål 
1775b, p. CXIX No. 496), whereas both Arabic 
names are given in the conspectus of the Egyp
tian flora (Forskål 1775b, p. LXXIII No. 444). 
The description (Forsskål 1775b, p. 148 No. 75) 
does not specify to which locality the names per
tain.

64. This species is called Conyza tomentosaby Forsskål.

Picris asplenioides L.
Forsskål [Latin]: Sraegha, Hauddn (names from 
Egypt).
Forsskål [Arabic]: J
Standard transliteration [Latin]: siragha, 
hawdän
Standard writing [Arabic]: ‘
Comments: The Hrst name siragha follows Sch
weinfurth (1912, p. 15) under Crepis radicata. 
Prof. Loutfy Boulos proposed the pronuncia- _ _ -'J1tion hudan = for the second name.

Pieris scabra Forssk.
Forsskål [Latin]: Murreir, Murrejr (name from 
Yemen).
Standard transliteration [Latin]: murayr 
Comments: This plant has the same name as Hi- 
eracium uniflorum, see supra.

Pluchea dioscoridis (L.) DC.
Forsskål [Latin]: Barnuf (name from Egypt).
Forsskål [Arabic]: jj

Standard transliteration [Latin]: barnuf
^0

Standard writing [Arabic]:

Pulicaria arabica (L.) Cass.
Forsskål [Latin]: Ra ra Ejub, Raraa eijub (name 
from Egypt).
Forsskål [Arabic]: cujjI Aj

Standard transliteration: racräc ayyüb (racräcu 
Ayyüba)

x o xStandard writing [Arabic]: ^1 £ I
Contents: Forsskål (1775b, p. 150) writes: “Arab. 
Rara Ejub id est: lacrymæ Jobi; Job
enim afflictus ulceribus hac herba corpus unxit, 
& protinus sanus factus; tanto compendio Ety
mologia in salvo erit." = “In Arabie Rara Ejub 

£ I jt j that is: the tears of Job; Job being af
flicted by ulcers ointed (his) body with this herb 
& at once became healthy; taken as a whole the 
Etymology will be sane."

This explanation gives problems: 1. The word 
racräc means something which is in full bloom 
in Arabic. 2. What is meant by Etymologia is not 
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clearly understod, is it a Classical work, which 
bears Etymologia as part of its title, or is it the 
etymology in general.

Wehr (1976) writes:“ I j racräc ayyüb a 
kind of fleabane (Pulicaria arabica Cross. Puli
caria inuloides D.C.; hot..)".

Pulicaria crispa (Forssk.) Benth. ex Oliver 
Forsskål [Latin]: Sabat (name from Egypt). 
Standard transliteration [Latin]: sabat 
Standard writing [Arabic]: ....
Comments: The readings of the standard trans
literation and writing follow Schweinfurth 
(1912, p. 38).

Pulicaria incisa (Lam.) DC.
Forsskål [Latin]: Munis, Neschusch, Chåa 
(names from Yemen).
Forsskål [Arabic]: jA. < jjujdu
Standard transliteration: münis, nasüs, hac
Standard writing [Arabic]:
Comments: Regarding the name münis, this 
name is written Munis in Forsskål (1775b, p. 
CXIX No. 505).

Scolymus hispanicus L.
Forsskål [Latin]: Laehlech, Laehlah (name from 
Egypt).
Standard transliteration [Latin]: lihläh
Standard writing [Arabic]: q5LU
Comments: The right pronunciation of this 
name is not easy to determine, as Forsskål did 
not write it down with Arabic letters. The stan
dard transliterations and writing follow a cor
rection provided by Prof. Loutfy Boulos and 
they are confirmed by Schweinfurth (1912, p. 
42).

PScorzonera tingitana L.
Forsskål [Latin]: Nuggd (name from Egypt).
Forsskål [Arabic]: jSj
Standard transliteration [Latin]: nukd 
Standard writing [Arabic]: <<•,
Comments: This Arabic name does not refer to 

the species name mentioned here, see Hepper 
& Friis (1994, p. 131). Schweinfurth (1912, p. 
72) writes that noqd or noqud are the names of 
Odontospermum graveolens and of Odontospermum 
pygmaeum.

Senecio aegyptius L. var. discoideus Boiss.
Forsskål [Latin]: Kus (name from Egypt). 
Standard transliteration [Latin]: küs
Standard writing [Arabic]:
Comments: The standard transliteration küs is 
based on Schweinfurth (1912, p. 42).

Senecio glaucus L.
Forsskål [Latin]: Korraejr, Korraeis (name from 
Egypt).
Forsskål [Arabic]:
Standard transliteration: qurrays
Standard writing [Arabic]:
Comments: The name Korraejr is understood 
here as being a copying fault of qurrays. The 
gemination of the second consonant is based 
on the correction by Prof. Loutfy Boulos.

Senecio hadiensis Forssk.
Forsskål [Latin]: Saelå abjad, Saela al bakar, 
Chodrab, Oud el Karah (names from Yemen). 
Forsskål [Arabic]: j_Lu

Standard transliteration: salac abyad, salac al- 
baqar, hudräb, cüd al-qarah65
Standard writing [Arabic]: j-Lu < jLu

z z > z o >
QjÅll Jjc. i I j i A

Comments: The second name is here under
stood as jäJI jin».. Kazimirski (1860) vocalises 
this plant name as sulac j-L-^. l his second name 
is from the area around Bulgosa (Forsskål 
1775b, p. CXIX No. 498). In Classical Arabic 
the name salac j-L-u is used for various plants 
(Freitag 1837).

As Forsskål writes that the plant was found in 
the mountains ofYemen (Forsskål 1775b, p. 148

65. Prof. Loutfy Boulos proposed the spelling cüd al-qarh 
j^Äll Jjc
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No. 79) the other names must have a wider dis
tribution (i.e. must be used in a wider geograph
ical range than the area around the village of 
Bulgosa (Bulghüsah L-ujiL ?). Furthermore Fors
skål writes: “Dicitur esse verus Oud el Karah 
CJ£1I = “It is said to be really Oud el Karah

Senecio lyratus Forssk.
Forsskål [Latin]: Mekätat, Hörimrim (names 
from Yemen).
Forsskål [Arabic]:
Standard transliteration: muqatqat, hurimrim.
Standard writing [Arabic]: < oäÜ
Comments: The standard transliteration mu
qatqat follows Schweinfurth (1912, p. 153) but 
with a Classical vocalisation. The name Mekdtat. 
is also written on an original Held label on a 
herbarium sheet at C.

Senecio sp. indeterminatus
Forsskål [Latin]: Amfalül (name from Yemen). 
Forsskål [Arabic]: Jjlijr.
Standard transliteration: canfalül

9-' 0 '

Standard writing [Arabic]: JjlÜr.
Comments: This species does not seem to be 
mentioned in Hepper & Friis (1994). Forsskål 
writes “SENECIO g) foliis lanceolato-dentatis” 
(Forskål 1775b, p. CXIX No. 502). Forsskål 
wrote Amfalül because in Arabic the letter “n" is 
often pronounced as “m" in front of the letters 
“b" or “f.

Solanecio angulatus (Vahl) C. Jeffrey
Forsskål [Latin]: Oud el kdrab, Soda (names 
from Yemen).
Forsskål [Arabic]: j-Lu < Qjill jjc
Standard transliteration [Latin]: cüd al-qarah, 
salac

X X

Standard writing [Arabic]: j-Lu < jjc 
Comments: See supra Senecio hadiensis as these 
names are also used for that species with the dif
ference that Solanecio angulatus has the plain 
name salac, which in the spelling Sæla is also 

found on a field label on a herbarium sheet. 
Forsskål uses the same spelling in the Flora 
(Forsskål 1775b, p. CXIX No. 485).

Senecio hadiensis is on the other hand called 
the white salac, i.e. salac abyad or the ox salac, 
i.e. salac al-baqar. Forsskål writes Oud el karah 
and not Oud el kdrab in the Flora (Forsskål 
1775b, p. CXIX No. 485).

Sonchus oleraceus L.
Forsskål [Latin]: Myrrejr (name from Yemen).
Standard transliteration [Latin]: murrayro£> 9
Standard writing [Arabic]: jjj-o

Comments: Forsskål writes that the species he 
calls: SCORZONERA a) dubia? (Forsskål 1775b, 
p. CXVIII No. 470) has the Arabic name Myrr 
j-a. The two following species are written to 
have the Arabic name Myrreyr and Sonchus ol
eraceus, which follows as third, is written to have 
the same name66. For further philological com
ments see above: Hieracium uniflorum (COM
POSITAE) p 42.

Sonchus tenerrimus L.
Forsskål [Latin]: Myrrejr (name from Yemen).
Standard transliteration [Latin]: murrayr 
Standard writing [Arabic]: jj
Comments: See imediately above: Sonchus ol
eraceus. The name Myrréjris written on an orig
inal field label on a herbarium sheet carrying 
this plant.

Sphaeranthus suaeveolens (Forssk.) DC.
Forsskål [Latin]: Habagbdg (name from Egypt).
Standard transliteration [Latin]: habqabäq

XX Ox

Standard writing [Arabic]:
Comments: The standard transliteration and 
writing of the consonants follow Schweinfurth 
(1912, p. 44). The vocalisation is proposed by 
Prof. Loutfy Boulos. Following Forsskål’s vocali- 
sation it should be habaqbaq = jl .ö.a

66. Idem nomen (Forsskål 1775b, p. CXVIII).
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Tanacetum parthenium (L.) Sch. Bip.
Forsskål [Latin]: Möniät (name from Yemen). 
Forsskål [Arabic]: oLlo
Standard transliteration [Latin]: munyät-'Öl'
Standard writing [Arabic]: o Lio
Comments: On a field label on the herbarium 
sheet the name is written as mböniät. This could 
indicate a name based on the root bwn or byn : 
mabüniyyät > mabuniyät > mböniät. As the Hora 
Ægyptiaco - Arabica was edited post mortem aucto
ris the real pronunciation of the name of this 
plant remains obscure.

Volutaria lippii (L. ) Cass.
Forsskål [Latin]: Chaisarcm (Name from 
Egypt).
Forsskål [Arabic]: JIjJaA.
Standard transliteration [Latin]: hayzarän. 
Standard writing [Arabic]:

CONVOLVULACEAE
Convolvulus arvensis L.
Forsskål [Latin]: Ollaeik (name from Egypt). 
Standard transliteration [Latin]: cullayq 
Standard writing [Arabic]:
Comments: As Schweinfurth (1912, p. 14) pro
vides the name forms colleq and calleq, the stan
dard transcritpion is based on these, as the 
sound gliding ay > é is frequent in Arabic dia
lects. Prof. Loutfy Boulos proposed the spelling 
culllq = J J<-. The Arabic name of this plant, the 
Bindweed, is derived from the root V' lq. which 
connotes hanging, binding or physical attach
ment. This is in accordance with the habit of 
this plant of twisting around other plants in or
der to assist its progress (Sterry 200, p. 278) or 
to climb upwards as this plant is not able to 
erect itself.

Convolvulus hystrix Vabl
Forsskål [Latin]: Dahhi (?) (name from
Yemen).
Standard transliteration [Latin]: dahhi (?) 
Standard writing [Arabic]: (S)

Comments: As this name is not written in italics 
as the Arabic names always otherwise are in the 
Flora-Ægyptiaco-Arabica it is unclear wether this is 
a plant name or a locality name. Locality names 
are written in plain letters, i.e. not italics.

Convolvulus lanatus Vabl
Forsskål [Latin]: Baejcid (name from Sinai). 
Forsskål [Arabic]: <jALj

Standard transliteration [Latin]: bayäd 
Standard writing [Arabic]: <jALj

Comments: This plant name is derived from the 
root Vbyd meaning “white". The word bayäd 
means "whiteness" in Classical Arabic, but this 
word is used as species name in the dialects in at 
least two instances i.e. the present Convolvulus 
lanatus and fishes of the genus Caranx spp. and 
Carangoides spp., which also are called bayäd 

(Forsskål 1775a p. 55 nr. 71. b; Provengal 
1997, No. 41).

Cressa cretica L.
Forsskål [Latin]: Nædæva (name from Egypt67). 
Standard transliteration [Latin]: nadäwah 
Standard writing [Arabic]: SjIaS
Comments: This name is not written in Hepper 
& Friis (1994). The standard transliteration and 
writing are based on Schweinfurth (1912, p. 
15).

Ipomoea cairica (L.) Sweet.
Forsskål [Latin]: Sett el bösn, Sett el hösch, Olleacb, 
Olleae (names from Egypt).
Standard transliterations [Latin]: sitt al-husn, 
culläh (?). cullä°ah (?) o *
Standard writing [Arabic]:
( c) SeSlx. < ( c) qSLc

Comments: Forsskål (1775b, p. LXIII No. 125) 
has written Sett el hösn and not Sett el bösn, but 
the “b" and the “h" are very similar in the print
ed tekst of 1775. The name sittu-l-husn
(Classical vocalisation) is understood as mean-

67. Forsskål (1775b, p. LXIVNo. 166). 
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ing “the damsel of beauty". For this understand
ing cf. Schweinfurth (1912, p. 26) and the fact 
that morning glory flowers are conspicueous 
and showy, Ipomoea cairica being no exception 
with flowers being up to 55 mm across (cf. de
scription of Ipomoea cairica in Blundell 1992, 
p. 369 and plate 783). Furthermore the flowers 
of the Covolvulaceae have five sepals, five (fused) 
petals and five stamens (Heywood 1996, p. 230), 
which renders the understanding of “sitt" as the 
numeral six improbable.

As Forsskål (1775b, p. 44) does not write the 
other two names with Arabic letters68, and as 
this plant name is not mentioned by Schwein
furth (1912) their standard transliterations and 
writing remain conjectural.

68. Forsskål writes: “Aliis OUeachvAOlleae' (Forsskäl 1775b,
p. 44).

Ipomoea nil (L.) Roth
Forsskål [Latin]: Scherdjedja (name from 
Yemen).
Standard transliteration [Latin]: sarjajah 
Standard writing [Arabic]:
Comments: The standard transliteration and 
writing are to some extent conjectural.

Ipomoea pes-caprae (L.) R. Br
Forsskål [Latin]: Sokar (name from Yemen). 
Standard transliteration [Latin]: suqar 
Standard writing [Arabic]:
Comments: The standard transliteration follows 
the reading of Schweinfurth (1912, p. 144). The 
plant Forsskål found is from Zabld, which lies 
within the area where qäf J is pronounced in the 
Classical way (cf. Behnstedt 1985, map 1).

Ipomoea triflora Forssk.
Forsskål [Latin]: Sotar, Gaschue, Gaschve (names 
from Yemen)
Forsskål [Arabic]:
Standard transliterations [Latin]: sutar, ghaswah 

o X • X

Standard writing [Arabic]: Sjptic. < 

Comments: The standard transliteration 
ghaswah i * if follows Schweinfurth (1912, p. 
144). This Arabic name is obviously the same as 
the one used for Pentatropis nivalis (see supra). 
Schweinfurth further writes (ibid. p. 167), that 
in Yemen he noted the name schuräc = £< 
£ Ci, for this plant.

The name Sotar is also written on an original 
Held label on the herbarium sheet in Forsskål’s 
herbarium.

Ipomoea verticillata Forssk.
Forsskål [Latin]: Teraeba, Toraeha, Sebelli, Shelli 
(names from Yemen).
Standard transliterations [Latin]: turaybah, 
suhayll

0 x > ~ 0 x >

Standard writing [Arabic]:
Comments: The reading of the consonants fol
lows Schweinfurth (1912, p. 144). The names 
are here seen as built on the forms of the Arabic 
diminutive. The first name with an at/h-ending 
and the second name with a nisbah-ending (cf. 
Wright 1988a, pp. 166-169).

Nevertheless on an original field label at C 
the name Torah (with a circumflex over the 
“æ") is written. A final “a" was probably written, 
but the label has been torn, and the eventual 
“a" thus torn apart. This notation confirms the 
understanding of the word as an original dimin
utive, as the diphthong "ay" easily becomes "æ" 
in the dialects. On the other hand, as the name 
on the field label has an “h" instead of a “b" a 
third name seems to be highly indicated: turay-

Ox 0 ' >

hah, turayhah = 69 •

CRASSULACEAE
Kalanchoe alternans (Vahl) Pers.
Forsskål [Latin]: Chodardar (name from 
Yemen).
Forsskål [Arabic]:
Standard transliterations [Latin]: hudardar

69. Prof. Loutfy Boulos proposed the pronunciations: 
taribah, sahilah = 3I.A,.
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Standard writing [Arabic]:
Comments: On an original field label on a her
barium sheet with this plant at C the name ödejn 
was written. This is the vernacular name for the 
following species Kalanchoe deficiens, but as 
these two species are very difficult to tell apart 
(Professor Ib Friis personal communication) it 
is highly plausible that the name cudayn (cf. Ka
lanchoe deficiens) was used for both species.

Kalanchoe deficiens (Forssk.) Aschers. & 
Schweinf.
Vernacular names: Vudni (name from Egypt, 
not recorded in Hepper & Friis), Odejn (name 
from Yemen).
Standard transliteration [Latin]: wudnl (udnl in 
Classical pronunciation), cudayn
Standard writing [Arabic]: Jjjc < ^31
Comments Forsskål writes Odejn. Forsskål 
(1775b, p. CXI No. 290). Forsskål writes (1775b, 
p. 89) regarding this plant: “Colitur in hortis 
Ægy/tfz nomine Vudni, i.e. Auricula:." = “Itis culti
vated in an Egyptian garden and has the name 
Vudni, i.e. little ear", as the name “little ear" in all 
probability refers to the name of the plant and 
not to the garden, even though the Latin text is 
equivocal about that, the name Vudni must be 
understood as the vernacular name of this plant 
in Egypt. This is confirmed by Schweinfurth 
(1912, p. 10)70 who writes that the Egyptian 
name is according to his system of transcription: 
uiddne uuddne corresponding to wuidnl or wudnl 
= ‘ o'1 1 Aj- This is nevertheless more in ac

70. Scweinfurth spells Calenchoe deficiens instead of Kalan
choe deficiens (Schweinfurth 1912, p. 10).

cordance with the name as written by Forsskål. 
In this case the Egyptian name of this plant is 
based on the root Vwdn, and the standard tran- 
cription should be wudnt ^yl^j.This name nev
ertheless has no relation to ears (Kazimirski 
1860, entry: <j-Aj). Nevertheless in Egyptian di
alect of the Cairo region initial hamzah may be 
substituted by a "w", which is the case for the 

word udun, udn = ear (Fischer & Jastrow 1980, p. 
39), which means that original udnl, which easi
ly could mean “little ear’’71 has become in the 
dialectical pronunciation wudnl The trans
literation cudayn is confirmed by Schweinfurth 
(1912, p. 109).

Kalanchoe lanceolata (Forssk.) Pers.
Forsskål [Latin]: Homed errobat, Homedet. er robah 
(name from Yemen)
Forsskål [Arabic]: Ljll
Standard transliteration [Latin]: humaydat ar- 
rubäh, humldat ar-rubäh
Standard writing [Arabic]: q LJI S

A f

Comments: The pronunciation humldat ar-rubäh 
was proposed by Prof. Loutfy Boulos.

CRUCIFERAE
Anastatica hierochuntica L.
Forsskål [Latin]: Kaf marjam (name from 
Egypt)
Forsskål [Arabic]: u-äS
Standard transliteration [Latin]: kaff Maryam 
Standard writing [Arabic]: u-äS
Comments: As Forsskål already noted (Forsskål 
1775b, p. 117) this name means "the hand of 
Mary".

Bunias orientalis L.
Forsskål [Latin]: Doraema, Chodejva, (Chodeira), 
Fussa (names from Yemen)
Forsskål [Arabic]: I. ..å
Standard transliteration [Latin]: duraymah, 
hudayrah, fusä, l usa '

Ox > Ox f

Standard writing [Arabic]: AS <
x f X f

f. I I 11^1 I I . I q

Comments: For the names duraymah and 
hudayrah, which are read here as diminutives on

71. Properly speaking udni or wudni are nouns provided 
with a nisbah ending, wich means “pertaning to the 
ear”, cf. Wright (1988a, § 249). Wright calls these nouns 
nomina relativa, (Wright ibid.). 
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the roots Vdrm (or perhaps Vdrm) and Vhdr (or per
haps Vhdr) this reading is confirmed by Schwein- 
furth (1912, p. 131). Schweinfurth nevertheless 
writes (according to his way of transcription): 
choddéra and chodéua = hodérah (Sjj.AS) and 
hodéwah72 (SjujA).

72. Prof. Loutfy Boulos proposed the pronunciation hudirah
and hudiwah = s< ijj A-^..

Cakile maritima Scop.
Forsskål [Latin]: Fidjl el djemal (name from 
Egypt)
Standard transliteration [Latin]: fijl al-jamal 
Standard writing [Arabic]: Jä=JI uM
Comments: According to Kazimirski (1860) fujl 
or fujul means redish. In this case this plant 
name means “camel redish’’ the vowel “i" repre
senting a dialectical pronunciation.

Coronopus squamatus (Forssk.) Aschers.
Forsskål [Latin]: Raschåt (name from Egypt) 
Forsskål [Arabic]:
Standard transliteration: habb risäd
Standard writing [Arabic]: jLAj

Comments: Forsskål writes: “Arab. Hab rasedf 
(Forsskål 1775b, p. 117), which means that the 
vernacular name is Hab rascal. In the conspec
tus this name has been moved, presumably as 
an error, from No. 310 LEPIDUM a) squamatum 
to No. 311 LEPIDUM b) hortense (Forsskål 
1775b, p. LXIX). The standard transliterattion 
and writing follow a correction made by Prof. 
Loutfy Boulos.

Diplotaxis acris (Forssk.) Boiss.
Forsskål [Latin]: Sphceri (name from Egypt) 
Forsskål [Arabic]:
Standard transliteration [Latin]: sufayri, safiri 
Standard writing [Arabic]: ‘
Comments: This name is derived from an Ara
bic root meaning “yellow". This name is read 
here as being a diminutive with a nisbah ending. 
Sufayri > sufæri > sfæri (in the Cairo dialect the 

diphthong “ay" is often pronounced as e or æ 
e.g. bayt > bet)73.

Diplotaxis harra (Forssk.) Boiss.
Forsskål [Latin]: Harra (name from Egypt) 
Forsskål [Arabic]: sjLa.
Standard transliteration [Latin]: härrah 
Standard writing [Arabic]:
Comments: The standard transliteration and 
writing follow a correction made by Prof. Loutfy 
Boulos.

Enarthrocarpus lyratus (Forssk.) DC.
Forsskål [Latin]: Rsjdd el barr, Rschad el barr 
(name from Egypt)
Forsskål [Arabic]: jJI jLij
Standard transliteration [Latin]: rasäd al-barr 
Standard writing [Arabic]: jJljLij 
Comments:

The vocalisation of rasäd follows Kazimirski 
(1860), as rasäd according to this dictionary is 
the name of cress. The vocalisation was con
firmed by Prof. Loutfy Boulos. The name thus 
means “terrestrial cress”.

Erucaria crassifolia (Forssk.) Delile
Forsskål [Latin]: Krumb bissabra (name from 
Egypt)
Standard transliteration [Latin]: kurunb bi-s- 
sahrä'’

x o Ä a? >
Standard writing [Arabic]: *
Comments: Forsskål (1775b, p. LXIX No. 323) 
writes Krumb bissahra and not Krumb bissabra, 
but the mistake is due to the very great similari
ty between the letter “h" and the letter “b" in 
the italics of the Hora Ægyptiaco-Arabica.

Ti. Nevertheless Prof. Loutfy Boulos wrote safari =
but a long i = LS does not normaly become a long e in 
the dialect and this development is not found in the Cai
ro dailect (cf. Bergsträsser 1983, § 6/2.1.2 p. 190) and 
the text specimen of Egyptian arabic in Bergsträsser 
(1983, pp. 201-202) where the only occurences of e have 
evolved from the Classical arabic diphthong “ay”.
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Krumb is the usual appelation for cabbage in 
Egypt. Kazimirski (1860) writes it as kiranb or

Of f 0'

kurunb . As the letter nun j is often
pronounced as “m" before the letter “b" (cf. 
Wright 1988a, p. 7 ) this explains Forsskål’s way 
of writing. The name thus means:" the cabbage 
in the desert".

Farsetia aegyptia Twrra
Forsskål [Latin]: Djarba (name from Egypt)
Forsskål [Arabic]:
Standard transliteration [Latin]: jarbä
Standard writing [Arabic]:
Comments:

In the Arabic desert Schweinfurth was provid
ed with the name gjerba according to his system 
of transcription (Schweinfurth 1912, p. 21). Prof. 
Loutfy Boulos wrote in his comments: e L

Matthiola livida (Del.) DC.
Forsskål [Latin]: Nageisi, Schudjara (names 
from Egypt)
Forsskål [Arabic]: I —, .7, { <1 i ,
Standard transliteration [Latin]: nukaysah, 
suiärah
Standard writing [Arabic]: SjLdi < 4. nXi 
Comments: The first name is read here as a di
minutive of the form fucayl. The reason for this 
is the diphthong in the second syllable. The let
ter “i" as transcribed by Forsskål in the end of 
this name is due to an “imälah"74.

74. According to Prof. Loutfy Boulos if the käf J in reality 
is a jim £ as the latter is pronounced as a “g” in Egypt.

Matthiola tricuspidata (L.) R. Br.
Forsskål [Latin]: Mantur (name from Egypt)
Forsskål [Arabic]:
Standard transliteration [Latin]: mantür 
Standard writing [Arabic]: jjälo

Schouwia purpurea (Forssk.) Schweinf 
Forsskål [Latin]: Bökel, Bocket (name from 
Yemen)

Standard transliteration [Latin]: buql
Standard writing [Arabic]: Ji
Comments: This spelling of the standard trans
literation with a “q" is according to Schwein
furth (1912, p. 90), but the second consonant 
could be the letter käf d as well as the letter qäf 
J. The vocalisation follows a proposal by Prof. 
Loutfy Boulos, as it is probable that the letter 
“e" in Forsskål’s Latin transcriptions represent a 
sewä, which itself represents a qiescent pronun
ciation of the qäf J but is induced by the em
phatic consonant.

Sinapis allionii Jacq.
Forsskål [Latin]: Karili, Chardel (names from 
Egypt)
Forsskål [Arabic]: JjjA
Standard transliterations [Latin]: qarilah, hardal 
Standard writing [Arabic]: < 51
Comments: For the standard transliteration of 
the name qarilah cf. Schweinfurth (1912, p. 43), 
where he writes that the Arabic name he was 
provided for this species (Sinapis arvensis15} is 
qerflle. Under the name Sinapis arvensis var. Al
lionii he gives the name rille. The name written 
by Forsskål could still have been pronounced 
with the letter käf d, thus karili or karilah where 
the feminine ending could be pronounced as 
the letter “i" on account of an imälah.

Zilla spinosa (L.) Prantl.
Forsskål [Latin]: Zilla, Zillae (name from 
Egypt)
Forsskål [Arabic]: <1J
Standard transliterations [Latin]: sillah 
Standard writing [Arabic]: «Lu
Comments: The corrections in the spelling in 
relation to Forsskål’s spelling are provided by 
Schweinfurth (1912, p. 48) and by Prof. Loutfy 
Boulos.

75. For synonyms see Hepper & Friis (1994, p.144).
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CUCUIIBITACFAE
Citrullus colocynthis (L.) Schrad.
Forsskål [Latin]: Hamdal, Dabak (names from Ye
men)
Standard transliterations [Latin]: hamdal, dahaq 
Standard writing [Arabic]:;
Comments: The standard transliterations are 
based on Schweinfurth (1912, p. 134). In 
Forsskål (1775b, p. CXXII No. 575) it is written 
Dahak and not Dabak.

Citrullus lanatus (Thunb.) Matsum. & Nakai 
Forsskål [Latin]: Battich (name from Egypt), 
Djabas (name from Aleppo, Syria), 
Dubba farakis, Schurredj, Kasch (names from 
Yemen)
Forsskål [Arabic]:
Standard transliterations [Latin] :battlh, jabas 
[Egypt].
Standard transliterations [Latin]: dubba-farakls, 
surrayj, qäs [Yemen].
Standard writing [Arabic]:

x oS » s '

Comments: The standard transliteration and writ
ing of dubba-farakls are based on Schweinfurth 
(1912, p. 134 under Citrulus edulis), but remain 
somewhat conjectural. The name dubba-farakls is 
from Wadi Mawr and the names surrayj and qäs 
are from al-H Hädiyah (Forsskål 1775b, p. 167).

In Egypt the name battlh is the common name 
for the water melon and so it is in Lebanon (P. 
Provencal pers, communications from native 
speakers; Schweinfurth 1912, p. 13 under Citrul
lus vulgaris), while in Classical Arabic it is appar
ently used for melons and pumkins in general 
(Kazimirski 1860; Wehr 1976). That the name 
of the water melon is jabas in Aleppo is also con
firmed (P. Provencal pers, communication 
ibid). Forsskål writes, that in Cassical Hebrew 
this species was called D’ntPN (Forsskål 1775b, 
p. 167). In reality it is D’ntQN so the spelling in 
the Flora Ægyptiaco-Arabica must be due to a 
printing error. The fact that the Hebrew name 
has the same root consonants and nearly the 

same vocalisation reveals that the form is an
cient in Semitic languages. In Syriac it is batlkä 
which renders a similar pronunciation even if 
the spelling of the root consonants is not the 
same. It thus seems that the word in Syriac is a 
loan from Arabic or West Semitic (cf. Paine- 
Smith 1990). The water melon was already 
known and eaten by the Ancient Egyptians 
(Hepper 1992, p. 126), which means that names 
of the root Vbth for the water melon or related 
species have been used by Semitic speaking 
people since antiquity.

Coccinia grandis (L.) Voigt.
Forsskål [Latin]: Moghadd, Arakis (names from 
Yemen)
Forsskål [Arabic]: jt-
Standard transliterations [Latin]: mughad, 
caraqls
Standard writing [Arabic]:
Comments: The name mughad is written here 
according to Schweinfurth (1912, p. 135). 
cAraqls is according to Forsskål (1775b, p. 169 
No. 61) the name of the plant wich he calls Cu
cumis sativa arakis. However the herbarium 
specimen, although it is doted with an original 
Held label where the name Arakis is written 
(Hepper & Friis 1994, p. 148; Provencal person
al observation on original herbarium sheet), 
does not fit the description provided by Forsskål 
at this place (Hepper & Friis 1994, p. 148).

Ctenolepis cerasiformis (Stocks) Hook .f. ex Oliv. 
Forsskål [Latin]: Kauun (name from Egypt) 
Forsskål [Arabic]:
Standard transliterations [Latin]: qäwün 
Standard writing [Arabic]: jyyL

Cucumis melo L.
Forsskål [Latin]: Dummem, Dummaejri (name 
from Egypt)
Forsskål [Arabic]:
Standard transliterations [Latin]: dumayri 
Standard writing [Arabic]: ^7/. A
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Cucumis melo var. Chate (L.) Sageret
Forsskål [Latin]: Abdellavi, Adjur (names from 
Egypt)
Forsskål [Arabic]:
Standard transliterations [Latin]: cabd al-läwl, 
cajjür. a
Standard writing [Arabic]:
Comments: The standard writing and translit
erations follow the corrections provided by Prof. 
Loutfy Boulos. Regarding the Arabic names of 
this and the preceeding variety of Cucumis melo 
the following citation from the description of 
Egyptwritten in 1204 by cAbdal-LatIf al-Baghdädl 
is of interest: “In Egypt is found a [kind of] mel
on, which is named al-cabdall LP-q-d1] or al- 
cabdalläwl76 [ ], it is said that this is de

76. The spelling follows al- Baghdadi’s

rived from [the name of] cAbd Allah ibn Tahir 
the governor of Egypt for [the caliph] al- 
Ma 'mun. Regarding the acriculturers they call it 
the damlri- melon being attributed to Damlrah, 
a village in Egypt..." (Videan, Videan & Zand 
1964, p. 18r; Ghaläb 1988, p. 202, translation 
into English by P. Provencal).

Cucumis sativus L.
Forsskål [Latin]:
Fakus, Chiår, Qatte, Battich brullosi, Battich e.n- 
nemis, Schemmam (names from Egypt),
Smilli, Battich djebbeli, Arakis (names from Yemen) 
Forsskål [Arabic] (Egypt): jCA < cwj22 vel

(Yemen): jc
Standard transliterations:
(Egypt) faqüs, hiyär, qattah - qattah, battlh 
burullusl, battlh al-namis, sammäm (Yemen) smilli, 
battlh jaball, caraqls

i -
Standard writing [Arabic]:

z z S z z L

(Egypt): < jLA. <
Lz-.j", i n il I

(Yemen): >• <
Comments: The battlh burullusl, is transcribed 
according to Forsskål’s note: “Cultus ad Delta 

promontorium Brullos” (Forsskål 1775b, p. 169 
No. 59).

Prof. Loutfy Boulos proposed that the name 
qattah - qattah should be written qatta' = . f-Va. 
Nevertheless Forsskål’s spelling Qatte seems to 
indicate strongly, that the second syllable is 
short, which means that the standard transliter
ations qattah - qattah are retained here.

The name smilll is transcribed here accord
ing to the reading of Schweinfurth (1912, p. 
136).

Battlh jaball means the “moutain melon" and 
this is confirmed by Forsskål : “Cultus ad Arabi
bus monticolis" (Forsskål 1775b, p. 169 No. 58).

All of these Arabic vernacular names are used 
for different species. The identifications are pro
vided in Hepper & Friis (1994, pp. 148 -149).

Cucumis [sp. without epithet}
Forsskål [Latin]: Mhaeimta (name from 
Yemen)
Forsskål [Arabic]:
Standard transliteration [Latin]: muhaymitahOz f
Standard writing [Arabic]: 4n
Comments: The form of this plant name is un
derstood here as being a diminutive form for 
quadrilitteral nouns on the root Vhmt. (Wright 
1988a, p. 166 § 269).

Cucurbita pepo L.
Forsskål [Latin]: Kara, Gama, Qara stambuli 
(names from Egypt).
Standard transliterations [Latin]: qarcah, jamah, 
qarcah stambuli
Standard writing [Arabic]:

Comments: For the reading of qarcah and qarcah 
stambuli see Schweinfurth (1912, p. 16) and 
Wehr (1976, entry qarcah)77.

77. The reading of Gama remains conjecutral. As this plant 
name is in Egyptian Arabic (cf. Forsskål 1775b, p. 168 
No. 46 and 47) the name may could also be qarnah = 

as well as jamah = pronounced according to 
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Kedrostis gijef (Forssk. ) C-Jeffrey 
Forsskål [Latin]: Gijef (name from Yemen) 
Standard transliteration [latin]: qiyaf 
Standard writing [Arabic]: c-L3 
Comments:

Schweinfurth (1912, p. 97) writes gijef with 
the letter jlm £ . As this plant is from al-Luhayyah 
in Yemen (Forsskål 1775b, p. 166 No. 38) and as 
the letter qäf J is pronounced as “g" and as the 
letter jlm £ is pronounced in its Classical way in 
this region (Behnstedt 1985, maps 1 and 2) the 
standard transliteration and writing are based 
on these observations.

Kedrostis leloja (Forssk. ) C-Jeffrey 
Forsskål [Latin]: Lua, Hack el omja, Leloja 
(names from Yemen)
Forsskål [Arabic]:
Standard transliterations [latin]: lüc, haqq al- 
cumyä'), lllüyah
Standard writing [Arabic]:

> '0 > J ' >
^lil ( p I i pa 11

Comments:
The standard transliterations of haqq al- 

' umya ' follows to a certain extent Schweinfurth 
(1912, p. 146) where he writes: hhakk el comjä = 
which may correspond to three different Arabic 
spellings: pLollIeL, LojJIeL. The
standard trascription and writing of lllüyah re
mains highly conjectural and Schweinfurth 
(1912) did not mention this name in his work. 
Regarding this last name, Forsskål writes that it 
is the name found in Arabic botanical books78.

On an original Held label the note: "est gijef 
araborum" is written. This name is the name of 
Kedrostis gijef which was the preceeding plant 
just above.

the Egyptian dialect (cf. Fischer 1987, § 30 anm. 4), but 
Prof. Loutfy Boulos rejected the writing qarnah.

78. “In libris Arabum botanicis Leloja” (Forsskål 1775b, p. 
166). Prof. Loutfy Boulos proposed the name luwwah = 

instead of the name lüc. The Arabic spelling given by 
Forsskål as author of the notes should have the first prior
ity unless clear indications are given to the contrary.

Lagenaria siceraria (Molina) Standley
Forsskål [Latin]: Qaräm’aauer, Qaråtauvil 
(names from Egypt)
Dubba dybbe (name from Yemen).
Forsskål [Arabic]: < jjAo
Standard transliterations: qarc mudawwar, qarc 
tawll, dubbä -dibbali.
Standard writing [Arabic]:

Comments: Forsskål writes m’dauer and not 
m’aauer (Forsskål 1775b, p. LXXV and p. 167). 
The reason that Forsskål writes an apostroph in
stead of the vowel “u" (dammah) is that this vowel 
has declined to a “Murmelvokal" (sewä mobile 
in Hebrew grammar).

For the standard transliteration and writing 
of dubbä3-dibbah see Schopen (1983, pp. 
55-56). Dubbä3 with dubba'ah SpLj as no
men unitatis, means pumpkin or calabash in 
Classical Arabic. The provenance of this name 
from Yemen is confirmed by Schweinfurth 
(1912, p. 27) and Forsskål (1775b, p. 167 No. 
41). Forsskål writes, that this plant is found both 
in Cairo and in Yemen, while Schweinfurth does 
not know this name in his plant name material 
from Egypt (Schweinfurth 1912, pp. 57-58) but 
he was provided with it during his own field in
vestigations in Yemen (Schweinfurth 1912, p. 
177).

The vocalistation of the noun qarc follows 
Schweinfurth (1912, p. 27) and the notes of 
Prof. Loutfy Boulos.

Luffa cordata (J.F. Gmel.) Meissn. 
Forsskål [Latin]: Turia(name from Yemen). 
Standard transliteration [Latin]: türiyah 
Standard writing [Arabic]: Ljjh
Comments: For the standard transliterations 
see next species Luffa cylindrica.

Luffa cylindrica (L.) M. J. Roem. 
Forsskål [Latin]: Turia(name from Yemen). 
Standard transliteration [Latin]: türiyah
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Standard writing [Arabic]:
Comments: The standard transliterations are 
based on Schweinfurth (1912, p. 122). This 
spelling is based on his own original gathering 
of Yemenee plant name material (Schweinfurth 
1912, pp. XX-XXI).

Prof. Loutfy Boulos wrote, that the name 
Luffa cylindrica is a synonym of Luffa aegyptiaca, 
and that this plant is called lüf in Egypt.

EUPHORBIACEAE
Acalypha decidua Forssk.
Forsskål [Latin]: Bortom soghaeir, Bottom saghajar 
(name from Yemen).
Standard transliteration [Latin]: burtam sughayr 
Standard writing [Arabic]: j.;,
Comments: For the standard transliteration of 
burtam see next species Acalypha fructicosa. 
Concerning the standard transliteration of 
sughayr it does not follow Schweinfurth (1912) 
as he reads this name with a sin instead of a 
säd This plant name is read here as a dimin
utive og the adjective saghlr meaning small. 
On the other hand Forsskål writes: “Foliis in 
aqua maceratis lavantur infantes pustulis Tyfl. 
laborantes" = “Children suffering of the pus
tules of Tyfl are washed with the macerated 
leaves in water" (Forssskål 1775b, p. 161). As 
the verb saghara = means to expell or drive 
away (Steingass 1884; Lisän al-’Arab ed. 1955), 
Schweinfurth might be right, the leaves being 
used in medical treatment.

Acalypha fructicosa Forssk.
Forsskål [Latin]: Borton, Bottom, Schohat, An- 
schat, Daefrdn (names from Yemen).
Forsskål [Arabic]: <jljLj <
Standard transliterations [Latin]: burtam, suhat, 
c ansat, dayfrän
Standard writing [Arabic]:

z 0 Oz z Oz z 5 z 0 }

Comments: The standard transliteration and 
writing suhat 1-^.4» follow Schweinfurth (1912,
p. 115). Forsskål writes that the name burtam is 

more general, but that the name suhat “acord- 
ing to others" is used in (Wädl) Surdüd and c ansat 
is used in nearby Uahfät (Uachad) = Wasab (as- 
safal) (Hepper & Friis 1994, p. 61). Dayfrän is 
used in Hadiyah. According to Schweinfurth’s 
own Held investigations in Yemen in 1888-1889 
(Schweinfurth 1912, p. XXI) this plant name 
may also be vocalised as dayfarän (cf. Schwein
furth 1912, p. 159). This is more in accordance 
with the Classical Arabic phonology (cf. 
Blachére 1978, § 13)79.

Chrozophora oblongifolia (Del.) A. Juss. ex
Spreng.
Forsskål [Latin]: Hadak (name from Yemen).
Standard transliteration [Latin]: hadaq 
Standard writing [Arabic]:
Comments: The standard transliteration follows 
Schweinfurth (1912, p. 99).

Chrozophora plicata (Vahl) A. Juss. ex Spreng. 
Forsskål [Latin]: Ghabbajre, Battich el malaike 
(names from Egypt).
Standard transliterations [Latin]: ghabbayrah, 
battlh al-mala'ikah
Standard writing [Arabic]: < SjjjA
Comments: The first name, i.e. ghabbayrah, is 
also used for Glinus lotoides (see under 
A1Z0ACEAE p. 19) in Egypt, see also Schwein
furth (1912, p. 61). That Glinus lotoides is 
called ghobbayrah is just another vocalisation 
of the same name. On the other hand Prof. 
Loutfy Boulos corrected the name to ghibblrah = 
SjjjA. As Forsskål noted the diphthong it has 
been kept in the standard transliteration and 
writing. The second name means the “water
melon of the angels".

Clutia lanceolata Forssk.
Forsskål [Latin]: Allah, Euch (names from Yemen).

79. Prof. Loutfy Boulos proposed, that the name cansat 
should be writte with a non emphatic t, i.e. cansat =
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Forsskål [Arabic]: < sjL.
Standard transliterations [Latin]: calüh, lüh.
Standard writing [Arabic]: qjI < ajL 
Comments: The double 1 in Forsskål’s transcrip
tion Alloh is understood here as refering to the 
laryngal “cayn" £. Prof. Loutfy Boulos corrected 
the pronunciation of callüh to calwah = sjJc...

Euphorbia aculeata Forssk.
Forsskål [Latin]: Kerth, Keräth, Sal (names from 
Yemen).
Forsskål [Arabic]: ;JLu < < öjS
Standard transliterations [Latin]: kirt, kirät, säl 
Standard writing [Arabic]: JLu <
Comments: The first name could also be voca
lised as kart. The name karat is mentioned in 
Classical Arabic literature in ad-Dlnawari’s Kitab 
al-Nabät, where it is described as a mountaine- 
ous tree, which has flexible branches (ad- 
Dlnawäri ed. 1974, No. 941). This plant name 
must not be mistaken for the plant name for 
leek kurrät i, Isee infra Allium porrum L. {ÅL- 
LIACEAE) p. 104.

Euphorbia granulata Forssk.
Forsskål [Latin]: Lebbejde, Lebbejn, Melaebene 
(names from Yemen).
Forsskål [Arabic]: .L
Standard transliterations [Latin]: lubaydah, 
lubayn, mulaybinah

o-y
Standard writing [Arabic]: ilxiL < j-iJ < SjjJ 
Comments: The first name Lebbejde could be just a 
copying fault of the second name Lebbejn, since 
both lubbayn and mulaybanah obviously are built 
on the same root Vlbn. Nevertheles Schweinfurth 
(1912 p. 139) counts Lebbejde as a valid name in 
itself. All three names are diminutives (Wright 
1988a, pp. 166-175). The first two names seem to 
be written with a gemination of the letter “b" 
which could be a dialectical pronunciation80.

80. Prof. Loutfy Boulos proposed, that the name mulayb
inah should be vocalised as milaybnah =

Euphorbia inarticulata Schweinf.
Forsskål [Latin]: Chorraesch (names from 
Yemen).
Forsskål [Arabic]: jA
Standard transliteration81 [Latin]: hurrays 
Standard writing [Arabic]:

Euphorbia indica Lam.
Forsskål [Latin]: Melaebene (name from Yemen). 
Forsskål [Arabic]: fmln
Standard transliterations [Latin]: mulaybinah 
Standard writing [Arabic]: tuaL
Comments: See Euphorbia granulata above as Eu
phorbia indica has the same Arabic name as one 
of the Arabic names of Euphorbia granulata82.

Euphorbia fructicosa Forssk.
Forsskål [Latin]: Schbrur (name from Yemen). 
Standard transliteration [Latin]: surur 
Standard writing [Arabic]:
Comments: Forsskål (1775b, p. CXI No. 306) 
writes Schbrur and p. 94 No. 90 Schbrur. Schwein
furth (1912) writes p. 139 both scherür and 
schörur. In this case the latter should be related 
to the morpheme pattern fawcal (cf. Fischer 
1987, § 62). It is more likely though that the 
spelling Schbrur is a printing fault of Schörur. 
The standard transliteration and writing are 
based on this assumption. The vowel of the first 
syllable remains conjectural.

Euphorbia peplus L.
Forsskål [Latin]: Maelaeke (name from Egypt) 
Subbejb, Sabia (names from Yemen)
Forsskål [Arabic]:
Standard transliterations [Latin]: mulaykah, 
subayb, sabT
Standard writing [Arabic]: »< <> •
Comments: Schweinfurth (1912, p. 21) writes

81. Prof. Loutfy Boulos proposed, that the name hurays 
should be vocalised as hutis =

82. Prof. Loutfy Boulos proposed, that the name mulayb
inah should be vocalised as milaybnah =
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under the entry Euphorbia peplus: meléke, and 
he gives Forsskål as reference. This transcrip
tion is not very explicative, and the reading of 
the name Maelaeke as a diminutive remains con
jectural83.

83. Prof. Loutfy Boulos proposed, that the name sabic 
should be vocalised as sibic = but the Arabic spell
ing provided by Forsskål, whether in Arabic letters or in 
transcriptions, must always have the first priority unless 
clear indications are given for misspellings.

Euphorbia cf. platyphyllus L.
Forsskål [Latin]: Subaesib, Sauseh (names from 
Yemen).
Forsskål [Arabic]: i>

Standard transliterations: subaysib, sawsab.
X o X

Standard writing [Arabic]: „
Comments: Forsskål writes Sauseb and not Sau
seh (Forsskål 1775b, p. CXII No. 315) and that 
the name subaysib (Subcesib in Forsskål’s tran
scription) is from Bulghuse and the name 
sawsab is from Kurma = Kusmah (Forsskål ibid; 
Hepper & Friis 1994, p. 60.).

Euphorbia retusa Forssk.
Forsskål [Latin]: Melbae.gju, Noömariije (names 
from Egypt).
Forsskål [Arabic]: <uSLa*j
Standard transliterations [Latin]: mulbayn, 
nucmäniyyah

Jé x o O-Ot

Standard writing [Arabic]: < ö-jjL
Comments: Forsskål writes Melbcejn and not Mel- 
baegju. at all places where he writes this plant 
name (Forsskål 1775b, p. LXVII No. 257 and p. 
93 No. 85). The form mulbayn is difficult to ex
plain but it ressembles the form fuccayl, which is 
often used for plant names (Fischer 1987, § 82 
anm. 2). This name could also be spelled mal- 
bayn and milbayn, as the “e" of the first syllable 
may evolve in the dialect from the three short 
vowels of Classiscal Arabic. Anyhow this name is 
related to the names lubbén or libbén, which 
Schweinfurth was provided with for a species of 

Euphorbia (species herbaceæ) from the Nile Val
ley (Schweinfurth 1912, p. 20).

Euphorbia schimperi Presl
Forsskål [Latin]: Dalian (name from Yemen).
Forsskål [Arabic]:
Standard transliteration [Latin]: dahan
Standard writing [Arabic]:

Euphorbia scordifolia Jacq.
Forsskål [Latin]: Rummid (name from Yemen 
or Saudi Arabia84).
Forsskål [Arabic]: jxaj
Standard transliteration [Latin]: rumld
Standard writing [Arabic]:
Comments: As Forsskål writes the plant name 
with double “m" this plant name is perhaps to 
be read rummid = t even though this form is 
very rare in Classical Arabic (cf. Wright 1988b, 
p. 138 A). On the other hand the pattern fucll is 
not found in Classical Arabic (cf. Fischer 1987, 
§62 C).

?Fluegga virosa (Willd.) Voigt.
Forsskål [Latin]: Hamrur (name from Yemen).
Forsskål [Arabic]:
Standard transliteration [Latin]: hamrur

0 x

Standard writing [Arabic]:

Jatropha glauca Vahl
Forsskål [Latin]: Mdjersche, Medjersehe, Ohdh 
(names from Yemen).
Forsskål [Arabic]:
Standard transliterations [Latin]: mujayrisah, 
cubab

X.S ~ ox »

Standard writing [Arabic]:
Comments: Forsskål writes Mdjersche. (Forsskål 
1775b, p. 162 No. 27) and Medjersehe and Öbäb 
(Forsskål 1775b, p. CXXI No. 562). The first 

~ 0' >

name mujayrisah = Ciis read as a diminu
tive where the diphthong “ay" became “e" which 
often happens in dialects. The first name is

84. Hepper & Friis (1994, p. 157). 
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from Wadi Mawr and the second is from Wadi 
Surdud (cf. Forsskål 1775b, p. CXXI No. 562).

Jatropha pelargoniifolia Courbon
Forsskål [Latin]: Obab, Bocka (names from 
Yemen).
Forsskål [Arabic]:
Standard transliterations [Latin]: cubab, bu- 
waykah

Ox? x^

Standard writing [Arabic]:
Comments: Forsskål writes Boeka and not Bocka. 
Based on the rule mentioned above in Jatropha 
glauca this plant name is read here as a diminu
tive buwaykah = > buwekah > boeka in
Forsskål’s transcription. This plant name is 
from Bayt al-Faqlh, and the first one is from 
Wadi Mawr (cf. Forsskål 1775b, p. CXXII No. 
566).

Jatropha variegata Vakl
Forsskål [Latin]: Dundul (name from Yemen). 
Forsskål [Arabic]: JajJ
Standard transliteration: dundul

9 of'

Standard writing [Arabic]: Jjjj

Phyllantus niruri L.
Forsskål [Latin]: Mekatkata, Meneckete (names 
from Yemen).
Standard transliterations [Latin]: munaqqatah, 
muqataqtah

X ox $> xj

Standard writing [Arabic]: 41313 a <
Comments: The standard transliterations and 
writing follow Schweinfurth (1912, p. 149).

Phyllantus ovalifolius Forssk.
Forsskål [Latin]: Hömaemer (name from 
Yemen).
Forsskål [Arabic]:
Standard transliteration [Latin]: humaymir

Ox > ’

Standard writing [Arabic]:
Comments: This name is a diminutive following 
the pattern for four consonantal words but ap
parently on the triconsonontal root Vhmr (cf. 
kaddäb > kudaydlb in the diminutive, (Fischer 

1987, § 82)). The name Hömaemer^ is written on 
an original Held label on a herbarium sheet for 
this plant. Original “ay" diphthong tends to be
come “e" in many dialects, e.g. the Classical Ara
bic word for house “bayt" becomes “bet" in Egypt 
and much of the Syro-Palestinian region. This 
feature of the “ay" diphthong is also found in 
many places in Yemen (Behnstedt 1985, map 
12).

Ricinus communis L.
Forsskål [Latin]: Charua(namefrom Egypt). 
Forsskål [Arabic]:
Standard transliteration: harwac
Standard writing [Arabic]: 
Comments: This plant was used medically in 
Egypt (Forsskål 1775b, p. 164 No. 33).

Tragia pungens (Forssk.) Muell. Arg. 
Forsskål [Latin]: Hörekrek, Meherkaka, Humejta, 
Mehaerkeka (names from Yemen).
Forsskål [Arabic]: 433
Standard transliterations: huraqriq, 
muharqaqah86, humaytah

OX > X 0 X > 0 x >

Standard writing [Arabic]: < 433ja-» < Jj3
Comments: The vocalisation of huraqriq was 
proposed by Prof. Loutfy Boulos. The name 
humaytah follows the reading in Schweinfurth 
(1912, p. 156). According to Forsskål this last 
name is used in the regions lying further south 
to al-Hädiyah.

FLACOURTIACEAE
Oncoba spinosa Forssk.
Forsskål [Latin]: Onkob, Korkor (names from 
Yemen).
Forsskål [Arabic]: j3 j3 < . _,3>
Standard transliterations [Latin]: cunqub, qurqur 
Standard writing [Arabic]:

85. On the field label the letters “ae” are written as “æ” with 
a circumflex accent above.

86. Prof. Loutfy Boulosproposeclthevocalisationmiharqaqah 
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Comments: The first of the two names was, ac
cording to Forsskål, used in al-Hädiyah. This 
name is furthermore written as Onkob on an 
original field label on a herbarium sheet at C. 
The second name, qurqur, was wrongly used on 
this species in Surdüd (Forsskål 1775b, p. 104).

FRANKENIACEAE
Frankenia revoluta Forssk.
Forsskål [Fatin]: Hajscheb, Nemaesje (names 
from Egypt).
Forsskål [Arabic]:
Standard transliterations [Latin]: haysab, 
nimaysah
Standard writing [Arabic]:
Comments: The standard transliteration of the 
first name is highly conjectural as Forsskål does 
not write it with Arabic letters and this name 
has not been found any other place. The vocali
sation of the second name follows the proposi
tion of Prof. Loutfy Boulos. It could derive from 
a diminutive on the rootVnms.

FUMARIACEAE
Fumaria densiflora DC.
Forsskål [Latin]: Sjaebtaredj (name from Egypt). 
Forsskål [Arabic]: £>4-^
Standard transliteration [Latin]: sahtarij 
Standard writing [Arabic]: £
Comments: This plant has also the name sahtraj 
£,V,; according to Schweinfurth (1912, p. 22) 
under Fumaria officinalis^. The vocalisation of 
sahtarij is a little conjectural. Forsskål wrote 
Sjæhtaredj and not Sjæbtaredj (Forsskål 1775b, p. 
LXX No. 348).

GENTIANACEAE
Centaurium pulchellum (Swartz) Druce, (name 
from Egypt).
Forsskål [Latin]: Kantaridn
Standard transliteration [Latin]: qantariün

87. Fumaria densiflora in the herbarium is F. officinalis sen
su Forsskål (Hepper & Friis 1994, p. 162).

Standard writing [Arabic]:
Comments: The standard transliteration and 
writing follows the spelling provided by Prof. 
Loutfy Boulos. Forsskål (1775b, p. LXIV No. 
165) writes: “nomen a Lat. derivatum".

GERANIACEAE
Erodium glaucophyllum (L.) L’hérit.
Forsskål [Latin]: Tummaejr, Kabsjie. (name from 
Egypt).
Standard transliteration [Latin]: tummayr, 
kabsiyyah

0' 0Ä >

Standard writing [Arabic]:
Comments: The first name is apparently the 
same as the Arabic name of sunbirds Nectarinii- 
dae (cf. Goodman et al. 1989, p. 438). The sec
ond name is written here according to Schwein
furth (1912, p. 20). This name is also a diminu
tive of the name tummär of Bauhmia tomentosa 
(see infra).

Erodium malacoides (L.) L’hérit.
Forsskål [Latin]: Gama, Djarma (name from 
Egypt).
Forsskål [Arabic]:
Standard transliteration: jamah
Standard writing [Arabic]:
Comments: Forsskål (1775b, p. LXIX No. 331 
and p.123 No. 78) wrote Djarna and not Djarma 
as written in Hepper & Friis (1994, p. 164). The 
standard transliteration and writing follow the 
corrections provided by Prof. Loutfy Boulos as 
he wrote: <G«Ujj, which is qarmah and jar- 
nah in transliteration. In Egyptian dialects both 
the letter qäf J and the letter jtm £ may be pro
nounced as “g".

Geranium arabicum Forssk.
Forsskål [Latin]: Ghasl, Talab, Chada (names 
from Yemen).
Forsskål [Arabic]: Ju-ui
Standard transliterations: ghasl, talab, hüdah 
Standard writing [Arabic]: g, < ,_Jk < J°,
Comments: Forsskål (1775b, p. CXVI No. 407 
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and p. 124 No. 82) writes Chåda. The last two 
names, i.e. talab and hüdah, follow Schweinfurth 
(1912, p. 141). The writing of the last name re
mains conjectural as the letters “o" and “å" may 
stand for an original diphthong “aw" or a long 
"Ü" (cf. Behnstedt 1985, map 10, 11 and 12).

The name ghasl is also written on an original 
Held label on a herbarium sheet in Forsskål’s 
herbarium at C, where it is spelled ghasl.

GUTTIFERAE
Hypericum revulotum Vahl
Forsskål [Fatin]: Ebaes (name from Yemen). 
Forsskål [Arabic]: I
Standard transliteration: ubaysO'-.?
Standard writing [Arabic]: I
Comments: This name is written here as a di
minutive on the root V'bs. For the evolution of 
the diphthong ay > é cf. Behnstedt (1985, map 
12). Nevertheless as this plant has a growth habit 
as a small tree with a height to up to 12 m, and as 
it has large showy yellow flowers, which are 4-5 
cm across (cf. Blundell 1992, p. 67 and plates 
279 and 280) the reading as a diminutive seems 
problematic and the form remains conjectural.

LARIATAE
Ajuga iva (L.) Schreb.
Forsskål [Latin]: Missaeka (name from Egypt). 
Standard transliteration [Latin]: misséka.
Standard writing [Arabic]: .,a

Comments: As this plant has a musky smell 
when it is crushed (Burnie 1995, p. 190) this 
plant name is derived from a diminutive of the 
Arabic word misk meaning musk.The stan
dard transliteration and writing follow Schwein
furth (1912, p. 70) and the spelling provided by 
Prof. Loutfy Boulos. They give a dialectical pro
nunciation, whereas in Classical Arabic it should 
be: musaykah =

Becium serpyllifolium (Forssk.) J.R.I. Wood 
Forsskål [Latin]: Asal (name from Yemen). 
Forsskål [Arabic]: J

Standard transliteration [Latin]: casal
Standard writing [Arabic]: J 
Comments: This Arabic plant name is not men
tioned in Hepper & Friis (1994).

Leucas alba (Forssk.) Sebald
Forsskål [Latin]: Schokab (name from Yemen).
Forsskål [Arabic]:
Standard transliteration: süqabz *
Standard writing [Arabic]:
Comments: The standard transliteration is 
based on the fact that this plant is from al- 
Hädiyah which is lying near to, although not 
within, the area where according to map No. 10 
in Behnstedt’s (1985, p. 50) the long ü becomes 
a long ö around an emphatic consonant. Ac
cording to maps No. 11 and No. 12 (ibid. pp. 
51-52) al-Hädiyah is outside the range where ü 
becomes ö in general and certainly outside the 
range where the diphthong aw becomes Ö.

Marrubium alysson /..
Forsskål [Latin]: Frashin (name from Egypt). 
Forsskål [Arabic]: ...Ijå
Standard transliteration [Latin]: farsayün, 
faräsayün
Standard writing [Arabic]: ,,,|ji < 
Comments: Forsskål writes Frasiun (Forsskål 
1775b, p. LXIII No. 294) and Frashin (Forsskål 
1775b, p. 213 No. 62). The standard translitera
tion and writing follow the correction provided 
by Prof. Loutfy Boulos. Even if the name seems 
to derive from a Greek word, in Classical Arabic 
the first two consonants must either be separat
ed by a vowel or the first consonnat turned into 
the last consonant of a closed syllable by the use 
of a prosthetic alif.

Mentha x piperita /..
Forsskål [Latin]: Lmam, Nmäme (name from 
Egypt).
Forsskål [Arabic]: «toLaä < ^Laj
Standard transliterations [Latin]: namäm, 
namämah
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Standard writing [Arabic]: d„r„
Comments: As this plant name is nowhere men
tioned in Arabic characters with the letter “1" by 
Forsskål and as Forsskål (1775b, p. LXVIII No. 
291) has written: “Lmamvel Nmam f.Laj vel <oLaj ", 
it is very probable that the term Lmam is a mis- 
pelling caused by the fact that the Flora Ægyptia- 
co-Arabica was published post mortem auctoris. In 
Classical Arabic a cluster of two consonants in 
the beginning of a word must be opened either 
by an intermediary vowel or by a prosthetic alif. 
The classical name should therefore be as writ
ten in the standard transliterations and writing. 
The vocalisation of the first syllable with a fathah 
is provided by Prof. Loutfy Boulos.

Mentha pulegium L.
Forsskål [Fatin]: Poleg (name from Malta). 
Comments: Maltese is an Arabic dialect. It is in 
fact the only Arabic dialect which has been rec
ognised as an official language as Classical Ara
bic is the only acknowledged form everywhere 
else in the Arab world. Maltese is written with 
Latin letters88. In Descriptiones Animalium. 
(Forsskål 1775a, pp. XVIII - XIX) there is a spe
cies list in Latin of 117 Maltese fishes, where for 
49 of these fishes their Maltese names are noted 
too. In the same book pp. 139-140 a Testacea Fos
silia Melitensia is provided. Here are thus noted 
the first scientific enumeration of fishes and fos
sils from the island of Malta (Maempel 1994, p. 
65). In Flora Ægyptiaco-Arabica (Forsskål 1775b, 
pp. XIII -XIV) is provided a Florula Melitensis 
containing 87 species names in Latin89. No local 
names are noted in this list except in three cases 
i.e. Poleg (No. 48) and Sariette (No. 49) and ar- 
tichots sauvages (No. 66). The last name is not

88. Some of these letters are provided with diacritical signs 
in order to express the special Arabic consonants. Fors- 
skäl, nevetheless, does not use these signs as they were 
probably not used in his time.

89. This was not the first Maltese Flora. The first published 
was in 1689 in Rome (Maempel 1964, p. 55 note 34).

Maltese but French and means “wild arti
chokes".

Mentha sp. indet.
Forsskål [Latin]: Naenåa, Naenae (name from 
Egypt).
Forsskål [Arabic]:
Standard transliteration [Latin]: nacnac 
Standard writing [Arabic]:
Comments: Nacnac is the common Arabic name 
for mint and peppermint used in cooking (cf. 
Wehr 1976).

Ocimum forskolei Benth.
Forsskål [Latin]: Höbokbok (name from Yemen).
Forsskål [Arabic]:
Standard transliteration: hubuqbuq
Standard writing [Arabic]:
Comments: Schweinfurth noted the name 
hhåboqboq (haboqboq in the transliteration used 
here) for the species Ocimum menthaefolium. dur
ing his own Held investigations in Yemen 
(Schweinfurth 1912, p. 179).

Ocimum vaalae Forssk.
Forsskål [Latin]: Vaalae (name from Yemen). 
Forsskål [Arabic]: <llj
Standard transliteration: wälah 
Standard writing [Arabic]: <| |j 
Comments:

As this plant name is from Bayt al-Faqth (Hep- 
per & Friis 1994, p. 169) and as the classical 
feminine ending ah/at = X is often pronounced 
as “eh” in this area (Behnstedt 1985, maps 21- 
22) the standard transliteration and writing are 
based on this linguistic feature; thus: wälah = 
<Jlj.

Forsskål’s species name Ocimum vaalae Forssk. 
has hardly ever been taken up in the botanical 
literature. However, being published in 1775 it 
antedates Coelus amboinicus Lour, from 1790, 
and since the two taxa are considered conspe
cific, Forsskål’s name should be taken up for 
the species, now widely used in cooking as a 
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herb and considered to be correctly placed in 
the genus Plectranthus. In order to avoid confu
sion Paton et al. (2001) proposed Ocimum vaa- 
lae rejected by committee vote in favour of Coe
lus amboinicus Lour., and the proposal was ap
proved, so the correct name is now Plectranthus 
amboinicus (Lour.) Spreng.

Ocimum a zatarhendi Forssk.
Forsskål [Latin]: Medan (Yemen Arabic) Zatar
hendi (Egyptian Arabic)
Forsskål [Arabic]:
Standard transliterations [Latin]: midän
(mi ■’dän), zactärhindl
Standard writing [Arabic]: ‘
Comments: Forsskål (1775b, p. 109 No. 32) un
der Ocymum hadiense writes that this plant too 
carries the local name Medan, which is spelled 
the same way in Arabic, and that this name 
means “outer ears" (auriculae). As ear is called 
udn jjl in Classical Arabic, the name in ques
tion is perhaps a nomen instrumenti, where the 
standard transliterations indicate the possible 
etymology: midän > medän (cf. Fischer 1987, § 
79-80). See also comments on Plectranthus ha- 
diensis infra. This vocalisation has been con
firmed by Prof. Loutfy Boulos.

In Arabic zactär, which may also be written 
sactar or sactar (j"» ■ < yu.< jlcJ) means thyme 
and other fragrant Labiatae used in cooking (cf. 
Dozy 1927, Kazimirski 1860; Wehr 1976; Reig 
1983). The name zactär hindl thus means “Indi
an thyme".

This species is according to a recent study to 
be called Plectranthus aegyptiacus (Forssk.) C. Chr. 
(Ryding & Paton 2001).

Origanum majorana L.
Forsskål [Latin]: Mardakvsj (name from Egypt). 
Standard transliteration [Latin]: mardaqüs 
Standard writing [Arabic]:
Comments: The standard transliteration follows 
Schweinfurth (1912, p. 70). This name is known 
from Classical Arabic for marjoram (Dozy 1927).

Plectranthus hadiensis (Forssk.) Schweinf ex 
Spreng.
Forsskål [Latin]: Medan (name from Yemen).
Forsskål [Arabic]: jlj-o
Standard transliterations: midän (misdan)
Standard writing [Arabic]:
Comments: See above Ocimum a zatarhendi. 
On an original Held label on the herbarium 
sheet the word midän is written. The standard 
transliterations are also based on this piece of 
documentation.

Salvia aegyptica L.
Forsskål [Latin]: Raale, Sadjaret (names from 
Egypt).
Forsskål [Arabic]: JLuill S<> < <ltj
Standard transliterations [Latin]: raclah, sajarat 
al-ghazäl
Standard writing [Arabic]: J lyil I Sj-.,.. < <11j 
Comments: Forsskål (1775b, p. LXVIII no. 296) 
writes the names Raale and Sadjaret el ghasal, 
whereas he writes (ibid., p. 108 No. 30) the same 
names spelled Raalce and Sagaret el ghasal. The 
first name corresponds to raclah = <ltj. The 
spelling of Sagaret el ghasal is easily explained as 
the letter jlm £ is pronounced as the letter “g" 
in “goose" in Egyptian dialects. The standard 
transliteration and writing of this name follow 
the correction provided by Prof. Loutfy Boulos.

Salvia lanigera Poir.
Forsskål [Latin]: Merjamie (name from Egypt). 
Forsskål [Arabic]:
Standard transliteration: maryamiyyah
Standard writing [Arabic]:

Salvia merjamie Forssk.
Forsskål [Latin]: Dharu (name from Yemen).
Forsskål [Arabic]:
Standard transliteration: darü
Standard writing [Arabic]90: A.

90. Prof. Loutfy Boulos proposed the vocalisation darw =
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Stachys aegyptiaca Pers.
Forsskål [Latin]: Raghat (name from Egypt).
Forsskål [Arabic]: ccj
Standard transliteration: raghat
Standard writing [Arabic]:

Thymus laevigatus Vahl
Forsskål [Latin]: Saatar (name from Yemen).
Forsskål [Arabic]: jl*xu
Standard transliteration: sactar
Standard writing [Arabic]: y;-»,..
Comments: See the philologic treating of this 
plant name above under Ocimum a zatarhendi. 
Prof. Loutfy Boulos corrected it to zactar = ,
which is the current Arabic pronunciation for 
Thyme in Egypt and the Levant. In Classical 
Arabic the names zactar= and sactar = 
are used for thyme and other Labiatae used as 
pot herb (cf. Dozy 1927, Kazimirski 1860).

LAURACEAE
Cassytha filiformis L.
Forsskål [Latin]: Hadg mödeg, Djaha Orak 
(names from Yemen).
Forsskål [Arabic]:
Standard transliterations: hadij müdij, jühah. 
Standard writing [Arabic]: ‘
Comments: The standard transliteration of the 
first name follows Schweinfurth (1912, p. 162)91. 
Regarding the second name Forsskål wrote 
Djaha instead of Djaha. This spelling is further
more written on an original field label on a her
barium sheet at C of this plant. Forsskål wrote 
that this name is from Hadiyah92 (Forsskål 1775b, 
p. 84). According to Behnstedt (1985, map No. 

91. Prof. Loutfy Boulos proposed the spelling hadaq müdaq
JjjjÆ • To this must be said, that in many (especially
southern) parts of Yemen the letter jim £ is pronounced 
as a “g” or a soft “g” (Schweinfurth 1912, p. XXI; Behn
stedt 1985 map 2), wherefore the standard transcription 
and writing keep the spelling with this letter. Schwein
furth uses Ehrenberg as source (Schweinfurth 1912, p. 
162).

92. Hacliensibus Djaha .

10-12) al-Hädiyah is located within the geo
graphical area where the diphtougue “aw" re
mains pronounced as a diphthong. On the oth
er hand al-Hädiyah is located near to geographi
cal area where ü becomes ö in the vincinity of an 
emphatic consonant (Behnstedt 1985, map 10). 
Based on these considerations the pronuncia
tion of Djahah should be jühah in Classical 
Arabic.

Regarding the name Oräk Frosskål writes: 
“Solent Arabes drupas contusas applicare vul
neri, illiis dicto Oriik" = The Arabs are used to 
apply the crushed drupes to wounds, these 
(drupes) are called Oruk (Forsskål 1775b, p. 
84). The name örük is difficult to transcribe but 
it could be curük, curüq93 = < Jjjt.

LEGUMINOSAE
Abrus precatorius L.
Forsskål [Latin]: Byllia (name from Yemen).
Forsskål [Arabic]:
Standard transliteration [Latin]: bilhc 
Standard writing [Arabic]: j-A
Comments: Schweinfurth (1912, p. 90) writes 
bill004. Prof. Loutfy Boulos proposed billic = yL. 
The standard treanscription and writing follows 
this proposal.

Acacia asak (Forssk.) Willd.
Forsskål [Latin]: Asak (name from Yemen). 
Forsskål [Arabic]: J-
Standard transliteration: casaq.
Standard writing [Arabic]: ,,r

Acacia ehrenbergiana Hayne.
Forsskål [Latin]: Sylltm (name from Yemen).

93. Prof. Loutfy Boulos does not accept the spelling curük.
94. Forsskål sometimes uses the letter “a” in final position 

to mark the Arabic letter cayn = £. This is perhaps due 
to the occurence of patah furtivum, i.e. a short “a” after 
a long vowel and before a final laryngal in Classical He
brew, Forsskål was well acquainted with Hebrew having 
studied it already as a child.
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Forsskål [Arabic]:
Standard transliteration [Latin]: silllm
Standard writing [Arabic]:
Comments: Forsskål writes also the name syllæm 
for this plant (Forsskål 1775b, p. CXXIII No. 
612), which could indicate an original diph
thong. sulaym = Schweinfurth (1912) p. 
125 writes ssilem, which corroborates this con
sideration. Sulaym is a very well known personal 
name in Arabic.

In Oman this species is known as salam = J,,, 
(Bovey 1978, p.25).

Acacia farnesiana (/..) Willd.
Forsskål [Latin]: Faetue (name from Egypt).
Forsskål [Arabic]:
Standard transliteration: futnah
Standard writing [Arabic]:
Comments: Forsskål writes Fæt.ne and not Fætue. 
The standard transcription and writing follow 
the correction provided by Prof. Loutfy Boulos.

Acacia hamulosa Benth.
Forsskål [Latin]: Ketcit (name from Yemen). 
Forsskål [Arabic]: oLä
Standard transliteration: qatät, qität 
Standard writing [Arabic]: oils <

Acacia hockii De. Wild.
Forsskål [Latin]: Talab (name from Yemen). 
Standard transliteration [Latin]: talh 
Standard writing [Arabic]: nJJ=
Comments: Forsskål (1775b, p. CXXIV) writes 
Talah and not Talab. Talh is the Arabic name in 
Yemen for several Acacia spp., which provide 
the resine called gummi arabicum (Schopen 
1983, pp. 97-98) Forsskål writes that this species 
provides a gum which the Arabs collect95 
(Forsskål 1775b, p. CXXIV). The name Talah 
was also written on an original Held label on a 
herbarium sheet at C. On this field label the 
Arabic letter däd was written. Forsskål wrote 

95. “Gummi destillat, quod colligunt Arabes”.

that the Arabic name for Mimosa nilotica i.e. Aca
cia nilotica in Bayt al-Faqth is Karad jJ 
(Forsskål 1775b, p. CXXIII No 604), which is 
qarad ^AjJ in standard transliteration. This cor
responds to the on this label as the rest of 
the label was torn off.

Acacia mellifera (Vabl ) Berith.
Forsskål [Latin]: Dhoba, Dobb, Smurr (names 
from Yemen).
Forsskål [Arabic]: < (_*!=> < <ul=>
Standard transliterations [Latin]: zubbah, 
zubb96, sumur.
Standard writing [Arabic]: Y, „ , [
Comments: The reason why Forsskål wrote the 
venacular names zubbah, zubb with a “d" instead 
of a “z" is that he undoubtedly knew that the let
ter däd is pronounced as the letter zä' Ji in 
many parts of Yemen (cf. Behnstedt 1987, § 
1.2.3.). Nevertheless the thranscription with 
“dh" in Dhobah could indicate a pronunciation 
with the letter zä '. The name dubb (zubb) is un
derstood as being on a geminated root Vdbb (or 
Vzbb), and dubbah (zubbah) could either be a 
feminine or a nomen unitatis. The name Dobb 
written as Dobb is witten on an original field la
bel on the herbarium sheet.

The name smurr is related to the name samur 
= ja,,. for Acacia tortilis in Oman (Bovey 1978, 
p. 25). Samur as a name for Acacia and Acacia 
wood is known in Classical Arabic (Fischer 1965, 
p. 36-37).

Acacia nilotica (/,.) Willd. ex Delile
Forsskål [Latin]: Sant, Qarad (names from 
Egypt).
Forsskål [Arabic]: jj <
Standard transliterations: sant, qarad.
Standard writing [Arabic]: jj < h‘<, ■■ 
Comments: These two names are from Egypt, as

96. Prof. Loutfy Boulos proposed that the spelling of the 
first syllable in the names zubbah, zubb should be with a 
fathah, thus zabbah, zabb.
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Forsskål (1775b, p. LXXVII No. 554) has re
corded them for Mimosa nilotica. The standard 
transliteration and writing are according to the 
corrections provided by Prof. Loutfy Boulos97.

97. The spelling of sant is also found in the Description of 
Egypt ofcAbd al-Latif al-Baghdädi (Bodleian Library MS 
Pococke 230 folio 17 recto).

98. MIMOSAb) nilotica - Ps. Mi Sælam vel ^yl.u, Mör. 
Sol'll, Btf. Karad ß (Forsskål 1775b, p. CXXIII No. 
604).

99. Or pehaps sulaym.

Forsskål noted also a Mimosa nilotica in Ye
men (Forsskål 1775b, p. CXXIII no. 604) hav
ing the following Arabic names according to 
Forsskål’s notation: Sælam, Soul, Karad, where 
he gives the following names in Arabic script:98 

< fuLu < föhu . These have the standard trans
literations: saläm, salaym, qarad. For the use of 
the name qarad for Acacia hockii see supra.

Schweinfurth (1912, p. 159) writes that, dur
ing his Held work in Yemen, his informants pro
vided him the name sseläm for Acacia flava and 
the name sselém for Acacia seyal. The first one 
corresponds to saläm = and the second one 
corresponds to salaym99 = Til. ■■ in dialectical 
pronunciation (cf. Behnstedt 1987, § 1.1.2; 
Behnstedt 1985, map 12).

Anyway, the name Sælam is closely related to 
the name salam = , which is the name of
Acacia ehrenbergiana in Oman (Bovey 1978, p. 
25). This pronunciation is furthermore con
firmed by Prof. Loutfy Boulos.

Regarding the name Soul the transliteration 
is difficult, but based om Forsskål’s transcrip
tion and the rules of Arabic pronunciation it 
could be sa°ül = ,,.

Acacia oerfota (Forssk.) Schwei nf.
Forsskål [Latin]: Orfota(name from Yemen). 
Forsskål [Arabic]:
Standard transliterations [Latin]: curfutah

9 o 9
Standard writing [Arabic]: jt
Comments: For the vocalisatione of this plant 
name see Schweinfurth (1912, p. 109). Schwein- 

furth was provided with the Arabic name, which 
he wrote corfott according to his manner of tran-

9 o 9
scription = curfut Liin standard translitera
tion and Arabic script. The spelling of the stan
dard writing is confirmed by Prof. Loutfy Bou
los.

Acacia seyal Delile
Forsskål [Latin]: Sejål (name from Yemen).
Forsskål [Arabic]: JLlu

Standard transliterations: sayyäl
Standard writing [Arabic]: J|7,,,
Comments: The standard transliteration and 
writing follow the correction provided by Prof. 
Loutfy Boulos. This name is known for different 
trees i Classical Arabic (Lane 1956).

Acacia tortilis (Forssk. ) Hayne
Forsskål [Latin]: Hares (name from Yemen).
Forsskål [Arabic]:
Standard transliterations [latin]: haras, haris.
Standard writing [Arabic]:
Comments: On a an original field label the 
name Harer was written. It was either a bad 
handwritten rendering of Hares, the acute ac
cent over the “a" just being a consequence of 
the emphatic first consonant, or it may be a 
transcription of a name having the form of an 
active participle, i.e. härir100 .

Albizia lebbeck (L.) Berith.
Forsskål [Latin]: Laebach (name from Egypt), 
Seiseban (name from Yemen )
Standard transliterations [Latin]: libah, saysabän 
Standard writing [Arabic]: üjI2'“3“* ‘
Comments: For the standard transliteration and 
writing of the first name cf. Schweinfurth (1912, 
p. 68). This name is well known in Classical Ara
bic with the vocalisation labah or labh, where it is 
used for various trees (Wörterbuch der Klassis
chen Arabischen Sprache 1972, Dozy 1927). Re-

100. Prof. Loutfy Boulos proposed that the spelling should 
be härir = jjjK. .
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garding the second name, Forsskål wrote that it 
was a false name for this plant used in Bayt al- 
Faqlh (Forsskål 1775b, p. CXXIII No. 603). Two 
other plants on the same location were desig
nated by this name, nameley Sebania sesban for 
which Forsskål noted the name in Arabic letters 
jLmi-mi (Forsskål 1775b, p. 134 no. 13) and 
Moringa peregrina (MORINGACEAE) which 
Forsskål describes as being foreign to the coun
try and therefore being falsely called Seisebdn 
(Forsskål 1775b, p. 67 No. 10)101.

101. In urbe Beit el fakih cluas vidi arbores hujus generis,
sed peregrinas & incolis ignotas; a quodam falso voca
tas sesebån. = In the town of Beit el fakih I saw two trees 
of this genus, but they were strangers (to the country) 
and unknown to the inhabitants, who therefore called 
them falsely sesebån. (Forsskäl 1775b, p. 67 No. 10).

Alhagi maurorum Medikus
Forsskål [Latin]: Aghul, Azub (name from 
Egypt).
Forsskål [Arabic]: JjjLc.
Standard transliteration [Latin]: cäqül 
Standard writing [Arabic]: Jjälc
Comments: Forsskål (1775b, p. 136 No. 21) has 
written the names as Aghul and as Agüb (ibid., p. 
LXXI No. 374). The last being here regarded as 
a printing fault of the first name. The Standard 
transliteration is based on this assumption.

Astragalus peregrinus Vahl
Forsskål [Latin]: Chamsaret el arusi, Chamsarat el 
anise (name from Egypt).
Forsskål [Arabic]: Sj. AA
Standard transliteration [Latin]: hansarat al-carüs.

9 's ’ x 0'

Standard writing [Arabic]: Sj. AA
Comments: This name means: “The little finger 
of the bride".

Astragalus spinosus (Forssk.) Muschi.
Forsskål [Latin]: Keddäd (name from Egypt). 
Forsskål [Arabic]:
Standard transliteration [Latin]: kaddäd 
Standard writing [Arabic]:

Bauhinia tomentosa L.
Forsskål [Latin]: Hénn embas, Henn el bagar, 
Tummär, Athbir (names from Yemen).
Forsskål [Arabic]: jAI < jLoä < jiJI 
Standard transliterations [Latin]: hinn inbas, 
hinn al-baqar, tummär, atblr.
Standard writing [Arabic]: jäJ' lA < ja.O, S XXX

Comments: For the spelling and standard trans
literation of the first name, the habit showed by 
Forsskål, which has its origin in Classical Arabic 
pronunciation rules, of transcribing an “n" be
fore a “b" as an “m" has been used as a basis. 
Thus hinn inbas = I The two first names 
means apparently: “the longing (or the wish) of 
the tomcat102" and “the longing (or the wish) of 
the ox".

As Bauhinia tomentosa is a shrub or low tree 
with large showy yellow flowers (Blundell 1992, 
p. 89 and plate 308) it may attract sunbirds 
which often are normaly seen alone or in pair by 
flowering trees and bushes (Beaman et al. 1998, 
p. 722). This could explain the name tummär, 
which is closely related to the Arabic names of 
sunbirds Nectariniidae which are: tumayr, tum- 
marah, tamrah, ibn tummarah (Malouf 1932, p. 
240) and perhaps other variants of this pattern.

Cadia purpurea (Picciv.) Alton
Forsskål [Latin]: Kadi (name from Yemen). 
Forsskål [Arabic]:
Standard transliteration [Latin]: qadl 
Standard writing [Arabic]:

Canavalia africana Dun n
Forsskål [Latin]: Sjef Syjef Syjef er robach 
(names from Yemen).
Forsskål [Arabic]: £Lyll i ,,

102. For am-bass meaning: “the tomcat” see Behnsteclt 
(1992, p. 83). This plant name is therefore rendered 
correctly in a more Classical Arabic way: I Ja.. The
definite article in large parts of western Yemen is “am” 
instead of “al” (Behnsteclt 1985, map 24).
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Standard transliterations [Latin]: sayf, sayf al- 
rubäh
Standard writing [Arabic]: £ LfI, , L..,
Comments:

The standard transliterations and writing are 
based on Schweinfurth (1912, p. 132 and p. 
162). As Schweinfurth had this name confirmed 
on his own voyage to Yemen, the meaning of 
Sjef, Syjef as “sword" - sayf in Classical Arabic - 
is confirmed, because Schweinfurth transcribed 
it sef without a diphthong103.

103. Prof. Loutfy Boulos proposed that the spelling of the 
word sjef syjef should be sif = <

104. Forsskål only provides the name Ful hendi for the plant 
he calls Dolichos faba indica (Forskål 1775b, p. 133 No. 
10). Forskål only noted dijrah for Dolichos didjre, which 
is Vigna unguiculata in Hepper & Friis (1994, p. 193) 
but in Forsskål (1775b, p. CXVII No. 440) it is only 
used for Dolichos lubia.

Canavalia gladiata DC.
Forsskål [Latin]104: Ful hendi, Didjre (names 
from Jiddah)
Forsskål [Arabic]: s
Standard transliterations [Latin]: fül hindl, di
jrah . . ,
Standard writing [Arabic]: Jjß
Comments: As Forsskål writes that Ful hendi 
means Indian beans (Forsskål 1775b, p. 133), 
the standard transliteration and writing of the 
first name are thus ascertained.

In Yemeni Arabic dijrah (dialectical pronun
ciation often dijreh) means bean (Behnstedt 
1992, p. 361).

Chamaecrista nigricans (Vahl) Greene
Forsskål [Latin]: Houmer (name from Yemen). 
Forsskål [Arabic]:
Standard transliteration [Latin]: hawmar. 
Standard writing [Arabic]:
Comments: As Forsskål wrote a diphthong on in 
the first syllable, the form hawmar is the only 
possible (cf. Fischer 1987, § 63). This is further 
confirmed by the name houmer written on an 

original field label by a specimen of this spe
cies.

Crotalaria retusa L.
Forsskål [Latin]: Kolkol, Kalakel (names from 
Yemen).
Forsskål [Arabic]: Jjyfj
Standard transliterations [Latin]: qulqul, qaläqil

x x > o>

Standard writing [Arabic]: Jäilä < Jä_ß 
Comments: The name qulqul is from Wadi 
Mawr, and the second name qaläqil is from al- 
Hadiyah according to Forsskål (Forsskål 1775b, 
p. CXVII No. 438). The spelling qulqul is 
confirmed by Schweinfurth who collected the 
same name for this plant species during his own 
field investigations in Yemen (Schweinfurth 
1912, p. 164). The form of second name qaläqil 
is only the Arabic plural of the first.

Cullen corylipholia (/..) Medikus
Forsskål [Latin]: Löbab el abid (name from Ye
men) .
Forsskål [Arabic]: <->4
Standard transliteration [Latin]: lubab al-cabld

X X>

Standard writing [Arabic]: axixll <_ul
Comments Prof. Loutfy Boulos proposed the

X X>

spelling lubäb al-cabld au*ll <_jL1 .

Delonix elata (/..) Medikus
Forsskål [Latin]: Ranf Msclüllech, Mschillaech 
(names from Yemen).
Forsskål [Arabic]:
Standard transliterations [Latin]: ranf, 
musillayh

0 Ö » ox

Standard writing [Arabic]: I'“.a < u-ify 
Comments: The name rånf was written on an 
original field label on a herbarium sheet at C 
with a specimen of this species. The diphthong 
of the last syllable in musillayh is based on 
Forsskål's transcription of the name, as the let
ter yä'1 is only posible in the Arabic writing for 
a sound like the “e", “ae" written by Forsskål if 
an original diphthong did occur. The form of 
musillayh does not occur in Classical Arabic, cf. 
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Fischer (1987, § 63)105. As this species is a tree 
with conspicuous white flowers (Vincett 1984, 
pp. 24-25), this species may have an ancient 
name in Arabic.

105. Prof. Loutfy Boulos proposed the pronunciation
mislih

Dolichos faba-nigrita Forssk.
Forsskål [Latin]: Ful Djellabe, Fill barabra (names 
from Egypt), Habb el kullae (name from Syria), 
Didjre (name from Yemen).
Forsskål [Arabic]: s
Standard transliterations [Latin]: fül jaläbah, fül 
barbarah, habb al-kullah, dijrah
Standard writing [Arabic]: Jjj

J . kt I ,
Comments: The names fül jaläbah, fül barbarah 
and habb al-kullah are from Egypt, the two first 
names being applied to the beans coming from 
Abysssinia, the last being applied to beans com
ing from Syria and Greece. Dijrah is used in Ye
men. In Yemeni Arabic dijrah (dialectical pro
nunciation often dijreh) means bean (Behnst- 
edt 1992, p. 361). Cf. too Canavalia gladiata 
above.

In Egypt these beans were used as a kind of 
cheap jewellery (Forsskål 1775b, p. 133). In 
Egypt (and in Arabic in general, Wehr 1976) fül

, (collective) means bean and especially 
broad bean or horse bean (Vicia faba). Regard
ing the epithet barbarah it is often pronounced 
barabrah in the Egyptian dialect (personal ob
servation on native speaker).

Jlemingia cf. grahamiana Wight & Am.
Forsskål [Latin]: Sfaerdjel (name from Yemen). 
Standard transliteration [Latin]: safarjal 
Standard writing [Arabic]:
Comments: This name means quince in Arabic 
(Wehr 1976).

Indigofera articulata Gouan
Forsskål [Latin]: Nile (name from Egypt).

Forsskål [Arabic]: <Lj
Standard transliteration [Latin]: ntlah 
Standard writing [Arabic]:

Indigofera oblongifolia Forssk.
Forsskål [Latin]: Hasar (name from Yemen). 
Forsskål [Arabic]: jl
Standard transliteration [Latin]: hasär 
Standard writing [Arabic]: I.

Indigofera spicata Forssk.
Forsskål [Latin]: Mscheter, M’scheter, Schiter 
(names from Yemen).
Forsskål [Arabic]: jloiAn
Standard transliterations [Latin]: musaytir, 
sitayr (sutayr)
Standard writing [Arabic]: ‘ jKa“'
Comments:

The Hrst name is understood as a diminutive 
because an “e" often stands for an earlier diph
thong106. The second is a diminutive too with a 
dialectical pronunciation. This interpretation is 
based on Schweinfurth (1912, p. 144) where he 
writes in his form of transcription schiter. i.e. the 
second syllable is long an obviously stands for 
an earlier diphthong; thus we have sutayr 
> sitayr > siter. The form of sutayr is in the usual 
pattern for an Arabic diminutive (Wright 1988b, 
pp. 166).

Indigofera spinosa Forssk.
Forsskål [Latin]: Hoell (name from Yemen). 
Forsskål [Arabic]: J^.
Standard transliteration [Latin]: hall 
Standard writing [Arabic]:

Indigofera tinctoria L.
Forsskål [Latin]: Hour (name from Yemen). 
Forsskål [Arabic]:
Standard transliteration [Latin]: hawr 
Standard writing [Arabic]:

106. Prof. Loutfy Boulos proposed the pronunciation 
misyatar .
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Comments: The pronunciation of this plant 
name is confirmed by Schweinfurth (1912, p. 
180), as he collected the same name (hhåuer in 
his transcription)107 for Indigofera argentea.

107. Prof. Loutfy Boulos proposed the pronunciation hur

108. The name of Lotus villosus is not written with a length
ened vowel. This is however seen here as a printing or
editing fault.

Lablab purpureus (/..) Sweet
Forsskål [Latin]: Didjre, Kescht, Keschd (names 
from Yemen).
Standard transliterations [Latin]: dijrah, kist 
Standard writing [Arabic]: oAX <
Comments: Regarding the first name cf. 
Dolichos faba-nigrita above. See also Schwein
furth who writes digre and kescht (Schweinfurth 
1912 p.138 ) As Forsskål did not write the names 
with Arabic letters, the right spelling remains 
conjectural to a certain extent. Nevertheless, 
Schweinfurth, during his own field investiga
tions in Yemen, was provided with the name kist 
(kischt in Schweinfurth’s own transcription) for 
the species he calls Dolichos lablab (Schwein
furth 1912, p. 164), which is the same as this 
species (Hepper & Friis 1994, p. 183).

Lotus halophilus Boiss. & Sprun.
Forsskål [Latin]: Qarn el gasal (name from 
Egypt).
Standard transliteration [Latin]: qam al-ghazäl 
Standard writing [Arabic]: Jljlll
Comments: For the standard transliteration and 
writing cf. Schweinfurth (1912, p. 74) where 
this name108 has been used both for Lotus cor
niculatus and for Lotus halophilus (Lotus villosus 
according to Schweinfurth). These two plants 
are rather similar in appearance (cf. Blarney & 
Grey-Wilson 1993, No. 625 and 636 and the 
drawings of the different Lotus spp. in the same 
book; cf also Burnie 1995, pp. 108-109). The 
name means “gazelle horn".

Lotus polyphyllus Clarke
Forsskål [Latin]: Aesibe, Aesjbae (names from Egypt).
Standard transliteration [Latin]: cisb, cusb 
Standard writing [Arabic]: u** < iA 

Comments: The standard transliteration and 
writing follow Schweinfurth (1912, p. 29).

Lupinus albus L.
Forsskål [Latin]: Termis (name from Egypt).
Forsskål [Arabic]:
Standard transliteration [Latin]: tirmis
Standard writing109 [Arabic]: >

Medicago polymorpha L.
Forsskål [Latin]: Nefl (name from Egypt). 
Standard transliteration [Latin]: nifil
Standard writing110 [Arabic]: J-^1

Melilotus indica L.
Forsskål [Latin]: Gurt, Djulbdn, (Egyptian Ara
bic) Rijam, Ryjam, Reindm (Yemen Arabic) 
Forsskål [Arabic]:
Standard transliterations [Latin]: qurt, julbän, 
riyäm, raynäm
Standard writing [Arabic]111: jLK.Ly

Comments: The name julbän and jullubän are 
known in Classical Arabic, and jilbän is used for 
vetch and peas and possibly other Leguminosae 
in the Egyptian dialects (cf. Lane 1957).

Ormocarpum yemense Gillett
Forsskål [Latin]: Asir (name from Yemen).
Standard transliteration [Latin]: castr
Standard writing [Arabic]:
Comments: This plant is not mentioned in the 
Flora Ægyptiaco-Arabica (cf. Hepper & Friis 1994, 
p. 187). One specimen of this plant is in

109. The right pronunciation was provided by Prof. Loutfy 
Boulos.

110. The right pronunciation was provided by Prof. Loutfy 
Boulos.

111. The right spelling of the name qurt was provided by 
Prof. Loutfy Boulos.
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Forsskål’s herbarium at C (specimen No. 1530, 
1 sheet with Held label, microf. 132: II. 1,2.; 
Hepper & Friis 1994, p. 187). This plant name 
was found on the field label. As the name was 
written with Latin characters only, the right pro
nunciation remains conjectural. However, the 
fact that the first A has en accent above it indi
cates that it was pronounced with the letter 
cayn £. This was confirmed by Prof. Loutfy Bou- 
los, who also provided the vocalisation.

Retama raetam (Forssk.) Webb
Forsskål [Latin]: Raetaem bekam (name from 
Egypt).
Standard transliteration: ratam bihäm
Standard writing [Arabic]: (f-Lfl-?) ‘
Comments: The spelling of the standard trans
literation and writing of ratam is confirmed by 
the sources used by Schweinfurth (1912, p. 39). 
Bihäm means a young of sheep, goat, ox or cam
el in Arabic (Kazimirski 1860). According to 
Prof. Loutfy Boulos this species is only known 
by the name ratam in Egypt.

On an original field label on a herbarium 
sheet with this species the Arabic name Rætæm 
was noted. Fathah, the short a vowel, is often 
pronounced as the letters “æ" or “e" in the dia
lects (cf. Moscati etal. 1980, § 8.68).

Forsskål asks (1775b, p. 214 No. 66) if this 
name is the same as the Classical Hebrew plant 
name rotcem DTi'l. This is confirmed by Koehler 
& Baumgartner (1996). See further Atriplex co
riacea above, which apparently has the same 
name.

Senna italica Miller
Forsskål [Latin]: Senna mecki, Hedjazi (names 
from Egypt)112, Aschrek (name from Yemen). 
Forsskål [Arabic]:

112. Forsskål (1775b, p. LXVI No. 222) writes: Senna mecki
(...) vel Hedjazi (...).

Standard transliterations [Latin]: sina ' Makkah, 
(sina3) Hijäzl, casraq, casriq.

Standard writings [Arabic]: 
j . 7.r ( j . 7.r ( I (p I * ■ >.j < p I *.

Comments: The standard transliteration of sinä3 
is based on Schweinfurth (1912, p. 11) under 
Cassia obovata. The standard transliteration and 
writing are written according to the rules of 
Classical Arabic, whereas Forsskål noted down 
the dialectical pronunciations. In Classical Ara
bic the names should be: jjl^pCu < ÜopLpu = 
sina u Makkata, sina'u Hijäziyyun, i.e. the sinå of 
(the holy city of) Makkah and the Hijazee sinå113. 
Prof. Loutfy Boulos indicates that the name may 
also be written as plUu = sinnä3 mikkl.

The name casraq/casriq is from Yemen 
(Forsskål 1775b, p. CXI No. 265 and p. 86 No. 
62; Hepper & Friis 1994 p. 189). On an original 
field label on a herbarium sheet with this spe
cies Forsskål noted the Arabic name Aschrek and 
Movr (=Wädl Mawr) as locality name (Hepper & 
Friis 1994, p. 189).

Senna obtusifolia (/..) Irwin & Barneby
Forsskål [Latin]: Kolkol, Didjer al akbar (names 
from Yemen).
Forsskål [Arabic]: < Jllä
Standard transliterations [Latin]: qulqul, dijar 
al-akbar.

'0 £ ' > 0 >

Standard writings [Arabic]: < JäJä
Comments:

On an original field label on a rebarium sheet 
of this species the name dydjer alakbar was writ
ten. This corresponds to dijar al-akbar.

Senna sophera (L.) Roxb.
Forsskål [Latin]: Sana (name from Yemen).
Forsskål [Arabic]: Llu

Standard transliterations [Latin]: suna, suna ' 
Standard writings [Arabic]: pLu_p< Llu 
Comments:

The standard transliteration suna is dialecti
cal and to a certain extent conjectural. The stan
dard transliteration sunä3 follows the rules of

113. Makkah is situated in the Hijaz. 
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Classical Arabic (cf. comments about Senna ital- 
ica above). Forsskål writes that this plant is called 
Sima in Surdüd and Kolkol in al-Hädiyah (Forsskål 
1775b, p. CXI No. 270), the latter name is the 
same as the name qulqul of Senna obtusifolia 
above (Schweinfurth 1912, p. 132 under Cassia 
sophera). Prof. Loutfy Boulos proposed the 
name sinnä Liu. (cf. Senna italica above).

On an original Hied label on a herbarium 
sheet of this species at C the name si'mæ was 
written.

Senna tora (£.) Roxb.
Forsskål [Latin]: Sansub (name from Yemen) 
Standard transliteration [Latin]: sunsub 
Standard writing [Arabic]:
Comments: The standard transliteration follows 
Schweinfurth (1912, p. 119)114.

114. In Forsskål (1775b, p. 86 No. 61), where this species is 
described, the name aschrek is mentioned without com
ments. This name is treated in Senna italica above.

115. Synonym provided by Prof. Loutfy Boulos.

Sesbania grandiflora (/..) Poir.
Forsskål [Latin]: Seseban (name from Yemen). 
Standard transliteration [Latin]: sæsaban 
(saysabän)
Standard writing [Arabic]: jfihuA
Comments: This name is here understood as 
being the same as the name of Sesbania sesban 
below. The difference in standard translitera
tion is probably due to the fact that diphthongs 
have a tendency to become long vowels in the 
vernaculars and then being shortened if they do 
not bear the stress. In this case the stress is lying 
on the alif of the last syllable.

Sesbania sesban (/..) Meritt
Syn. Sesbania aegyptiaca (Poir.) Pers.115
Forsskål [Latin]: Sejseban, Seiseban (name from 
Egypt).
Forsskål [Arabic]: üb1"..'"1
Standard transliteration [Latin]: saysabän.

Standard writing [Arabic]: öLnü11’
Comments: See previous, and see also Albizia 
lebbeck above. This plant name is found both 
in Egypt and Yemen.

Taverniera lappacea (Forssk.) DC.
Forsskål [Latin]: Höbb el adjais (name from Ye
men) .
Standard transliteration [Latin]: hubb al- aja iz

X X >

Standard writing [Arabic]:
Comments: Forsskål writes on the Arabic name 
of this species that this name is a common or 
collective name for “bur-like" plants: “Arab. 
Höbb el adjais: commune nomen Lappaceorum" 
(Forsskål 1775b, p. 136 No. 22). Lappaceous 
plants have features that ressembles a bur, in 
case of Taverniera lappacea it is the spiny pod 
segments. Forsskål writes that Achyranthes lap- 
pacera has the name Höbb el adjais
(ibid., p. CVII No. 163).The standard translit
eration is based on these notes by Forsskål. The 
name means: “Old people’s love".

Tephrosia tomentosa (Forssk.) Pers.
Forsskål [Latin]: Sonaefa (name from Yemen). 
Standard transliteration [Latin]: sunayfah 
Standard writing [Arabic]: jåm,,
Comments: This plant name is here understood 
as a diminutive on the root Vsnf. Schweinfurth 
(1912, p. 119) confirms the reading of this root.

Trifolium alexandrinum L.
Forsskål [Latin]: Bersim, Bersum, Bersun, Berzum 
(names from Egypt).
Forsskål [Arabic]:
Standard tramscriptions [Latin]: birstm, birzün , 
birsün

>0 >0 o

Standard writings [Arabic]: ‘
Comments: Forsskål writes Berzim and not Ber- 
zimi (Forsskål 1775b, p. LXXI No. 382). The 
standard transliteration and writing of birstm is 
provided by Prof. Loutfy Boulos. The standard 
transliteration and writing of birzün, birsün re
main to a certain extent conjectural.
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Trifolium resupinatum L.
Forsskål [Latin]: Gurr, Djulbän (names from 
Egypt).
Standard transliterations [Latin]: qurt, jilbän

'0 0 ■**

Standard writings [Arabic]:
Comments: Forsskål writes Gurt as one of the 
vernacular names and not Gurr (Forsskål 1775b, 
p. LXXI No. 381). The standard transliteration 
and writings are provided by Prof. Loutfy Bou- 
los. See also the comments given above to Me
lilotos indica.

Trigonella hamosa L.
Forsskål [Latin]: Daragrag, Adjelmaelek (names 
from Egypt).
Forsskål [Arabic]: dljSjj
Standard transliterations [Latin]: darajraj, ajj al- 
malik ?, cajj al-malik?
Standard writings [Arabic]: S dill I
1 dllll jc
Comments: The spelling of the first name is 
provided by Prof. Loutfy Boulos. The letter jtm 
£ may be pronounced as a hard “g" in Egypt (cf. 
Fischer 1987, § 30 anm. 4). As Forsskål did not 
write the second name with Arabic letters the 
standard transliteration and writing remain 
conjectural.

Trigonella stellata Forssk.
Forsskål [Latin]: Gargas (name from Egypt).
Standard transliteration [Latin]: jarjas
Standard writings [Arabic]:
Comments: The spelling of this name is provid
ed by Prof. Loutfy Boulos. The letter jtm £ may 
be pronounced as a hard “g" in Egypt (cf. Fi
scher 1987 § 30 anm. 4).

Vigna aconitifolia (Jacq.) Maré.chal
Forsskål [Latin]: Gotn(name from Yemen).
Standard transliteration [Latin]: qutnO > '
Standard writings [Arabic]: jLl
Comments. The standard transliteration follows 
Schweinfurth (1912, p. 149). Schweinfurth was 
provided with the same name for this species 

during his own Held investigations in Yemen 
(Schweinfurth 1912, p. 169).

This name, i.e. Gotn, was hand written as Gotn 
on an original field label on a herbarium sheet 
at C.

Vigna luteola (Jacq.) Be'nth.
Forsskål [Latin]: Höllaech, Ollaeab (names from 
Egypt).
Standard transliterations [Latin]: hullayh,?, 
culla°ab?
Standard writings [Arabic]: S < S 
Comments: As Forsskål did not write the names 
with Arabic letters the standard transliterations 
and writings remain conjectural.

Vigna radiata (L.) R. Wilczek
Forsskål [Latin]: Koschäri (name from Yemen). 
Standard transliterations [Latin]: kusäri, kusari 
Standard writings [Arabic]: ‘ cSjEiS
Comments: The standard transliterations and 
writings are provided by Prof. Loutfy Boulos.

Vigna unguiculata (/..) Walp.
Forsskål [Latin]: Lubia badedi, Lubia baelle.di 
(Egyptian Arabic) Didjre (Yemeni Arabic). 
Standard transliterations [Latin]: lübiyä baladt, 
dijrah
Standard writings [Arabic]: Lyi
Comments: Forsskål (1775b, p. LXX) writes that 
Phaseolus a) lubia frandji is called lübiyah Cujl and 
that three species of beans (Phaseolus) are found 
in Egypt and they are called a)Lubia frandji b) Lu
bia habbeschi and c) Lubia bcelledi. In Arabic the 
word lübiyah, which can be written in other ways, 
e.g. lubiya, kibiya '. kiba ' = pLj] < pLujI means 
bean (Kazimirski 1848; Wehr 1976)116. The more 
exact meanings of the names regarding differ
ent sorts and cultivars varies with the different

116. The Classical way of writing should perhaps be: lübiyah/t 
= Ijjyi . The standard transliteration and writing of this 
plant name used here is provided by Prof. Loutfy Bou
los.
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vernacular dialects. Lubia frandji means Frank
ish (European) bean, Lubia habbeschi means 
Abbysinian bean and Lubia bælledi means coun
try bean. These three plants have the numbers 
350, 351 and 352 by Forsskål whereas the spe
cies treated here has No. 363 (Forsskål 1775b, 
p. EXX). It must be rembered that all these spe
cies have legumes as fruits (cf. Heywood 1993, 
p. 149).

In Yemeni Arabic dijrah (dialectical pronun
ciation often dijreh) means bean (Behnstedt 
1992, p. 361). Cf. also Canavalia gladiata and 
Dolichos faba nigrita above.

Vigna unguiculata (/..) Walp. subsp. sesquipeda
lis (£.) Verde.
Forsskål [Latin]: Didjre (name from Yemen). 
Forsskål [Arabic]: sj

Standard transliteration [Latin]: dijrah 
Standard writing [Arabic]: 5 
Comments: See Vigna unguiculata above.

LENTIBULARLACEAE
Utricularia inflexa Forssk.
Forsskål [Latin]: Hamid (name from Egypt). 
Standard transliteration [Latin]: hämül 
Standard writings [Arabic]: J>oLx
Comments: The standard transliteration and 
writing are provided by Prof. Loutfy Boulos.

LYTHRACEAE
Lawsonia inermis L.
Forsskål [Latin]: Tamrabenne (name from Egypt). 
Forsskål [Arabic]:
Standard transliteration [Latin]: tamra hinnah - 
dialectical pronunciation, tamr al-hiima' - Classi
cal pronunciation
Standard writings [Arabic, Classical]: * I 
Comments: Lawsonia inermis is the plant from 
which the dye henna is produced. This dye is 
called hinna' p in Arabic. According to Wehr 
(1975) the henna plant Lawsonia inermis is 
called tamr al-hiima' = pLlJI in Arabic. 
Forsskål’s note renders the dialectical pronun

ciation. Forsskål wrote Tamrahenne and not Tam
rabenne but the form of letter “h" is printed very 
much like the letter “b" in the Flora Ægyptiaco- 
Arabica (Forsskål 1775b, p. LXVNo. 217).

On an original Held label at C the name 
Schemun or perhaps Schenun (?) was written. 
This plant name could probably be samün or 
S31T11TTUH n 1 A ‘

MALPIGHIACEAE 
Caucanthus edulis Forssk.
Forsskål [Latin]: Kaba, Kauka, Kouka (name 
from Yemen).
Forsskål [Arabic]:
Standard transliteration [Latin]: qawqac 
Standard writing [Arabic]: jjj
Comments:

In the Flora Ægyptiaco-Arabica is written the 
name Kaka and not Kaha (Forsskål 1775b, p. 91 
No. 78). All these names i.e. Käka, Kauka and 
Kouka are different dialectical pronunciations 
of the name qawqac.

On an original field label on a herbarium 
sheet at C with this species Forsskål had noted 
down the Arabic name Kauka, which indicates 
that the aw diphthong was pronounced when 
Forsskål heard this plant name. The sound evo
lution aw > ow/åw > ö is well attested in Arabic 
dialects and Semitic languages (Moscati et al. 
1980, § 8.68)117.

MALVACEAE
Abelmoschus esculentus (/..) Moench
Vernacualar names: Bamia shdmi, stambuli, ruml, 
bamia uaki, baelle.di (names from Egypt).
Forsskål [Arabic]: <xoL
Standard transliterations [Latin]: bämiyah.
bamiyah samt, bamiyah stambuli, bamiyah rumt.
(bamiyah waqt, bamiyah baladt).
Standard writings [Arabic]: ixoL < <ixoL

XX X X _ X > ~ X ^0X0 _X X
((_£jli 4xoL t I j «IxoL) 4x0L t i ii I 4x0L

117. Prof. Loutfy Boulos proposed the pronunciation quqac 
tbä.
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Comments: The name of this edible vegetable, 
which is well known in Egypt, may be spelled 
either bämiyä LoL and bämiyah (Kazimir- 
ski 1860; Wehr 1976)11S. However cAbd al-Latlf 
al-Baghdädt, who finished his treatise on Egypt 
in 1204, wrote bämiyah (Videan, Videan & 
Zand 1964, p. 7 1). This plant species is also 
known as okra and is a common vegetable in 
warm climates (Heywood 1996, p. 95).

118. Prof. Loutfy Boulos proposed the pronunciation 
bämyah This is the colloquial way of pronounc
ing this name (P. Provencal personal observation).

119. In Classical Arabic the term rümi meant “from the By
zantium” or “from Byzantine territories”.

The names Bamia slidmi, stambuli, rumi, where 
the two last names are only two other epithets 
for bamia (Forsskål 1775b, p. 125 No. 91) are in 
fact epithets of origin meaning Syrian, Istanbu
lian and Greek118 119. According to Forsskål they all 
belong to the same species, but Forsskål does 
not indicate whether the epithets are just denot
ing the origin of the vegetables, or if they refer 
to different cultivars (cf. Forsskål ibid.). These 
epithets are furthermore used as appositions 
and not as adjectival epithets as they are not ac
cording in gender.

The names bamia uaki, baelledi are those of 
Hibiscus praecox (Forsskål 1775b, p. 125 No. 
92) and Forsskål does not use them for Abelmo- 
schus esculentus (Hibiscus esculentus) at this 
place (Forsskål 1775b, p. 125 No. 91). On p. 
EXVII we find on the contrary that Abelmo- 
schus esculentus (Hibiscus esculentus) is per
ceived as having two varieties: one a) is de
scribed as having hairy fruits and the second ß) 
as having smooth fruits. This is in contradiction 
with the description of Abelmoschus esculentus 
(Hibiscus esculentus) in the Flora Ægyptiaco-Ara- 
bica p. 125 , where Forsskål writes that the fruits 
and capsules are smooth (glabri) (Forsskål 
1775b, p. 125 No. 91). On the other hand 
Forsskål writes that Hibiscus praecox has the 
same appearance as Abelmoschus esculentus 

(Hibiscus esculentus)120. Cf also the note in Hep- 
per & Friis (1994, p. 197) under Hibiscus 
praecox.

Schweinfurth (1912, p. 24) writes that Hibis
cus esculentus E. has the names bamija and ueka 
in the Nile Valley. For further explanations see 
infra Hibiscus praecox.

Abutilon bidentatum Höchst, ex Rich.
Forsskål [Latin]: Ren (name from Yemen). 
Forsskål [Arabic]: Jjj (Sida paniculatad 
Forsskål 1775b, p. CXVI No. 412).
Standard transliteration [Latin]: rayn 
Standard writing [Arabic]: jjj
Comments: Forsskål did not write the name for 
this species with Arabic letters. This species is 
called Sida cordifolia by Forsskål (1775b, p. 124 
No. 83), but the species, which he calls Sida 
paniculata? has the same Arabic name accord
ing to Forsskål, and he writes it with both Latin 
and Arabic letters (Forsskål 1775b, p. 124 No. 
85 and p. CXVI No. 412). Schweinfurth on the 
other hand was provided with the same name, 
i.e. ren and rein, for Abutilon bidentatum during 
his own field investigations in Yemen (Schwein
furth 1912, p. 159), the two spellings only indi
cating two different pronunciations of the same 
name. Schweinfurth’s transcriptions confirm 
thus the original diphtong in the pronunciation 
of this name.

Althea rosea (L.) Can.
Forsskål [Latin]: Chatmiae (name from Egypt). 
Forsskål [Arabic]:
Standard transliteration [Latin]: hatmiyyah 
Standard writing [Arabic]:
Comments: The standard transliteration and 
writing were provided by Prof. Loutfy Boulos.

Gossypium arboreum L.
Forsskål [Latin]: Cotn el sadjar (name from 
Egypt) Ot.b, Odjaz (names from Yemen).

120. Facies Hib. escul. (Forsskål 1775b, p. 125 No. 92).
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Forsskål [Arabic]:
Standard transliterations [Latin]: qutn al-sajar 
(qutn al-sajar), cutb, ujas.
Standard writings [Arabic]:

x £ o 9 z 55 00
L. I i . * hr. i j " I1 h a

Comments: The Egyptian name means “tree
cotton". Forsskål did not write it clearly as he 
wrote sajar (sadjar) instead of sajar (Forsskål 
1775b, LXX No. 341), which means tree in Ara
bic. Nevertheless, as Forsskål called this species 
Gossypium arboreum this reading has been 
kept in the standard transliteration and writ
ing.

cUtb is in recent Yemen Arabic the name for 
cotton wool (Behnstedt 1996)121, but in diction
aries of Arabic from the Classical period this 
word is rendered as cotton (Kazimirski 1860; 
Steingass 1884). In modern Classical Arabic this 
word is apparently not used, cf. Reig (1983) and 
Wehr (1976) where this word is missing and the 
word qutn is used instead.

121. Schweinfurth was provided with both the names qutn 
and cutb for the species, which he calls Gossypium viti- 
folium during his own field investigations in Yemen 
(Schweinfurth 1912, p. 166).

122. This name is also found in Schweinfurth’s conspectus 
of the plant names provided by Forsskål (Schwein
furth 1912, p. 113).

In Forsskål (1775b, p. CXVI No. 417) the 
name zajl is also provided for this species in Ye
men. This name should be rendered as zayt in 
standard transliteration122. Nevertheless the 
question remains if this name is not due to an 
editing error as this name means oil in general 
in Arabic. In recent Yemen Arabic this name is 
also used for Ricinus communis (Behnstedt 
1996).

Gossypium herbaceum L.
Forsskål [Latin]: Otb, Odjaz (names from Ye
men) .
Standard transliterations [Latin]: cutb, ujäs. 
Standard writings [Arabic]: L.1 < .

Comments: As Forsskål only provide the names 
from Yemen for this species (cf. Forsskål 1775b, 
p. LXX No. 340) and as he writes that this spe
cies has the same name in Yemen as Gossypium 
arboreum, the standard transliterations and 
writing follw accordingly. See the comments 
above under Gossypium arboreum.

Hibiscus ficulneus L.
Forsskål [Latin]: Bami (name from Egypt).
Forsskål [Arabic]:
Standard transliteration [Latin]: bämiyah 
Standard writing [Arabic]123:
Comments: Cf. Abelmoschus esculentus supra.

Hibiscus praecox Forssk.
Forsskål [Latin]: Uaeki, Baele.di (names from 
Egypt).
Standard transliterations [Latin]: waykah, 
baladl
Standard writings [Arabic]:
Comments: Schweinfurth (1912, p. 24) writes 
that Hibiscus esculentus (Abelmoschus esculen
tus) has the names bcunija and ueka (= bämiyah 
and waykah in modern transliteration).

For further comments see Abelmoschus escu
lentus supra. The name baladl means native, be
longing to the home country.

Hibiscus purpureus Forssk.
Forsskål [Latin]: Sech, Chobaes, Malat, Hotomtom 
(names from Yemen).
Forsskål [Arabic]: jtAw < yaA.
Standard transliterations [Latin]: sayh, hubayz, 
mahüt, hutumtum.
Standard writings [Arabic]:

faff 9 - o-9 o-
\ t A t A 4 i 2* A 4 J H*V 4 till

Comments: The pronunciation of the name
Sech is, on the basis of Forsskål’s note in Arabic,

123. Prof. Loutfy Boulos proposed that the pronunciation 
bämyah This is the colloquial way of pronoun
cing this name (P. Provencal personal observation).
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undoubtedly based on an earlier diphthong (ay 
> e)124. This is corroborated by the fact that on 
an original Held label written by Forsskål on a 
herbarium sheet at C containing a specimen of 
Hibiscus purpureus the name Seek was written 
down. The accent on the vowel indicates a 
lengthening.

124. Nevertheless, Prof. Loutfy Boulos proposed the spell
ings: sih =

125. Regarding the difference between malat and mahåt , 
the printing in Forsskål 1775b, p. CXVII No. 421 of 
this name is very unclear for the letter “h”. This men
tion in the Flora Ægyptiai-o-Arabica is the only place 
where this Arabic name is mentioned.

Regarding the name mahüt the standard 
transliteration and writing of the consonants 
follows Schweinfurth (1912, p. 143). Schwein
furth wrote mahät but as the vowel of the second 
syllable is an "a" in Forsskål (1775b, p. CXVII 
No. 421), this vowel is understood here as being 
a dialectical pronunciation of an original Ü. On 
the other hand this name is from al-Hädiyah 
(Forsskål 1775b, p. CXVII), which according to 
Behnstedt (1985, map No. 10) lies outside the 
present day area where ü becomes ö in the sur
roundings of an emphatic consonant, but this 
linguistic geographical feature may on the one 
hand have shifted since 1763, and on the other 
hand al-Hädiyah is placed very near to the limit 
of this area, and the language in al-Hädiyah 
might very well be influenced by this feature 
(cf. Behnstedt 1985, map No. 10)125.

9o 99

Regarding the name hutumtum (j»1o1a), the 
standard transliteration follows Schweinfurth 
(1912, p. 143). The right spelling of these two 
last names remain nevertheless conjectural as 
Forsskål did not write them down with Arabic 
letters (cf. Forsskål 1775b, p. CXVII).

Malva parviflora L.
Forsskål [Tafln]: Chobbe.ize. (name from Egypt). 
Forsskål [Arabic]:
Standard transliteration [Tafln]: hubbayzah 
Standard writing [Arabic]: Sjxyk

Comments: The standard transliteration and 
writing were provided by Prof. Loutfy Boulos.

Malva verticillata L.
Forsskål [Latin]: Hörod, Höbsen (names from 
Yemen).
Forsskål [Arabic]:
Standard transliterations [Latin]: hurud, hubsayn 
Standard writings [Arabic]: j
Comments: Regarding the name hurud it was 
also found written as hörud on an original field 
label on a herbarium sheet at C with this spe
cies. Schweinfurth (1912, p. 146) transcribes 
this plant name as hherodd using his own system 
of transliteration, which indicates a kasrah in 
the first vowel.

Regarding the name hubsayn, Schweinfurth 
(ibid.) transcibes it as hhobsén, which corrobo
rates the understanding used here of the sec
ond vowel being originaly a diphthong. This 
name thus seems to be a noun in the dual, as 
duals are often fixed in their accusative/geni- 
tive forms in the dialects (e.g. two girls = hinten 
in Egyptian Arabic).

Sida ciliata Forssk.
Forsskål [Latin]: Viizar, Tschaeba, Sockda (names 
from Yemen).
Forsskål [Arabic]: jXxu
Standard transliterations [Latin]: wuzar, 
tusaybah, sukac

- 9 ~ o 9 - 9

Standard writings [Arabic]: jXxu < iiuW < jjj 
Comments: Regarding the name wuzar it is 
apparently the same name as the one used for 
Barleria trispinosa, Hypoestes forskalei, Justicia 
caerulea, and Justicia resupinata (all ÅCÅN- 
THCEÅE, p. 15 and onwards). See also com
ments under the entry Hypoestes forskalei.

Regarding the name tusaybah it is un
derstood here as being a feminine diminutive 
on the root Vtsb.

Prof. Loutfy Boulos proposed the spelling 
suqac j-äxu for the third name.
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Sida ovata Forssk.
Forsskål [Latin]: Alad ?) (name from Yemen). 
Standard transliterations [Latin]: alad (?), calad 
(?)
Standard writings [Arabic] : (S) jL < (s) 
Comments: This name was only found on an 
original field label at C (specimen Forsskål No. 
1729). It was written with latin letters only, and 
the writing on the label was very blurred (cf. too 
Hepper & Friis 1994, p. 199 Sida ovata ). This 
name and its transliteration remains very con
jectural. Nevertheless, Prof. Loutfy Boulos only 
recognised the spelling calad jJc.

Wissadula amplissima (/..) R.E. Fries var. rostra
ta (Schum. & Hu um.} R.E. Fries
Forsskål [Latin]: Ren, Ghobari (names from Ye
men) .
Forsskål [Arabic]: ‘
Standard transliterations [Latin]: rayn, ghubäri

0'Standard writings [Arabic]: < jjj
Comments: Cf. the comments under the entry 
above Abutilon bidentatum126. The Arabic vo
calisation of the name Ren remains conjectural.

126. Prof. Loutfy Boulos proposed the pronunciation: rin 
SiJ .

127. Schopen writes the Arabic name slightly differently as 
ruqc.

MELIACEAE
Trichilia emetica Vahl
Forsskål [Latin]: Roka (name from Yemen).
Forsskål [Arabic]:
Standard transliteration [Latin]: ruqac 
Standard writings [Arabic]: jSj
Comments: On an original Held label at C on a 
herbarium sheet in Forsskål’s herbarium the 
same Arabic name was written as Roka.

This plant is still used medically in Yemen, 
and it was known from Classical Arabic medi
cine too (Schopen 1983, pp. 63-64)127.

MENISPERMACEAE
Cocculus hirsutus (/..) Theob.
Forsskål [Latin]: Kebath, Erdjadj (names from 
Yemen).
Standard transliterations [Latin]: kibät, kabät; 
arjäj. irjäj
Standard writings [Arabic]: < öLS
Comments: See Cocculus pendulus just below.

Cocculus pendulus (J.R. & G. Forst.)
Forsskål [Latin]: Kebath, Erdjadj (names from 
Yemen).
Standard transliterations [Latin]: kibät, kabät; 
arjäj. irjäj
Standard writings [Arabic]: &L=>.jl < öLS 
Comments: Forsskål writes that both Cocculus 
hirsutus and Cocculus pendulus have the same 
names (Forsskål 1775b, p. CXXII No. 585 and 
586; Hepper & Friis 1994, pp. 200-201). The 
Standard writings for both species were provided 
by Prof. Loutfy Boulos, who wrote kibät for Coc
culus hirsutus and kabätfor Cocculus pendulus.

Laeba [sp. without epithet}
Forsskål [Latin]: Lacbach el djebbel, Laebach el 
djaebbel (name from Egypt).
Standard transliteration [Latin]: labah al jabal 
Standard writings [Arabic]: jl=J|
Comments: In the Flora (Forsskål 1775b, p. 
LXXVII) the name Lcebach el djcebbel is written 
and ibid. p. 172 the name Lcebach el djebbel is 
written. These are only different ways of tran
scribing the name written in the standard trans
literation and writing.

On an original field label on the herbarium 
sheet carrying a specimen (Forsskål No. 695) of 
Cocculus pendulus the name Lcebach el Gebet was 
written, which is the name for Laeba [sp. without 
epithet ] pronounced in the Egyptian dialect.

MOLLUGFNACEAE
Orygia villosa Forssk.
Forsskål [Latin]: Horudj, Horudjrudj (names 
from Yemen).
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Forsskål [Arabic]:
Standard transliterations [Latin]: huruj, hurujruj. 
Standard writings [Arabic]: < r
Comments: Forsskål writes Hörudj, Hörudjrudj 
(Forsskål 1775b, No. 342 and No. 343). This 
plant has the same name as Talinum portulaci- 
folium (cf. Forsskål ibid.).

MORACEAE
Dorstenia foetida (Forssk.) Schweinfurth 
Forsskål [Latin]: Kosar (name from Yemen). 
Forsskål [Arabic]:
Standard transliteration [Latin]: qusar
Standard writings [Arabic]:
Comments: The plant name was also found on 
an original Held label on a herbarium sheet at C 
with this species; on the label the spelling is 
Kosar.

Ficus carica L.
Forsskål [Latin]: Tin (name from Yemen). 
Standard transliteration [Latin]: tin
Standard writings [Arabic]: Caj

Comments: Ficus carica is the well known edi
ble fig from the Mediterraenan region. This 
plant species has been known as tin Ctp in all 
periods of the Arabic language (cf. the Qur an 
surah 95). The fruit is called tin and the nomen 
unitatis is tlnah ihä (Kazimirski 1860).

This plant name is also found in other Semi
tic languages, e.g. Classical Hebrew: Lena i"DNTl, 
Aramaic: ténta FIP}1!) (Gesenius 1962), Syriac: 
ti(n)tä, titä128 (Payne Smith 1990)

128. The nun in the first version of the names carries a linea
occultans.

Ficus cordata Thunb. subsp. salcifolia (Vaht) 
C.C. Berg
Forsskål [Latin]: Thaab (name from Yemen).
Forsskål [Arabic]:
Standard transliteration [Latin]: tacb
Standard writings [Arabic]:
Comments: Forsskål wites Thaab and not Thaab 

as noted (Forsskål 1775b, p. 179)129 in Hepper 
& Friis (1994, p. 202p). The accent is used here 
together with the double vowel to denote the 
Arabic letter cayn

Ficus exasperata Vabl
Forsskål [Latin]: Haschref (name from Yemen). 
Forsskål [Arabic]: i_s
Standard transliterations [Latin]: hasrif, hasraf 
Standard writings [Arabic]: ( <_s
Comments: As both fathah and kasrah may be 
pronounced as “e" in the vernacular language 
the Standard transliteration and writing include 
both options130.

The name Haschref is written on an original 
field label on a herbarium sheet with this species.

Ficus palmata Forssk.
Forsskål [Latin]: Bades (name from Yemen). 
Forsskål [Arabic]: æh
Standard transliteration [Latin]: balas, balis.
Standard writings [Arabic]: ‘
Comments: As both fathah and kasrah may be 
pronounced as “e" in the vernacular language 
the standard transliteration and writing include 
both options131.

The name written in Arabic letters is accord
ing to Forsskål that of Ficus morifolia, as Forsskål 
writes that these two species have the same Ara
bic name (Forsskål 1775b, p. CXXIV No. 622 
and No. 623).

Ficus populifolia Vahl
Forsskål [Latin]: Mudåh, Vudåh (names from 
Yemen).
Forsskål [Arabic]: r-L5 <
Standard transliterations [Latin]: mudah, wudah 
Standard writings [Arabic]: r-fj ‘ r-i-0

129. In Forsskål (1775b, p. CXXIV No. 625 )it is written 
Thaab, but this must be due to a printing error.

130. Prof. Loutfy Boulos proposed the pronunciation:
hasraf. .

131. Prof. Loutfy Boulos proposed the pronunciation: bilis
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Ficus sur Forssk.
Forsskål [Latin]: Sur (name from Yemen). 
Forsskål [Arabic]: jjjjj

Standard transliteration [Latin]: sür
Standard writing [Arabic]: ,,

Ficus sycomorus L.
Forsskål [Latin]: Djummeiz (name from Egypt) 
Forsskål [Latin]: Chanas, Obre, Sokam (names 
from Yemen)
Forsskål [Arabic]: (Egyptian Arabic)
Forsskål [Arabic]: < äjJ < (Yemen Ara
bic).
Standard transliteration [Latin]: jummayz 
(Egyptian Arabic)
Standard transliterations [Latin]: hanas, ubrah, 
suqam (Yemen Arabic)
Standard writing [Egyptian Arabic]: 
Standard writing [Yemen Arabic]:
^3*0 i ÖJ-4 I <
Comments: For the pronunciation of jummayz 
cf. Kazimirski (1860) and Wehr (1975). Prof. 
Loutfy Boulos confirmed that the Classical pro
nunciation is jummayz132, and that the pronun
ciation in colloquial Arabic is jimmlz .

132. cAbd al-Latif al-Baghdadi confirms this vocalisation
in his description og Egypt (Videan, Videan & Zand, 
1964 p. 36).

Forsskål includes the sycomore both in the 
conspectus of the flora of Egypt and in the con
spectus of the flora of Yemen (Forsskål 1775b, 
p. LXXVII No. 556 and p. CXXIV No. 616) but 
the names hanas, ubrah, suqam are only found in 
the conspectus of the Yemen flora (Forsskål 
1775b, p. CXXIV No. 616). cAbd al-Latif al- 
Baghdädl also mentions only the Arabic name 
jummayz in his description of Egypt from 1204 
(Videan, Videan & Zand 1994, pp. 36-39). The 
identity of the plant described by cAbd al-Latif 
al-Baghdädi as Ficus sycomorus is confirmed by 
mention that “the jummaiz (...) seems to be a wild 
fig”-anå the description of the fruits, which “ap
pear directly from the wood and not under the leaf 

(Videan, Videan & Zand 1994, p. 36, author’s 
translation).

F. chanas Forssk.
Forsskål [Latin]: Chanas, Obre (names from 
Yemen).
Forsskål [Arabic]:
Standard transliterations [Latin]: hanas, ubrah

0^

Standard writing [Arabic]:
Comments: These names are the same as those 
of Ficus sycomorus, and according to Forsskål 
(1775b, p. 219) this species is from Yemen. See 
also the note in Hepper & Friis (1994, p. 204) 
entry: Ficus chanas, where it is explained that 
this species is placed in the synonymy of Ficus 
sycomorus.

Ficus taab Forssk.
Forsskål [Latin]: Tciab (name from Yemen). 
Forsskål [Arabic]:
Standard transliteration [Latin]: tacb
Standard writing [Arabic]: 
Comments: This species has the same Arabic 
name as Ficus cordata subsp. salcifolia and comes 
from the same locality (see supra Ficus cordata 
Thunb. subsp. salcifolia (Vahlf C.C.Berf) (cf. also 
Friis 2009).

Ficus vasta Forssk.
Forsskål [Latin]: Tålak, Tülak, Taluk (names 
from Yemen), Delb (Classical Arabic), 
Forsskål [Arabic]: J < Jljl= vel Jjhä 
Standard transliterations: (tälaq), tülaq, dilb.

O *x > X X

Standard writing [Arabic]: * JjljL (jib)
Comments: Prof. Loutfy Boulos does not accept 
the spelling tälaq jib . According to Forsskål 
(1775b, p. 179) Delh is the Classical Arabic name 
for this species, whereas the names based on 
the roots Vtlq or Vtlq are the names found in Ye
men133. In Classical dictionaries Delb is vocalised

0 

dulb . However, the dictionaries consulted

133. “In libris Arab, botanicis vocatur Delb iJj (Forsskäl 
1775b, p. 179).
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here give two different identities for this entry, 
namely plane tree and sycomore (Wehr 1994; 
Kazimirski 1860; Reig 1983). The vocalisations 
of this plant name in the standard translitera
tions and writings are provided by Prof. Loutfy 
Boulos.

Ficus sp. possibly young stage of E palmata 
Forsskål [Latin]: Bades (name from Yemen). 
Forsskål [Arabic]: (jJj
Standard transliteration [Latin]: balas, balis. 
Standard writings [Arabic]: ‘ <>4?
Comments: See Ficus palmata supra.

MORINGACEAE
Moringa peregrina (Forssk. ) Fiori
Comments: See comments to Albizia lebbeck 
(LEGUMINOSAE,) p. 65. The name seisebån was 
written on an original Held label on a herbari
um sheet at C containing this species. Prof. 
Loutfy Boulos provided the name habb al-yasär 
jl ...JI for this species.

MYRSINACEAE
Maesa lanceolata Forssk.
Forsskål [Latin]: Maas, Arar (names from
Yemen).
Forsskål [Arabic]:
Standard transliterations [Latin]: macs, carär 
Standard writing [Arabic]
Comments: During his own field investigations 
in Yemen Schweinfurth was provided wtih the 
name mäcs (mäctss using his own transcription 
method) for Maesa lanceolata Forssk. (Schwein
furth 1912, p. 168). As a long vowel in a closed 
syllable usualy becomes short in Arabic the right 
original spelling must be mäcas = ,134

134. Prof. Loutfy Boulos proposed that the pronunciations 
macas and macis = ■

The standard transliteration of carär follows 
Schweinfurth (1912, p. 146).

On an original field label on a herbarium 
sheet at C containing a specimen of this species 
the names schdns and dsan were written. Ason is 
casan according to Prof. Loutfy Boulos. 
Schdns (u“^) is written in Forsskål (1775b, p. 
194) as the Arabic name of a plant whose iden
tity is not known (Ib Friis pers, communication) 
even though Forsskål gives a description of this 
plant. It was collected on the Sudan mountain 
(Forsskål ibid.)

Myrsine africana L.
Forsskål [Latin]: Katam (name from Yemen). 
Forsskål [Arabic]:
Standard transliteration [Latin]: qatam 
Standard writing [Arabic]:
Comments: In the form katam this name was 
also found on an original field label on an her
barium sheet at C with this species.

NEURADACEAE
Neurada procumbens L.
Forsskål [Latin]: Saaddn (name from Egypt). 
Forsskål [Arabic]: jlasuu,
Standard transliteration [Latin]: sacdän 
Standard writing [Arabic]:

NYCTAGINACEAE
Boerhavia plumbagineus Gav. var. forskalei 
Schweinfurth.
Forsskål [Latin]: Orkos (name from Yemen). 
Standard transliteration [Latin]: curqus 
Standard writing [Arabic]: æajc.
Comments: The standard transliteration follows 
Schweinfurth (1912, p. 130). Schweinfurth was 
provided with the name (according to his way 
of transcribing) corqäss for Pentatropis spiralis 
during his own field investigations in Yemen 
(Schweinfurth 1912, p. 184). The consonantic 
spelling is the same for both names: ^uäjt.
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Boerhavia diandra sensu Forssk.
Forsskål [Latin]: Viiddjef Rokdma, Chaddlr, 
Chadder (names from Yemen).
Forsskål [Arabic]: _.LAA < jj.Ak 
Standard transliterations [Latin]: ujal. ruqämah, 
hadir, hadär.
Standard writing [Arabic]:

XX ' „ '4
jI i jhAn < <LoLaj i I

Comments: According to Forsskål (1775b, p. 3) 
the name ujal' , is from Luhayyah while 
Forsskål writes ibid. p. CII that this name is from 
Mawr135. The names hadlr and hadär.

135. These two places are located near each other, cf. C.
Niebuhr’s map of Yemen (Tabula Arabiæ Felicis Geo
graphico Botanica).

jLAA are from Bayt al-Faqlh. The name ruqämah 
iolij is from Wädl Surdüd (Forsskål 1775b, p. 
CII).

The pronunciations of names not written by 
Forsskål with Arabic letters follow the pronun
ciations indicated by Schweinfurth (1912, p. 
130). During his own field investigations in Ye
men, Schweinfurth was provided with the name 
rugma, ruqma (obviously ) for Boerhavia 
repens var. diffusa

Boerhavia repens L. var. diffusa (/..) Boiss. 
Comments:

See comments to Boerhavia diandra above. 
Forsskål probably found his specimen in Yemen 
(Hepper & Friis 1994, p. 207; Forsskål 1775b, 
CII No. 3).

Commicarpus plumbagineus (Can. ) Standi.
Forsskål [Latin]: Charad, Chodddra (names 
from Yemen).
Forsskål [Arabic]: »jl< j
Standard transliterations [Latin]: harad, hudärah 
Standard writing [Arabic]: x , I. A A. <
Comments: Forsskål writes this plant names 
with the letter zä' Ji while he transcribes it with 

a double “d" (dd). As the letter dad is usually 
pronounced as zä ' Ji in Yemen (cf. Behnstedt 
1987, p. 5 §1.2.3.; Behnstedt 1996, pp. 738-762) 
Forsskål certainly meant that this plant name 
should be spelled as hudärah as in the standard 
transliteration, which was provided by Prof. 
Loutfy Boulos. This name is thus related to the 
nameshadlrandhadär J.ofBoerhavia 
diandra above.

The name Charad written as Charad is also 
written on an original field label on a herbari
um sheet containing a specimen of this species.

NYMPHACEAE
Nymphea lotus L.
Forsskål [Latin]: Naufar (name from Egypt). 
Forsskål [Arabic]:
Standard transliteration [Latin]: nawfar. 
Standard writing [Arabic]:
Comments: This name is a common name for 
water lily in Classical Arabic (Kazimirski 1860; 
Reig 1983).

OCHNACEAE
Ochna inermis (Forssk.) Schweinf.
Forsskål [Latin]: Oyun ennemr, el Bendt (names 
from Yemen).
Forsskål [Arabic]: oLb <
Standard transliterations [Latin]: cuyün al-nimr, 
cuyün al-banät
Standard writing [Arabic]: ollJI < j^All 
Comments: The name cuyün al-banät, which 
means “the eyes of the girls" is from al-Hädiyah. 
The first name, cuyün al-nimr, which means “the 
eyes of the leopard" is from Jiblah136 (Forsskål 
1775b, p. 204). Forsskål only wrote the second 
part of the name in the name cuyün al-banät, but 
the full name was provided by Prof. Loutfy Bou
los.

136. For the identification of Djöbla as Jiblag see Hepper & 
Friis (1994, p. 58).
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OLEACEAE
Jasminum officinale L.
Forsskål [Latin]: Jasmin, Kajan (names from 
Egypt), Kæjan, Sæs (names from Yemen). 
Forsskål [Arabic]:
Standard transliterations [Latin]: yäsmln, 
qayan, says.
Standard writing [Arabic]: < éhjå <
Comments: The word yasmln is the common 
Arabic word for Jasmine, in Classical texts it is 
spelled yäsamln or yäsmln < qy^ub (Wehr 
1994). The name qayan is found both in Egypt 
and Yemen according to Forsskål, while the 
name says is found in Yemen around Bolghose. 
The spelling Sæs is the dialectical pronun
ciation stemming from the diphthong says (ay > 
é).

Olea europaea L.
Forsskål [Latin]: Sejtun (name from Egypt) 
Forsskål [Arabic]: üjljj
Standard transliteration [Latin]: zaytün 
Standard writing [Arabic]:
Comments: This name is the common Arabic 
name for olive. It is found in Forsskål (1775b, p. 
LIX). This name is not noted in Hepper & Friis 
(1994). Names for olive of the same root are 
found in other Semitic languages e.g. biblical 
Hebrew zayit P’t and Syriac zayätä. In Arabic 
“zayt" means oil and “zaytün" means olive137.

137. Prof. Loutfy Boulos noted that this name may also be
prononced zitün = oAö corresponding to the dialecti
cal pronunciation zetün.

ONAGRACEAE
Ludwigia stolonifera (Guill. & Perr.) Raven 
Forsskål [Latin]: Forgaa, Fraekal, Forgaa, Fraekahl 
(names from Egypt),
Standard transliterations [Latin]: furjacah, 
furaykal.
Standard writing [Arabic]: JSåjl <
Comments: The standard transliteration and 
writing follow Schweinfurth (1912, p. 26). For 

fraykal Schweinfurth writes frekal, but it is 
viewed here as an earlier diphthong (ay > é). 
The pronunciation is still a dialectical one as no 
Arabic word may begin with a cluster of two 
consonants, thus the Classical pronunciation 
should be faraykal, firaykal or furaykal138.

PAPAVERACEAE
Roemeria hybrida (/..) DC. subsp. dodecandra 
(Forssk.) Durand & Barratte
Forsskål [Latin]: Ridjlei el ghräb (name from 
Egypt).
Forsskål [Arabic]:
Standard transliteration [Latin]: rijlat al-ghuräbX f x 0
Standard writing [Arabic]: ^l>JI 
Comments:

The name means the “purslane of the raven", 
or the “foot or leg of the raven". In Arabic rijlat 

means purslane Portulaca oleracea (Wehr 
1994), while foot or leg is spelled rijl but 
the feminine ending X is perhaps pertaining 
here to a nomen unitatis used to form a deriva
tive for the plant name. Prof. Loutfy Boulos 
noted that usually the name of this plant is rijl 
al-ghuräb Jkj meaning the “foot or leg of 
the raven". The Latin name of Purslane was pul
li pes menaning the “foot of the hen", but the 
species Roemeria hybrida does not look like 
Purslane, being of the poppy family and look
ing like a poppy having large (4-5 cm across) 
violet flowers (Polunin & Huxley 1987, p. 75).

PASSIFLORACEAE
Adenia venenata Forssk.
Forsskål [Latin]: Aden (name fromYemen). 
Forsskål [Arabic]: Jac.
Standard transliteration [Latin]: cadan

138. As many names for plant and animal species in Egyp
tian Arabic have a Coptic or another non Arabic 
source, the Classical pronunciation of a name may be 
more idealistic than corresponding to something that 
was ever pronounced.
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Standard writing [Arabic]: Jac.
Comments: The standard transliteration and 
writing follow Schweinfurth (1912, p. 126) and 
Prof. Loutfy Boulos. In Forsskål (1775b, p. 77) 
it is actually written with Arabic letters jjx. = 
cadan, but this is in all probability a copying or 
printing mistake as Forsskål transcribes the let
ter däl j with the letter "d" and as he writes Jar. 
= cadan in the conspectus of the flora of Yemen 
(Forsskål 1775b, p. CX). Schweinfurth gives 
both pronunciations (Schweinfurth 1912, p. 
126).

PEDALLACEAE
Sesamum indicum L
Forsskål [Latin]: Djyldjyldn semsem (seeds, 
Egypt) Salit (oil, Arabic)
Forsskål [Arabic]: 
Standard transliteration [Latin]: simsim, 
juljulän

> o > o

Standard writing [Arabic]: ‘ f-1 "
Comments: Forsskål writes: “ubique in Arabia 
cultum. Arab. Djyl djyldn. Agyptiis vocatur Sem
sem f in... Ex illo paratur oleum, (Arab. Salit 
Ud./-,) in re culinaria utile, & ad ignem in lu
cernis sustentandum" = “(Sesame) is cultivated 
everywhere in Arabia. (Its) Arabic (name) is 
Djyl djyldn. It is called Semsem by the Egyptians. 
From it is prepared an oil (Arab. Salit Ud./-,) 
which is useful in culinarie matter and which is 
(used) to maintain fire in lanterns" (Forsskål 
1775b, p. 113).

This means that according to Forsskål the 
name simsim is used in Egypt. This is complete
ly correct to this day, but sesame is known by 
this name in Classical Arabic too (Kazimirski 
1860; Steingass 1884; Wehr 1976). fuljulän

' f 0 f
jS?- K is also common name for sesame in 
Classical Arabic (Kazimirski 1860; Steingass 
1884; Saad et al. 1926, entry: Sesame).

According to Schopen (1983 p. 95-96) sesame 
oil, i.e. the cold pressed oil of the seeds of Sesa
mum indicum, is called salit jiljilän [ü>f?da. U d./-,] 
and zayt simsim [ cuj] in Yemen. Accord

ing to the dictionaries (Wehr 1976; Saad et al. 
1926) another name for sesame oil in Classical 
Arabic is slraj =

PLANTAGINACEAE
Plantago major L.
Forsskål [Latin]: Lissan el bamal (name from 
Egypt).
Forsskål [Arabic]: Jj^JI jLJ
Standard transliteration [Latin]: lisän al-hamal 
Standard writing [Arabic]: J^JI jLJ 
Comments: In Forsskål (1775b, p. LXII) it is 
written Lissan el hamal and not Lissan el bamal, 
but the great similarity between the letters “h" 
and “b" of the printed types in the Flora Ægypti- 
acArabica makes them often hard to distin
guish. The name lisän al-hamal means “lamb 
tongue".

Plantago ovata Forssk.
Forsskål [Latin]: Lokmet ennadji (name from 
Egypt).
Forsskål [Arabic]: I <Lail
Standard transliteration [Latin]: luqmat an
na0 jah
Standard writing [Arabic]: d^åttl <aäl 
Comments: See next entry: Plantago ovata var. 
decumbens.

Plantago ovata var. decumbens (Forssk. ) Zohary 
Forsskål [Latin]: Senae.mae., Lokmet ennågi 
(names from Egypt).
Forsskål [Arabic]: I <Ua21
Standard transliterations [Latin]: sunaymah, 
luqmat an-nacjah
Standard writing [Arabic]: d-.°.-.tl 3 „ål < 
Comments: Obviously the two varieties of this 
species have the same name in Arabic, i.e. luq
mat an-nacjah = d^V.tl 3 „ål in the Classical spell
ing. This is also proved by the fact that this the 
Arabic name is attributed to ovata in Forsskål 
(1775b, p. LXII) but to decumbens p. 30. 
Forsskål’s notation of the dialectical pronuncia
tion indicates the occurence of an imälah. The 
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name means the “morsel of the ewe’’139. The 
spelling of the other name is problematic, but if 
it is viewed as stemming from the Classical Ara-

139. Forsskål translates it to pabulum ovium (Forsskäl 1775b, 
p. 30).

140. Schweinfurth (1912, p. 37) writes sseneme using his
mode of transliteration.

O ' f _
bic diminutive: 4 '<,.. sunaymah > sunemah > 
senémah140 *, where the feminine ending is pro
nounced with an imälah, the actual spelling pro
vided in the Flora ÆgyptiacoArabica could be 
understood in this way.

PLATANACEAE
Platanus orientalis L.
Forsskål [Latin]: Schinar (name from Egypt). 
Standard transliteration [Latin]: sinär (sinär, 
sinnär)
Standard writing [Arabic]: ( • jK^=) < jLui
Comments: According to Kazimirski (1848), 
Saad et al (1926), Steingass (1884) and also ac
cording to the Lisän al-cArab (ed. 1955), the 
plane tree is called sinär, sinnär jli^. < jli^. in 
Arabic, this should in turn come from the Per
sian jLia. (Kazimirski 1860). The name Schinar 
- sinär is not known by these dictionaries . 
The true Arabic name of this species is dulb 

. .°l,< (pl. dulab Steingass 1884) according 
to the same dictionaries.The pronunciation 
sinär jLUi is thus apparently either a misunder
standing or a copying or printing fault. As the 
plane-tree is very wide-spread in the Mediterra
nean region and has been so for centuries (Ve- 
del et al. 1977, No. 20) it is quite certain that 
Forsskål must have heard the names sinär, sinnär 
jL< i j L< .

PLUMBAGINACEAE
Limoniastrum monopetalum (/..) Boiss.
Forsskål [Latin]: Saetj, Zaetja (names from 
Egypt).
Standard transliterations [Latin]: zaytl, zaytah 
Standard writing [Arabic]:

Comments: In Forsskål (1775b, p. LXIV and p. 
59) the word Zaetjais actually spelled Zcejta. The 
standard transliterations and writing follow 
Schweinfurth (1912, p. 28) and they were ac
cepted by Prof. Loutfy Boulos. The spelling with 
the letter “æ" is viewed here as stemming from 
an earlier diphthong (ay > é). This plant name 
means “oil" or “oily", cf. supra Olea europaea. 
(OLEACEAE) p. 82. According to Schweinfurth 
(1912, p. 77) this plant name is used in Egypt 
for other plant species i.e. Lotus corniculatus, On
onis serrata, Statice tubiflora^ and Lavandula coro- 
nopifolia.

POLYGALACEAE
Polygala tinctoria Vahl
Forsskål [Latin]: Schadjaret el houer (name from 
Yemen).
Forsskål [Arabic]: 5j^i»
Standard transliteration [Latin]: sajarat al-

Standard writing [Arabic]142:
hawar, sajarat al-hawr.

POLYGONACEAE
Emex spinosus (L. ) Campd.
Forsskål [Latin]: Figi el djebbel, Saggarat. el aguz, 
Raensah (names from Egypt).
Forsskål [Arabic]: J^JI
Standard transliterations [Latin]: fijl al-jabal, 
sajarat al-cajüz, hinsäb
Standard writing [Arabic]:

> 111 h i & < *11 S-)-, i ii i (J t-,11 (J a

Comments: Forsskål mentions this species under 
two different names, i.e. Rumex glaber and Rumex 
spinosus (Hepper & Friis 1994, p. 213). The 
name Figi el djebbel is transcribed from Egyptian

141. For the genus name Stative the genus name Limonium 
is used for many species, cf. Blarney et al. (1993, pp. 
171-172).

142. Prof. Loutfy Boulos proposed the vocalisation: sajarat 
al-hür I Sj-sit.. 
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dialect143 and so is Sdggarat el aguz, cf. comments 
supra to Salvia aegyptica. {LABIATAE), p. 62.

143. In the Flora p. LXV the name is transcribed Fidjel el 
Djebbeli.e. the pronunciation of the letter “jim” follows 
here the Classical pronunciation (Forsskäl 1775b, p. 
LXVNo. 213).

144. Nomen unitatis: sajarah collective: sajar .
145. Schweinfurth provides also the names qurdeb and

qordäb. These two names seem to indicate a dissimila
tion of the geminated “cl”.

For the name sajarat al-cajuz Xj-y
Schweinfurth (1912, p. 19) transcribes Schéggeret 
el- cagiis. The standard transliteration given here 
is following Schweinfurth regarding the second 
part of the name (cajüz) but not regarding the 
first part, cf. Salvia aegyptica. Schweinfurth does 
not have any other reference to this names than 
Forsskål and he obviously thought that Forsskål 
had ment the word sajarah = a tree144.

Forsskål (1775b p. LXVNo. 214) wrote Hcens- 
ab and not Raensah. The name hinsäb follows 
Schweinfurth, especially since Schweinfurth 
also personally knew this name for this plant 
species (Schweinfurth 1912 p. 19).

The standard transliterations and writing 
were accepted by Prof. Loutfy Boulos.

Polygonum equisetiforme Sibth. & Sem. 
Forsskål [Fatin]: Gaeddaba (name from Egypt). 
Standard transliterations [Latin]: quddäbah, 
kalis, kalis X X ~ >
Standard writing [Arabic]: <_A^ ‘ lA^ < 
Comments: Schweinfurth (1912, p. 37) provides 
among other names145 the names: quddäbi, 
qeddäb and quddäb for this species in Egypt. 
These names were provided by Forsskål, Ascher- 
son, Schweinfurth and G. Roth. For the name 
qeddäb Schweinfurth uses Forsskål as source. As 
two of the three names provided by Schwein
furth have a dammah as the first vowel, the stan
dard transliteration and writing follow this. The 
spelling of quddäbi is understood here as stem
ming form an imälah.

On a Held label on a herbarium sheet at C 

with a specimen of this plant, the name “ca- 
lesch" was written. This name is probably a local 
name146 for this species and it should be tran
scribed as kalis or kälis <_A^ < lA^ •

Rumex dentatus L.
Forsskål [Latin]: Humaid (name from Egypt). 
Forsskål [Arabic]:
Standard transliteration [Latin]: hummayd 
Standard writing [Arabic]:
Comments: The standard transliteration and 
writing were provided by Prof. Loutfy Boulos.

Rumex nervosus Vabl
Forsskål [Latin]: Othrob (name fromYemen). 
Forsskål [Arabic]: <-jjA
Standard transliteration [Latin]: cutrub

> o >
Standard writing [Arabic]: <_>_A-
Comments: Forsskål (1775b, p. 76 No. 41) writes 
in Arabic characters cutrub but cutb 
ibid. (p.CX No. 246), but the last spelling is ob
viously due to printing mistakes, especially as 
the letters 2^ and are not connected in the 
Arabic printing (Forsskål 1775b, p. CX).

On an original field label on the herbarium 
sheet in the Forsskål’s herbarium the name 
“öthrub" is written. This spelling is even more in 
line with the standard transliteration and writ
ing.

Rumex pictus Forssk.
Forsskål [Latin]: Hemsis (name from Egypt). 
Standard transliteration [Latin]: hamsis 
Standard writing [Arabic]:
Comments: The standard transliteration and 
writing follow Schweinfurth (1912, p. 40), but 
as Schweinfurth gives both Forsskål, Ascherson 
and himself as references the standard translit-

146. The word “mantrim” was also written on the field label, 
but it was more probably a place name, but it could 
also be a local name for the species in which case it 
should be transcribed as mantrim or mantrim with or 
without long vowels, thus: jhv < jlio etc.
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eration and writing are confirmed. On the oth
er hand Schweinfurth writes that two of the ver
nacular names for Rumex vesicarius is hamsls 

; and hamasls (Schweinfurth
ibid.). As the two last names are obviously dif
ferent vocalisation of the same word, it is very 
possible that Rumex pictus in fact was called 
hamsls etc.

On an original field label at C the name “dän- 
dré" was written. If it is a local name for this spe
cies it should be transcribed as dandrah or 
dändrah 5jjjlj < 5_.jSj , where the ending “é" is ex
plained by the occurence of an imälah. One of 
the d-letters could also represent the Arabic let
ter dad, thus dandrah Sjjl.A etc.

Rumex vesicarius L.
Forsskål [Latin]: Humbaejt (name from Egypt). 
Standard transliteration [Latin]: hummayd 
Standard writing [Arabic]:
Comments: As Forsskål did not write this name 
with Arabic letters, and as Schweinfurth (1912, 
p. 40) writes that Rumex vesicarius has the same 
name in Egypt as Rumex dentatus above, the 
standard transliteration and writing follow this 
observation. These remain nevertheless conjec
tural.

PORTULACACEAE
Portulaca quadrifida L.
Forsskål [Latin]: Mortah, Koraat errai (names 
fromYemen).
Forsskål [Arabic]: <d=jx
Standard transliterations [Latin]: murtah, qurcat 
al-räT
Standard writing [Arabic]: I
Comments: The standard transliteration of 
qurcat al-räT follows Schweinfurth (1912, p. 
150). The name means the “shepherd’s ballot". 
In his own field investigations, Schweinfurth did 
not mention this name for this species but four 
other names: naufe, seblb-al-dhän, bssTl, keirib ac
cording to his way of transcription, which be
comes: nawfah, sablb al-dän, basil and kamb or 

kimb using the scientific way of transliteration147 
(Schweinfurth 1912, p. 170). The first name is 
from al-Hadiyah, and the second is from Wadi 
Surdüd (Forsskål 1775b, p. CXII No. 299).

Portulaca imbricata Forssk.
Forsskål [Latin]: Rozzi, Omuba (names from 
Yemen).
Forsskål [Arabie]: «uSjl
Standard transliterations [Latin]: umubah, ruzzl 
Standard writing [Arabic]: < iyijl
Comments: As a dammah is often transcribed by 
ö by Forsskål (cf. Kalanchoe deficiens supra) 
the standard transliteration is based on this. 
The standard transliteration of the second 
name is confirmed by Schweinfurth (1912, p. 
150). The second name is from Bayt al-Faqlh 
(Forsskål 1775b, p. CXII No. 300).

Talinum portulacifolium (Forssk.) Aschers, ex 
Scheinf.
Forsskål [Latin]: Hörudj, Hörudjrudj (names 
from Yemen).
Forsskål [Arabic]:
Standard transliterations [Latin]: huruj, hurujruj

2 0 2 2 2 2
Standard writings [Arabic]:
Comments: This is the same name as Orygia vil
losa, see {MOLLUGINACEAE) p. 77. (Forsskål 
1775b, No. 342 and 343).

RANUNCULACEAE
Clematis simensis Fresen.
Forsskål [Latin]: Scheradj (name fromYemen). 
Forsskål [Arabic]:
Standard transliterations [Latin]: saräj148, siräj 
Standard writing [Arabic]: I

147. In Arabic script it becomes: < ö'-dl uw. <

. Nevertheless, the transcriptions ancl the recon
structed Arabic spellings remain to a certain degree 
conjectural as Schweinfurth transcribes dialect pro
nunciations and this may obscure the actual etymo
logy of the words.

148. This vocalisation is the one accepted by Prof. Loutfy 
Boulos.
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Ranunculus sceleratus L.
Forsskål [Latin]: Zagblil (name from Egypt). 
Standard transliteration [Latin]: zaghltl149 
Standard writing [Arabic]: JJcj

149. Forsskål wrote Zaghlil and not Zagblil but the letters 
“b” and “h” are very similar in the typography of the 
Flora.

150. Vernacular English name: Yellow Pheasant’s-Eye.
151. Vernacular English name: Common Poppy.
152. Schweinfurth writes that the name zaghlül JjLj is

the preferred name for Ran unculus asiaticus, even if it 
may be used for Ranunculus sceleratus (Schweinfurth 
1912, p. 77).

Comments: The standard transliteration follows 
Schweinfurth (1912, p. 77). According to 
Schweinfurth this name may also be pro
nounced as zaghlül JjLcj.This plant name is 
from Egypt (Hepper & Friis 1994, p. 217). 
Schweinfurth (1912, p. 77) writes further that 
other plant species carry this vernacular name 
in Egypt, i.e. Adonis microcarpus150, Papaver rhoe
as151, while Ranunculus asiaticus is called zaghlül 
Jjlij152. All these plants are annuals with brigtly 
coloured smaller or greater flowers although 
the colours may vary from yellow to bright red 
(Blarney & Grey-Wilson 1993, No. 222,251, 257 
and 283).

RESEDACEAE
Caylusea hexagyna (Forssk.) M.L. Greene 
Forsskål [Latin]: Dhendba (name from Egypt). 
Forsskål [Arabic]: I . I . v
Standard transliteration [Latin]: danäbä, dinäbä. 
Standard writing [Arabic]: Llluå < Llluå

Reseda decursiva Forssk.
Forsskål [Latin]: Romaejhh (name from 
Egypt).
Forsskål [Arabic]:
Standard transliteration [Latin]: rumayhO X f
Standard writing [Arabic]:

Reseda luteola L.
Forsskål [Latin]: ? Uaeba (name from Egypt).

Standard transliterations [Latin]: wahah, wayhah 
Standard writing [Arabic]: < öj
Commnets: As Forsskål did not write this name 
with Arabic letters the standard transliterations 
remain conjectural. In Forsskål (1775b, p. LXVI 
No. 251) it is written Ucehce. The standard trans
literation follows to some extent Schweinfurth 
(1912, p. 39). The final “æ" is viewed here as 
pertaining to an imälah.

RHAMNACEAE
Ziziphus spina-christi (/..) Desf.
Forsskål [Latin]: Nabk 153, Sidr (Classical Arabic 
names) Ghasl, Aelb, Ardj, Orredj (names from Ye
men)
Forsskål [Arabic]: g-jjt < <_Jc. < JA
Standard transliterations [Latin]: nabq, sidr 
(Classical Arabic)
Standard transliterations [Latin]: ghasl, calb.
carj, curayj (Yemen Arabic)
Standard writing [Arabic, Classical]: < JA
Standard writing [Arabic, Yemen]:

0' 2 0 ' 0 ' ' '

‘ 1 * J ',,r 
Comments: The standard transliteration and
writing of ghasl follows Schweinfurth (1912, 
p. 157). For carj the standard transliteration is 
based on the understanding of curayj as being 
the diminutive of carj, cf. too Schweinfurth 
(1912, p. 174) where Ziziphus vulgaris and Zizi
phus mucronatus carry the name carj (carg in 
Schweinfurth’s own way of transcription).

The main Arabic name for this plant species 
is sidr (Forsskål 1775b, p. 204; Kazimirski 
1860; Mandaville 1978, p. 22). This plant spe
cies is well known in Arabia as it is both growing 
wild and cultivated for its edible fruit called na- 
baq, nabiq or nabq (Mandaville 1978, pp. 22; Ka
zimirski 1860; Ibn al-Baytär ed. L. Leclerc 1883, 
article No. 2212). Forsskål is not clear in his 
notes about this distinction (cf. Forsskål 1775b, 
p. LXIII No. 139). The wild trees have spines of

153. With Arabic letters in Forsskål (1775b, p. LXIII No. 
139).
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variable size but the cultivated varieties have no 
spines or reduced ones (Mandaville 1978, pp. 
22-23). The sidr is mentioned in the Qur an154 in 
Sürah 53 (Sürat an-Najm) v. 14 and 16, where the 
context is a prophetic experience implicating a 
sidr tree155, and in Sürah 56 (Sürat al-Wäqicah) v. 
28, where the blessed in Paradise will be i.a. 
among "sidr trees deprived of thorns" i.e. the 
cultivated variety156. The name sidr may be used 
for other species of the genus Ziziphus (Encyclo
paedia of Islam, 2. edition, art. sidr).

154. The different modern scholarly translators of the 
Qur an have had some difficulties in their translations 
of the sidr tree. They have used the translations jujube 
(Blachére 1980) or lote tree (Penrice 1873 (1995), 
Zetterstéen 1917 (1979)). As the former may refer to 
Ziziph us ziziph us and the latter to Ziziph us lotus the only 
correct translation is to render it as sidr tree in theses 
passages.

155. The Islamic exegesis has often understood this sidr 
tree as a mythical tree, but this interpretation has 
been contested by western scholarship (cf. Blachére 
1980, pp. 560-561 notes to the verses 11 and 15 -16).

156. The literary aim is of course not to specify a certain
botanical variety or cultivar but to emphasize the feli
city of the blessed.

Forsskål writes that in Wadi Mawr the dried 
and pulverised leaves are blended with hike 
warm water and used to wash the hair of the 
head, and that the bodies of the deceased are 
washed with an infusion of these leaves (Forsskål 
1775b, p. XCIX). This use may explain one of 
the names given by Forsskål namely ghasl , 
which means “washing".

Schopen (1983) describes a number of uses 
for this species in Yemen and provides the 
names: cilb, kaid (Wadi Rimac) and ghasl (Tacizz) 
for the species, sidr for the dried leaves (in 
Sancä')) and the names dawm and hubüb kain 
(Wadi Rimac) for the fruit (Schopen 1983, pp. 
111-113). Schweinfurth was provided with the 
names sidr and cilan during his own Held inves
tigations in Yemen 1881 and 1889 (Schwein
furth 1912, p. 173).

ROSACEAE
Rosa sp. (The ornamental garden Rose)157 
Forsskål [Latin]: Uard (name from Egypt). 
Forsskål [Arabic]: j
Standard transliterations [Latin]: ward
Standard writing [Arabic]:
Comments: This species is not treated in Hep- 
per & Friis (1994), but Forsskål mentions this 
plant name (Forsskål 1775b, p. LXVII No. 247, 
where it is only denoted as ROSA). The name 
ward is the common Classical Arabic name for 
the rose (Kazimirski 1860; Wehr 1994), but it 
may also denote a flower in general (Kazimirski 
1860).

Rubus arabicus {Defiers ) Schweinfurth
Forsskål [Latin]: Naefaes, Hömmaes (names 
from Yemen).
Forsskål [Arabic]:
Standard transliterations [Latin]: nafas, humays 
Standard writing [Arabic]:
Comments: The standard transliteration of 
humays is based on this form being seen as a di
minutive on the triconsonantic root Vhms. As an 
“ay" diphthong often becomes an “e" in Arabic, 
the form of the spelling given by Forsskål seems 
to have arisen in this way.

RUBIACEAE
Breonadia sabcina (Vahl) Hepper & Wood 
Forsskål [Latin]: Daerah (name from Yemen). 
Forsskål [Arabic]: r
Standard transliteration [Latin]: darah
Standard writing [Arabic]: jj

Coffea arabica L.
Forsskål [Latin]: Bunn (name fromYemen). 
Forsskål [Arabic]: Qy
Standard transliteration [Latin]: bunn
Standard writing [Arabic]:

157. Modern cultivated ornamental garden roses are com
plex hybrids stemming from perhaps 9 original wild 
species (Heywood 1996, p. 144).
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Galium aparinoides Forssk.
Forsskål [Latin]: Schebette, Schöbodh bodda, Me- 
schaerreba (names from Yemen).
Forsskål [Arabic]: <i
Standard transliterations [Latin]: sabatah, 
musarrahah / musarrihah, subutbutah
Standard writing [Arabic]: g< ikui, 
Comments: The standard transliteration and 
writing of the two last names follow Schwein- 
furth (1912, p. 141)15S, but the vocalisation fol
lows Classical Arabic. The name subutbutah is 
viewed here as reduplication of the penultimate 
syllable of sabatah. This may indicate that sabatah 
once was pronounced as subutah.

158. Forsskål does write Meschærreha and not Mescbeerreba 
(Forsskål 1775b, p. CV No. 87), but the two printed 
letter are difficult to distinguish from each other.

Regarding the name musarrahah / musarrihah, 
it is obviously a participle of the second verbal 
conjugation of the root Vs ill (sarraha).

Pavetta longiflora Vahl
Forsskål [Latin]: Schunf Ghoraejeb (names from 
Yemen).
Forsskål [Arabic]:
Standard transliterations [Latin]: suwaf, 
ghurayib
Standard writing [Arabic]: < ■—
Comments: Forsskål writes Schuaf and not Se
inen/ (Forsskål 1775b, p. CVNo. 90). The name 
ghurayib seems to be a diminutive of four conso- 
nantic word (cf. Fischer 1987, § 82).

Pentas lanceolata (Forssk. ) Defiers
Forsskål [Latin]: Laaeja (names from Yemen).
Forsskål [Arabic]:
Standard transliteration [Latin]: läciyah
Standard writing [Arabic]:
Comments: Forsskål writes: “Usus radicis contra 
Ulceram, dum contusa applicatur. Aliquot Ara
bes vocabant eam Laæja ‘tsc.'i quod genuinum et 
per totam regionem notissimum nomen Aris- 
tolachiæ sempervir. quæ panacea gentis est contra 158 

morsus serpentum” = “Its root is used applied 
grinded against ulcers. Some Arabs used the 
name Laæja which is the genuine name, 
well known in all the region, for Aristolochia sem- 
pervirens, which is used by the populace as a pan
acea against snake bites.” Cf. the comments of 
Aristolochia bracteolata (ARLSTOLAC1LIACEAE), 
p. 23.

RUTACEAE
Citrus aurantium L.
Forsskål [Latin]: Narendj haelu, N. malech 
(Forssk. 1775b, p. 142 No. 43), Narendj Bortu- 
ghal (Forssk. ibid., No. 44, names from Egypt), 
Forsskål [Latin]: Chommaesch, Turundj (Names 
from Yemen)
Forsskål [Arabic]: JLijjj gjjlj < jla. gj_.L> 
Standard transliterations [Latin]: närinj hulwun, 
närinj mälih, närinj burtughäl (Egyptian Arabic). 
Standard transliterations [Latin]: humays, tu- 
runj (Yemen Arabic).
Standard writing [Egyptian Arabic]:

X So S 0 ' ' 0 ' ' * S 0

Standard writing [Yemen Arabic]:
Comments: The Seville or Sour Orange has 
been known to be cultivated in Cyprus since 
1394 (Blarney & Grey-Wilson 1993, No. 837). 
Nevertheless the name närinj is found in the Na
batean Agriculture of Ibn Wahsiyyah acording to 
Ibn al-Baytär (Ibn al-Baytär ed. Leclerc 1883, No. 
2204). The Nabatean Agriculture is a book of 
dubious origins, and the name of the author is 
in all probability a pseudonym, but it still has 
value as documentation of the vocabulary and 
knowledge in the Classical Arabic culture of the 
10th century (cf. Ullmann 1972, p. 441-442).

The standard transliteration of närinj mälih fol
lows Schweinfurth (1912, p. 72, cf. also the Forsskål 
[Latin] of Citrus medica below). The name 
burtughäl, which may also be spelled burtuqäl or 
burtuqän < Jlij>, means orange (Citrus sinen
sis ) in modern standard Arabic (cf. Wehr 1976) 
and also in the vernaculars of Egypt and Syria 
(personal information from native speakers).
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The Yemeni names follow Schweinfurth 
(1912, p. 134-135). The name Chommaesch which 
is written with an “e" in Schweinfurth (1912, p. 
134) is seen here as stemming from a diminu
tive = humays as the “ay" diphthong read
ily becomes a long “e" in the dialects. The name

0^ >
turundj is the name of Citrus medica in Ye
men according to Schopen (1983, p. 16) and 
also according to Schweinfurth who places the 
name turunj from the Flora ÆgyptiacoArabica of 
Forsskål as being the name of Citrus medica in 
Yemen (Schweinfurth 1912, p. 133). Turunj was 
the name for Citrus medica which Schweinfurth 
himself was given during his travel in Yemen 
and southern Arabia (Schweinfurth 1912, p. 
163).

Citrus medica L.
Forsskål [Fatin]: Limun malech, Limun haelu, 
Idalia haelu, Idalia malech, Limun sjaeri, Kabbad, 
Naeffasch, Turundj baeladi, Turunj m’sabba 
(Names from Egypt, all Egypt cult.) 
Forsskål [Latin]: Llm, Limun (Names from 
Yemen)
Forsskål [Arabic]: jL. LJUil jjl< jK < gJL jjl 
jilJ < gjjL vel jpjj *
Standard transliterations [Latin]: limün mälih, li- 
mün hulwun, limün idälyä hulwun, idälyä mälih, 
kabbäd, nafas, turunj (or) turunj (Egyptian Ara
bic).
Standard transliterations [Latin]: ltm, limün 
(Yemen Arabic).
Standard writing [Egyptian Arabic]:

'' , ■!> of- -0 - > >« a*
(jiLaj < LJLaJJ < UlxJj ,, jIa, /,^1

0* f of '
vel

Standard writing [Yemen Arabic]: jA < 
Comments: As members of the Citrus genus 
have been cultivated in the Mediterranean re
gion since antiquity, the mapping of the use of 
the vernacular names may give some difficulties 
because a name may shift from one species to 
another depending on time and place (cf. Pro
vencal 1995, 1997 and 2001). The names turunj, 
limün and närinj are known from Classical Ara

bic. The three names are used by Ibn al Baytar in 
his Treaty of Simple Drugs169 from 1240-1247 CE.

The name turunj is rather written in Classical 
Arabic in the forms utruj, attarunj, turuj 

‘ 1 ‘ 1, nomen unitatis: turujah/t,
atrujah/t (Ibn al-Baytar ed. Leclerc
1883, art. No.16; Kazimirski 1860).

The name limün seems to be a vernacular 
pronunciation of the Classical Arabic laymün, 
limün (Nomen unitatis: laymünah/t piur. 
laymünät, cf. Ibn al-Baytar ed. Leclerc 1883, art. 
No. 2055; Wehr 1976 ). In modern Standard 
Arabic it means lemon Citrus limon and also in 
the vernaculars of Egypt and Syria (personal in
formation from native speakers).

The standard transliteration of the name 
kabbäd follows Forsskål (1775b, p. LXXII No. 
399). Regarding the standard transliteration of 
the name limün, Schweinfurth transcribed it as 
limün (Schweinfurth 1912, p. 134), but he was 
himself provided with the name limün accord
ing to A.Deflers (1887) for the region of Sana (= 
Saffiä3) (Schweinfurth 1912, p. 182160). The 
name turunj m’sabba could be turunj musabbah = 

gjjj but it remains conjectural.

Haplophyllum tuberculatum (Forssk. ) A.Juss.
Forsskål [Latin]: Meddjenninae, Matdjt nninat 
(name from Egypt)
Forsskål [Arabic]: 4’niy
Standard transliteration [Latin]: majanrimah 
Standard writing [Arabic]: 3 hX a
Contents: The standard transliteration follows 
Schweinfurth (1912, p. 70). Schweinfurth was 
provided the same name from Ascherson 
(Schweinfurth ibid.)

Ruta chalepensis L.
Forsskål [Latin]: Schedäb (name from Yemen), 
Saendeb (name from Egypt).
Forsskål [Arabic]:

159. I j-oLJI
160. Schweinfurth was provided this name for the species, 

whose scientific name he wrote Citrus limonum.
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Standard transliterations [Latin]: sadäb (Yemen 
Arabic)
Standard transliterations [Latin]: sandab (Egyp
tian Arabic )
Standard writing [Yemen Arabic]:
Standard writing [Egyptian Arabic]: I,c,,.. 
Comments: Hepper & Friis (1994, p. 225) only 
mention the name Schedab, which is from Ye
men. Forsskål called this plant Ruta graveolens, 
but Hepper & Friis mention that Forsskål’s de
scription of the petals of this plant as “ciliatis" 
clearly identifies it as Ruta chalepensis (Forsskål 
1774b, p. CXI No. 275; Hepper & Friis 1994, 
p.225). In the the conspectus of the Egyptian 
flora in Flora Ægyptiaco- Arabica (Forsskål 
1775b, p. LXVI No. 225,) Forsskål writes about 
the plant which he names Rut a graveolens: “Peta
lis lacerato-ciliatis". This indicates Ruta chale
pensis as the other members of the Ruta genus 
in the Eastern Mediterranean do not have their 
“petals fringed with long ‘hairs’’’ (Blarney & 
Grey-Wilson 1993, No. 825-828).

Schweinfurth says that Ruta chalepensis is 
called sendeb in Egypt and he uses Forsskål’s 
Materia Medica as reference (Schweinfurth 
1912, p. 81). Forsskål only writes Ruta in the Ma
teria Medica, but he provides the name sandab 
with Arabic lettters only (<-j4Llu) (Forsskål 1775a, 
p. 146 No. 33).

Schopen (1983, pp. 86-87) especially note 1) 
writes that Ruta chalepensis is called sadäb 
(<_JjJi) in Yemen, but provides also the name 
sadäb (<_>ljii>).

The Classical Arabic name for the Rue is sadäb 
sJIlo, (Kazimirski 1860; cf. Ibn al-Baytar ed. 
Leclerc 1883, No. 1166 and Ibn Slnä, Al-Qänün 
fi-l-Tibb, Materia Medica).

SALICACEAE
Salix subserrata Willd.
Forsskål [Latin]: Safsaf bælledi (name from Egypt) 
Forsskål [Arabic]:
Standard transliteration [Latin]: safsäf baladt 
Standard writing [Arabic]: >_sl

Salix ægyptiaca sensu Forssk. 1775
Forsskål [Latin]: Ban, Chalåf (names from 
Egypt)
Forsskål [Arabic]: < jL
Standard transliterations [Latin]: bän, haläf 
Standard writing [Arabic]: UdlA < jL 
Comments: Forsskål (1775a) p. LXXVI gives 
the following list of Egyptian willows:

523. (*) SALIX a) ægyptiaca. - ch Ban jL Chaläf

524. - - b) babylonica. - Ch. Safsäf u-ål.x,Lx.

525. - - c) fragilis. - Petiolis non glandiferis

526. - - d) chalaf. — Ch.

527. ----- e) safsaf bælledi. i.e. indigena Salix. Ægyptiaca.
Frigoris impatiens.

Hepper & Friis (1994, p. 225) under Salix sub
serrata note: “It is not certain that Forsskål saw 
his safsaf bælledi in a garden as he states “indige
na Salix Ægyptiaca’’’’. The name safsäf baladt 
means in Arabic “indigenous willow", as the 
name safsäf means willow in Arabic (Kazimirski 
1860), so what Forsskål ment when he wrote: 
“i.e. indigena etc."was an explanation in Latin of 
the transcribed Arabic name safsaf bælledi, and 
he further wrote Ægyptiaca as an explanatory 
note indicating the origin of the specie in order 
to indicate it as being indigenous Egyptian.

SALVADORACEAE
Dobera glabra (Forssk. ) Juss. ex Pair.
Forsskål [Latin]: Dober (name from Yemen) 
Standard transliteration [Latin]: dubayr, dabtr

' 0'2

Standard writing [Arabic]: ‘ _>±9
Comments: According to Schweinfurth (1912, 
p. 93 and p. 138) the name is dober, which could 
indicate either an earlier diphthong or perhaps 
a long I vowel. During Schweinfurth’s own Held 
investigations in Yemen he was provided the 
name dåber = däbir161 Schweinfurth’s infor-

161. As the stress in Arabic usually lies on the long vowel of 
a word the transcription is based on this feature. The 
transcription remains nevertheless conjectural. 
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mation stems from the Tihämah (Schweinfurth 
1912, p. 164), whereas Forsskål’s is from Wädt 
Surdüd (Forsskål 1775b, p. CV No. 97).

Salvadora persica L.
Forsskål [Latin]: Redif Rak, Ork, fruit Kebath 
(names from Yemen).
Forsskål [Arabic]: < Jjl < Jlj <
Standard transliterations [Latin]: radtf, rak, urk, 
(fruit) kibät

z 0 £ ' "

Standard writing [Arabic]: öLS < eljl < ellj < 
Comments: According to Forsskål the name 
radtf is commonly (communiter) used in Ara
bic, whereas the names räk and urk are from 
Dahi and Wasab (Uahsad) (Forsskål 1775b, p. 
32; Hepper & Friis 1994, p. 61).

This species is traditionaly used for making 
toothbrushes i Arabia. The name räk together 
with aräk ellj] is given as the common Arabic 
name for this species by Mandaville (1978, p. 
39). Forsskål does not mention this use but 
mentions that this species is used for treating 
certain tumors named uarm and ulcers named 
■riahl according to his own transcriptions (Fors
skål 1775b, p. 32).

SCROPHULARIACEAE
Anarrhinum forskaolii (J.F. Gmel. ) Cufod.
Forsskål [Latin]: Symbulei ennesem, Susal (names 
from Yemen).
Forsskål [Arabic]: ...‘JI 21.'....
Standard transliterations [Latin]: sunbulat an- 
nasam, süsal
Standard writing [Arabic]: < /,,.-,11 2I,..
Comments: The name sunbulat an-nasam 
means in Arabic “the corn ear of the breeze".

Anticharis linearis (Benth. ) Höchst, ex Ascherson 
Forsskål [Latin]: Aeisj el maelik (name from 
Egypt)
Standard transliterations [Latin]: cays al-malik 
Standard writing [Arabic]: dlllljjiac 
Comments: As Forsskål did not write this plant 
name with Arabic letters the standard translit

eration and writing remain conjectural. As un
derstood here the name means “king bread".

Cistanche phelypaea (/.. ) Coutinho
Forsskål [Latin]: Hödar, Zybb alkaa, Zybbelka 
(names from Yemen).
Forsskål [Arabic]: fäll <_jj
Standard transliterations [Latin]: hudar, (hudar, 
hudär), zubb al qac.
Standard writing [Arabic]:Z ? Z
fäll ‘r’j ‘ (j‘ >““■) ‘
Forsskål [Latin] (Lathreae quinquefida Forssk. 
1775b, p. LXVIII No. 299 and p. Ill No. 39): 
Haluk, Halue (name from Egypt)
Forsskål [Arabic]: Ajila.
Standard transliteration [Latin]: haläwah 
Standard writing [Arabic]: JjSg.
Comments: The standard transliteration and 
writing of Hödarremains conjectural. Regarding 
the name Haluk, since it does not occur in the 
description but only in the conspectus (Forsskål 
1775b, p. LXVIII No. 299 and p. Ill), it is un
derstood here as being a printing mistake possi
bly under the influence of the vernacular name 
of No. 298 (see Orobanche aegyptiaca infra). 
The standard transliteration and writing of Hal- 
ue follows the spelling with Arabic letters.

Kickxia aegyptiaca (L.) Ndbelek
Forsskål [Latin]: Asjib ed dib, Aeschib ed dib, Do- 
■raejse, Doraise (names from Egypt)
Forsskål [Arabic]: < <_uJI
Standard transliterations [Latin]: casib ad-dtb, 
duraysah
Standard writings [Arabic]: < s-jjuII -A

Linaria haelava (Forssk.) F.G. Dietr.
Forsskål [Latin]: Haelava.
Forsskål [Arabic]: 6
Standard transliteration [Latin]: haläwah 
Standard writing [Arabic]: 5
Comments: This plant has the same name as 
one of the Egyptian names of Cistanche phely
paea. See supra.
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Orobanche aegyptiaca Pers.
Forsskål [Latin]: Haluk rihi (name from Egypt) 
Standard transliteration [Latin]: halük rihl’ ^x
Standard writing [Arabic]:
Comments: The standard transliteration follows 
Schweinfurth162 (1912, p. 35) but his referrence 
is Forsskål. With reference to the next item, 
Orobanche crenata, the standard transliteration

162. The plant used by Schweinfurth is Phelipaea aegyptiaca 
Walp. Schweinfurth writes (ibid. p. 32): Orobanche ae- 
gyptiaca. Pers. = Phelipaea aeg. Walp.

163. Al-Qunfuclhah (Hepper & Friis 1994 p. 229).

^X 
should probably be: halüq rihl = the
latter meaning the “broomrape of the wind".

Orobanche crenata Pers.
Forsskål [Latin]: Haluk metabi (name from 
Egypt)
Standard transliteration [Latin]: halüq matäblXX '>x
Standard writing [Arabic]: ^llo jjL.
Comments: The standard transliteration follows 
Schweinfurth (1912, p. 33). Schweinfurth was 
himself provided with this name, and he further 
notes, that halüq is the common Arabic 
name in Egypt for the Broomrapes i.e. the ge
nus Orobanche.

The vowel of the first syllable in matäbl re
mains somewhat conjectural. It is viewed here 
as belonging to the word matäb = a place 
where one returns (Kazimirski 1860).

Scoparia dulcis L.
Forsskål [Latin]: Dfar (name from Saudi 
Arabia)163
Standard transliteration [Latin]: dafar
Standard writing [Arabic]: jlij
Comments: The standard transliteration is con
jectural and is based on the fact that in vernacular 
pronunciation a long second syllable may shorten 
the vowel of the first unstressed syllable to quie
scens (e.g. Moroccan dialect where the word for 
“hen" dajäj may be contracted to djäj, P. Provencal 
personal observation on native speakers).

SOEANACEAE
Datura metel L.
Forsskål [Latin]: Beudj, Mandj (names from Ye
men)
Forsskål [Arabic]: dlo <
Standard transliterations [Latin]: banj, manj, 
mank
Standard writing [Arabic]: < gh
Comments: The name banj is from Mor = Wadi 
Mawr (Hepper & Friis 1994, p. 60) and the sec
ond name is from Bayt al-Faqlh (Forsskål 1775b, 
p. CVI No. 131). In the Flora it is written Benj 
and not Beudj (Forsskål ibid.). The standard 
transliteration of the name mank follows Fors
skål ibid, where he writes: Mandj 
Schweinfurth (1912 p. 137) follows this.

The name banj is well known from Classical 
Arabic medical literature, where it was used for 
Henbanes Hyoscyamus spp. (Encyclopaedia of 
Islam, 2. edition, art. bandj, cf. also Ibnal-Baytär 
ed. Leclerc (1883, No. 356)). Schopen on the 
other hand knows the name manj for Thornap
ples i.e. Datura metel and Datura stramonium164 
(Schopen 1983, p. 177) and he writes that they 
are used to treat epileptic cramps and insomnia 
in the tradi tonal medicine of Yemen (Schopen 
1983, p. 178).

Hyoscyamus muticus L.
Forsskål [Latin]: Datora, Saecardn (names from 
Egypt)
Forsskål [Arabic]: jlyC... < 6jjäLä
Standard transliterations [Latin]: tätürah, 
saykarän
Standard writing [Arabic]: yfå.. <

Nicotiana tabacum L.
Forsskål [Latin]: Doccban (name from Egypt) 
Standard transliteration [Latin]: duhänX >
Standard writing [Arabic]: jLkj

164. The real thornapple Datura stramonium is naturalised, 
as this species originates from Central and South 
America.
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Comments: Forsskål writes: “Docchan, i.e. fu
mus" . (Forsskål 1775b, p. LXIII No. 129). The 
standard transliteration is according to this 
information. In modern standard Arabic the 
name for tobacco is tibgh jjj and duhän jLkj 
(Doniach 1982), where the latter means 
"smoke".

Solanum armatum Forssk.
Forsskål [Latin]: Bockeme., Bokaeme, Bonkom 
(names from Yemen)
Forsskål [Arabic]: jJüj <
Standard transliterations [Latin]: buqaymt, bun- 
qum.

to* ost
Standard writing [Arabic]:
Comments: The pronunciation given by Forsskål 
for buqaymt is due to the fact, that diphthongs 
have a tendency to become long vowels in the 
vernaculars. We may thus have the following de
velopment: buqaymt > buqeml165. 

165. Cf. Wright (1988a, pp.10-11) and Schweinfurth (1912, 
p. 171).

Solanum coagulans Forssk.
Forsskål [Latin]: Bejkaman, Soraej saban, æjn el- 
baqer (names from Yemen)
Standard transliterations [Latin]: baykamän. 
surayj sahan , cayn al-baqar
Standard writing [Arabic]:

XX OX XX fl- > X x ox

I i /j I 1 '■ { 0 I '
Comments: The standard transliterations follow
to a certain extent Schweinfurth (1912, p. 154). 
On an original Held label at C the name æjn el- 
baqer was written, which is in standard translitera
tion: cayn al-baqar = 5^,, cf. infra Solanum
incanum. The name æjn elbaqerwas not written in 
the Flora Ægyptiaco-Arabica (Forsskål 1775b).

Solanum cordatum Forssk.
Forsskål [Latin]: Hadak (name from Yemen)
Standard transliteration [Latin]: hadaq
Standard writing [Arabic]:
Comments: The standard transliteration and

writing follow Schweinfurth (1912, p. 154 and 
p. 179) as Schweinfurth himself was provided in 
Yemen with the name hadaq Ja=>. for Solanum 
sepicula.

Solanum forskalii Dunal
Forsskål [Latin]: Bockaeme (name from Yemen)
Forsskål [Arabic]:
Standard transliteration [Latin]: buqaymt
Standard writing [Arabic]:
Comments: See supra Solanum armatum.

Solanum glabratum Dunal
Forsskål [Latin]: Maelihemi, Homaesch, Habak 
(names from Yemen)
Forsskål [Arabic]: (j) i i a ~\i

Standard transliterations [Latin]: malihamt.
malihamt, humays, habaq
Standard writing [Arabic]:

XX OX > X ' X XX
Jja- , (Jdj I"

Comments: The standard transliteration s and
writing of Maelihemi remain highly conjectural. 
Schweinfurth gave himself two different tran
scriptions of this plant name (Schweinfurth 
1912 p. 155).

Solanum incanum L.
Forsskål [Latin]: Ennaema, Aejn el bagar, Ersan 
(names from Yemen)
Forsskål [Arabic]: é/x. < <Lajl
Standard transliterations [Latin]: anamah, cayn 
al-baqar, carsan
Standard writing [Arabic]:

jC < jjjj] I < <LaÅ I

Comments: The name æjn elbaqar= cayn al-baqar 
= Ca0- is also written on an original field la
bel on the herbarium sheet. This name means 
“the eye of the ox". See also supra Solanum co
agulans.

Solanum nigrum L.
Forsskål [Latin]: Enabeddib (Egyptian Arabic), 
Mesaeleha (Yemen Arabic).
Forsskål [Arabic]:
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Standard transliteration [Latin]: (Egyptian Ara
bic) cenab ad-dlb
Standard transliteration [Latin]: (Yemen Ara
bic) musalahah, musalihah
Standard writing [Egyptian Arabic]:
Standard writing [Yemen Arabic]:' f " *
<1 "s- I I < I Cl ( <1 I I > I Cl

Comments: The Egyptian name means “The 
Grape of the Wolf’, i.e. cinab ad-di 'b sjic in 
Classical Arabic. The name is provided by Sch
weinfurth (1912, p. 43). According to Schopen 
(1983, p. 119) this plant has also been mentioned 
as cinab at-taTab = “the grape of the fox" in Classi
cal Arabic. As this plant is used medically in Ye
men (Forsskål ibid.; Schopen 1983, p. 119) it is 
probable that the real name is muslihah Gl.x,« 
the latter being an active participle of the verb 
aslaha = to repair, to put back in good order.

Solanum villosum Miller
Forsskål [Latin]: Enab eddib (name from Egypt) 
Standard transliteration [Latin]: cenab ad-dlb 
Standard writing [Arabic]:
Comments: Forsskål writes: “..nomen arab. Enab 
eddib, id est: Uva lupi " = “the Arabic name is 
Enab eddib, i.e. the grape of the wolf “(Forsskål 
1775b, p. 46, cf. also comments of Solanum ni
grum supra). Schweinfurth (1912, p. 43) writes 
that both Solanum nigrum and Solanum villo
sum are called cenab ad-dlb and banadüra in 
Egypt. As the latter name is the name of the to
mato Lycopersicon esculentum, i.a. in Palestine, 
this name seems to pertain to Solanum villosum 
as Solanum nigrum does not produce red fruits, 
cf. Blarney & Grey-Wilson (1993, p. 405).

Withania somnifera (/..) Dunal
Forsskål [Latin]: Saekardn (Egyptian Arabic), 
Barde, Obab, Uårak esschefa (Yemen Arabic). 
Forsskål [Arabic]: ux
Standard transliteration [Latin]: (Egyptian Ara
bic) saykarän
Standard transliteration [Latin]: (Yemen Ara
bic) bardah, cubab, waraq as-sila'

Standard writing [Egyptian Arabic]: jlyG., 
Standard writing [Yemen Arabic]:

x x x Ox

s. h , nl I j jj < < ö
Comments: The name saykarän jIjSLlu is the 
same as the vernacular name of Hyoscyamus 
muticus (see supra). This plant name being 
probably related to the verb sakira = to be in
toxicated, which may allude to its scientific 
name somn ifera.

The standard transliteration and writing of the 
name bardah remains conjectural. Schwein
furth presents it in the same way as Forsskål 
(Schweinfurth 1912, p. 157). The name cubab 
was also collected by Schweinfurth during his 
Held investigations in Yemen (Schweinfurth 
1912, p. 173).

As this plant species is used medically in Ye
men (Schopen 1983, pp.103-104) the name 
Uårak esschefa has been understood here as 
waraq as-silä' = “the leaf of recovery".

STERCUUACEAE
Sterculia africana {Lour.) Fiori
Forsskål [Latin]: Kulham (name from Yemen) 
Forsskål [Arabic]:
Standard transliteration [Latin]: kulhum

> 0 >

Standard writing [Arabic]: K 
Comments: Forsskål (1775b, p. 96) writes Kul- 
håm. The standard transliteration and writing 
are based on this.

TAMARICACEAE
Reaumurea hirtella Jaub. & Spach
Forsskål [Latin]: Mullaeh, Adhbe (names from 
Egypt)
Forsskål [Arabic]:
Standard transliterations [Latin]: mulayh, 
cadbah

x0 X oxjl

Standard writing [Arabic]: J.,A- , 
Comments: The first name is a diminutive on 
the root Vmlh where the original diphthong has 
been contracted to an “æ" sound166.

166. Cf. also Wright (1988a, pp.10-11).
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Tamarix aphylla (/..) Karsten
Forsskål [Latin]: Åtl, Atle (name from Egypt) 
Forsskål [Arabic]: Jil
Standard transliteration [Latin]: atl
Standard writing [Arabic]:
Comments: Forsskål writes that the Arabic name 
of the Tamarisk is corresponding to the Hebrew 
büNi (Forsskål 1775b, p. 207). This note must 
nevertheless be due to a printing error, and the 
correct word should be bVW (Gesenius 1962)167. 
This plant name has correspondents in other 
Semitic languages, Aramaic: HbTlN South Ara
bic: bnx, Accadian: aslu (Gesenius ibid.). F. N. 
Hepper mentions the Classical Hebrew bVW as 
being in all probability the species Tamarix 
aphylla (Hepper 1992, p. 64). In Sabaic the 
name of the Tamarisk is 41 (Beeston et al. 1982). 
This name for Tamarisk species is widely used in 
Arabic (cf. Kazimirski 1860; Gesenius ibid.; Ste- 
ingass 1884; Schopen 1983, p. 1; Schweinfurth 
1912, p. 45 &p. 205).

167. This name follows the consonantal shifts between He
brew ancl Arabic (Moscati et al. 1980, § 8.59)

Forsskål only writes Atl as transcribed vernac
ular name (Forsskål 1775b, p. LXIV No. 182, p. 
CIX No. 215 and p. 207).

Tamarix tetragyna Ehrenb.
Forsskål [Latin]: Tarfa, Hattab Achmar (names 
from Egypt)
Standard transliterations [Latin]: tarfah, hatab 
ahmar
Standard writing [Arabic]: < L
Comments: The standard transliteration of Tar
fa follows Schweinfurth (1912, p. 45) where it is 
used for Tamarix nilotica. The name hatab ahmar 
means “red wood". This species, i.e. Tamarix 
tetragyna, has a reddish-brown bark (Blarney & 
Grey-Wilson 1993, No. 1024).

THYMELAEACEAE
Thymelaea hirsuta (/..) Endl.
Forsskål [Latin]: Metnan (name from Egypt) 

Standard transliterations [Latin]: matnän 
Standard writing [Arabic]:
Comments: Schweinfurth writes that both the 
pronunciations matnän and matnän are used for 
Thymelaea hirsuta in Maryüt and al-Aris (Sch
weinfurth 1912, p. 45 and p. 1). As Maryüt is 
placed in the westen side of Nile Delta, the pro
nunciation matnän, i.e. without interdental, 
stems probably from this place as the Egyptian 
dialects usually do not pronounce the interden
tals (personal observation on native speakers). 
On the other hand as the Bedouin dialects of 
the Sinai use the three interdentals known from 
Classical Arabic, i.e. the letters Lä' , däl j and 
zä' Ji (Blanc 1971, p. 116 [5], and personal obser
vations on Bedouins of the Muzin tribe, Southern 
Sinai168) the pronunciation matnän stems in all 
probability from al-Aris. This pronunciation has 
been seen here as the most original and thus 
used in the standard transliteration.

TILIACEAE
Corchorus depressus (/..) Stocks
Forsskål [Latin]: Uaeki (name from Yemen) 
Standard transliteration [Latin]: wakl, wäkl 
Standard writing [Arabic]:
Comments: As Forsskål does not write this name 
with Arabic letters and as Schweinfurth tran
scribes it as ueki (Schweinfurth 1912, p. 122)169 
the standard transliteration and writing remain 
conjectural.

Corchorus olitorius L.
Forsskål [Latin]: Melochia (name from Egypt) 
Forsskål [Arabic]: <uå.jL>
Standard transliteration [Latin]: milühiyyah 
Standard writing [Arabic]: LAjL
Comments: This plant is edible and is used as

168. The letter däd may often be pronounced as za' Ji 
by the Bedouins.

169. Schweinfurth uses the scientific name Corchorus an
tichorus (Schweinfurth ibid.) which was one of the 
names used for Chorchorus depressus (Hepper & 
Friis 1994, p. 236).
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pot herb in Egyptian cooking (cf. Wehr 1976). 
Usually pronounced mulühiyyah or moloheyyah 
in Cairo (personal observation on native speak
ers), the standard transliteration and writing 
were provided by Prof. Loutfy Boulos.

Cor chorus trilocularis L.
Forsskål [Latin]: Melochia (name from Yemen) 
Standard transkription: mulühiyyah
Standard writing [Arabic]:
Comments: Acording to Forsskål this plant has 
the same name as Corchorus olitorius (Forsskål 
1775b, p. CXIV No. 346). Schweinfurth was pro
vided with the name mulühiyyah (Schweinfurth 
1912, p. 163; muluhhtje according to his own sys
tem of transcription) for Corchorus olitorius 
during his own investigations in Yemen.

Grewia arborea (Forssk. ) Lam.
Forsskål [Latin]: Saerak (name from Yemen) 
Standard transliteration: sarak, sirak
Standard writing [Arabic]: eljju, < eljju, 
Comments: As Forsskål transcribed this name 
as særak (Forsskål 1775b, p. 106) the first vowel 
could be both a fathah and a kasrah. Prof. Loutfy 
Boulos proposed the pronunciation siräk = 
dlljj-u.

Grewia tenax (Forssk. ) Fiori
Forsskål [Latin]: Chadär, Nabba (names from 
Yemen)
Forsskål [Arabic]:
Standard transkriptions [Latin]: hadär, nabac 
Standard writing [Arabic]: jaj < jIjA 
Comments: Forsskål (1775b, p. CXIV No. 338) 
writes Nabba whereas elsewere he writes Nabba 
(Forsskål ibid., p. 105 No. 23). As no long vowel 
is indicated in the name written with Arabic let
ters, and as the circumflex used p. CXIV may be 
an attempt of transcribing the letter cayn £ the 
standard transliteration and writing are based 
on this. On the other hand the double b could 
indicate a gemination, thus nabbac = .
Schweinfurth on the other hand transcribes this
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name from Forsskål as nabc (Schweinfurth 
1912, p. 142). Forsskål (1775b, p. CXIV) writes 
Cliadar, which Schweinfurth understands as 
haddar (chaddar170 according to his own system 
of transcription171, Schweinfurth ibid.).

On an original Held label on a herbarium 
sheet at C the name e.fuad was written. As this 
word is in accordance with the pattern for the 
elative in Arabic (Fischer 1987, § 124 - § 127) on 
the root Vfwd172 it is very plausible as a plant 
name: afwad It is also possible that the 
name afwäd j [>H was ment, as the word afwäd is 
a plural of the word fawd meaning locks of hair 
on the side of the head (Kazimirski 1860), cf. 
the shape of the flowers with their extended sta
mens (Blundell 1992, plate 50). On the same 
field label the name al ténak was also written, 
but this is perhaps a locality name.

Grewia velutina (Forssk. ) Vahl
Forsskål [Latin]: Nescham, Neschamm (name 
from Yemen).
Forsskål [Arabic]:
Standard transkription [Latin]: nisam.
Standard writing [Arabic]:
Comments: The standard transliteration and 
writing follow the vocalisation proposed by Prof. 
Loutfy Boulos.

UMBELUFERAE
Ammi majus L.
Forsskål [Latin]: Chaelle (name from Egypt).

170. Schweinfurth is equivocal in his transcriptions as a 
double cl may indicate both a gemination of the letter 
“cl” and the Arabic letter däd (Schweirnfurth 1912, 
p. 1). As is pronounced as Ji za' in Yemen, this 
would uncloubtly had been noted clown by Forsskål if 
he had ment Ji zaJ.

171. Prof. Loutfy Boulos proposed the standard translitera
tions and writing: hidär, nabc jaå • jlaA.

172. As the field label was not completely intact but was 
torn at a position where the “shaft” of the letter “cl” 
in effect was torn away it is theoretically possible that 
what was written was efuaa, which would have given the 
pronunciation: afwac
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Standard transliteration [Latin]: hillah
Standard writing [Arabic]:
Comments: The vocalisation of the standard 
transliteration and writing follow the ones pro
posed by Prof. Loutfy Boulos.

Torilis arvensis {Huds. ) Link
Forsskål [Latin]: Cellae, Gazar malaiki, Gazar 
sjaeitani (names from Egypt).
Standard transliterations [Latin]: sillah, jazar 
maläHkl, jazar saytänl173

173. Prof. Loutfy Boulos proposed the standard translitera
tions and writing: jazar sitäni = '.II-..»,

Standard writing [Arabic]:

Comments: As Forsskål did not write any of 
these names with Arabic letters the standard 
transliteration s and writing remain conjectural. 
The word jazar means carrot in Arabic, and 
as carrots belong to the Umbelliferae this under
standing of the word is substantiated hereby. 
The spelling of the letter “jlm" £ with “g" is due 
to the fact that this letter is pronounced as a 
hard “g" in lower Egypt especially around Cairo 
(Fischer 1987, § 30 anm. 4). This understand
ing of the word is accepted by Prof. Loutfy Bou
los. The names jazar mala 'iki and jazar saytänl 
mean the carrot of the angels and the carrot of 
satan.

The word sillah could also be spelled sallah, 
sillah or sallah the other hand
Forsskål (1775b, p. 58 No. 93) under the entry 
Scandix infesta writes : “ Chellae. vel Gazar malaiki; 
aliis Gazar sjaitan . The spelling Chellae indicates 
probably the spelling hillah IL. cf. Ammi majus 
above.

ULMACEAE
Celtis toka (Forssk.) Hepper & J.R.I. Wood
Forsskål [Latin]: Toka(name from Yemen).
Forsskål [Arabic]:
Standard transliteration: tuqac
Standard writing [Arabic]:

URTICACEAE
Debregesia saeneb (Forssk.) Hepper & J.R.I.
Wood
Forsskål [Latin]: Saeneb, Bajad, Baejad (names 
from Yemen).
Forsskål [Arabic]:
Standard transliterations: sinib, bayad, bayäd 
Standard writing [Arabic]:
Comments: The standard transliteration and 
writing of the name sinib are provided by Prof. 
Loutfy Boulos. The name bayad, bayäd174 is of 
the root Vbyd which has the meaning “white", 
which again probably alludes to the colour of 
the plant, as the underside of the leaves are 
densely covered with small hairs and white 
(Forsskål 1775b, p. 206 No. 28).

Droguetia iners (Forssk.) Schweinf
Forsskål [Latin]: Hamsched (names from 
Yemen).
Forsskål [Arabic]: jn.at
Standard transliterations: hamsid.
Standard writing [Arabic]:
Comments: The letter “e" in the second syllable 
may indicate a fathah as well as a kasrah. The stan
dard transliteration and writing are provided by 
Prof. Loutfy Boulos. The plant name Hamsched 

also written on an original Held label on a 
herbarium sheet at C. This plant name is also 
used for Achyranthes aspera L. var. sicula L. of 
the AMARANTHACEAE (p. 19) and for Priva ad
haerens of the VERBENACEAE (p. 100).

Forsskåolea (Forsskaolea) tenacissima175 L.
Forsskål [Latin]: Lussaq, (names from Egypt), 
Hamsched (name from Yemen).
Forsskål [Arabic]:
Standard transliterations [Latin]: lusäq, hamsid.OX X >
Standard writing [Arabic]: „ukaa. < jUJ 
Comments: Forsskål found this plant both in

174. The second name follows Schweinfurth (1912, p. 
151).

175. Linné gave this plant its name in honour of Forsskål. 
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Egypt and Yemen (Hepper & Friis 1994, p. 240). 
The name hamsid stems from Hädiyah in Yemen 
(cf. Hepper & Friis 1994, p. 240; Forsskål 1775b, 
p. 83) and in Yemen this name is also shared 
with Achyranthes aspera var. sicula and Drogue- 
tia iners (se supra). The name lusäq is the gen
eral Arabic name for this species according to 
Forsskål (Forsskål 1775b, p. EXV and p. 83), and 
this is confirmed by Schweinfurth as he was pro
vided with this name both in Egypt (Schwein
furth 1912, p. 22) and during his own investiga
tions in Yemen albeit pronounced slightly differ
ently (letssäq, letsslqe according to his own tran
scriptions = lisäq, lislqah176 < jL^J. Schwein
furth 1912, p. 165). In Oman this species has the 
name lazzäq (Mandaville 1978, p. 60).

176. Schweinfurth’s transcriptions are to some extent equi
vocal so the actual vocalisations remain conjectural.

177. Cf. supra Aerva lanata. (AMARANTHACEAE) p. 21.

The standard transliteration and writing of 
hamsid follows the ones from Droguetia iners 
above.

Girardinia diversifolia (Link ) Friis
Forsskål [Latin]: Schadjarei el mehabbéjr), Horok- 
rok (names from Yemen)
Forsskål [Arabic]:
Standard transliterations [Latin]: sajarat al- 
muhabbah, huruqruq
Standard writing [Arabic]: < ikll 5j;
Comments: Forsskål (1775b, p. 160) writes: 
“Arab. Schadjaret el mehabbe, L^J.1 5planta 
amoris; ironice sic dicta" = “ [in] Arab [ic] Schad
jaret el mehabbe, 3>^tl 5i.e. love plant; it is 
called so ironicaly." The plant has fiercely sting
ing and burning hairs. In Classical Arabic it 
should rather be translated as “tree of the loved 
one". The form sajarat is a nomen unitatis but 
this form is often used to designate a tree spe
cies in a binomial designation177. The writing by 
Forsskål with the letter “e" in the last syllable of 
the name sajarat is due to an imälah.

The name huruqruq is from the area of Bulg- 
huse (Forsskål 1775b, p. CXXI No. 539).

Laportea aestuans (/..) Chew
Forsskål [Latin]: Mehaerreka (name from Yemen) 
Standard transkription [Latin]: muharriqah 
Standard writing [Arabic]:
Comments: The standard transliteration and 
writing follow Schweinfurth (1912, p. 106). As 
this name means “burning" in Arabic, and as 
the Urticaceae are characterised by the presence 
of stinging hairs, this understanding of the 
name seems correct. However Forsskål writes 
that this species does not burn178.

On an original Held label on the herbarium 
sheet with this species, the word metcierreka is 
written179. This pronunciation was in all proba
bility noted down on the field right after that 
Forsskål collected the specimen and should 
thus be the right one. This pronunciation could 
be inter alia mutarriqah, mutarraqah, mutarriqah, 
mutarraqah, mutarrikah, mutarrakah, mutarrikah or 
mutarrakah = jks..

Prof. Loutfy Boulos proposed the vocalisation 
miharraqah . He also proposed the follow
ing vocalisations: mutriqah, mutraqah, mutrakah 
and mutrakah = _>_ko < < <ü_>_ko .

Parietaria alsinifolia Delile
Forsskål [Latin]: Roqrek (name from Egypt) 
Forsskål [Arabic]: æÅj

Standard transkription [Latin]: ruqriq0 ■*Standard writing [Arabic]: æAj 
Comments: The standard transliteration and 
writing are provided by Prof. Loutfy Boulos.

Pouzolzia parasitica (Forssk.) Schweinf
Forsskål [Latin]: Naedjaa, Nedjåra (name from 
Yemen)
Forsskål [Arabic]
Standard transliterations: nijäc 
Standard writing [Arabic]: Ls-j 
Comments: Forsskål (1775b, p. CXXI No. 541)

178. Non urens (Forsskål 1775b, p. 160 No. 19). Accord
ing to Prof. Ib Friis (pers.com.) it is not correct; the 
inflorecence has stinging hairs that burn.

179. “ae” is written as “æ".
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writes Afød/aaand (ibid., p. 160 No. 18) Nedjåa. 
The name Ne.djåa is also written on an original 
field label on the herbarium sheet with a speci
men of this species at C. The standard translit
eration and writing are provided by Prof. Loutfy 
Boulos, however, the vocalisation najäc is 
also possible.

Urtica urens L.
Forsskål [Latin]: Kolaebleba (name from Ye
men)
Standard transliteration: qulahlihah

~ ’ o x’>

Standard writing [Arabic]: 4-J-J < 
Comments: Forsskål (1775b, p. CXXI No. 543) 
writes Kolæhlehæ. The standard transliteration 
follows Schweinfurth (1912, p. 156) and is ap
proved by Prof. Loutfy Boulos.

VERBENACEAE
Lantana virbunoides (Forssk.) Vahl
Forsskål [Latin]: Frefrän, Mekatkata, Characher 
(names from Yemen)
Forsskål [Arabic]: JI 
Standard transliterations [Latin]: furayfirän, 
muqatqatah, harähir.

XX ^xx ox> x ox >

Standard writing [Arabic]: .AlA ‘ „ <. I
Comments: Regarding the name furayfirän the 
standard transliteration is based on a reading of 
this name as stemming from the diminutive of 
the four lettered words in Arabic (Wright 1988a, 
§ 269) with the Semitic ending än. The name Fre- 
främ is written on an original field label on the 
herbarium sheet with a specimen of this species 
at C. The standard transliteration however, fol
lows Forsskål’s own spelling with Arabic letters180.

180. Prof. Loutfy Boulos proposed the standard transcrip
tions and writing: firifrän JIAA

The name muqatqatah follows Sch
weinfurth (1912, p. 146), cf. also supra Senecio 
lyratus p. 48, which has the Arabic name 
muqatqat. The name in question is the same for 
Lantana virbunoides but the latter is provided 
with a feminine ending.

For the name harähir Forsskål (1775b, pp. 
115-116 No. 55) writes: “Arab. Frefran jljLjå 
Aliis Characher”. This name seems to be a plural 
of the name of Aloe vacillans181 (see infra).

Priva adhaerens (Forssk.) Chiov.
Forsskål [Latin]: Hamsched (name from Yemen)
Forsskål [Arabic]:
Standard transliterations: hamsad.
Standard writing [Arabic]:
Comments: This plant name is also used for 
Achyranthes aspera var. sicula (see supra) and 
for Droguetia iners (see supra). The vocalisa
tion of the standard transliteration and writing 
follow Prof. Loutfy Boulos.

Vitex agnus-castus L.
Forsskål [Latin]: Kaf marjam (name from 
Egypt)
Standard transliteration [Latin]: kaff Maryam 
Standard writing [Arabic]: y. AS
Comments: This plant name means the (palm 
of) the hand of Mary, which is also indicated by 
Forsskål182.

VIOLACEAE
Hybanthus enneaspermus (/..) F. Muell.
Forsskål [Latin]: Sidr, Råbba (names from Ye
men) .
Forsskål [Arabic]: <l±Aj < jJjjj

Standard transliterations [Latin]: sidr, rahbah
Standard writing [Arabic]: AY <
Comments: Forsskål (1775b p. CXX No. 515) 
writes Rahba, but the letters “b" and “h" are very 
similar to each other in the printing.

VITACEAE
Cissus glandulosa J.F. Gmel.
Forsskål [Latin]: Mimiae (roots) (name from 
Yemen).

181. Schweinfurth (1912, p. 127).
182. Forsskål (1775b, p. LXVIII No. 307): ... Kaf marjam i.e. 

manus Mana.
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Standard transliterations [Latin]: mimyä, 
mimya'
Standard writing [Arabic]: =
Comments: As Forsskål did not write this Arabic 
name for the roots of Cissus glandulosa in Ara
bic letters the standard transciption remains to 
some extent conjectural.

Cissus quadrangularis L.
Forsskål [Latin]: Saela (general name); Dakari 
(angles hispid, considered to be male); Entai 
(angles glabrous, considered to be female) 
(Forsskål 1775b, p. 34; Hepper & Friis 1994, p. 
243) (names from Yemen).
Forsskål [Arabic]: j-Lu
Standard transliterations: silac, salac (general 
name), dakari (male), entay, untay (female). 
Standard writing [Arabic]: ^1 < < j-Lu < j-Lu
Comments: As Forsskål wrote the vowel in the 
first name as the letter “æ" (Forsskål 1775b, p. 
34) the vowel of the Hrst syllable may either be a 
kasrah or a fathah, as both these vowels tend to 
be pronounced as “e" or “æ" in the dialects. 
Both the forms facal and fical are well known in 
Classical Arabic (Fischer 1987, § 62 b)183.

183. Prof. Loutfy Boulos proposed the standard transcrip
tions and writing: silac jLu.

184. “d” often becomes “d” in the dialects.

Regarding the name dakari, it stems from the 
Classical Arabic dakari , which means 
“masculine"184. The name entay, untay stems 
from the Classical Arabic unta ^aj|, which means 
“female". The original diphthong seems to have 
been retained, in which case it is an archaic fea
ture.

Cissus rotundifolia Vahl
Vernacular names: Haelaes, Halka (names from 
Yemen).
Forsskål [Arabic]: <iäk ,
Standard transliterations [Latin]: halas, halqah 
Standard writing [Arabic]: iä-L. < jaL

Cyphostemma digitatum {Lam.) Descoings 
Vernacular name. Haluaek, Haelvaek (names 
from Yemen).
Forsskål [Arabic]: JjK
Standard transliteration [Latin]: halwaq 
Standard writing [Arabic]: JjL.

Cyphostemma ternatum (J.F Gmel.) Descoings
Vernacular names: Hanka, Hankaja (names 
from Yemen).
Forsskål [Arabic]: <i
Standard transliterations [Latin]: hankah, 
hankäyah
Standard writing [Arabic]: 2 < Xtk

Vitis vinifera L.
Comments: Even though the herbarium mate
rial in Forsskål’s herbarium at C for this species 
is gathered in Istanbul in Turkey, both the spe
cies and wine has been known in the Arab world 
since the beginning of recorded history. The 
Arabs knew both the vine plant and wine well, 
and their Classical botanical and agronomical 
literature describes this species thouroughfully 
(cf. Ullmann 1972, pp. 62 - 94). Forsskål has 
mentioned Vitis vinifera p. LXIII in the con
spectus og the Flora Ægyptiaca (Forsskål 1775b, 
p. LXIII No. 141) and he provides the Arabic 
names: “Ænab1^. vel In Classical Ara
bic the name of the species is karm while 
cinab , pl. acnäb, cunüb means
grape.

ZYGOPHYLLACEAE, s.l. (including 
NITRABIACEAE)
Fagonia arabica L.
Forsskål [Latin]: Schoaeka, Schouki, Schoki 
(names from Yemen).
Standard transliteration: [Latin]: sawkt, sawkah 
Standard writing [Arabic]

185. Prof. Loutfy Boulos informed that the right spelling is. 
rinabah and innab -ti. , qjc .
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Comments: The name means “spine" or “spiny". 
Forsskål noted down the dialectical yemeni pro
nunciation, where the “aw" diphthong very ofte 
becomes “ow", ü or ö (cf. Behnstedt 1985, map 
10, 11 and 12).

Fagonia cretica L.
Forsskål [Latin]: Djaemde, Djamdae (name from 
Egypt).
Forsskål [Arabic]:
Standard transliteration [Latin]: jamdah 
Standard writing [Arabic]: Salk

Nitraria retusa (Forssk.) Aschers.
Forsskål [Latin]: Gharghed, Gharghaead (name 
from Egypt).
Standard transliteration [Latin]: gharghad 
Standard writing [Arabic]: ac.y
Comments: In Forsskål (1775b, p. LXVI No. 
248) it is written Gharghædd and not Gharghaead 
whereas Gharghe.d is written ibid. p. 211 No. 51. 
The Arabic pronunciation is confirmed by 
Schweinfurth (1912, p. 32), who furthermore 
provides the names ghardaq and gharqad = 
-^y < j->y.

Tribulus pentandr us Forssk.
Forsskål [Latin]: Gatba, Eddraejsi (names from 
Egypt), (var.b) Kotaba (name from Yemen). 
Standard transliteration [Latin]: jatbah, ad- 
duraysl, quttabah
Standard writing [Arabic]: < ty.
Comments: Regarding the name jatbah it is con
firmed by Schweinfurth (1912, p. 45). The name 
Eddraejsi is viewed here as a dialectical pronun
ciation of the diminutive on the root Vdrs 
(Wright 1988a, p. 166B) with a nisbah ending. 
The Yemeni name quttabah is based on Schwein
furth (1912, p. 156 and p. 172).

Zygophyllum album L.f. (1762) and L. (1762). 
Forsskål [Latin]: Chraesi, Hmada, Hamd 
(names from Egypt), Hcemd (name from 
Yemen).

Forsskål [Arabic]:
Standard transliteration [Latin]: hansi, 
hamädah, hamd
Standard writing [Arabic]: <.
Comments: See the comments of Arthrocne- 
mum macrostachyum above. Regarding the 
name hamd this is a name pertaining to 
halophytic plants in Arabic186, which fits this 
species as it is found i.a. on salt marshes (Blarney 
& Grey-Wilson 1993, No. 765). The standard 
transliterations and writing of hamädah and 
hansi were provided by Prof. Loutfy Boulos. For 
the pronunciation of the letter ha' as quie
scens cf. infra the comments to Cymbopogon 
caesius (GRAMINAE), p. 109

Zygophyllum coccineum L.
Forsskål [Latin]: Kamon karamdnr, Rotraejt, Rot- 
traejt (names from Egypt).
Forsskål [Arabic]: -lyjLj < ^yCy
Standard transliteration [Latin]: kammün 
karamänl, rutrayt
Standard writing [Arabic]: < y Ly
Comments: Forsskål writes Kamon karamdm and 
not Kamon karamdnr (Forskål 1775b, p. LXVI). 
Kammün is the Arabic name for caraway.

Zygophyllum simplex L.
Forsskål [Latin]: Djarmal, Garmal (names from 
Egypt) Kermel, Djirmel (names from Yemen). 
Forsskål [Arabic] : Jo?-
Standard transliteration [Latin]: jarmal (Egyp
tian Arabic), jirmal, qarmal (Yemeni Arabic). 
Standard writing [Arabic]: jS>_>?. (Egyptian Ara
bic)
Standard writing [Arabic]: J-°j2 < Jo?- (Yemeni 
Arabic)
Comments: The standard transliteration and 
writing of the Egyptian name is certain (cf. 
Forsskål 1775b, p. LXCI and p. 87). The reason 
that it is spelled in two different ways in the Lat
in transcription is that the letter jlm £ is pro-

186. Cf. comments to Asclepias contorta above. 
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nounced as “g" in parts of Egypt (Fischer 1987, 
§ 30 anm. 4). For the standard transliteration of 
the Yemeni name cf. Schweinfurth (1912, p. 
157).

UN-NAMED DICOTYLEDONS
Mesua glabra Forssk.
Forsskål [Latin]: Chadar (name from Yemen).
Standard transliteration [Latin]: hadar
Standard writing [Arabic]:
Comments: See comments on Grewia tenax 
{ TILIACEAE), p. 97 above. The standard trans
literation and writing of the Arabic name re
main conjectural.

According to I. Friis (pers, com.) the infor
mation given by Hepper & Friis (1994, p. 252) is 

incorrect. The plant species is in fact validly de
scribed in the Flora Ægyptiaco-Arabica (Forsskål 
1775b, p. 100 No. 9). Both the Arabic plant 
name, the description and the other informa
tion in the Flora Ægyptiaco-Arabica indicate that 
this is a species of Grewia (Tilliaceae) but in ab
sence of herbarium material Mesua glabra can
not be definetely identified with any of the spe
cies of Grewia currently known from Yemen.

ADDITIONAL SPECIES
Lepidum sativum L.
Forsskål [Latin]: Half (name from Yemen). 
Forsskål [Arabic]: ulla.
Standard transliteration [Latin]: half 
Standard writing [Arabic]: , $ ik



Monocotyledons

ALLIACEAE^
Allium cepa L.
Forsskål [Latin]: Basal (name from Egypt, 
Forsskål 1775b p. LXVNo. 198).
Forsskål [Arabic]: J-^
Standard transliteration [Latin]: basal
Standard writing [Arabic]: J
Comments: In Classical Arabic basal J-^> is the 
common name for onion and it may also be 
used for bulbs (Kazimirski 1848; Wehr 1976). In 
Egyptian Arabic and Arabic from the Syro-Pales- 
tinian region basal is the common name for on
ion. In Yemen basal means onion too (Behnst- 
edt 1992; Schopen 1987, p. 12). This species is 
not treated in Hepper & Friis (1994).

Allium desertorum Forssk.
Forsskål [Latin]: Zaaetemän, Zaeiteman (name 
from Egypt)
Forsskål [Arabic]: jLaltcj
Standard transliteration [Latin]: zacaytamän 
Standard writing [Arabic]: jLääcj

Allium porrum L.
Forsskål [Latin]: Korrät (name from Egypt, 
Forsskål 1775b, p. LXV No. 199).
Forsskål [Arabic]: iljS
Standard transliteration [Latin]: kurrät 
Standard writing [Arabic]: öl^
Comments: Ku trap öl is the common name for 
leek in Arabic (Kazimirski 1860; Wehr 1976), 
kurrät oljS is the Egyptian dialectical name for 
this species (Wehr 1976). This species is not 
treated in Hepper & Friis (1994).

Allium sativum L.
Forsskål [Latin]: Tom (name from Egypt, 187 *

187. In Hepper & Friis (1994) as part of AMARYLUDACE-
AE.

Forsskål 1775b, p. LXVNo. 197).
Standard transliteration [Latin]: turn
Standard writing [Arabic]:
Comments: The Classical Arabic name of garlic 
is turn (Kazimirski 1860; Wehr 1976). Torn is 
the dialectical name in Egypt and in other parts 
of the Arabic World (P. Provencal pers. obs. on 
native speakers). This species is not treated in 
Hepper & Friis (1994).

AMARYLLIDACEAE
Crinum album (Forssk.) Herb.
Forsskål [Latin]: Soraf (name from Yemen). 
Standard transliteration [Latin]: suraf 
Standard writing [Arabic]: Uijju,
Comments: The standard transliteration follows 
Schweinfurth (1912, p. 119).

Pancratium maritimum L.
Forsskål [Latin]: Susann (name from Egypt). 
Standard transliteration [Latin]: sawsan, süsan 
Standard writing [Arabic]:
Comments: Already Forsskål mentions that this 
plant name in all probability is the same as the 
Classical Hebrew süsän or sösannä HOT , 
(Forsskål 1775b, p. 209). Forsskål writes: “From 
the ]\yi\y [sösan] of the Hebrews? The learned 
Celsius considers that plant to be the white lily 
{Lilium album)lss. Its similarity is great with this 
Pancratium as in pure whiteness it supersedes 
that of the lilies....’’189. The name sösän or sösannä

188. This plant is called presently Lilium candidum.
189. “Ad Hebræorum iWiEZ? Illum plantam Doctiss. Cel

sius Lilium album putat. Similitudo magna est cum hoc 
Pancratio, quod candore superat Lilia & omnem albecl- 
inem tinctoria arte provocatam. Candidus vestium 
color Sacrificulis olim reservatus erat; an vero hinc con
cludi potest, regale illum fuisse ornamentum, præter 
purpuram?” The form süsan is the pausal form. 
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is also found in Aramaic where it is called 
süsantä, sösantä NriJEhiy (Löw 1881, nr. 323).

The two flowers in question, the sea lily Pan
cratium maritimum and the white of madonna 
lily Lilium candidum do indeed superhcialy seem 
to be rather similar (cf. Blarney & Grey-Wilson 
1993, No. 2148 and No. 2270). Flowers bearing 
the name süsän in its different forms have a long 
history in the literature of the Semitic speaking 
peoples. There are yet no certain indication for 
the botanical identity of the Classical Hebrew 
süsän or sösannä nwivi, fyrø (Provencal 2001, 
pp. 210-211). Traditionaly, in Aramaic and Ara
bic translations of Greek pharmacological and 
other works the madonna lily Lilium candidum 
as well as other flowers such as certain irises 
have been translated with this name (cf. Löw 
1881, No. 323; Leclercl883, art. 1253). It is 
therefore not surprising that the name sawsan, 
süsan, i.e. different vocalisations of the morph 
ü-c*Ocu, could be given to Pancratium mariti
mum.

Scadoxus multiflorus (Marty n) Raf
Forsskål [Latin]: Hömhömet el hanasch, Voket et 
han nasch (names from Yemen). 
Forsskål [Arabic]: JuiaJI < (jüaJI
Standard transliteration [Latin]: humhumat al- 
hanas, waqld al-hanas
Standard writing [Arabic]:

Comments: Forsskål writes Voket el han nasch and 
not Vokel et han nasch. The last name is the one 
used in al-Hädiyah (Forskål 1775b, p. 75 No. 36 
and p. CX No. 244)

ARACEAE
Arisaema bottae Schott
Forsskål [Latin]: Dochaf (name from Yemen).
Forsskål [Arabic]:
Standard transliteration [Latin]: duhaf
Standard writing [Arabic]: ,
Comments: On an origninal held label in Fors- 
skål’s herbarium at C the name dliciehefsN-^s writ

ten, which may indicate a dialectical pronuncia
tion as dahaf ■ j.

Arisaema flavum (Forssk.) Schott
Forsskål [Latin]: Doch af (name from Yemen).
Forsskål [Arabic]: uAkj
Standard transliteration [Latin]: duhaf 
Standard writing [Arabic]: ■
Comments: The Arabic name of these two Ari
saema spp. is the same (Forskål 1775b, p. CXX 
No. 525 and No. 526).

COMMEUNACEAE
Aneilema forskalei Kuntli
Forsskål [Latin]: Vaalan (name from Yemen).
Forsskål [Arabic]:
Standard transliteration [Latin]: waclän 
Standard writing [Arabic]: j
Comments: Forsskål writes that this species has 
the same name as the species called Commelina 
commun. The latter species has one of its two 
names transcribed as Uaaldn specified with the 
Arabic writing given in the entry: Forsskål [Ara
bic] . Forsskål further writes that this name is 
common to this genus, i.e. the genus which he 
calls Commelina190 (Forsskål 1775b, p. CIII).

Commelina africana L.
Forsskål [Latin]: Vaalan (name from Yemen). 
Forsskål [Arabic]:
Standard transliteration [Latin]: waclän 
Standard writing [Arabic]: jjilcj
Comments: Forsskål does not specify any Arabic 
name for this species, which he calls Commelina 
benghalensis (Hepper & Friis 1994, p. 255) ex
cept that he writes that the name provided here 
is common for the whole genus, cf. comments 
provided for Aneilema forskalei above.

Commelina commelinoides Forssk.
Forsskål [Latin]: Kunan (name from Yemen).

190. Uaalan nomen huic generi commune (Forsskål 
1775b, p. CIII No. 37).
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Forsskål [Arabic]:
Standard transliteration [Latin]: qunan 
Standard writing [Arabic]:

CYPERACEAE
Bolboschoenus maritimus (L.) Palla
Forsskål [Latin]: Depsjae (name from Egypt). 
Standard transliteration [Latin]: dabsah, dibsah 
Standard writing [Arabic]: ‘
Comments: The standard transliterations follow 
Schweinfurth (1912, p. 42 entry: Scirpus mariti
mus) .

Cyperus alopecuroides Rottb.
Forsskål [Latin]: Samar dabbüs, Samsur dubbus 
(name from Egypt).
Standard transliteration [Latin]: samär dabüs, 
samär dabbüs
Standard writing [Arabic]: A,„
Comments: Forsskål writes Samär dabbüs and 
Samur dabbus (Forskål 1775b, p. LIX No. 18 and 
p. 14 No. 41). The standard transliteration and 
writing were provided by Prof. Loutfy Boulos.

Cyperus capitatus Vand.
Forsskål [Latin]: ‘sae aed’ (name from Egypt). 
Forsskål [Arabic]: (according to Forsskål
1775b, p. LX No. 20 entry as Cyperus ferrug
ineus) .
Standard transliteration [Latin]: sicd
Standard writing [Arabic]: jju_u

Comments: In Forsskål (1775b, p. 14 No. 42 
and 43 and p. 15 No. 48) the plants named Cype
rus complananatus, Cyperus ferrugineus and Scirpus 
kalii 3. alpini are all written to have the Arabic 
name Sceced. In Forsskål (1775b, p. LX No. 20) 
the species Cyperus ferrugineus is provided with 
the Arabic writing jju_u . The standard transliter
ation and writing were provided by Prof. Loutfy 
Boulos.

Cyperus conglomeratus Rottb.
Forsskål [Latin]: saeaed (name from Egypt). 
Forsskål [Arabic]: (according to Forsskål 

1775b, p. LX No. 20 entry as Cyperus ferrug
ineus) .
Standard transliteration [Latin]: sicd
Standard writing [Arabic]:
Comments: See comments to Cyperus capitatus 
above.

Cyperus cruentus Rottb.
Forsskål [Latin]: Zaråa (name from Yemen). 
Standard transliteration [Latin]: zaräcah, zarc 
Standard writing [Arabic]: < icljj
Comments: As Forsskål often uses a double vow
el to indicate the occurence of the Arabic letter 
cayn and as he often uses an acute accent to 
indicate the lengthening of a vowel, these fea
tures of Forsskål’s transcriptions are used as ba
sis for the understanding of the name Zaråa as 
zara' alt The name zarc is provided by 
Schweinfurth (1912, p. 137).

Cyperus esculentus
Forsskål [Latin]: Hab el Aziz (name from 
Egypt).
Standard transliteration [Latin]: habb al-caztz 
Standard writing [Arabic]: jjjxll <_x=>.
Comments: This species is not mentioned in 
Hepper & Friis (1994) but Forsskål mentions it 
in the Flora Ægyptiaco-Arabica (Forsskål 1775b, p. 
LX No. 21). Schweinfurth was provided with the 
same name during his Held investigations of Egyp
tian plant names (Schweinfurth 1912, p. 17).

Cyperus fuscus L.
Forsskål [Latin]: Sööd, Saeaed, N’ghil (names 
from Egypt).
Standard transliteration [Latin]: sicd, naghtl 
Standard writing [Arabic]: Jaü <
Comments: See comments to Cyperus capitatus 
above. The spelling Sööd, which is printed in the 
Flora (Forsskål 1775b, p. LX No. 20) is in all 
probability due to a printing mistake. The stan
dard transliteration and writing of the name 
N’ghil (which is writen Nghil in Forsskål 1775b, p. 
LX No. 20) are accepted by Prof. Loutfy Boulos.
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Schoenus incanus Forssk.
Forsskål [Latin]: Åejn el bagar (name from 
Yemen).
Standard transliteration [Latin]: cayn al-baqar 
Standard writing [Arabic]: JUI
Comments: This plant name means “the eye of 
the ox" and it is used also as plant name for So
lanum incanum (see supra under the entry of 
this plant).

Scirpus lateralis Forssk.
Forsskål [Latin]: Hallål (name from Yemen). 
Forsskål [Arabic]: cN-=>.
Standard transliteration [Latin]: halläl, haläl 
Standard writing [Arabic]: JiU. < JiU.
Comments: Scheinfurth (1912, p. 99) writes 
haläl JiG.. In Yemen the plant Phragmites mauri- 
t.ianus Kth. (= Arundo donax Forsk, nec Lin.) has 
the name haläl jSu. (Schopen 1983, pp. 33-34; 
Schweinfurth 1912, p. 180).

GRAMINEAE
Andropogon ramosum Forssk.
Forsskål [Latin]: Auvid (name from Yemen).
Forsskål [Arabic]: Ayt
Standard transliteration [Latin]: cawld 
Standard writing [Arabic]: Jjjc

Comments: Forsskål writes: “Hadie Auvid Jjjc It 
is the common name for most of the graminae, 
also for Andropogons’’191. Furthermore Forsskål 
repeats this information under the entry An- 
dropogonoides, where he further writes that in 
Arabic this plant group has the name Esham 

(Forsskål 1775b, p. 27 No. 96), which 
should be written isham according to 
Forsskål’s own transcription (see comments to 
Andropogonoides below).

191. “Hadie Auvid iyc Est nomen graminibus plurimis, 
etiam Andropogoni commune” (Forsskål 1775b, p. 
CXXIII No. 592).

Aristida ascensionis L.
Forsskål [Latin]: Doku esschaeha, Dhenneb et tor, 
Höbb el adjais (names from Yemen).
Forsskål [Arabic]:
Standard transliteration [Latin]: daqn as- 
saybah, danb at-tawr
Standard writing [Arabic]: jjill < li"At I 53j 
Comments: In Forsskål (1775b, p. CIV No. 80) 
it is written Dakn esschabah and not Doku esschae
ha but the letters are blurred apparently be
cause of bad printing. The name daqn as-saybah 
means perhaps “the beard of the old man" (cf. 
Kazimirski 1860; Behnstedt 1987, p. 270). The 
name danb at-tawr means “the tail of the bull". 
The name Höbb el adjais does not belong to Aris
tida paniculata but to Elymus caput medusa. 
(Forsskål 1775b, p. CIV No. 81 and 82). Elymus 
caput medusce is Cenchrus biflorus (Hepper & 
Friis 1994, p. 263), see infra.

Arundo donax L.
Forsskål [Latin]: Kasab (name from Yemen). 
Forsskål [Arabic]: ■
Standard transliteration [Latin]: qasab 
Standard writing [Arabic]:
Comments: This name is from Yemen. In Classi
cal Arabic the name qasab means (among other 
things) reed or any reed like plant and tube or 
pipe (Steingass 1884). It is therefore natural that 
it should be used for this species, the giant reed.

Brachiara mutica (Forssk.) Stapf
Forsskål [Latin]: Faelek, Faealek, Eflik (names 
from Egypt).
Standard transliteration [Latin]: falak, iflik 
Standard writing [Arabic]: ellå I < ells 
Comments: As Forsskål did not write this name 
down with Arabic letters the standard translit
eration and writing remain conjectural to a cer
tain degree. Cf. Schweinfurth (1912, p. 96). The 
name iflik is derived from falak but the first syl
lable is opened by a prosthetic alif. The stan
dard transliteration and writing are accepted by 
Prof. Loutfy Boulos.
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Bromus japonicus Thunb.
Forsskål [Latin]: FirdEdvatab (name from 
Egypt).
Standard transliteration [Latin]: fird ad-duwatab zz 3 o
Standard writing [Arabic]: jy
Comments: This name is not written in the Flora 
Ægyptiaco-Arabica. It is written on an original 
field label on the herbarium sheet at C. The 
proper spelling and pronunciation remain con
jectural. The standard transliteration and writ
ing are accepted by Prof. Loutfy Boulos.

Cenchrus biflorus Roxb.
Forsskål [Latin]: Höbb el adjais (name from 
Yemen).
Standard transliteration [Latin]: hubb al- aja iz 
Standard writing [Arabic]: <_x=>.
Comments: Forsskål did not write this name 
down with Arabic letters, which renders the cor
rect rendering of the standard writing difficult. 
Here it follows Schweinfurth (1912, p. 133). 
This name means “the love of the old persons." 
Another possibility of vocalisation would be 
habb al-cajä,’iz = “the grains of the old
persons", but as Forsskål writes an umlaut above 
the letter “o" the right vowel is in all probability 
a dammah. This name is also used for Taverniera 
lappacea (see supra under LEGUMINOSAE p. 
71).

Cenchrus ciliaris L.
Forsskål [Latin]: Aebaed (name from Yemen192). 
Standard transliteration [Latin]: abad 
Standard writing [Arabic]: jJ

192. Forsskål (1775b, p. CIV No. 54).

Comments: Forsskål did not write this name 
down with Arabic letters, which renders the cor
rect rendering of the standard writing difficult. 
Here it follows Schweinfurth (1912, p. 95). The 
standard transliteration and writing are accept
ed by Prof. Loutfy Boulos.

Cenchrus setigerus Vahl
Forsskål [Latin]: Aebaed (name from Yemen193). 
Standard transliteration [Latin]: abad 
Standard writing [Arabic]: afi
Comments: Forsskål did not write this name 
down with Arabic letters, which renders the cor
rect rendering of the standard writing difficult. 
Here it follows Schweinfurth (1912, p. 95). See 
also the treating of Cenchrus ciliaris and 
Cenchrus setigerus in Hepper & Friis (1994) as 
Forsskål treated both species as one species Pan
icum glaucum.

Centropodia forskalei (Vahl) Cope
Forsskål [Latin]: Sagarat edjcemal (name from 
Egypt).
Forsskål [Arabic]: J-^l X
Standard transliteration [Latin]: sajarat al-jamal 
Standard writing [Arabic]: J åj.11 J
Comments: In Hepper & Friis (1994, p. 264) this 
species is not provided with any vernacular 
name, but it is written that it corresponds to: 
“Avena penssylvanicasensu Forssk. 1775: 23 (LXI 
No. 69; cent. I No. 81). At this place, i.e. Forsskål 
(1775b, p. 23 No. 81), the Arabic name provided 
above is given, and it is also provided in Forsskål 
ibid., (p. LXI No. 69), where it is transcribed 
slightly differently to Latin letters: Sadjaret ed- 
djcemmel. Anyway, both transcriptions are only 
Forsskål’s attempts to render in Latin letters the 
Egyptian dialectical pronunciation of this Arabic 
plant name. The latter name is perhaps ren
dered a little more Classical, as the letter jlm £ is 
transcribed in its Classical pronunciation, or it 
may be that Forsskål heard two different pro
nunciations of the letter jlm £ as it is pronounced 
as a the letter “g" in the English word “girl" 
around Cairo, but is pronounced in its more 
Classical pronunciation in Upper Egypt (Fischer 
1987, § 30 anm. 4). Prof. Loutfy Boulos pro
posed that it perhaps should be written as sajarat 
al-jamal = J a-.1I . in which case the name

193. Forsskål (1775b, p. CIV No. 54).
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would mean “camel tree". The plant is not woody 
though.

Cymbopogon caesius (Nees ex Hook. & Am.) 
Stapf
Forsskål [Latin]: M’hali (name from Yemen). 
Forsskål [Arabic]:
Standard transliteration [Latin]: mhäh 
Standard writing [Arabic]:
Comments: In Classical Arabic and in the Se
mitic languages in general no word can begin 
with a cluster of two consonants i.e. as quiescens 
(Moscati et al. 1980, § 10.2). In Arabic dialects 
this may nevertheless be the case, e.g. Morrocan 
dialect the word for hen: dajäj > djäj (P. Proven
cal personal observation on native speaker). In 
the dialect of the Muzin tribe in Sinai the com
mon name for two fish species, khäya, is pro
nounced as quiescens (Provencal 1997, No. 30 
and No.34). Exceptions to this rule may also be 
found in the Massoretic vocalisation of Hebrew 
(Moscati et al. ibid.). This trait is also found in 
Yemen in certain words in the dialects of the 
area around Gacdah (Behnstedt 1987, p. 15 § 
1.4.1.1, p. 187 § 1.4.1.1). The plant name in 
question is from al-Hädiyah (Hepper & Friis 
1994, p. 265)194.

194. Prof. Loutfy Boulos proposed the vocalisation mihäh =

Cynodon dactylon (L.)Pers.
Forsskål [Latin]: Nisjil, Nedjil (Egyptian Ara
bic) , Sabak, Ubal (Yemen Arabic).
Forsskål [Arabic]: Jjj

Standard transliteration [Latin]: nisjil, najll, 
(Egyptian Arabic)
Standard transliteration [Latin]: sabak, wubal, 
(Yemen Arabic)
Standard writing [Egyptian Arabic]: ‘ J J?1 •"

Standard writing [Yemen Arabic]: J->j < dll) ,> 
Comments: As Forsskål only wrote the name 
wubal cbj with Arabic letters the standard trans
literation and writing remain conjectural for 

the other names (for the Egyptian names cf. 
Schweinfurth 1912, p. 17).

Cynosurus ternatus Forssk.
Forsskål [Latin]: Salier (name from Yemen). 
Standard transliteration [Latin]: saher (suhayr) 
Standard writing [Arabic]: ...
Comments: Forsskål writes this name Sa/zcr with 
a circumflex accent over the letter “e" (Forsskål 
1775b, p. 21 No. 72), which indicates a long 
vowel. Forsskål did not write this Arabic plant 
name down with Arabic letters. Here it is viewed 
as the dialectical pronunciation of a diminutive, 
which has been rendered in the Classical pro
nunciation in the standard transliteration and 
writing, thus sahér < suhér < suhayr. Even though 
this plant was also collected in Saudi Arabia - Al 
Qunfudah (Hepper & Friis 1994, p. 266) this 
plant name is from Yemen (Forsskål 1775b, p. 
CIV No. 72 and p. 21 No. 72)195.

Dactyloctenium aegyptium (L.) Willd.
Forsskål [Latin]: Najim al Se.lib (name from 
Egypt).
Standard transliteration [Latin]: naclm as-sallb 
Standard writing [Arabic]: f-a-j
Comments: The name Najim al Selib, in Forsskål 
(1775b, p. LXI No. 56) was not noted by Hep
per & Friis (1994). The standard transliteration 
and writing follows Schweinfurth (1912, p. 18). 
They are confirmed by Prof. Loutfy Boulos.

Desmostachya bip innata (L.) Stapf
Forsskål [Latin]: Chalfi, Hhalfe (name from 
Egypt).
Forsskål [Arabic]: 1_s-bA
Standard transliteration [Latin]: half!
Standard writing [Arabic]:

195. According to Hepper & Friis (1994, p. 266) this 
plant name was written saher on a field label from 
herb. Hornemann. In this case the name would be a 
plain active participle of the first verbal form = sähir = 

This spelling is also the one given by Schwein
furth (1912, p. 137).
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Hordeum murinum L. subsp. glaucum (Steud.) 
Tzvelev
Forsskål [Latin]: Abu stirs (name probably from 
Egypt, cf. Hepper & Friis 1994, p. 270).
Standard transliteration [Latin]: abü istirs

0 0

Standard writing [Arabic]:
Comments: As Forsskål did not write this plant 
name with Arabic letters and as Schweinfurth 
does not mention it in his treatment of Egyp
tian plant names (Schweinfurth 1912) the treat
ment of Forsskål’s note on this plant name is 
difficult. The standard transliteration and writ
ing are based on the Classical Arabic way of 
opening a cluster of two consonants by use of a 
prosthetic alif which is elided when it follows a 
vowel (cf. Moscati et al. 1980, § 10.2). The stan
dard transliteration and writing are approved 
by Prof. Loutfy Boulos.

Hordeum vulgare L.
Forsskål [Latin]: Sjaeir (Egyptian Arabic) 
Schat ir (Yemen Arabic)
Forsskål [Arabic]:
Standard transliteration [Latin]: saclr
Standard writing [Arabic]:
Comments: The Classical Arabic name for bar
ley is saclr (Steingass 1884; Kazimirski 
1860). The dialectical pronunciations from 
Egypt and Yemen as noted by Forsskål are clear
ly variants of this form. For a list of (some) ver
nacular Arabic names for barley in Egypt col
lected by Schweinfurth, see Schweinfurth (1912, 
pp. 24-25).

Imperata cylindrica (L.) Raeusch.
Forsskål [Latin]: Hälfe (name from Egypt). 
Standard transliteration [Latin]: halfah 
Standard writing [Arabic]: 2 å 1k
Comments: The standard transliteration and 
writing follows Schweinfurth (1912, p. 25). As 
Schweinfurth and Ascherson both collected the 
same name for the same species and as the stan
dard transliteration and writing are approved 
by Prof. Loutfy Boulos the right pronunication 

is certain. The occurrence of the letter “e" in 
the end of this plant name as noted by Forsskål 
is probably due to an imälah.

Leptochloa fusca (L.) Ku ii III
Forsskål [Latin]: Abu rugbi, Aburagbi (name 
from Egypt).
Standard transliteration [Latin]: abü rugbi, abü 
ragbl
Standard writing [Arabic]:
Comments: The name Aburagbi is found in the 
Flora (Forsskål 1775b, p. LXI No. 59 Festuca fus
ca) corresponding to the identity of Leptochloa 
fusca according to Forsskål, see Hepper & Friis 
(1994, p. 271), while the name Abu rugbi or Abu- 
rugbi was written on an orignal Held label on the 
herbarium sheet in Forsskål’s herbarium at C.

? Lolium multiflorum Lam.
Forsskål [Latin]: Haschisch el farras (name from 
Egypt).
Forsskål [Arabic]:
Standard transliteration [Latin]: hasis al-faras
Standard writing [Arabic]:
Comments: The standard transliteration and 
writing are provided by Prof. Loutfy Boulos. 
Even though Forsskål wrote the name with the 
letter säd it is in fact hasls al-faras I ,
i.e. horse hay in a litteral translation.

Odyssea mucronata (Forssk.) Stapf
Forsskål [Latin]: Schocham, Schoucham (name 
from Yemen).
Forsskål [Arabic]:
Standard transliteration [Latin]: süham
Standard writing [Arabic]:
Comments: In Forsskål (1775b, p. 22 No. 74) 
the vernacular name is spelled Schoucham and 
not Schoncham as in Hepper & Friis (1994, p. 
272). The spelling Schoucham might perhaps in
dicate a diftongue in the first syllable so that the 
right spelling should be sawham

Panicum repens L.
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Forsskål [Latin]: N’gil, Nesi (name from Egypt). 
Standard transliteration [Latin]: najll, nasi 
Standard writing [Arabic]: ‘
Comments: As Forsskål did not note these names 
with Arabic letters the Standard transliteration 
and writing remain conjectural. For the name 
najll the fact that the letter jlm £ is pro
nounced as a the letter “g" in the English word 
“girl" around Cairo (Fischer 1987, § 30 anm. 4) 
and that a short unstressed vowel may almost 
disapear in the vernacular language may explain 
the actual pronunciation as noted by Forsskål.

Panicum turgidum Forssk.
Forsskål [Latin]: Bochar (name from Egypt). 
Forsskål [Arabic]: jlfL
Standard transliteration [Latin]: bukär 
Standard writing [Arabic]: jl£_i
Comments: In Forsskål (1775b, p. 19 and p. LX 
No. 47) it is written Boctorand not Bocharas noted 
by Hepper & Friis (1994, p. 273). Forsskål (1775b, 
p. 20) wrote Bockar, which is the usual way that 
Forsskål would transcribe this Arabic plant name.

Pennisetum divisum (J.F. Gmel.) Henrard 
Forsskål [Latin]: Tummcim.(name from Egypt). 
Standard transliteration [Latin]: tumäm, tumäm- \ >
Standard writing [Arabic]:
Comments: Schweinfurth (1912, p. 34) writes 
that one of the Arabic names for Panicum tur
gidum is thamäm and eth-thamäm according to 
his system of transcription, which corresponds 
to tamäm and at-tamäm ^Lill < according to 
the standard transliteration used here. As these 
two grass species both are desert plants, which 
furthermore are very similar in their growing 
habits (personal observations on photographs 
of these species) and place of growing - a fact 
which furthermore is attested by Forsskål him
self196 - it is very likely that the same name has 

196. Ubique in campis Arabiæ, simul cum Panico Bockar
(Forsskål 1775b, p. 20).

been used on both species197. Forsskål recorded 
this name in the area around or in Cairo (Hep- 
per & Friis 1994, p. 274). Schweinfurth, on the 
other hand was provided with these names from 
bedouins of the Macäza tribe from the Eastern 
Desert in Egypt and from Ascherson who re
corded it in al-cAris on the Mediterranean coast 
of the Sinai peninsula. Both the dialects of the 
Macäza Bedouins and of the Bedouin tribes of Si
nai have kept the pronunciation of the letter la '

. For the occurence of this voiceless interden
tal in Bedouin dialects of Sinai see Blanc (1971, 
p. 116); Bailey (1991, p. XX and e.g. p. 41 verse 
6); Provencal (1997). For its occurence in the 
dialect of the Macäza Bedouins cf. Hobbs (1990, 
appendix 1) but as this pronunciation has 
turned to la ' in most other places in Egypt 
(Wright 1988a, p. 5 § 2) the name tumäm would 
easily become tumäm as Forsskål heard it198.

Pennisetum glaucum (L.) R. Br.
Forsskål [Latin]: Duchn (name from Yemen). 
Standard transliteration [Latin]: duhn0Standard writing [Arabic]:
Comments: The name Duchn was written on an 
original Held label on the herbarium sheet in 
Forsskål’s herbarium at C. Schweinfurth was 
himself provided with the same name for Pen
nisetum spicatum during his own field investiga
tions in Yemen (Schweinfurth 1912, p. 169). 
This plant name is also used for Sorghum bicol
or in Egypt (see infra).

Pennisetum setaceum (Forssk.) Chiov.
Forsskål [Latin]: Raetam (name from Egypt). 
Forsskål [Arabic]:
Standard transliteration [Latin]: ratam 
Standard writing [Arabic]: j

197. It is well known from Arabic dialects that the same 
name may be used for different species, cf. i.a. Schwein
furth (1912); Hobbs (1990, appendix 1); Goodman 
and Meininger (1989, p. 15), Provencal (1997).

198. The standard transcription and writing are approved 
by Prof. Loutfy Boulos.
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Phragmites australis (Gav.) Trin, ex Stead. subsp. 
altissimus (Berith.) W D. Clayton
Forsskål [Latin]: Buz haggni (name from 
Egypt).
Standard transliteration [Latin]: büz hajnah, bus 
hajnl
Standard writing [Arabic]: ‘
Comments: The reason, that the letter “jlm" £ 
is written as “gg", is that in some of the dialects 
of Egypt this letter is pronounced as the letter 
“g" in the English word girl (Fischer 1987, § 30 
anm. 4). Schweinfurth was given the name bus 
øxjjj by his informants in Egypt for Phragmites 
communis in the Nile Valey (Schweinfurth 1912, 
p. 35), and he vas further provided with names 
hegne, haggini and haggni" for the same location 
and species corresponding to hajnah, hajinl and 
hajn ‘ &, the right Arabic spelling of
Schweinfurth’s notes remain nevertheless con
jectural. On an original Held label on the her
barium sheet at C containing specimen No. 969 
the name bus was written, which further seems 
to indicate that this name is pronounced with a 
“sin" and not a “zäy".

Both Forsskål and Schweinfurth note that the 
name bits is the common name for reeds in 
Egypt (Forsskål 1775b, p. 16 “Buz nomen Ar
undinum generale"; Schweinfurth 1912, p. 35).

Polypogon monspeliensis (L.)Desf.
Forsskål [Latin]: Del el far (name from Egypt).
Standard transliteration [Latin]: dayl al-far, dayl 
al-fah
Standard writing [Arabic]: Jill I Jjj < jill I Jjj 
Comments: The name means “the tail of the 
mouse". For the standard transliteration and 
writing cf. Schweinfurth (1912, p. 38).

Polypogon viridis (Gouan) Breistr.
Forsskål [Latin]: Naaejm (name from Egypt). 
Forsskål [Arabic]:
Standard transliteration [Latin]: nucaym

0' >
Standard writing [Arabic]:

Rostraria cristata (L.) Tzvelev
Forsskål [Latin]: Samme (name from Egypt). 
Standard transliteration [Latin]: sammah 
Standard writing [Arabic]:
Comments: The Standard transliteration and 
writing are provided by Prof. Loutfy Boulos. 
This plant name is obviously the same as the 
one used for Sporobulus spicatus (see infra).

Saccharum officinarum L.
Forsskål [Latin]: Qyasab (name from Yemen), 
Qassab sukkar, Ghab (names from Egypt). 
Forsskål [Arabic]:
Standard transliteration [Latin]: qasab (Yemen 
Arabic).
Standard transliteration [Latin]: qasab sukkar, 
ghäb (Egyptian Arabic).
Standard writing [Arabic]: . (Yemen Ara
bic). X X > XX
Standard writing [Arabic]: <->li <
(Egyptian Arabic).
Comments: The name Qyasab tor the sugar cane 
was noted by Forsskål in Yemen (Hepper & Frii- 
is 1994, p. 276). Forsskål noted Qassab sukkar 
and Ghab from Egyptian Arabic (Forsskål 1775b, 
p. LX No. 29)199 200. As qasab means reed or any 
reed like plant in general in Classical Arabic 
(see comments to Arundo donax above) this 
name is well suited for the sugar cane (cf. deWit 
1966, vol. 2 pp. 704-706). Schopen (1983, p. 
147) writes that Saccharum officinarum is 
called qasab sukkar in Yemen. Sukkar is the com
mon name for sugar in Arabic. The word ghäb is 
also used for Phragmites australis in Egypt 
(Schweinfurth 1912, p. 35).

199. These names are written here with Schweinfurth’s 
own system of transcriptions, see Schweinfurth (1912,
p.l).

200. These two names are not noted by Hepper & Friis 
(1994).
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Forsskål notes another name muddardje.nd but 
does not know for certain wether it is of Indian 
origin. It is correct that a word with six conso
nants is certainly of foreign origin within the 
Semitic languages (cf. Moscati et al., 1980 § 
12.31).

Saccharum spontaneum L. subsp. aegyptiacum
(Willd.) Hack.
Forsskål [Latin]: Ganisch, Buz farsi (names 
from Egypt).
Standard transliteration [Latin]: qanls, büs färsl 
Standard writing [Arabic]:
Comments: Schweinfurth (1912, p. 40) writes 
that around Damiette (Dumyät) this plant is 
called annésch according to his system of tran
scription. As the letter qäf J is pronounced ei
ther as g og as a glottal stop - the hamzah - in 
the dialects of Egypt (Wright 1988a, pp. 6-7 and 
personal observations on native speakers) the 
different pronunciations gathered by Forsskål 
and Schweinfurth for the name qanls may be ex
plained this way.

The name büs farsi means Persian reed (see 
comments of Phragmites australis above). The 
standard transliteration and writing of the word 
büs are provided byr Prof. Loutfy Boulos.

Sehima ischeimoides Forssk.
Forsskål [Latin]: Saehim, Selum (name from 
Yemen).
Forsskål [Arabic]:
Standard transliteration [Latin]: sahlm 
Standard writing [Arabic]: »

Setaria verticillata (L.) P Beauv.
Forsskål [Latin]: Sara erra, Saera erra (name 
from Yemen).
Standard transliteration [Latin]: sarc ar-rä 
Standard writing [Arabic]: IJI
Comments: The standard transliteration and 
writing follow Schweinfurth (1912, p. 118). This 
reading is further corroborated by Forsskål, 

who wrote Særa errå201 (Forsskål 1775b, p. 20 
No. 67). The standard transliteration and writ
ing remain neverheless conjectural202.

Sorghum bicolor (L.) Moench
Forsskål [Latin]: Tåam(Yemen Arabic), Daehn, 
Dochn, Durra (Egyptian Arabic)
Forsskål [Arabic] jAj < ^4=
Standard transliteration [Latin]: tacm, duhn, du- 
rah
Standard writing [Arabic]: S_.j < jAj < 
Comments: Regarding the Egyptian name duhn 
jjå.j this name is the common Arabic name for 
Millet (Freytag 1837; Kazimirski 1860) while 
Wehr (1976)203 calls it pearl millet, which is Pen- 
nisetum glaucum, and which has the same name 
in Arabic (see Pennisetum glaucum above). 
Forsskål distinguishes between Holcus dochna 
and Holcus durra. Even if these two plants are 
conspecific of the species treated here (Hepper 
& Friis 1994, p. 277) Forsskål notes that Holcus 
durra is called durra (Forsskål 1775b, p. 174 No. 
76) and durra bælædi 'm Cairo204 (Forsskål 1775b, 
p. LXVII No. 543), corresponding to Classical 
Arabic durah (root: Vdrw, Kazimirski 1860; 
Wehr 1976). The name durra bcelcedi means “na
tive durra" in Egyptian Arabic205. On an original 
Held label on the herbarium sheet at C the 
name dura was written too. This herbarium 
sheet is kept with specimen No. Ill, which was

201. The assimilation of the 1 of the definite article with the 
r is perfectly normal in Arabic as the definite article is 
placed in front of a dental, the so-called sun letters.

202. Prof. Loutfy Boulos proposed that the name perhaps 
could be: sarc ar-rac = fJJI .

203. It must be noted here, that lexicographers of arabic 
often make mistakes regarding the species identifica
tions of animals and plants (Provencal 1995; Provencal 
2002).

204. Kahine Durra. (Forsskål 1775b, p. 174 No. 76).
205. There is a concordance failure as durra is feminine.

The name should be durra baladeyyah in Egyptian dia
lect, but perhaps the name durra, although provided 
with a feminine ending, is understood as a collective 
in the Egyptian Cairo dialect. 
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furthermore collected in Yemen (Hepper & Fri
is 1994, p. 277).

The name from Yemen tacm .JlL does not 
follow Forsskål’s Arabic writing but his Latin 
transcription, as he often uses two identical vow
els to indicate the letter cayn £ as indicated in the 
chapter explaining the use of this book.This writing 
is identical to Schweinfurth’s. Schweinfurth was 
himself given this pronunciation and spelling dur
ing his own field investigations in Yemen (Schwein
furth 1912, p. 121 andp. 189). Forsskål writes about 
three different varieties for sorghum in Yemen :
IføriaZ: a) glumis viridibus; seminibus Tåam schebb sæædi 

albis

b) glumis fuscis; semin. albis Tåam schæer abjad
c) glumis fuscis, s em. apice fulvis Tåam schæer ahmar

(Forsskål 1775b, p. 174 No. 76) corresponding to 
tacm sabb sacdl, tacm sacr abyad, tacm sacr ahmar

‘ 1 This
pronunciation and writing follows Schweinfurth 
(1912, p. 121), but the right pronunciation and 
spelling of these three names remain conjectural.

Sporobulus pyramidalis P. Beauv.
Forsskål [Latin]: Sorak (name from Yemen). 
Forsskål [Arabic]:
Standard transliteration [Latin]: suraq- 2
Standard writing [Arabic]:

Sporobulus spicatus (Vakl) Knuth 
Forsskål [Latin]: Samma (name from Egypt). 
Standard transliteration [Latin]: sammah 
Standard writing [Arabic]:
Comments: This plant name is found in Forsskål 
(1775b, p. LX No. 39). This reference is not 
noted in Hepper & Friis (1994, p. 278). The 
standard transliteration and writing are provid
ed byr Prof. Loutfy Boulos.

On an original Held label on a herbarium 
sheet at C (specimen Forsskål 920 in Herb. For- 
skalii, microf. 4: 1,7,8), which is ex. herb. Hoff
man Bang (Hepper & Friis 1994, p. 278) the 
Arabic names nææmån and afj gæschid were writ

ten. The first name could be nacmän jCL in 
Arabic. The second name is more difficult. Ei
ther the three letters afj do not represent any
thing or they could perhaps be a name or part 
of a name, which might perhaps be written: aft 
«-sf1 (?), the third name could either be qastd 

or jastd as both the letter qäf J and 
the letter jtm £ may be pronounced as “g" in 
Egypt. (Wright 1988a, pp. 6-7; Fischer 1987, § 
30 anm. 4).

Stipagrostis lanata (Forssk.) De. Winter
Forsskål [Latin]: Dhraejrae, Dhraeirae, Sjaefsjuf 
(names from Egypt).
Forsskål [Arabic]:
Standard transliteration [Latin]: durayrah, 
safsüf

> 0' 0' >

Standard writing [Arabic]: j_s< 5 
Comments: The name Dhraejrae, Dhraeirae is 
clearly a diminutive on the root V drr.

Themeda triandra Forssk.
Forsskål [Latin]: Thaemed, Themed, Alaf (names 
from Yemen).
Standard transliteration [Latin]: tamad, alaf 
Standard writing [Arabic]: <—all * -ui 
Comments: As Forsskål did not note any of 
these names with Arabic letters the standard 
transliteration and writing of the name Thae
med, Themed follows Schweinfurth (1912, p. 
156). The standard transliteration and writing 
of the name Alaf remain conjectural.

Triticum aegolipoides Forssk.
Forsskål [Latin]: Qamh staejri
Comments: Although Hepper & Friis (1994, p. 
280) write, that this is the vernacular name of 
Triticum aegolipoides, in the Flora Ægyptiaco-Ar- 
abica Forsskål notes that it is the name of Triti
cum spelta ß. (Forsskål 1775b, p. 26 No. 93).

Triticum spelta L. a villosum Forssk.
Forsskål [Latin]: Qamh, Hunta (Egyptian Ara
bic) , Burr (Yemen Arabic).
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the Arabic name

the Arabic name 
transcription are

Andropogonoides [sp. without epithet, prelimi
nary designation].
Forsskål [Latin]: Esham, Auvid (names from Ye
men) .
Forsskål [Arabic]:
Standard transliteration [Latin]: isham, cawld
Standard writing [Arabic]: jjjc <
Comments: There are two Arabic names for this 
unidentified preliminary designation used by 
Forsskål (1775b, p. 27 No. 96). They are not cit
ed by Hepper & Friis (1994). For the name 
isham, as Forsskål did not write any prosthetic 
alif, but as he clearly indicated its occurrence in 
his transcription, this alif has been included in 
the standard transliteration and writing. Such 
an alif is necessary as no Arabic word may in 
principle begin with a cluster of two consonants 
(Moscati etal. 1980, § 10.2, but see comments to

Forsskål noted that in Yemen the Arabic name 
for wheat is Burr. This name is one of the Classi
cal Arabic names for this plant (Forsskål 1775b, 
p. CIV No. 84).

207. Schweinfurth has not recorded these names for wheat 
in Egypt, cf. Schweinfurth (1912) p. 73.

var. a) Qamh nae aejghe 
var. b) Qamh m’ghaejir 

Forsskål [Arabic]: 4 k;-. < ^5 
Standard transliteration [Latin]: qamh, hunzah, 
huntah, hintah, burr 
Standard writing [Arabic]:

~ O O-9 0 '
( <1 4 <1 4 <1 Lk \ 4

Comments: Qamh j is the Classical Arabic 
word for wheat (Freitag 1837; Steingass 1884; 
Lane 1956). According to Lane (1956) this 
name is synonymous to burr and hintah 41aia., 
these latter two names being confirmed by oth
er dictionaries (Freitag 1837; Steingass 1884; 
Wehr 1976). Forsskål wrote hunzah 4 kW (Fors
skål 1775b, p. 26), but as he wrote Hunta with 
Latin letters the presence of the letter za ' Ji 
must certainly be due to a printing or editing 
error. Nevertheless all variants have been noted 
here in the standard transliteration and writ
ing.

Forsskål noted two variants of this species or 
subspecies:

var. a) Glumis villosis with
Qamh nee eejghe
var. b) Gl. subvillosis with 
Qamh m’gheejir (Forsskål’s 
here reproduced as they are written in the 
Flora, cf. the names written in Hepper & Friis 
1994 above).
These names are of course transcribed from 

the dialectical names of these plants, according 
to the Royal instruction of 15 december 1760 
given to the members of the expedition. These 
correspond probably to qamh, nucaygha, qamh 
mughayyir Nevertheless, as
Forsskål did not write these two names with Ara
bic letters these spellings remain conjectural to 
a certain extent206.

206. Schweinfurth has not recorded these names for wheat 
in Egypt, cf. Schweinfurth (1912) p. 73, but perhaps 
the variant haying the name qamhh nucegi = qamh 
ntfayji is the same as Forsskål’s Qamh næ
æjghe (the letter jim £ often being pronounced as “g” 
in Egypt, see Fischer 1987, § 30 anm. 4).

Triticum spelta L. ß glabrum Forssk.
Forsskål [Latin]: Qamh staejri (name from 
Egypt).
Standard transliteration [Latin]: qamh sutayriO'* O X '
Standard writing [Arabic]: Cb“2
Comments: As Forsskål did not write these two 
names with Arabic letters the standard translit
eration and writing remain conjectural207.

The species treated here Triticum spelta is a 
primitive but hexapioid kind of wheat (N = 7, 
42 chromosomes) (Skytte Christiansen 1977, 
pp. 114-115). It is rather certain that the namesO »• t O '
qamh, burr and hintah both in Classi
cal Arabic and in vernacular dialects are collec
tives covering many kinds and variants of wheat, 
but the details remain to be elucidated.
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Cymbopogon caesius above). For the standard 
transliteration and writing of the name Auvid 
see comments to Andropogon ramosum above.

IBIDACEAE
Gynandriris sisyrinchium (L.) Pari.208

208. Now treated under Moraca sisyrinchium (L.) Ker Gawl 
(note by prof. Loutfy Boulos).

Forsskål [Latin]: Zambac, Zambak (name from 
Egypt).
Forsskål [Arabic]:
Standard transliteration [Latin]: zanbaq
Standard writing [Arabic]:

JUNCACEAE
Juncus acutus L.
Forsskål [Latin]: Sammär (name from Egypt). 
Standard transliteration [Latin]: samär 
Standard writing [Arabic]: J a.,.
Comments: Forsskål did not write this name 
with Arabic letters, and the standard translitera
tion and writing are provided by Prof. Loutfy 
Boulos. This name is found in Schweinfurth 
(1912, p. 26), entry: Juncus acutus. Schweinfurth 
writes it sammär [^f/.] and indicates, that it is 
the most frequent name for this species and 
Juncus maritimus in the Nile Valley and in both 
the western and eastern deserts.

The Arabic name samär may relate to the 
colour dark brown and seems to pertain to the 
colour of the flowers of Juncus acutus. The veg
etative parts of these two plants, i.e. Juncus 
acutus and Juncus maritimus, are very similar at 
least above ground (cf. Blarney & Grey-Wilson 
1993, No. 2502 and 2504).

Juncus subulatus Forssk.
Forsskål [Latin]: Hallaen (name from Egypt).
Standard transliteration [Latin]: halän, hulayn 
Standard writing [Arabic]: érd_* <
Comments: Forsskål did not write this name 
with Arabic letters, but it is found in Schwein
furth (1912, p. 26), entry: Juncus subulatus with 

the Arabic name halen. As the latter may indi
cate either long a pronounced in dialect or a 
former diphthong, the name might also have 
been a diminutive of the root Vhln (cf. Wright 
1988a, p. 166B).

LIUACEAE, s.l.
Aloe arborea Forssk.
Forsskål [Latin]: Kobab (name from Yemen). 
Forsskål [Arabic]:
Standard transliteration [Latin]: qubab 
Standard writing [Arabic]: . .,5

Aloe inermis Forssk.
Forsskål [Latin]: Aebliae (name from Yemen). 
Forsskål [Arabic]: <uLc
Standard transliteration [Latin]: cabliyah 
Standard writing [Arabic]:

Aloe pendens Forssk.
Forsskål [Latin]: Be.se.sil, Fyll asfar (names from 
Yemen).
Forsskål [Arabic]: Ji <
Standard transliteration [Latin]: busaysil, fill 
asfar x O £ Orf
Standard writing [Arabic]: Ji ,
Comments: See comments to Aloe variegata next.

Aloe variegata sensu Forssk.
Forsskål [Latin]: Besesil, Beselil, Bselil, Fyll asfar 
(names from Yemen).
Forsskål [Arabic]: Ji , J< J,.
Standard transliteration [Latin]: busaysil, 
busaylil, fill asfar
Standard writing [Arabic]:rO^J Orf Orf
jLI Ji . JL.1 < J. ,
Comments: The names busaysil and busaylil a. a.
JL'-yi < Jare diminutives on the pattern 
fucaylil, i.e. they are formed on the common 
pattern for four consonontal diminutives 
(Wright 1988a, p. 166). It is clear that the two 
species Aloe pendens and Aloe variegata share 
the same names in the Yemen dialect with busay
lil as a variation of busaysil. The dialectical pro- 
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nunciations noted by Forsskål are explained by 
the fact that the dammah, i.e. the vowel “u" is of
ten pronounced as an “e" (corresponding in 
many instances to the shewa mobile of the Mas- 
soretic vocalisation of Hebrew) in the dialects, 
and that the diphthong “ay" becomes “e" and 
ultimatively “e" in dialectical pronunciations, 
thus busaysil > besésil with a parallel evolution 
for busaylil. Schweinfurth (1912, p. 127) gives 
the pronunciations besésil and besélil using his 
own system of transcription. The pronunciation 
of Bselil may be explained by the fact that the 
shewa mobile often becomes quiescens in the 
dialects (e.g. mucallim > mcallem in Lebanon, P. 
Provencal personal observation on native speak
ers in Lebanon 2004, see also comments to 
Cymbopogon caesius).

Aloe vera (L.) Burm.f. var. officinalis (Forssk.) 
Bak.
Forsskål [Latin]: Sabr (name from Yemen), Sab- 
bare. (name from Yemen and Egypt).
Forsskål [Arabic]:
Standard transliteration [Latin]: sabr, sabr, 
sabbärah
Standard writing [Arabic]: x jI,.
Comments: The name sabr is from Yemen 
(Forsskål 1775b, p. 74) whereas sabbärah is Egyp
tian and from Yemen (Forsskål 1775b, p. 73 No. 
29, p. LXV No. 206). Forsskål did not write the 
name sabr with Arabic letters. Schweinfurth was 
provided with the name sabr for Aloe vera 
and Aloe rubroviolacea during his own Held inves
tigations in Yemen. This name could also be vo
calised with a dammah, i.e. subr (Schweinfurth 
1912, p. 187). Schweinfurth nevertheless under
stands the letter “s" in Forsskål’s note as stand
ing for the letter säd’ (Schweinfurth 1912, p. 
127). As the names sabr, sabr and sabbärah are 
clearly related, and as it may be rather difficult 
for a non native speaker to distinguish between 
the pronunciations of the emphatic and non- 
emphatic “s", it is very probable that the Arabic 
root standing for Aloe vera is Vsbr. Schopen 

writes that the names for Aloe in general in Ye
men is sabur (Schopen 1983, p. 91), and 
more specifically for Aloe vera var. officinalis 
the name in Yemen is misbär (Schopen 
1983, p. 174). Furthermore the word sabir 
means in Classical Arabic the sap of any bitter 
plant (Kazimirski 1860). All this confirms that 
in Arabic Aloe vera is designated by the root 
Vsbr209.

Aloe vacillans Forssk.
Forsskål [Latin]: Charchara (name from Ye
men) .
Forsskål [Arabic]:
Standard transliteration [Latin]: harharah 
Standard writing [Arabic]:

Asparagus africanus Lam.
Forsskål [Latin]: Schadjaret ennemr, Hörnumer, 
Heniet ennemr (in the Flora Ægyptiaco-Arabica, 
Forsskål 1775b), hönemet ennemr (on an original 
field label, names from Yemen).
Forsskål [Arabic]: ills. <
Standard transliteration [Latin]: sajarat an-nimr, 
hamümar, hanniyyat an-nimr, hunaymat an-nimrX > X O H x x
Standard writing [Arabic]: I

<1 ni 1 ft < 1 1-,
Comments: The spelling of hamümar follows 
Schweinfurth (1912, p. 129). The word sajarat 
an-nimr means “leopard tree’’210 , perhaps be
cause a leopard may be well dissimulated in it 
and therefore use this plant as hide during day 
or while hunting (cf. Dorst & Dandelot 1986, p. 
144; Kingdon 1990, p. 104) as Asparagus afri
canus is much branched woody climber (Blundell 
1992 p. 420). This is in all probability confirmed 
by the name hanniyyat an-nimr, as the verb hann 
(perfect), yihinn (imperfect), root Vhnn, in Ye-

209. This understanding of the root is approved by Prof. 
Loutfy Boulos.

210. 210. The name “leopard tree “is a literal translation, 
as the word sajar (collective) sajarah/t (nomen unitatis) 
means tree in Arabic. 
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men dialects means to jump out, to run away 
from a place (Behnstedt 1992)211 . In Yemen the 
verb harm (perfect), yihinn (imperfect) may also 
mean to growl (refering to animals) (Behnstedt 
1992). The spelling of this name in the standard 
transliteration and writing has been based on 
this understanding of the words, especially as 
the word hanlyah, hanlyeh, and hanlyyeh212 213 , i.e. 
of the root V hny, mean ‘threshing stick’ in Ye
men (Behnstedt 1992) and in Classical Arabic 
the main meaning of this root is bow or bend
ing (Kazimir ski 1860).

211. In classical Arabic the verb hannana means i.a. to 
run away, to flee of fright (Kazimirski 1860).

212. I.e. different pronunciations of the same word.
213. Now widely accepted as Asphodelus tenuifolius Cav. 

(note by prof. Lourfy Boulos).

The word hönemet ennemr is written on an 
original Held label on the herbarium sheet. This 
could correspond to hunaymat an-nimr, where 
the word hunaymah is of the root Vhnm, thus 
hunaymat an-nimr = Jalil 3Vc,*. This understand
ing is corroborated by the fact, that the werb 
haynama, yuhaynimu < füju» means to mum
ble, to speak in a low voice in Classical Arabic 
whereas the root Vhnm seems only to mean ‘owl’ 
in Arabic (Kazimirski 1860; Steingass 1884). 
The name would thus mean “the mumbling of 
the leopard" alluding perhaps again to a habit 
of leopards of hiding behind this dense plant. 
Even though haynama is of a quadrilitteral root 
Vhynm the presence of the weak consonant ‘y’ 
may allow a contraction to a trilitteral root: hay
nama > hänama > hanama.

Asphodelus fistulosus L. var. tenuifolius (Cav.) 
Baker^
Forsskål [Latin]: Vassal er robah, Chossar errobah, 
Bassal eddjinn, Bassal errobah (names from Ye
men) .
Forsskål [Arabic]: j-Ljll J-^j 
Standard transliteration [Latin]: basal ar-rubäh, 
husar ar-rubäh, basal al-jinn

Standard writing [Arabic]: Ju /,, Y , r j| i) V.

Comments: The spelling Vassal er robah is not 
found in the Flora Ægyptiaco-Arabica (cf. Schwein
furth 1912 p. 148). the word basal means onion 
in Arabic (see supra Allium cepa).

The word rubbäh Lj means goat kid in Clas
sical Arabic, thus basal ar-rubbäh could mean 
“kid onion". Basal al-jinn means “the onion of 
the jinn". The root Vhsr means i.a. to lose, to 
suffer loss, both in Classical and in Yemen Ara
bic (Kazimriski 1860; Behnstedt 1992), thus 
husar ar-rubäh could mean something like “the 
loss of the kid" alluding perhaps to the content 
of poison which many asphodels have.

Dipcadi erythraeum Webb & Berthel.
Forsskål [Latin]: Borraejt, Zaaeteman (names 
from Egypt).
Forsskål [Arabic]:
Standard transliteration [Latin]: burrayt, 
zacaytamän
Standard writing [Arabic]: jl V.Vj < 
Comments: The first name is spelled according 
to Schweinfurth (1912, p. 18). The gemination 
of the letter rä ' - is confirmed by the fact that 
one of Schweinfurth’s informants Ascherson 
also noted it down (Schweinfurth ibid.).

The name zacaytamän is obviously the same as 
the one used for Allium desertorum (see supra). 

Sanseviera forskaliana (Schult./) Hepper &J-R-I. 
Wood 
Forsskål [Latin]: Daenag (name from Yemen). 
Forsskål [Arabic]: Jjj
Standard transliteration [Latin]: danaq 
Standard writing [Arabic]: Jjj
Comments: The same name daenag (dænag with 
an acute accent over the letter “æ" ) was written 
on an original field label on the herbarium 
sheet with this species at C. The accent is due to 
the fact that when an Arabic word does not con
tain a long vowel a certain stress is put on the 
first syllable of the word (cf. Wright 1988a, § 
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31). The letter “g" at the end of the word is due 
to the fact that the letter qäf J i prounced as a 
“g" in certain dialects (Wright 1988a, p. 6).

ORCHIDACEAE
Eulophia streptopetala Lindl. var. rueppelii
(Rchfb.f) Cribb
Forsskål [Latin]: Djissdb (name from Yemen).
Forsskål [Arabic]:
Standard transliteration [Latin]: jizäb
Standard writing [Arabic]:
Comments: Spelled djyscib this name was also 
written on an original Held label on the herbar
ium sheet with this plant at C.

PALMAE
Phoenix dactylifera L.
Forsskål [Latin]: Nachl (name from Egypt).
Forsskål [Arabic]: JAS
Standard transliteration [Latin]: nahl
Standard writing [Arabic]: jkj
Comments: Nahl is the common name for palm 
tree in Arabic.

PANDANACEAE
Pandanus odoriferus (Forssk.) Chiov.
Forsskål [Latin]: Kadi, Kabua Kadi (names 
from Yemen).
Forsskål [Arabic]:
Standard transliterations [Latin]: kadi, qabbuah 
qaddl
Standard writing [Arabic]: es-15 “s-A ‘
Comments: The standard transliterations and 
writing of the second name follows Schwein
furth (1912, p. 148), but as Forsskål did not 
write this name with Arabic letters the standard 
transliteration and writing remain conjectural, 
but they are approved by Prof. Loutfy Boulos.

CYMODOCEACEAE-
Halodule uninervis (Forssk.) Aschers.
Forsskål [Latin]: Djezavi (name from Yemen). 214

214. In Hepper & Friis (1994) as Zosteraceae.

Standard transliteration [Latin]: jizawt, jizäwt 
Standard writing [Arabic]: cSJsA
Comments: The standard transliterations and 
writing are based on Schweinfurth (1912, p. 
142). As Forsskål did not write this name with 
Arabic letters the standard transliterations and 
writing remain to a certain extent conjectural.

Thalassodendron215 ciliatum (Forssk.) Hårtog 
Forsskål [Latin]: Koschar, Kanaf (names from 
Yemen).
Standard transliterations [Latin]: qusar, kanaf 
Standard writing [Arabic]: . «X <
Comments: The standard transliterations and 
writing are based on Schweinfurth (1912, p. 
137). As Forsskål did not write these names with 
Arabic letters the standard transliterations and 
writing remain to a certain extent conjectural.

ZOSTERACEAE
Zostera “dubia”
Forsskål [Latin]: Olefi (name from Yemen). 
Standard transliterations [Latin]: culafi 
Standard writing [Arabic]: ^Å-Lc.
Comments: The standard transliteration and 
writing are based on Schweinfurth (1912, p. 
109). As Forsskål did not write this name with 
Arabic letters the standard transliteration and 
writing remain conjectural. For the taxonomic 
status of this plant see Hepper & Friis (1994, p. 
288).

215. According the most recent taxonomy the the genus 
Thalassodendron also belongs to the Cymodoceaceae 
(note by Prof. Loutfy Boulos).



Ferns and Fern-allies

Acrosticum filare Forssk.
Forsskål [Latin]: Meschat, Meshat elghorab 
(names from Yemen).
Forsskål [Arabic]: LjJLo 
Standard transliterations [Latin]: masüt, masüt 
al-ghuräb

x 0 ' l '
Standard writing [Arabic]: t—j ft t kj <
Comments: Forsskål wrote Meschåt and Meshåt 
elghorab and not Meschat nor Meshat elghorab. In 
parts of Yemen ü becomes ö in the surrounding 
of emphatic consonants (Behnstedt 1985, map. 
10), see also in this respect Hypodematium cre- 
natum below, which carries the same name. 
Masata means “to comb” in Classical Arabic (Ka- 
zimirski 1860). Thus the name could mean 
“comb” and “comb of the raven” agreeing with 
the comb-line shape of the fronds.

Actiniopteris radiata (Swartz) Link
Forsskål [Latin]: Mejabe.se (name from Yemen). 
Forsskål [Arabic]:
Standard transliterations [Latin]: miyabbasah 
Standard writing [Arabic]:
Comments: The standard transliteration and 
writing are provided by Prof. Loutfy Boulos. 
This word is in all probability a dialectical pro
nouncation of an active participle of the second 
declination = muyabbissah T,,, which means 
to dry or dry up as Forsskål notes that the plant 
is used in medicine to treat burn wounds216.

216. Folia rescentia contusa inponuntur vulneri ex us
tione = The pounclecl fresh leaves are laid on burn
wounds.

Adiantum capillus-veneris L.
Forsskål [Latin]: Schecb mabdjar (name from 
Yemen).
Standard transliterations [Latin]: sayh mahjar 
Standard writing [Arabic]:

Comments: Forsskål writes Scheck mahjar and 
not Schecb mabdjar but the graffical differences 
between the letters “h” and “b” in the Flora are 
very slight indeed. The spelling follows Schwein- 
furth (1912, p. 126) who notes the e in Scheck as 
a long vowel thus indicating an original diph
thong ay > e217. The plant name could mean 
“the chief (sheikh) of the garden”.

Adiantum incisum Forssk.
Forsskål [Latin]: Meschåt el ghoråb (name from 
Yemen).
Forsskål [Arabic]: oLAo
Standard transliterations [Latin]: masät al- 
ghuräb, misät al-ghuräb
Standard writing [Arabic]:

x f X X f X X
>_ 11-jÄJI oLko < -_iI oLituo

Comments: This name seems very much like 
the one for Acrosticum filare, however Forsskål 
himself indicated the differences in pronuncia
tion both by writing the names with Arabic let
ters and in his transcriptions (cf. comments to 
Acrosticum filare above). However Prof. Loutfy 
Boulos proposed the pronunciation: masät al-

_ . _ _ ' ' X > *x X

ghurab/misat al-ghurab = >JI LLLo \ _>*jI LLLo. 
These names mean “comb of the raven”.

Christella dentata (Forsk.) Brownsey &Jenny 
Forsskål [Latin]: Maas (name from Yemen). 
Forsskål [Arabic]:
Standard transliterations [Latin]: macas 
Standard writing [Arabic]:
Comments: The name måas was also written on 
an original Held label on the herbarium sheet 
with this plant at C. The last letter was neverthe
less written rather unclearly.

217. Prof. Loutfy Boulos proposed that the pronunciation: 
sih mahjar = j-. -> ■ ~ .
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Hypodematium crenatum (Forsk.) Kuhn
Forsskål [Latin]: Maschöt
Forsskål [Arabic]: laj i"in
Standard transliterations [Latin]: masüt
Standard writing [Arabic]: laj i"i A
Comments: See Acrosticum filare above.

Selaginella imbricata (Forsk.) Spring ex Decne.
Forsskål [Latin]: Raesen ‘Schäker rabba
Forsskål [Arabic]:
Standard transliterations [Latin]: rasan, säkirun 
rabbahu

>S> z z z

Standard writing [Arabic]: <Uj j
Comments: The second name means “thanking his 
lord”, which Forsskål notes too (Forsskål 1775b, p. 
187 No. 20). The standard trascription and writing 
of this latter name follow the rules of Classical Ara
bic.

Selaginella yemensis (Siu.) Spring ex Decne.
Forsskål [Latin]: Hocha, Seraidt
Standard transliterations [Latin]: huqqah, 
sarütüt
Standard writing [Arabic]: < Sia.
Comments: The standard trascriptions and writ
ings follow Schweinfurth (1912, p. 153). Re
garding the name huqqah Schweinfurth was pro
vided with almost the same name, i.e. haqquwah 
5j ö-, for this same species during his own field 
investigations in Yemen (Schweinfurth 1912, p. 
171). Regarding the name sarütüt Forsskål wrote 
seråtåt. in the Flora Ægyptiaco-Arabica (Forsskål 
1775b, p. CXXV No. 650). In parts of Yemen ü 
becomes ö in the surrounding of emphatic con
sonants (Behnstedt 1985, map 10), The stan
dard transliteration and writing of this name is 
based on this fact.
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Index of Scientific Botanical Names
Synonyms and invalid names are in italics according to the way they are printed in the main text.

A

Abelmoschus esculentus, 73
Abrus precatorius, 63
Abutilon bidentatum, 74
Acacia asak, 63
Acacia ehrenbergiana, 63; 65
Acacia farnesiana, 64
Acacia hamulosa, 64
Acacia hockii, 64
Acacia mellifera, 64
Acacia nilotica, 64
Acacia oerfota, 65
Acacia seyal, 65
Acacia tortilis, 65
Acalypha decidua, 55
Acalypha fructicosa, 55
ACANTHACEAE, 15
Acanthus arboreus, 15
Achillea fragrantissima, 38
Achillea santolina, 38
Achyranthes aspera, 19; 21; 23; 98; 99
Achyranthes aspera, var. sicula, 19
Achyranthes capitata, 20; 21; 38
Acrosticum filare, 120
Actiniopteris radiata, 120
Adenia venenata, 82
Adenium obesum, 22
Adiantum capillus-veneris, 120
Adiantum incisum, 120
Adonis microcarpus 87
Aervajavanica, 20
Aerva lanata, 21; 99
AIZOAt.EAE, 18
Aizoon canariense, 18
Ajuga iva, 60
Albizia lebbeck, 65
Alhagi maurorum, 66
ALLLACEAE, 104
Allium cepa, 104
Allium desertorum, 104
Allium porrum, 56; 104
Allium sativum, 104
Aloe arborea, 116
Aloe inermis, 116

Aloe pendens, 116
Aloe vacillans, 117
Aloe variegata, 116
Aloe vera, 117
Aloe vera var. officinalis, 188
Alternanthera sessilis, 24
Althea rosea, 117
AMARANTI IACEAE, 19; 38
AMARYLLIDACEAE, 104
Ambrosia maritima, 39
Ammi majus, 97
Amyris kafal, 30
Anabasis articulata, 34
ANACARDIACEAE, 22
Anarrhinum forskaolii, 92
Anastatica hierochuntica, 49
Anchusa aegyptiaca, 27
Andropogon ramosum, 107
Andropogonoides, 115
Aneilema forskalei, 105
Aniso tes trisulcus, 15
Annona squamosa, 22
ANNONACEAE, 22
Anticharis linearis, 92
APOCYNACEAE, 22
ARACEAE, 105
Arisaema bottae, 105
Arisaema flavum, 105
Aristida ascensionis, 107
Aristida paniculata, 107
Aristolochia bracteolata, 23
ARISTOLOCHIACEAE, 23
Arnebia tinctona, 27
Artemisia camphorata, 39
Artemisia judaica, 39
Artemisia santonica, 39
Artemisia semsek, 39
Arthrocnemum macrostachyum, 34; 102
Arundo donax, 107
ASCLEPIADACEAE, 23
Asclepias contorta, 23
Asparagus africanus, 117
Asphodelus fistulosus L. Var. tenuifolius, 118
Asphodelus tenuifolius. 118
Astractylis, 40
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Astragalus peregrinus, 66
Astragalus spinosus, 66
Asystasia gangetica, 15
Asystasia guttata, 15
Atractylis carduus, 39
Atractylis flava, 39
Atriplex coriacea, 34
Atriplex farinosa, 34
Atriplex halimus L. var. schweinfurthii, 34
Atriplex leucolada, 35
Avicennia marina, 26
AVICENNIACEAE, 26

B

Barleria bispinosa, 15; 16
Barleria diacantha, 15
Barleria lanceata, 16
Barleria prioritis ssp. apressa, 16
Barleria trispinosa, 15; 16; 76
Bassia muricata, 35
Bauhinia tomentosa, 59; 66
Becium serpyllifolium, 60
BERBERIDACEAE, 26
Berberis forskaliana, 26
Beta vulgaris, 35
Bidens apiifolia, 40
Blepharis ciliaris, 16
Blyttia spiralis, 24
Boerhavia diandra, 81
Boerhavia diffusa, 19; 35;
Boerhavia plumbagineus Cav. var. forskalei Schweinfurth,

80
Boerhavia repens L. var. diffusa, 81
Bolboschoenus maritimus, 106
BORAGINACEAE, 27
Borago officinalis, 27
Brachiara mutica, 107
Breonadia salicina, 88
Bromus japonicus, 108
Bunias orientalis, 49
BURCERACEAE, 30

c

Cadaba farinosa, 30
Cadaba glandulosa, 31
Cadaba rotundifolia, 31
Cadia purpurea, 66
Cakile maritima, 50

Calenchoe deficiens, 49
Calendula arvensis, 40 
Calendula officinalis, 40 
Campanula edulis, 30 
CAMPANULACEAE, 30 
Canavalia africana, 66 
Canavalia gladiata, 67; 68; 73 
CAPPARIDACEAE, 30 
Capparis cartilaginea, 31 
Capparis dahi, 31 
Capparis decidua, 31
Capparis mithridatica, 32 
Capparis oblongifolia, 32
Caralluma dentata, 24 
Caralluma quadrangula, 24 
CARIOPHYLIACEAE, 32 
Carissa edulis, 22
Carlina involucrata, 36 
Cassytha filiformis, 63
Catha edulis, 33 
Caucanthus edulis, 73 
Caylusea hexagyna, 87 
CELASTRACEAE, 33 
Celosia polystachia, 21; 38 
Celosia trigyna, 21; 38 
Celtis toka, 98
Cenchrus biflorus, 107; 108
Cenchrus ciliaris, 108
Cenchrus setigerus, 108
Centaurea; 40
Centaurea aegyptiaca, 40 
Centaurea calcitrapa, 40 
Centaurea glomerata, 41
Centaurea pumila; 39 
Centaurium pulchellum, 59 
Centaurothamnus maximus, 41 
Centropodia forskalei, 108 
Ceropegia variegata, 24, 
Ceruana pratensis, 41 
Chamaecrista nigricans, 67 
Christella dentata, 120 
Chrozophora oblongifolia, 55 
Chrozophora plicata, 55 
Cissus glandulosa, 100; 101 
Cissus quadrangularis, 101 
Cissus rotundifolia, 101 
Cistanche phelypaea, 92 
Citrullus colocynthis, 52 
Citrullus lanatus, 52
Citrus aurantium, 89 
Citrus medica, 89; 90 
Clematis simensis, 86
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Cleome digitata, 31
Clutia lanceolata, 55
Coccinia grandis, 52
Cocculus hirsutus, 77
Cocculus pendulus, 77
Coffea arabica, 88
Commelina africana, 105
Commelina commelinoides, 105
Commelina commun, 105
COMMELINACEAE, 105
Commicarpus, 19
Commicarpus plumbagineus, 81 
Commiphora gileadensis, 30 
Commiphora kataf, 30
COMPOSITAE, 38
CONVOLVULACEAE, 47
Convolvulus arvensis, 47
Convolvulus hystrix, 47
Convolvulus lanatus, 47 
Conyza pyrrhopappa, 41
Conyza. tomentosa, 44
Corchorus antichorus, 96
Corchorus depressus, 96
Corchorus olitorius, 96; 97
Corchorus trilocularis, 97
Cordia gharaf 27
Cordia myxa, 27
Cordia sinensis, 27
Coronopus squamatus, 50
CHENOPODIACEAE, 34
Chenopodium schraderianum, 35 
Chenopodium viride, 35 
CRASSULACEAE, 48
Crepis rupelii, 42
Cressa cretica, 47
t rinum album, 104
Crotalaria retusa, 67
CRUCIFERAE, 49
Ctenolepis cerasiformis, 52
Cucumis melo, 52; 53
Cucumis melo var. Chate, 53
Cucumis sativus, 53
Cucumis [sp. without epithet ], 53
Cucurbita pepo, 53
CUCURBITACEAE, 52
Cullen corylipholia, 67
Cymbopogon caesius, 102; 109; 116; 117
CYMODOCEACEAE, 119 
Cynodon dactylon, 109
Cynoglossum lanceolatum, 28 
Cynoglossum linifolium, 28 
Cynosurus ternatus, 109

CYPERACEAE, 106
Cyperus alopecuroides, 106
Cyperus capitatus, 106
Cyperus complananatus 106
Cyperus conglomeratus, 106
Cyperus cruentus, 106
Cyperus esculentus, 106
Cyperus ferrugineus, 106
Cyperus fuscus, 106
Cyphostemma digitatum, 101
Cyphostemma ternatum, 101

D

Dactyloctenium aegyptium, 109
Datura metel, 93
Datura stramonium, 93
Debregesia saeneb, 98
Delonix elata, 67
Desmostachya bipinnata, 109
Dianthus cariophyllus, 32
Dianthus uniflorus, 32
Dicliptera foetidae, 16; 17
Dicliptera verticillata, 15; 16
DICOTYLEDONS, 15
Digera muricata, 21
Dipcadi erythraeum, 118
Diplotaxis acris, 50
Diplotaxis harra, 50
Dobera glabra, 91
Dolichos faba-nigrita, 68; 69
Dolichos didjre, 2,7
Dolichos faba indica, 67
Dolichos lubia, 67
Dorstenia foetida, 78
Droguetia iners, 98; 99

E

Ecbolium gymnostachyum, 17
Ecbolium viride, 17
Echidnopsis multangula, 24
Echinops spinnosissimus, 41
Echium angustifolium, 27; 28; 35
Echium cericeum, 28
?Echium creticum, 28
Echium rubrum, 28
Eclipta prostrata, 42
Ehretia cymosa, 28
Elymus cap. medusce, 107
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Emex spinosus, 84
Enathrocarpus lyratus, 50
Erodium glaucophyllum, 50
Erodium malacoides, 50
Erucaria crassifolia, 50
Eulophia streptopetala, 119
Euphorbia aculeata, 56
Euphorbia cf. platyphyllus, 57
Euphorbia fructicosa, 56
Euphorbia granulata, 56
Euphorbia inarticulata, 56
Euphorbia indica, 56
Euphorbia peplus, 56; 57
Euphorbia retusa, 57
Euphorbia schimperi, 57
Euphorbia scordifolia, 57
EUPHORBIACEAE. 55

F

Fagonia arabica, 101
Fagonia cretica, 102
Farsetia aegyptia, 51
FERNS AND FERN-ALLIES, 120
Ficus carica, 78
Ficus cordata Thimb. subsp. salcifolia, 78; 79
Ficus exasperata, 78
Ficus palmata, 78; 80
Ficus populifolia, 78
Ficus sp, 80
Ficus sur, 79
Ficus sycomorus, 79
Ficus taab, 79
Ficus vasta, 79
FLACOURTIACEAE, 58
Flemingia cf. grahamiana, 68
?Fluegga virosa, 57
Forsskaolea, 7; 98
Forsskåolea tenacissima, 98
Frankenia revoluta, 59
FRANKENIACEAE, 59
Fumaria densiflora, 59
FUMARIACEAE, 59

G
Galium aparinoides, 89
GENTIANACEAE, 59
GERANIACEAE, 59
Geranium arabicum, 59

Geruma, 19
Geruma alba, 18
Girardinia diversifolia, 99
Glinus lotoides, 19; 55
Gnaphalium orientale, 42
Gomphocarpus fruticosus, 25; 26 
Gossypium arboreum, 74; 75
Gossypium herbaceum, 75
Gossypium vitifolium, 75
GRAMINEAE, 107
Grewia, 103
Grewia arborea, 97
Grewia tenax, 97; 103
Grewia velutina, 97
GUTTIFERAE, 60
Gymnocarpos decandrum, 32
Gynandriris sisyrinchium, 116
Gysophila capillaris, 32

H

Halimione portulacoides, 35; 36
Halocnemum strobilaceum, 36
Halodule uninervis, 119
Haplophyllum tuberculatum, 90 
Helianthemum stipulatum, 38
Helichrysum cymosum ssp. fructicosum, 42
Helichrysum forskahlii, 42
Heliotropium bacciferum, 29
Heliotropium digynum, 29
Heliotropium europaeum, 29
Heliotropium longiflorum, 29
Heliotropium sp. inclet., 29
Hibiscus esculentus, 74; 75
Hibiscus ficulneus, 75
Hibiscus praecox, 74; 75
Hibiscus purpureus, 75; 76
Hieracium uniflorum, 42; 44; 46;
Hordeum murinum subsp. glaucum, 110 
Hordeum vulgare, 110
Hybanthus enneaspermus, 100
Hyoscyam us, 93
Hyoscyamus boveanus 29
Hyoscyamus muticus, 93; 95
Hypericum revulotum, 60
Hypodematium crenatum, 120; 121
Hypoestes forskalei, 17; 18; 76
Hypoestes triflora, 17
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I

Imperata cylindrica, 110
Indigofera argentea. 69
Indigofera articulata, 68
Indigofera oblongifolia, 68
Indigofera spicata, 68
Indigofera spinosa, 68
Indigofera tinctoria, 68
Iphiona mucronata, 42
Ipomoea cairica, 47; 48
Ipomoea nil, 48
Ipomoea pes-caprae, 48
Ipomoea triflora, 26; 48
Ipomoea verticillata, 48
IRIDACEAE, 116

J
Jasminum officinale, 40; 82
Jatropha glauca, 57; 58
Jatropha pelargoniifolia, 58
Jatropha variegata, 58
JUNCACEAE, 116
Juncus acutus, 116
Juncus maritimus, 116
Juncus subulatus, 116
Justicia caerulea, 17; 76
Justicia odora, 17
Justicia resupinata, 18; 76

K

Kalanchoe alternans, 48
Kalanchoe deficiens, 49; 86
Kalanchoe lanceolata, 49
Kanahia laniflora, 25
Kedrostis gijef, 54
Kedrostis leloja, 54
Kickxia aegyptiaca, 92
Kleinia odora, 42
Kleinia pendula, 43
Kleinia semperviva, 43

L

LABIATAE, 60
Lablab purpureus, 69

Lactuca capensis, 42
Lactuca inermis, 43
Laeba, 77
Lagenaria siceraria, 54
Lantana virbunoides, 100
Laportea aestuans, 99
Lathreae quinquefida, 92
Launaea mucronata, 43
Launaea nudicaulis, 43
Launaea spinosa, 44
LAURACEAE, 63
Lawsonia inermis, 73
LEGUMINOSAE, 63
LENTIBULARIACEAE, Tl>
LEPIDLTM a) squamatum, 50
LEPIDLTM b) hortense, 50
Lepidum sativum, 103
Leptadenia arborea, 25
Leptadenia pyrotechnica, 25
Leptochloa fusca, 110
Leucas alba, 60
LILIACEAE, s.l., 116
Lilium album, 104
Lilium candidum, 104
Limoniastrum monopetalum, 84
Linaria haelava, 92
? Lolium multiflorum, 110
Lotus corniculatus, 69
Lotus halophilus, 69
Lotus polyphyllus, 69
Lotus villosus, 69
Ludwigia stolonifera, 82
Luff et aegyptiaca, 55
Luffa cordata, 54
Luffa cylindrica, 54
Lupinus albus, 69
Lycopersicon esculentum, 95
LYTHRACEAE, 73

M

Macowania ericifolia, 44
Maerua crassifolia, 31
Maerua oblongifolia, 31
Maesa lanceolata, 80
MALPIGHIACEAE, Ti
Malva parviflora, 76
Malva verticillata, 76
MALVACEAE, L3
Mangifera indica, 22
Marrubium alysson, 60
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Matthiola livida, 51
Matthiola tricuspidata, 51
Medicago polymorpha, 69
MELIACEAE, 11
Melilotus indica, 69; 72
MENISPERMACEAE, 11
Mentha x piperita, 60
Menta pulegium, 61
Mentha sp. indet, 61
Mesembryanthemum forsskålii, 19
Mesembryanthemum nodiflorum, 19
Mesua glabra, 103
Minuartia geniculata, 33
MOLLUGINACEAE, 11
Moltkiopsis ciliata, 29
MONOCOTYLEDONS, 104
MORACEAE, 78
Moringa peregrina, 80
MOEUNGACEAE, 80
MYRSINACEAE, 80
Myrsine africana, 80

N
Nauplius graveolens, 44
Nerium foliis integris, 23
Neurada procumbens, 80
NEURADACEAE, 80
Nicotiana tabacum, 93
Nitraria retusa, 102
NITRAR1ACEAE, 101
Noaea mucronota, 36
NYCTAGINACEAE, 80
NYMPELACEAE, 81
Nymphea lotus, 81

o
Ochna inermis, 81
OCHNACEAE, 81
Ocimum forskolei, 61
Ocimum menthaefolium, 61
Ocimum vaalae, 61; 62
Ocimum a zatarhendi, 62; 63
Odontanthera radians, 25
Odontosperm um graveolens, 45
Odontospermumpygmaeum, 45
Odyssea mucronata, 110
Olea europaea, 82; 84
OLEACEAE, 82

ONAGRACEAE, 82
Oncoba spinosa, 58
ORCEEEDACEAE, 119
Origanum majorana, 62
Ormocarpum yemense, 69
Orobanche aegyptiaca, 92; 93
Orobanche crenata, 93
Orygia villosa, 77; 86

P
PALMAE, 119
Pancratium maritimum, 104; 105
PANDANACEAE, 119
Pandanus odoriferus, 119
Panicum glaucum, 108
Panicum repens, 111
Panicum turgidum, 111
Papaver rhoeas, 87
PAPAVERACEAE, 82
Parietaria alsinifolia, 99
Paronychia arabica, 33
Paronychia desertorum, 33
PASSIFLORACEAE, 82
Pavetta longiflora, 89
PEDALIACEAE, 83
Pennisetum divisum, 111
Pennisetum glaucum, 111; 113
Pennisetum setaceum, 111
Pennisetum spicatum, 111
Pentas lanceolata, 89
Pentatropis spiralis, 80
Pentatropis nivalis, 26; 48
Pergularia daemia, 26
Pergularia tomentosa, 26
Peristrophe paniculata, 18
Phagnalon rupestre, 44
Phaulopsis imbricata, 18
Phelipaea aegyptiaca, 93
Phoenix dactylifera, 119
Phragmites australis, 112; 113
Phragmites australis (Cav.) Trin, ex Steud. subsp. altissimus,

112
Phragmites communis, 112
Phragmites mauritianus, 107
Phyllantus niruri, 58
Phyllantus ovalifolius, 58
Picris asplenioides, 44
Picris scabra, 44
PLANTAGINACEAE, 83
Plantago major, 83
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Plantago ovata, 83
Plantago ovata var. decumbens, 83
PLATANACEAE, 84
Platanus orientalis, 84
Plectranthus aegyptiacus, 62
Plectranthus amboinicus, 62
Plectranthus hadiensis, 62
Pluchea dioscoridis, 44
PLUMBAGINACEAE, 84
Polycarpon prostratum, 33
Polygala tinctoria, 84
POLYGALACEAE, 84
POLYGONACEAE, 84
Polygonum equisetiforme, 85
Polypogon monspeliensis, 112
Polypogon viridis, 112
Portulaca imbricata, 86
Portulaca oleracea. 82
Portulaca quadrifida, 82
PORTULACACEAE, 82
Pouzolzia parasitica, 99
Priva adhaerens, 20; 98; 100
Pulicaria arabica, 44; 45
Pulicaria crispa, 45
Pulicaria incisa, 45
Pulicaria inuloicles, 45

R

RANUNCULACEAE, 86
Ranunculus asiaticus, 87
Ranunculus sceleratus, 87
Reaumurea hirtella, 95
Reseda decursiva, 87
Reseda luteola, 87
RESEDACEAE, 87
Retama raetam, 70
RHAMNACEAE, 87
Ricinus communis, 58; 75
Rocama prostrata, 19
Roemeria hybrida (L.) DC. subsp. dodecandra, 82
Rosa sp, 88
ROSACEAE, 88
Rostraria cristata, 112
RUBIACEAE, 88
Rubus arabicus, 88
Ruellia hispida, 18
Ruellia patula, 15; 17; 18
Ruellia strepens, 17
Rumex dentatus, 85; 86
Rumex glaber, 84

Rumex nervosus, 85
Rumex pictus, 85; 86
Rumex spinosus, 84
Rumex vesicarius, 86
Ruta, 91
Ruta chalepensis, 90; 91
Ruta graveolens, 91
RUTACEAE, 89

s
Saccharum officinarum, 112
Saccharum spontaneum L. subsp. aegyptiacum, 113
SAUCACEAE, 91
Salicornia europaea, 36; 37
Salicornia fructicosa, 34
Salix subserrata, 91
Salix ægyptiaca, 91
Salsola forskalii, 37
Salsola imbricata, 37
Salsola inermis, 37
Saltia papposa, 21
Salvadora persica, 92
SALVADORACEAE, 91
Salvia aegyptica, 62; 85
Salvia lanigera, 62
Salvia merjamie, 62
Salvia, officinalis, 35; 36
Sanseviera forskaliana, 118
Sarcostemma sp. indet, 26
Sarcostemma viminale, 26
Scadoxus multiflorus, 105
Schoenus incanus, 107
Schouwia purpurea, 51
Scirpus kalii 3. Alpini, 106
Scirpus lateralis, 107
Scolymus hispanicus, 45
Scoparia dulcis, 93
?Scorzonera tingitana, 45
SCROPERJLARIACEAE, 92
Sehima ischeimoides, 113
Selaginella imbricata, 121
Selaginella yemensis, 121
Senecio aegyptius L. var. discoideus, 45
Senecio glaucus, 45
Senecio hadiensis, 45; 46
Senecio lyratus, 46; 100
Senecio sp. indeterminatus, 46
Senna italica, 70; 71
Senna obtusifolia, 21; 70; 71
Senna sophera, 71
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Senna tora, 71
Sesamum indicum, 83
Sesbania aegyptiaca, 71
Sesbania grandiflora, 71
Sesbania sesban, 71
Setaria verticillata, 113
Sida ciliata, 76
Sida cordifolia, 74
Sida ovata, 77
Sida panicidata ?74
Silene villosa, 33
Sinapis allionii, 51
Sinapis arvensis, 51
SOLANACEAE, 93
Solanecio angulatus, 46
Solanum armatum, 94
Solanum coagulans, 94
Solanum cordatum, 94
Solanum forskalii, 94
Solanum glabratum, 94
Solanum incanum, 94; 107
Solanum nigrum, 94; 95
Solanum villosum, 95
Sonchus oleraceus, 46
Sonchus tenerrimus, 46
Sorghum bicolor, 111; 113
Spergularia marina, 33
Sphaeranthus suaeveolens, 46
Sporobulus pyramidalis, 114
Sporobulus spicatus, 112; 114
Stachys aegyptiaca, 63
Sterculia africana, 95
STERCULIACEAE, 95
Stipagrostis lanata, 114
Suaeda aegyptiaca, 37; 38
Suaeda fructicosa, 37
Suaeda hortensis, 37
Suaeda monoica, 37; 38
Suaeda pruinosa, 36
Suaeda vera (S. vera), 20; 21; 36; 38
Suaeda vermiculata (S. vermiculata), 36

T

Talinum portulacifolium, 78; 86
TAMARICACEAE, 95
Tamarix aphylla, 96
Tamarix nilotica, 96
Tamarix tetragyna, 96

Tanacetum parthenium, 47
Taverniera lappacea, 71; 108
Tephrosia tomentosa, 71
Thalassodendron ciliatum, 119
Themeda triandra, 114
Thymelaea hirsuta, 96
TETYMELAEACEAE, 96
Thymus laevigatus, 63
TILIACEAE, 96
Torillis arvensis, 98
Tragia pungens, 58
Tribulus petandrus, 102
Trichilia emetica, 77
Trichodesma africana, 29
Trifolium alexandrinum, 71
Trifolium resupinatum, 72
Trigonella hamosa, 72
Trigonella stellata, 72
Triticum aegolipoides, 114
Triticum speltaA>, 114
Triticum spelta L. a villosum, 114
Triticum spelta L. b glabrum, 115

u
ULMACEAE, 98
UN-NAMED DICOTYLEDONS, 103
UMBELLIFERAE, 'J7
Urtica pilulifera, 29
Urtica urens, 29; 100
URTICACEAE, T, 20; 98
Utricularia inflexa, 73

V
VERBENACEAE, 20; 100
Vigna aconitifolia, 72
Vigna luteola, 72
Vigna radiata, 72
Vigna unguiculata, 67; 72
Vigna unguiculata (L.) Walp. subsp. sesquipedalis (L.)

Werde., 73
VIOLACEAE, 100
VITACEAE, 100
Vitex agnus-castus, 100
Vitis vinifera, 101
Volutaria lippii, 47
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w
Wissadula amplissima, 15; 77
Withania somnifera, 95

z
Zilla spinosa, 51
Ziziphus lotus, 88
Ziziphus mucronatus, 87

Ziziphus spina-christi, 27; 87
Ziziph us vulgaris, 87
Ziziph us ziziph us, 88
Zollikoferia mucronata, 43
Zollikoferia nudicaulis, 43
Zollikoferia spinosa, 44
Zostera “dubia”, 119
ZOSTERACEAE, 119
ZYGOPHYLLACEAEs.l., 101
Zygophyllum album, 34, 102
Zygophyllum coccineum, 102
Zygophyllum simplex, 102



Index of Arabie Botanical Names
The names are written according to their style in the main text, i.e. names noted by Forsskål are 
usually in italics, while transliterations are in regular.

When the Arabic definite article is a part of the name, the entry is put under the letter A or E.

Letters wearing diacritical marks are put after their plain counterparts. Hamzah is the first letter 
and cayn is put between the letters F and G.

0

'arwä. 20 
iibays. 60
□Jal. 81

A

abad, 108
Abdellavi, 53
Abn scham, 30
Abu Fara, 25
abü färah, 25
abü istirs, 110
abü ragbi, 110
Abu rugbi, 110
abü rugbi, 110
Abu stirs, 110 
abü säm, 30
Aburagbi, 110
Abuschåm, 30 
adawn al-kalb, 42
Aden, 22; 82
Adhaun el kelb, 42
Adhbe, 95
Adjelmaelek, 72
Adjür, 53
Aebaed, 108
Aebliae, 116
Aeisj el maelik, 92
Aejn el bagar, 94; 107
Aelb, 87
Aerejam, 35
Aerua, 20

Aeschib ed dib, 92 
Aesibe, 69 
Aesjbae, 69 
afj gceschid, 114 
äfi,114 
afwad, 97 
afwäd, 97 
afwac, 97 
acnäb, 101 
Aghul, 66 
Agüb, 66 
adhayr, 42 
ajj al-malik, 72 
Akaesj, 39 
Akesch, 39 
akrir, 29 
Akrlr, 29 
Alad, 77 
Alaf, 114 
alaf, 114 
al-bayäd, 30 
al-duraysi, 102 
al-kuhaylah, 28 
Alloh, 55 
Amb, 22 
Amfalül, 46 
amir yäsir, 22 
anamah, 94 
Anschat, 55 
Ansif 44 
Anthur, 22 
Antur, 22 
Arakis, 52 
Arakis, 52; 53 
Arar, 80
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Ardj, 87
arjäj, 77
Arm, 22
Asak. 63
Asal, 30; 31; 38; 60
Aschrek, 70; 71
Åsir, 69
Asjib ed dib, 92 
atbir, 66
Athbir, 66
All, 96
atl, 96
Atle, 96
Auvid, 107; 115
Acfib, 66
asal, 27

Æ
cejn elbac[er, 94
Ænab, 101

B

Baejad, 98
Baejåd, 47
Baejud, 41
Baeledi, 75
Beieles, 78; 80 
baelledi, 73
Baeruad, 41
Bæætran, 39 
bacetherän, 39
Bajad, 98
baladi, 75 
balas, 78; 80 
balis, 78; 80
Bami, 75
Bamia shdmi, 73 
bamia uaki, 73 
bämiyah, 73; 75 
bämiyah baladi, 73 
bämiyah rümi, 73 
bämiyah stambüli, 73 
bämiyah wäqi, 73 
bämiyah sämi, 73 
bämyah, 74 
bän, 91

Bån, 91
banadürah, 95 
banj, 93
bardah, 95
Barde, 95
Barnuf, 44 
barnüf, 44 
barwad, 41
Basal, 104 
basil, 86
Bassal eddjinn, 118
Bassal errobah, 118
Bastran, 38;39
basal, 104
basal al-jinn, 118 
basal ar-rubäh, 118
Battich, 52
Battich brullosi, 53
Battich djebbeli, 53
Battich el malaike, 55
Battich ennemis, 53 
battih, 52
battih al-irialä ikah. 55
battih al-namis, 53
battih burullusi, 53 
battih jabali, 53 
bayad, 98 
baykamän, 94 
bayüd, 41 
bayäd, 47; 98
Bejkaman, 94
Bersim, 71
Bersiim, 71
Bersim, 71
Berziim, 71
Be selil, 116
Besesil, 116
Beudj, 93
bilis, 78 
billic, 63
birsim, 71
birsiin, 71
birzün, 71
Biss, 31
Biss, 31
Bochar, 111
Bocka, 58
Bockaeme, 94
Bcickar, 94
Bockar, 94
Bockel, 51
Bockeme, 94
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Boeka, 58
Bögacl, 41 
Bogåd, 41
Bokaeme, 94 
Bonkom, 94
Borraejt, 118 
Bortam, 55
Bortom saghajar, 55 
Bortom soghaeir, 55 
Borton, 55
Bökel, 51 
Bselil, 116 
Buddjer, 21
Budjer, 21 
bu' aylrän. 38 
bujir, 21 
büjäd, 41 
bukär, 111
Bunn, 88 
bunn, 88 
bunqum, 94 
buqaymi, 94 
buql, 51 
büqäd, 41
Burr, 114; 115 
burr, 115 
burrayt, 118 
burtam, 55 
burtam sughayr, 55 
bus hajni, 112 
büs färsi, 113 
busaylil, 116 
busaysil, 116 
buwaykah, 58 
Buz. 112
Buz farsi, 113 
Buzhaggni, 112 
büz hajnah, 112 
Byllia, 63 
bcecetran, 39

c
Cellae, 98 
Chda, 45 
Chada, 59
Chadar, 97; 103 
Chadår, 97 
Chadder, 81 
Chaddir, 81 
Chaelle, 97

Chaisarån, 47
Chalåf 91
Chalfi, 109
Chamsarat el anise, 66
Chamsaret el arüsi, 66
Ghanas, 79
Characher, 100
Charad, 81
Chdrad, 81
Charchara, 117
Chardel, 51
Charua, 58
Chasjir, 41
Chasser, 17
Chatmiae, 74
Chiår, 53
Chobaes, 75
Chobbeize, 76
Chobs el okab, 30
Chodardar, 48
Choddåra, 81
Chodeira, 49
Chodejva, 49
Chodie, 17
Chodrab, 45
Chommiib, 18
Chommaesch, 89; 90
Chommåh, 18
Chorraesch, 56
Chosjaejn, 38
Chossar errobah, 118
Chraesi, 34; 36; 102
Chada, 60
Cotn el sadjar, 74

D

Dabak, 52
Dabbuna, 27 
dabbünah, 27 
dabir, 91 
dabsah, 106
Daehn, 113
Daefrån, 55
Daemia, 26
Daenag, 118
Daerah, 88
Dafra, 42
Dafri, 42
Dafri, 42
dafär, 93
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Dagabis, 23
Dahak, 52
Dahan, 57
Dahan, 57
Dahhi, 47
Dahi, 31 
dahaq, 52
dahhi, 47
D akari, 101 
dakari, 101
Dakn esschcebah, 107
Daku esschaeha, 107 
damsisah, 39 
danaq, 118 
danb at-tawr, 107 
daqn as-saybah, 107 
daqäbis, 23 
daraf, 23
Daragrag, 72 
darajraj, 72 
darah, 88
Dasri, 42
Datdra, 93 
dayfrän, 55 
dayl al-fär, 112 
dayl al-fä 'r. 112 
daymiyyah, 26
Del el får, 112
Delb, 79
Demsise, 39 
demyah, 26
Depsjae, 106
Dfar, 93 
dhåchef, 105
Dharaf 23
Dharu, 62
Dhenåba, 87
Dhenneb et tor, 107
Dhoba, 64
Dhraeba, 25; 26
Dhraeirae, 114
Dhraejrae, 114 
dibsah, 106
Didjar, 21
Didjer al akbar, 70
Didjre, 67; 68; 69; 72 
dijar, 21
dijar al-akbar, 70 
dijrah, 67; 68; 69; 72; 73 
drib, 79
drmyah, 26 
diraybah. 26

Djabas, 52
Djadmel, 24 
Djaemde, 102
Djaha Oråk, 63
Djamdae, 102
Djarad, 32
Djarba, 51
Dj arma, 59
Djarmal, 102
Dj errum, 18
Djezavi, 119
Djirmel, 102
Djissåb, 119
Djulbån, 69; 72
Djummeiz, 79
Djyldjylån semsem, 83 
djysåb, 119
djcerad, 32
Dobb, 64
Dober, 91
Doccban, 93
Dochaf 105
Docchan, 94
Dochn, 113
Doluk, 37
Doraejse, 92
Doraema, 49
Doraise, 92
Doluk, 37
Draat el Kelb, 24
Drået el Kelbe, 24
dräcat al-kalb, 24 
dräcat al-kalbah, 24 
draybah, 25; 26 
dubayr, 91
Dubba dybbe, 54
Dubba farakis, 52 
dubba-farakis, 52 
dubbä '-dibbeh. 54
Duchn, 111 
dulab, 84 
dulb, 79; 84
duluq, 37
Dummaejri, 52
Dummeiri, 52
Dimdul, 58
Dundul, 58
dura, 113
durah, 113 
duraybah, 25; 26 
duraymah, 49
Durra, 113
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duhaf, 105 
duhn, 111; 113 
du’än, 93
Dyddjer, 21

P
dafri, 42 
danäbä, 87 
daraf, 23 
darü, 62 
darw, 62 
dinäbä, 87 
dumayri, 52 
durayrah, 114 
duraysah, 92

E

Ebaes, 60 
Edcher, 42 
Eddraejsi, 102 
Efuael, 97
Eflik, 107 
El bejad, 30 
el Benät, 81 
El kahaeli, 28 
elmå, 41
Emir Jasir, 22 
Enab eddib, 95 
Enabeddib, 94 
Ennaema, 94 
Entai, 101 
entay, 101 
Erdjadj, 77 
Ersan, 94 
Eschell, 27 
Esham, 107; 115 
et-tamäm, 111

F

Faealek, 102 
Faelek, 102 
Faetue, 64 
Faküs, 53 
falak, 102 
faqüs, 53 
farsayün, 60

faräsayün, 60 
Fidjl el djemal, 50 
Figl el djebbel, 84 
fijl al-jabal, 84 
fijl al-jamal, 50 
fill asfar, 116 
fird al-duwatab, 108 
firifrän, 100 
Fird Edvatab, 108 
Forgaa, 82 
Forgåa, 82 
Fraeka, 82 
Fraekahl, 82 
Frasfun, 60 
Frefrån, 100 
Ful barabra, 68 
fül barbarah, 68 
Ful Djellabe, 68 
Ful hendi, 67 
fül hindr, 67 
fül jaläbah, 68 
furayfirän, 100 
furaykal, 82 
furjacah, 82 
Fussa, 49 
fusä, 49 
fusä% 49 
futnah, 64 
Fyll asfar, 116 
Fcetne, 64

c

cabd al-läwr, 53 
' abdalläwi. 53 
'abliyah. 116 
cadan, 23;82 
cadn, 22 
cadbah, 95 
cajj al-malik, 72 
cajjür, 53 
cakrs, 39 
cakäs, 39 
calad, 77 
calb, 87 
calüh, 56 
canb, 22
anlalul. 46

c ansat, 55
c ansat, 55 
cansif, 44 
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üäqül, 66 
caraqis, 53 
caraqis, 52 
carj, 87 
carm, 22 
carsan, 94 
carär, 80 
casal, 30; 31; 38 
casaq, 63 
casir, 69 
casib ad-dib, 92 
casraq, 70 
casriq, 70 
casal, 60 
cawid, 107; 115 
cayn al-baqar, 94; 107 
cays al-malik, 92 
cenab ad-dib, 95 
cilb, 88 
cimir yäsir, 22 
cinab, 101 
cinab ad-di 'b. 95 
cinab at-taclab, 95 
cinabah, 101 
cinnäb, 101 
cisb, 69 
colafi, 119 
cubab, 57; 58; 95 
cOd al-qarah, 45 
cüd al-qarh, 45 
cudayn, 22; 49 
cuddayn, 22 
cullayq, 47 
‘ulla'ab. 72 
‘ullä'ah (?), 47 
culläh (?), 47 
cunnäb, 27 
cunqub,58 
cunüb, 101 
cuqes, 23 
curayj, 87 
curfut, 65
‘ uiTulah. 65 
curqus, 80 
curuk, 63 
curüq, 63 
cusb, 69 
cusäfi,34 
cusfäy, 34 
cutrub, 85 
cutrub, 85 
cutb, 75

cuyun al-banat, 81 
cuyun al-nimr, 81

G

Gaeddaba, 85
Ganisch, 113
Gargas, 72
Garmal, 102
Garna, 53; 59
Gaschue, 48
Gaschve, 48
Gat, 33
Gataf, 34; 35
Gatba, 102
Gazar malaiki, 98
Gazar sjaeitani, 98
Germ, 26
Ghab, 112 
ghäb, 112
Ghabbajre, 55 
ghabbayrah, 55
Ghaga, 23 
ghäqah, 23
Gharaf, 27 
gharaf, 27 
gharghad, 102
Gharghaeåd, 102
Gharghed, 102
Ghaschve, 26
Ghasl, 59; 87 
ghasl, 59; 60; 87; 88 
ghasl, 69
Ghasiil, 19 
ghasül, 19
ghäsül, 19 
ghaswah, 26; 48 
Ghobari, 77
Ghobbaejre, 19
Ghobbar, 18 
ghobbär, 18
Ghobeire, 15
Ghobire, 15
Gholaes, 24
Gholak, 24
Gholef 24
Ghoraejeb, 89 
ghubäri, 77 
ghubayrah, 15 
ghubbayrah, 19 
ghubbär, 18
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ghubirah, 15 
ghulaf, 24 
ghulak, 24 
ghulas, 24 
ghurayib, 89 
Gijef 54 
Girghair, 33 
gjerba, 51 
Gotn, 72 
Gotn, 72 
Gummaeli, 37 
Gurr, 72 
Gurt, 69; 72 
Gurumfil, 32 
gurumfil, 32 
Gwos, 35 
gæschid, 114

H

Hab el Aziz, 106 
Habagbåg, 46 
Habak, 94
Habb el kullae, 68 
Habbfa, 29 
habqabäq, 46 
Hack el omja, 54 
Hadak, 55; 94 
Hadg mödeg, 63 
Haelaes, 101 
Haelava, 92 
Haell, 68 
Haelvaek, 101 
Hahhfa, 29 
hahfah, 29 
Hajscheb, 59 
Halamae, 29 
halän, 116 
Half, 103
Hälfe, 110 
Halka, 101 
Hallaen, 116 
Hallål, 107 
Haluaek, 101 
Halite, 92
Haluk, 92 
Haluk metabi, 93 
Haluk rihi, 93 
hamd, 34; 36 
Hamdal, 52
Hamd, 102

Hamel, 21
Hamrür, 57
Hamsched, 19; 20; 98; 100 
hamsis, 85
Hamill, 73
Hanka, 101
Hankaja, 101
Hares, 65
Harm, 37
harm, 37
Harra, 50
Hasar, 68
Haschfa, 29
Haschfe, 19; 29
Haschisch elfarras, 110
Haschref, 78
Hattab Achmar, 96
Hattab badåda, 36
Hattab badåde, 36
Haudån, 44
Hauscheb, 28
Hauve, 43
Hedjazi, 70
Hemsis, 85
Hendibe, 43
Hemet ennemr, 117
Henn el bagar, 66
Hétm embas, 66
Hhdlfe, 109 
hindibah, 43
Hindibe, 43 
hinsäb, 84
Hmada, 102
Hocha, 121
Hommed, 23
Homedet er robah, 49
Horokrok, 99
Horrajg, 29
Horudjrudj, 77
Hotomtom, 75
Houmer, 67
Hour, 68
Höbb el adjais, 71; 107; 108
Hobokbok, 61
Hobsen, 76
Hodar, 92
Hollaech, 72
Höllern, 19
Hömaemer, 58
Homaesch, 94
Homed errobat, 49
Hömhömet el hanasch, 105
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Hömmaes, 88 
Hörnumer, 117 
hönemet ennemr, 117 
Hörekrek, 58
Hörimrim, 46 
Hörod, 76 
Hörreig, 29 
Horudj, 77 
Hörudj, 78; 86 
Hörudjrudj, 78; 86 
hulayn, 116 
hullayh?, 72 
Humaid, 85 
Humbaejt, 86 
Humejta, 58 
hunaymat an-nimr, 117 
Hunta, 114 
huruj, 78; 86 
hurujruj, 78; 86 
hutumtum, 75; 76 
Hcemd, 102 
Hænsab, 85

H

habaq, 94 
habb al-caziz, 106 
habb al-kullah, 68 
habb risäd, 50 
hadaq, 55; 94 
hadaq müdaq, 63 
hadij müdij, 63 
haläl, 107 
halämah, 29 
haläwah, 92 
halas, 101 
half, 103 
halfah, 110 
hall, 68 
halläl, 107 
halqah, 101 
halük nhi, 93 
halüq matäbi, 93 
halüq nhi, 93 
halwaq, 101 
hamädah, 102 
hamdal, 52 
hämil, 20 
hamrür, 57 
hämül, 73 
hamümar, 117

hamd, 23; 34; 102 
hamsad, 19; 100 
hamsid, 19; 98 
hankah, 101 
hankäyah, 101 
hanniyyat an-nimr, 117 
haqq al-' uiriyä '. 54 
haras, 65 
härir, 65 
haris, 65 
härrah, 50 
hasfah, 19; 29 
hasrs al-faras, 110 
hasraf, 78 
hasrif, 78 
hasär, 68 
hatab, 34 
hatab, 34 
hatab ahmar, 96 
hatab badädah, 36; 37 
hawah, 43 
hawäh, 43 
hawdän, 44 
hawmar, 67 
hawr, 68 
hawsab, 28 
haysab, 59 
Hijäzi, 70 
hinn al-baqar, 66 
hinn inbas, 66 
hintah, 115 
hubb al-' ajä iz. 71; 108 
hubsayn, 76 
hubuqbuq, 61 
hudar, 92 
hudar, 92 
hudär, 92 
hullim, 19 
humaydat ar-rubäh, 49 
humaymir, 58 
humays, 88 
humays, 94 
humaytah, 58 
humhumat al-hanas, 105 
humid, 23 
humidat ar-rubäh, 49 
hummayd, 85; 86 
huntah, 115 
hunzah, 115 
huqqah, 121 
hür, 69 
hurimrim, 46
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huraqriq, 58 
hurrayq, 29 
hurud, 76 
huruqruq, 99 
hüsab, 28

H

hac,45 
hadär, 97 
hajarat al-husam, 18 
halfi, 109 
haläf, 91 
hanas, 79
hansarat al-carüs, 66 
harad, 81 
harähir, 100 
hardal, 51 
hansi, 102 
harharah, 117 
harwac, 58 
hadar, 103 
hadär, 81 
hadir, 81 
hasir, 17 
hasir, 41 
hatmiyyah, 74 
hayzarän, 47 
hidär, 97 
hillah, 97 
hiyär, 53 
hraysi, 34 
hrayzi, 34; 36; 37 
hubayz, 75 
hubbayzah, 76 
hubz al-cuqab, 30 
hudayrah, 49 
hüda, 59 
hudärah, 81 
hudardar, 48 
hudirah, 50 
hudiwah, 50 
hüdiyah, 17 
hudräb, 45 
humays, 89 
hummäh, 18 
huris, 56 
hurrays, 56 
husar ar-rubäh, 118 
husayn, 38 
husin, 38

I

Idalia haelu, 90
Idalia malech, 90
idälyä mälih, 90
idälyä hulwun, 90
iflik, 102
irjäj, 77
isham, 107; 115
isnän, 34

J

jabbas, 52 
jadmil, 24 
jamdah, 102 
Jamrur, 43 
Jamriir, 40 
jarad, 32 
jarbä, 51 
jarjas, 72 
jarmal, 102 
jarnah, 53, 59 
Jasmin, 82 
jasid, 114 
jatbah, 102 
jazar irialä 'iki. 98 
jazar saytäni, 98 
jazar sitäni, 98 
jilbän, 69, 72 
jirghayr, 33 
jirmal, 102 
jizäb, 119 
jizawi, 119 
jizäwi, 119 
jühah, 63 
julbän, 69 
juljulän, 83 
jullubän, 69 
jummayli, 37 
jummayz, 79 
jurrum, 18

K

Kaad, 43 
kabät, 77 
Kabbad, 90 
kabbäd, 44;90
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Kabbli, 33
Kabsjie, 59 
kabsiyyah, 59
Kabua Kacli, 119 
kaddäd, 66
Kadhab, 31
Kadi, 66; 119
kädi, 119
Kaebbli, 40
Kaeddad, 44
Kaejsamån, 17
Kaejsim, 38
Kaeruan, 41
Kqf marjam, 49; 100 
kaff Maryam, 49; 100 
Kafal, 30
kacad, 43 
kacd, 43
Kaha, 73
Kalddi, 33
kahlah, 40 
kahli, 33
Kajan, 82
Kajsum, 38
kaid, 88
Kalakel, 67
kalis, 85
kälis, 85
kamb, 86
kammün karamäni, 102
Kamon karamåtd, 102
Kamon karamånr, 102
Kanaf, 119
kanaf, 119
Kanah, 25
Kanahh, 25 
kanah, 25
Kantariån, 59
Kara, 53
Karili, 51
karir, 29
karm, 101
Kasab, 107
Kasch, 52
Kasr, 15
kas, 25
Kat, 33
Kat er raejan, 43
Kat af, 30
Katam, 80
Kath, 33
Kauka, 73

Kauiin, 52 
kayrawän, 41
Kebath, 77; 92
Kebbåd, 44
Keddåd, 66
Keisiim gébeli, 38
Kejsemån, 17
Keranna, 25
Keråth, 56
Kerenna, 25
Kerlr, 29
Kennel, 102
Kerth, 56
Kesch, 25
Keschd, 69
Kescht, 69
Keschta, 22
Ketåt, 64
Khadjaret el chosam, 18
kibät, 77; 92
kibdat al-ard, 28
kibedet el ard?, 28
kimb, 86
kirät, 56
kirt, 56
kist, 69
Kobab, 116
Kolaebleba, 100
Kolkol, 67; 70; 71
Kokehlehce, 100
Koraat errai, 86
Korkor, 58
Korraeb, 30
Korraeis, 45
Korraejr, 45
Korråt, 104
Kosar, 78
Koschar, 119
Koschåri, 72
Ko seif 18
Kossaejf 17
Kossejf 18
Kotaba, 102
Kouka, 73
Krumb bissabra, 50
Kulham, 95
kulibah, 15; 16
Kulibe, 15
KuUibae, 16
kulhum, 95
Kunan,105
kurrät, 104
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kurunb bi-s-sahiä '. 50
Kus, 45 
küs, 45
Kusjet el Bellåd, 18
kusari, 72
kusäri,72
kusat al-biläd, 18
Kcejan, 82
Kåka, 72

L

Laaeja, 89
labah al jabal, 77
Laebach el djebbel, 77
Laebach, 65
Laebach el djaebbel, 77
Laehlah, 45
Laehlech, 45 
läciyah, 89 
Lasaf, 31 
lasaf, 31
Lebbejde, 56
Lebbejn, 56
Leloja, 54
Lesan el asal, 28 
libah, 65
Libbaejt, 33
libbäyat, 33 
lihläh, 45 
lllüyah, 54 
lim, 90
Lim, 90
Limün, 90
limün, 90
Limun haelu, 90
Limun malech, 90 
limün mälih, 90
Limun sjaeri, 90
limün hulwun, 90
lisän al-casal, 28
lisän al-hamal, 83
lisän at-tawr, 27
Lissan el bamal, 83
Lissån ettor, 27
Lmam, 60; 61
Lokmet ennadji, 83
Lokmet enndgi, 83
Löbab el abid, 67
Löeaeja, 23
Lua, 54

lubab al-cabid, 67 
lubaydah, 56 
lubayn, 56
Lubia baeledi, 72
Lubia baelledi, 72
Lubia frandji, 72, 73
Lubia habbeschi, 72
Lubia bælledi, 72 
lübiyä baladi, 72 
lübiyah/t, 72
Luch, 55
lüf, 55
lüc, 54 
lucayah, 23
lüh, 55 
luqmat an-nacjah, 83 
lusayq, 29; 30
Lussaq, 98
Lusseq, 29 
lusäq, 98 
lusiq, 30

M

Maas, 80
Maas, 120
Maddh, 15 
mad / maz, 15 
madäfacah, 18 
madäfcah, 18
Maedjenninae, 90 
Maelaeke, 56
Maelihemi, 94
Maeru, 31 
macas, 80; 120 
macs, 80
mäcis, 80
Mahöt, 19 
mahät, 76 
mahöt, 20 
mahüt, 75 
mahüt, 19; 20 
mahüt abyad, 21 
majanninah, 90
Makr, 33 
makr, 33
Malat, 75 
malihami, 94 
malihami, 94
Mandj, 93 
manj, 93
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mank, 93 
mantrim, 85 
mantrim, 85
Mantur, 51 
mantür, 51
Mardakvsj, 62 
mardaqüs, 62 
marh, 25
Marsch, 25 
marü, 31 
maryamiyyah, 62
Maschot, 121 
masük, 26 
masüt, 120; 121 
masüt al-ghuräb, 120 
masät al-ghuräb, 120 
matnän, 96 
mataqtaqah, 18 
mböniät, 47 
Mdjersche, 57
Medän, 62 
Meddjenninae, 90 
Medhaefaa, 18 
Medjersche, 57 
Medjersehe, 57 
Mehaerreka, 99
Mehat abjad, 21 
Meherkaka, 58
Mehut abjat, 21 
Mejabese, 120 
Mekatat, 46 
Mekatkata, 58; 100 
Melaebene, 56
Melbaegju, 57 
Melochia, 96
Meneckete, 58 
Merjanue, 62
Meru, 31 
Mesaeleha, 94 
Meschaerreba, 89 
Meschaerreha, 89
Meschat, 120
Meschåt el ghoräb, 120 
Meshat elghorab, 120 
Metnän, 96 
M'haeimta, 53
M'hah, 109 
mhäh, 109 
irii 'dän. 62 
midän, 62 
miharqaqah, 58 
milab, 26

Milaeb, 26 
milayb?, 26 
milaybnah, 56 
milühiyyah, 96 
Mimiae, 100 
mimyä, 101 
iniiriyä'. 101 
mirär, 42 
mirrär, 42 
Missaeka, 60 
misäkah, 39 
misseka, 60 
misät al-ghuräb, 120 
mislih, 68 
misyatar, 68 
miyabbasah, 120 
Mochajet, 27 
Moghadd, 52 
Mokcir, 41 
moloheyyah, 97 
Möniät, A-l 
Morrejr, 40; 42 
Mortah, 86 
Mottaej, 44 
Mösuk, 26 
M’scheter, 68 
Mscheter, 68 
MschiUaech, 67 
MschiUech, 67 
Mtaktka, 18 
mtaqtqa, 18 
Muddh, 78 
mudah, 78 
muddardjend, 113 
mughad, 52 
muhaymitah, 53 
muharriqah, 99 
muharqaqah, 58 
muhayyat, 27 
mujayrisah, 57 
mukär, 41 
mulaybinah, 56 
mulaykah, 56 
mulayh, 95 
mulbayn, 57 
Mullaeah, 37 
Mullaeh, 95 
Mullah, 37 
mulläh, 37 
mulühiyyah, 97 
munaqqatah, 58 
Munis, 45
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münis, 45 
munyät, 47 
muqatqat, 46 
muqatqatah, 58; 100 
murayr, 42; 44 
murrär, 41 
murrayr, 42; 44; 46 
murrer, 41 
Murre ir, 44 
Murre jr, 44 
murtah, 86 
musalahah, 95 
musalihah, 95 
musaykah, 60 
musarrahah, 89 
musarrihah, 89 
musaytir, 68 
musillayh, 67 
mutaqtaqah, 18 
mutay, 44 
Myrrejr, 46 
Mælbæjn, 57

N

N. malech, 89 
Naaejm, 112 
nabac, 97 
nabaq, 27, 87 
Nabbå, 97 
nabc, 97 
nabiq, 87 
Nabk, 27; 87 
nabq, 87 
nabq mochajit, 27 
nabq muhayyat, 27 
Nachl, 119 
nadäwah, 37; 47 
Naedeuva, 37 
Naedeva, 37 
Naedjaa, 99 
Naefaes, 88 
Naeffasch, 90 
Naenåa, 61 
Naenae, 61 
Naetaesj, 29 
nafäs, 90 
nafas, 88 
nacrm as-salib, 109 
nacmän, 114 
nacnac, 61

Nageisi, 51 
naghil, 106 
nahl, 119 
najrl, 109; 111
Najim al Selib, 109 
namäm, 60 
namämah, 60
Narendj Bortughal, 89
Narendj haelu, 89 
närinj burtughäl, 89 
närinj mälih, 89 
närinj hulwun, 89 
nasi, 111 
nasüs, 45 
natas, 29
Nauf ar, 81 
nawfah, 86 
nawfar, 81
Nedjära, 99
Nedjil, 109
Nefl, 69
Nemaesje, 59
Nescham, 97
Neschamm, 97
Neschusch, 45
Nesi, 111
N'ghil, 106
N’gll, 111 
nidwah, 37
nifil, 69
nijäc, 99
nilah, 68
Nile, 68 
nimaysah, 59
Nisjil, 109
nisjil, 109
nisam., 97
Nmam, 61
Nmäme, 60
Noömanije, 57 
nöqd, 45 
nöqud, 45
Nuar, 43 
nucaym, 112 
nucmäniyyah, 57
Nuggd, 45 
nukaysah, 51 
nukd, 45 
nuwär, 43
Ncedceva, 47
Nææmån, 114
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O

Ockas, 23
Odejn, 49
Ohåh, 57
Olleae, 47
Onkob, 58, 59
Onndb, 28
Otb, 74; 75
Ond el kårab, 46
Ond el Karak, 45; 46
Ond essymm, 31

Ö

Öbab, 58; 95
Öbab, 57
Obre, 79
Öddaejn, 22
Öddein, 22
Öddejn, 22
Ödem, 49
Ödejn, 49
Öeljaz, 74; 75
Ölefi, 119
Öllaeab, 72
Öllaeik, 47
Ölleach, 47
Ömieb, 27
Örfota, 65
Ork, 92
Örkos, 80
Ömnba, 86
Örreelj, 87
Ösfai, 34
Öthrob, 85
öthrub, 85
Öynn ennemr, 81

P

Poleg, 61

Q

qabbuah qaddi, 119 
qäd, 43
qadi, 66

qafal, 30 
qaläqil, 67 
Qamh, 114 
Qamh m’ghaejir, 115 
Qamh nae aejghe, 115 
Qamh staejri, 114; 115 
Qamh m’ghaejir, 115 
Qamh nae ajghe, 115 
qamh, 115 
qamh mughayyir, 115 
qamh nucaygha, 115 
qamh nucayji, 115 
qamh sutayri, 115 
qanis, 113 
qantariün, 59 
Qard m 'aaner, 54 
Qard stambnli, 53 
Qard tanvil, 54 
Qarad, 64 
qarad, 64; 65 
qarc mudawwar, 54 
qarc tawil, 54 
qarcah, 53 
qarcah stambüli, 53 
qarilah, 51 
qarinnah, 25 
qarm, 26 
qarmal, 102 
qarn al-ghazäl, 69 
Qarn el gasal, 69 
qarnah, 53; 54 
qäs, 52 
qasid, 114 
qasab, 107; 112 
qasab sukkar, 112 
qät, 33 
qät ar-racyän, 43 
qatam, 80 
qatät, 64 
qattah, 53 
Qeitte, 53 
qattah, 53 
qataf, 30; 34; 35 
qawqac, 73 
qäwün, 52 
qawwüs, 35 
qayan, 82 
qayrawän, 41 
qaysamän, 17 
qaysimän, 17 
qaysüm, 38 
qaysüm jabali, 38
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qaysün, 38 
qazab, 31 
qirghayr, 33 
qirinnah, 25 
qirm, 26 
qistah, 22 
qität, 64 
qiyaf, 54 
qubab, 116 
quddäbah, 85 
qulahlihah, 100 
qulqul, 67; 70 
qunan, 105 
qüqac, 73 
qurcat al-räci, 86 
qurqur, 58 
qurrah, 30 
qurrays, 45 
qurt, 69; 72 
qurunfil, 32 
qusar, 119 
qusar, 78 
qusayf, 17; 18 
quseyf, 18 
quséf, 17; 18 
quttabah, 102 
qutn, 72; 75 
qutn al-sajar, 75 
qutn al-sajar, 75 
Qyasab, 112

R

Rå, 20 
rä, 20 
Raale, 62 
Raåle, 62 
Rdbba, 100 
Rabd, 44 
rabd, 44 
radlf, 31;92 
Raensah, 84 
Raesen, 121 
Raetaem, 34 
Raetaem bekam, 70 
Raetam, 111 
raclah, 62 
racräc ayyüb, 44 
racräcu Ayyüba, 44 
Ragbar, 34 
Ragbat, 35

Raghat, 34; 63 
raghat, 34; 35; 63 
raghirah, 33
Rdhba, 100 
rahbah, 100
Rak, 92 
räk, 92
Ranf, 67 
rånf 67
Rara Ejub, 44 
Raråa eijub, 44 
Raschåt, 50
rasäd al-barr, 50 
rasan, 121 
ratam, 34; 70; 111 
ratam bihäm, 70 
rayn, 74; 77 
raynäm, 69 
Re dif, 31; 92 
Reinåm, 69 
Ren, 74; 77
Riårn, 30 
ridah, 26
Rideh, 26 
Ridjlet el ghråb, 82 
righlah, 29
Rijarn, 69
rijlat al-ghuräb, 82 
rin, 77 
riyäm, 30; 69 
Robbaire, 33 
robbæjre, 33
Rockeb el djämmel, 35 
Rodaa, 23
Roghlae, 29 
Roka, 77
Rokåma, 81
Rokama, 19 
Rokeb ed djemmel, 35
Rokejeka, 32 
rokæjeka, 32
Romaejhh, 87 
Roqrek, 99
Rotraejt, 102 
Rottraejt, 102 
rot ærn, 70
Rozzi, 86
Rschåd el barr, 50 
Rsjåd el barr, 50 
rubbayrah, 33 
rudac,23 
rughayaghah, 32 
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rughlah, 29 
rukib al-jamal, 35 
rumayh, 87 
ruml, 73 
rumid, 57
Rummid, 57 
ruqac, 77 
ruqamah, 19 
ruqayaqah, 32 
ruqayaqh, 33 
ruqc,77 
ruqriq, 99 
ruqämah, 81 
ruzzi, 86 
rutrayt, 102
Ryjam, 69 
Rcetcem, 70

S
sa'ul. 65
Saadån, 80 
Saatar, 63 
Sabak, 109 
sabak, 16; 109
Sabat, 45 
sabat, 45
Sabbåre, 117
Sabia, 25
Sabia, 56 
sabib al-dän, 86 
sabic, 25; 56 
Sabr, 117 
sabr, 117
Sabta, 36 
sabtah, 36 
sablä'. 36
Sackrdn, 29 
Sadjaret, 62
Sadjaret eddjcewnel, 108 
Sadjaret el ghasal, 62 
Sadjaret ennadje, 20 
Sadjaret ennaghi, 20 
'sae aed', 106 
saeaed, 106
Saebak, 16 
Saecarån, 93
Saehim, 113 
Saekarån, 95 
Saela, 46; 101
Saelå abjad, 45

Saela al båkar, 45 
Saelaam, 21 
saelg, 35
Saelle, 35 
Saendam, 21 
Saendeb, 90 
Saeneb, 98 
Saera erra, 113 
Saerah, 30
Saerak, 97 
Saetj, 84 
safarjal, 68 
safarjal hindi, 22 
Safsåf, 91 
safsåf bcelledi, 91 
Safsaf bcelledi, 91 
sacdän, 80 
sactar, 63
Sagarat edjcemal, 108 
Sdggarat el aguz, 84 
Saggaret el arneb, 34 
Saher, 109 
saher, 109 
såher, 109 
sähir, 109 
sahilah, 48 
sahim, 113 
sahamam, 28 
sajarat al-cajuz, 84 
sajarat al-ghazäl, 62 
sajarat al-jamal, 108 
Såk el Ghorab, 24 
Sakhamam, 28 
sakrän, 29
Sål, 56 
säl, 56 
salac, 46; 101 
salac abyad, 45 
salac al-baqar, 45 
salam, 64; 65 
saläm, 65 
salaym, 65 
salcam, 21 
Salft, 83 
salq, 35 
samär, 116 
Samår dabbüs, 106 
samär dabbüs, 106 
samär dabüs, 106 
Samma, 114 
Sammär, 116 
Samme, 112
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samsäk, 39 Schinar, 84
Samsür dubbus, 106 Schitér, 68
Samur dabbus, 106 Schoaeka, 101
sanaf, 15 schochädd, 15
sandab, 91 Schocham, 110
sancam, 21 schochädd, 15
Sant, 64 Schohat, 55
sant, 64 Schok, 40
säq al-ghuräb, 24 Schokab, 60
Sara erra, 113 Schoki, 101
sarak, 97 Schokr el-bomår, 35
sarah, 30 Schokr el-homår, 35
sarc ar-rä, 113 Schoncham, 110
sarütüt, 121 Schörur, 56
sasaw, 33 schörur, 51
Sauseb, 57 Schouki, 101
Sauseh, 57 Schöbodh bodda, 89
sawsab, 57 Schörur, 56
sawsan, 104, 105 Schråck (?), 39
sayf, 67 Schuaf, 89
sayf al-rubäh, 67 Schudjara, 51
sayh, 75 Schunf, 89
saykarän, 29; 93; 95 Schuntob, 24
says, 82 Schura, 26
saysabän, 65; 71 Schurredj, 52
sayyäl, 65 Sebelli, 48
Schadaeid, 43 Sebestan, 27
Schadj'asch, 41 Sech, 75
Schadjaret el-athleb, 21 Séch, 76
Schadjaret el holier, 84 Sehaeli, 27
Schadjaret el mehabbé(r), 99 Sehim, 113
Schadjaret elmå, 41 Seiseban, 65
Schadjaret ennemr, 117 Seisebån, 66; 71
Schaechacha, 19 Sejål, 65
Schaegar, 31 Sejsebån, 71
Schaeir, 110 Sejtun, 82
'Schaker rabba, 121 Semsaek, 39
Schantob, 24 Semsek, 39
Schebette, 89 Senaemae, 83
Schecbmabdjar, 120 Senaf, 15
Schech mahjar, 120 sendeb, 91
Schechadd, 15 Senna mecki, 70
Schechadh, 15; 16 Seraidt, 121
Schechar, 16 Serrat enaghi, 41
Sehe dåb, 90; 91 Sesau, 33
Schemmåm, 53 Sesebån, 66; 71
Schenaf, 28 Sett el bosn, 47
Scheradj, 86 Sett el hösch, 47
Scheratat, 42 Sfaerdjel, 68
Scherdjedja, 48 sfarjal hindr, 22
scherür, 51 sferdjel hindi, 22
Schiach, 39 Shelli, 48
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sibic, 57 
Sidr, 87 
sidr, 88; 100 
Sidr, 100 
sif, 67 
sicd, 106 
sih, 76 
silac, 101 
sillah, 51 
sillim, 64 
simsim, 83 
sinä'. 70 
(sinäJ) Hijäzi, 70 
sina' Hijäziyyun, 70 
sina' Makkah, 70 
sinä1 Makkata, 70 
sinä ' mikki, 70 
sinaf, 15 
sindah, 42 
Sinde, 42 
sinib, 98 
siragha, 44 
sirak, 91 
sirr, 32 
sis, 40
Sis, 40 
sisäu, 33 
sisäw, 33 
sitt al-husn, 47 
Sjadaejd, 43 
Sjaebtaredj, 59 
Sjaebtaredj, 59 
Sjaeir, 110 
Sjaesjuf 114 
Sjef, 67
Sjok edsjewnel, 41 
Sjök ihannasch, 36 
Sjubbaejta, 27 
Smilli, 53 
smilli, 53
Srnurr, 64 
Sockåa, 76 
Sodåd, 31 
Sog af, 16
Sokaejt, 16 
Sokam, 79
Sokar, 48 
Sonaefa, 71 
Sööd, 106 
Soraej saban, 94 
Soraf 104
Sorak, 114

Sorrat en naglu, 41 
Sot ar, 48
Soudvud, 15 
Soul, 65
Sövudvud, 16 
Sphceri, 50 
Sraegha, 44 
ssilem, 64 
starnbiili, 73 
Suaed, 20; 21; 38 
Subaesib, 57 
subayb, 56 
subaysib, 57 
Subbejb, 56 
sudäd, 31 
südüd, 15 
suhayr, 109 
sukac, 76 
sumur, 64 
suna, 70 
Stina, 70 
sunä1. 70 
sunayfah, 71 
sunaymah, 83 
sunbulat an-nasam, 92 
sundah, 42
Sunsiib, 71 
sunsub, 71 
suqaf, 16 
suqac, 76 
suqam, 79 
suqar, 48 
suqayt, 16 
Sur, 79 
sür, 79 
suraf, 104 
suraq, 114 
surayj sahän, 94 
surrat an-näqah, 41 
surrat an-näcqah, 41 
Susal, 92 
süsal, 92 
süsan, 104, 105 
Susann, 104 
suwad, 20; 21; 38 
suwudwud, 15; 16 
suhayli, 27; 48 
suhäli, 27
Svudvud, 15 
Syjef, 67 
Syjef er robach, 67 
Syllfm, 63
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Syllcem, 64
Symbulet emesem, 92 
Synde, 42
Syrr, 32 
Sees, 82 
Sælam, 65 
sæsabån, 71

S

sabatah, 89 
sadayd, 43 
sadäb, 91 
sadäb, 91 
safsüf, 114 
sacir, 110 
sahtarij, 59 
sahtraj, 59 
sahad, 15; 16 
sa’äh, 34 
sa’ähah, 19 
sahar, 16 
sajarat al-atlab, 21 
sajarat al-hawar, 84 
sajarat al-hawr, 84 
sajarat al-hür, 84 
sajarat al-jamal. 108 
sajarat al-muhabbah, 99 
sajarat al-iriä '. 41 
sajarat an-najih, 20 
sajarat an-näjah, 20 
sajarat an-nacjah, 20 
sajarat an-nimr, 117 
säkirun rabbahu, 121 
s(a)räq, 39 
sammäm, 53 
sanaf, 28 
santab, 24 
sarcatat, 42 
saräj, 86 
sarjajah, 48 
sawk, 40; 41 
sawk al-jamal, 42 
sawk al-hanas, 36 
sawkah, 101 
sawki, 101 
sayh mahjar, 120 
sayqar, 31 
sicah, 39 
sih mahjar, 120 
sihad, 15; 16

sihhäd, 16 
sihar, 16 
sinaf, 28 
sinän, 34 
sinär, 84 
siraj, 83 
siräj, 86 
siräq, 39 
sircatat, 42 
sitayr, 68 
siyah, 39 
sök, 41 
sök al-jammal, 41 
sök al-hanas, 36 
sösannä, 104, 105 
sösantä, 105 
sösän, 104 
subbaytah, 27 
subbaytah, 27 
subutbutah, 89 
suhat, 55 
süham, 110 
sujärah, 51 
suntub, 24 
süqab, 60 
suqr al-humär, 35 
surayj, 52 
surur, 56 
sutayr, 68 
sürah, 26 
süsan, 104, 105 
süsantä, 105 
suwaf, 89

s
sabbärah, 117 
sabr, 117 
safari, 50 
safsäf, 91 
safsäf baladi, 91 
sactar, 63 
salit jiljilän, 83 
sammah, 112; 114 
sillah, 98 
sinnär, 84 
sinär, 84 
sufayri, 50 
sutar, 48
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T

Tdab, 79 
Tdam, 113 
Taenaim, 31 
Talab, 59; 64 
Talah, 64 
tälaq, 79
Taluk, 79 
tamr al-hinnä '. 73 
tamra hinnah, 73 
Tamrabenn, 73 
tanaym, 31 
tanim, 31
Tarah, 26 
Tarfa, 96 
tartir, 34
Tartfr, 34 
tätürah, 93 
le'ena. 78 
tentä, 78 
Teraeba, 48 
Termis, 69 
Thaab, 78 
Thaab, 78 
Thaab, 78 
Thaemed, 114 
Themed, 114 
tibgh, 94 
tiflük, 43 
tin, 78 
Tin, 78 
tinah, 78 
tirmis, 69 
Toaejm, 18 
Toka, 98 
Tolak, 42 
Tom, 104 
Tom ernéb, 44 
Toraeb, 30 
Toraeha, 48 
Torah, 25 
Tschaeba, 76 
Tubbaejni, 40 
Tülak, 79 
tumäm, 111 
Tummaejr, 59 
Tummäm, 111 
Tummär, 66 
tummär, 66 
tummayr, 59

Tuna, 16 
tunaym, 31 
tunim, 31 
tuqac, 98 
Turia, 54 
Turundj, 89 
Turundj baeladi, 90 
turunj, 89
Turunj m 'sabba, 90 
tusaybah, 76
Tyflok, 43 
Tålak, 79
Tåna, 17

I
tacb, 78; 79 
tamad, 114 
tamäm, 111 
tüm, 104 
tüm arnab, 44 
tumäm, 111 
tuwaym, 18 
tuwwaym, 18

T
tacm, 113
tacm sabb sacdi, 114 
tacm sacr abyad, 114 
tacm sacr ahmar, 114 
talab, 59
talh, 64 
tarah, 26 
tarfah, 96 
taribah, 69 
tiflük, 43 
tubb cayni, 40 
tülaq, 42; 79 
tünah, 16; 17 
turah, 25 
turaybah, 48 
turayh, 30 
türiyah, 54 
turunj, 90
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U

Uaalån, 105
? Uaeba, 87
Uaeki, 75; 96
Uaraf, 28
udraf 28
Uårak esschefa, 95
Uard, 88
Ubal, 109
ubrah, 79
udni, 49
ujäs, 75
untay, 101
Uokes, 19
Uokkes, 19
urk, 92
urnubah, 86
Uufar, 18
Uusar, 18
Uuzal, 16

V

Vaalae, 61
Vaalan, 105
Vassal er robah, 118
Voket el hannasch, 105
Voket et hannasch, 105
Vudåh, 78
Vuddjef, 81
Vudni, 49
Vusar, 16; 17
Vuzar, 76

w
waclän, 105
wahah, 87
waki, 96
wäki, 96
wälah, 61
waqid al-hanas, 105 
waraf, 28
waraq as-si la '. 95 
ward, 88 
wayhah, 87

waykah, 75 
wubal, 109 
wudah, 78 
wudni, 49 
wuqis, 19 
wuzal, 16 
wuzar, 16; 17; 18; 76

Y
yamrärah, 40 
yamrür, 40; 43 
yäsmin, 82

z
Zaaeternan, 118 
Zaaeternän, 104 
Zabr es-zirr, 32 
Zaeitemån, 104 
Zaetja, 84 
zacaytamän, 104; 118 
zactar, 63 
zactär hindi, 62 
Zagblil, 87 
Zaghlil, 87 
zaghlil, 87 
zaghlül, 87 
zahr -az-zirr, 32 
Zambac, 116 
Zambak, 116 
zanbaq,116
Zaräa, 106 
zarc, 106 
zaräcah, 106
Zatarhendi, 62 
zayätä, 82 
zayit, 82 
zayt, 75; 82 
zayt simsim, 83 
zaytah, 84 
zayti, 84 
zaytün, 82 
zetün, 82 
Zilla, 51 
Zillae, 51 
zitün, 82
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Zobejde, 40
Zog af, 16 
zubaydah, 40 
zubb al qac, 92 
Zybb alkaa, 92 
Zybbelka, 92 
zæjt. 75

z
zabb, 64 
zabbah, 64
zahl, 31 
zubb, 64 
zubbah, 64
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